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PRE-CONVENTION MEETINGS
ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL EDUCATION WORKSHOP

PRESIDER: Shirley Ann Linden Elementary School, Oak Ridge, Tennessee
RECORDER: Shirley V. Harageones, Douglass Elennmtary School, Memphis, Tennessee
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Allsbrook, Lee and Jon Macbeth. "Kids and Kinesiology: Successful CentersA Specialist's
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Bennett, Cathy and Mena Nations. "Project ShapeTitle IV Innovative Programs." Univer-
sity of Oklahoma, ,Norman, Oklahoma
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Birth to 2 Years)." Northwest Louisiana State School, Bossier City, Louisiana
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sity, Denton, Texas
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University, Denton, Texas
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North Texas State University, Denton, Texas

Bruya, Lawrence and M. Maida. ". . . A Complexity of Play Alternatives to Traditional
Gymnasium Instruction." North Texas State University, Denton, Texas

Cendali, Richard, "Skip It For Fun." Douglass Elementary School, Boulder, Colorado
Dauer, Victor P. "The Parachute in the Rhythmic Program." Roche Harbor, West Virginia
Gabbard, Carl. "The Use of Task Sheets in the Elementary Curriculum." Lamar Elementary
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Hughes, Carlyon E. "SAVVY." Memphis City Schools, Memphis, Tennessee
Johnston, Jeanne L. "The Develeipiment of a Model for Assessing Quality Learning Experiences

in Elementary Physical Education , . An Inquiry." Northern Kentucky University, High-
land Heights, Kentucky

Kraft, Robert E. 'Dancing Their Way to Learning." University of Dela e, Newark, Dela-
ware

Lamport, Lance. "Implementing a Body Management Experience in Primary Grades." Okla-
homa State Uniyersity, Stillwater, Oklahoma .
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Werner, Peter: "Learning Through Moverpent." University of South Carolina, Columbia,

South Carolina
Wilder, Milton and Others. "Pre-School Motor DevelopmentTeaching Laboratory." University
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INTRAMURAL WORKSHOP'
PRESIDED; Wayne Edwards,. East Carolina University, Greenville, North Carolina
SPEAKERS: 154qyzr Edwards, 'Eastftirolina University, Greenville, North Carolina; Rose

Mary Adkins, East Carolina OrnYersity, Greenville. North Carolina; Mary Martinez, East
-", :CarOlina University,treenville,North Carolina; Sid Gonsoulin, Oklahoma State Univer-.

sity, Stillwater, Oklahoma; Mariahne Mackey, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater,
Oklahomii."

TOPIC: A Multi-Media Appitaelio Effective Intramural-Policy

You can't tell the players without a pronim!" This old stadium-vendor adage is also
applicable to the intramural and recreatigial sports program. The-'studerns won't participate if"
they don't know about the opportunities which are available for them. At East - Carolina
University. a comprehensive system of publicity isuutilized in an effort to fully acquaint the
student population with intramural and recreational programs and services.

Publicity for the East Carolina intramural program actually begins two months prior to
the beginning of each schen:tr.-year. The Student Affairs Of yitp conducts two-day freshmen
orientation sessions on a weekly basis throughout the summir, and a 45-minute time period is
devoted to the intramural and recreational spoils progra,m. A synchronized slide-sound presen-
tation is utilized to acquaint the entering students with the program. Intramural handbooks,
calendars and other prograM-related literature are made dvailable, and a question-answer
sessioncompletes the intramural orientation, Similar pre-school orientation meetings are held
with residence hall staffs, interfraternity and panhellenic councils and any other group which
can be coerced into listening. In this way, the groundwork for the year's program has been laid
prior to the official opening of the academic year.

The core of the-ECU publicity thrust is the intramural-recreational sports handbook. This
publica,tien, contains detailed information pertaining to intramural, recreational and sports
club activities, and is updated' nnually. Printed by the university's print shop, the handbook is
a relatively expensive item, but the wealth of information which it contains makes it a very
worthwhile expenditute. Closely coordinated with the handbook is the intramural calendar.
This colorful, one-page item is ideal for dorm walls cgibulletin boards, and includes registration
and beginning dates for women's, men's, and co-recreational activities. Pertinent information
relating to officials' clinics, office hours and th6 intramural "hot line" is also included.

The "INTRA/ACTION" hot line" is one of East Carolina's most extensively utilized public-
ity items. Its widely distributed one by two inch calling cards urge students to "Dial INTRA-
ACTION-757-6562for 'Where the Action Is' in .ECU Intramurals". INTRA-ACTION is
actually a telephone answering machine which is leased from the telephone company on an
annual basis. A three-minute tape 4 used for announcements pertaining to game schedules,
upcoming activities and facility operational hours, and is updated on a daily basis. A thirty-
second tape is used to inform participants about rained-out or postponed activities. The ECU
hot line is dialed an average of 100-125 times daily, and definitely saves a tremendous amount
of secretarial time.

During the school year, the intramural office employs a student journalist who is responsi-
ble for writing and distributing its weekly newspaper, INTRAMURAL UPDATE, and for
writing the weekly intramural column for the campus. newspaper. Theformer publication is
typed and mimeographed by the secretarial staff, and allows for unlimited coverage of all
intramural activities. Current weekly circulation is approximately 700 copies. The campus
newspaper column is a regular feature, and enjoys a tremendous reading audience. The
newspaper's sports editor is most agreeable to the intramural coverage, primarily because the
articles are well written, are submitted in final format, and meet publication deadlines.

One of the Intramural graduate assistants assumes responsibility for coordinating radio
and television publicity, as well as publicity within the residence halls. All of the local radio
stations include announcements about upcoming registration dates as a part of their free,
public- service announcement service. The university radio station provides excellent coopera-
tion; and the local television station provides occasional coverage of major events. Intramural,
bulletin boards, located within the lobbies of all residence halls, are updated weekly. In-
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tramural drop-in centers are scheduled at strategic campus locations on a frequent basis.

An intramural council, composed of a representative from each of the particsipating organi-

zationsf fraternities, sororities, residence halls, clubs and independent groups), meets mthly
to discuss policies and procedures, and to provide student input on future program directiMe for

the intramural staff. These persons, in turn, relate program information to the persons within

then' respective organizations. In this way, there is an effecii've-rneans of communication

----between the intramural administration a student participants.
Intramural events are scheduled as ha ime features at several home. basketball games

each winter. The finals in the annual arm-wrestling tournament perennially create a tremen-

dous amount of crowd excitement. Championship, as well as some regular season, basketball

games for both women and men are scheduled as preliminaries to intercollegiate contests.

Awards presentations, which are held attbe conclusion of each intramural activity, ofa.en

feature key university' administrative persons. The Chancellor, Dean of Students, Dean of

Women, and Physical Education Department Chairperson have recently participated in this

capacity. Such involvement, while very meaningful for, the students, also serves to better

acquaint theSe administrators with the total scope of the intra ural program.
On the large campus, the creation of student awareness is e of the major keys to the

success of any program. The rapid growth of the East Carolina i tramural and recreational

sports prograin is due in part to its comprehensive and continu publicity effort.

At Oklahoma State University; a similar, and somewhat more extensive intramural

publicity program is utilized. In addition to many of publicity ideas utilized in the East

Carolina program, Oklahoma State has produced a 16 minute movie (16 mm) entitled "Some-

thing for Eyeryone" which presents its entire intramural, recreational and club sports pro-

grams. OSU also has incorporated other audio-visual ideas into its publicity program, includ-

ing video tape "Games of the Week" and a special orientation presentation entitled "Alfa-77."

An extensive paid advertisement program involving local businesses adds income to the OSU

program, thus allowing for greater program expansion.
A special program for student and faculty families entitled "Huckleberry Finn's nd

Dog Holiday" is conducted annually. In addition to satisfying recreational needs:to ese

persons, this program greatly enhances the images of the intramural and recreational pro-

grams on the Oklahoma State Campus.

SPEAKERS: Lynne Berle, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, North Carolina; Rose

Mary Adkins, East Carolina University, Greenville, North Carolina; Dean Betts, St.

Andrews Presbyterian College, Laurinburg, North Carolina
TOPIC: Intramural Programs for the Handicapped StudentsImplications of Public Ldw

94-142 and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973

The handicapped individual in past years has been pushed aside when it came to Physical

Education, Athletics and Intramurals. The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 states that any qualified

handicapped individual must be allowed to participate in tIm conventional program, or a

separate program may be developed to accommodate his needs. More programs are beginning

to realize their short comings in this area and are adapting their activities to comply with the

law.
Activities can be adapted in a variety of ways. For example, in wheelchair basketball, the

non-handicapped individual is placed in a wheelchair so that play will he equal with the

handicapped. Floor hockey can also be played from a wheelchair and can involve both the

para-palegic and the quadra-palegic by taping the hockey stick to the individual or the chair.

The blind student can easily be included in the conventional program. They can run in a

track and field meet with a sighted person to guide them or else with the use of their cane to feel

the curb on the center of the track. Bowling can be included with the use of a sound system and a

guide jail.
With a little imagination and creativity, any activity can be easily adapted to suit the

disability of the handicapped individual. You may have to change the scoring, rules, playing

field and number of team members of a sport, but the basic essence of the activity will remain.
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Let us not forget that the handicapped individual wants to pay and participate just as much as
you and I. It is our responsibility as professionals and intramural directors to offerepew and
improved programs to fulfill their heed. .

SPEAKER: Mark Pankau, Katherine carpenter Elementary School, Shawnee Mission, Kan-,
sas

TOPIC:Hey! This Could Be Fun! Intramural Programs for the Elementary-Secondary Schools

The public school intramural prgrams have a unique quality about them; they differ from
region to region, state to state, and from school to school. But what makes a program even more
unique is judged in the amount of fun the participant is enjoying.

The intramural program musthe organized and administered around the best interests of
the student, if the needs of the player are t met. Two of those needs center around the social
and physic.a1Qoans. In essence; -6"P elong to the participant, with the responsibility
resting with thdirector, that thd p stifled with a few activities that may draw the
most interest on '4 team sport

Increased participation over the yenrs has drawn the attention of the once seldom
recognized individual activities thro e work of such organizationg as the AAHPER,
NISC, NIRSA, the PCPFS, and alibi the hundreds of small businesses which sponsor competi-
tion for the so-called minor sports/

At the public school level, the participants need a well-rounded program more than at any
time during the school years: It is so important because the players should become educated in
sportsmanship, friendship, fair play, and the world of competition in sports activity.

In order for this to occur, the director must find out what the student wants and needs. One
tool is the questionnaire, which will stir the imagination of the participant, as well as causing
the nstructor to re-examine his/her past efforts.

Publi8ty I's one of the most useful tools for promoting and building a program and keeping
it at the director's level of expectation and management. A newsletter containing 'schedules,
names, teams, points, results, and upcoming events that is published periodically will increase
attention to the program in a positive vein. Several other types of publicity have been used with
great success, and every director owes it to his program to evaluate all avenues for the most
useful types of publicity.

Programs such as co-educational, or co-recreational activities have been the most recent
addition to the intramural scene, which is growing quite rapidly, duetn part to recent national
attention ..to equality at all levels.

Along with this segment of the program goes the area of rules and regulations. It will
benefit all individuals involved if the rules for the games can be kept at a minimum to insure
total enjoyment instead of increased tension, which is a prime reason why people play to, begin
with.

From sandlot to superbowl, from playground to the playing fields, from'friendship first, to
competition second, the real message of intramurals lies in a simple three letter word that
either makes or breaks a programFUN. And as the title of the February, 1978, issue of the
JOPER Intramural Insert exclaims, "PASS THE WORD!" It could be fun!

SPEAKER: Tom Butler, Shelby State Community College, Memphis, Tennessee
TOPIC: Intramural Programming in the Community-Junior CollegeProblems and Chal-

lenges
Shelby State Community College is now in its sixth year of operation. I am in my fifth mar

with the college. When I joinecfShelby State there was no intramural program. It became my
responsibility to start one. I am given three hours of release time for intramurals. This would
indicate that less than twenty per cent of my time is to be devoted to intramurals. No other
person on the faculty is expected to spend any time or energy on intramurals. Therefore, the
first problem I encountered was a lack of staffing.

As Shelby State, money for intramural activities comes from the physical education
budget, Being a small, college, we can easily use equipment originally purchased for physical
education. For the most part, equipment is not a major problem for us. This budget 'arrange-
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merit does, however, present a problem in payment to officials. All payroll must he treatedas.a
purchase and this not only limits funding but also slows down payment, considerably.

Shelby State Community College is a multi-campus institution. We have two main cam-
puses about eight miles apart. In addition, we have classes at approximately twenty-five other
centers throughout Shelby County. The obvious objejlive is to have classes in tKegeographical
proximity of as many people as possible. Some of these centers are sixteen, eighteen, and
twenty miles from the closest main campus. In this situation, it is usually very difficult and
often nearly impossible to get students to a program at another center or campus.

This situation leads dss to another problem that a multi-campus college must face. This is
the transportation of students. Many of our studeny do not have access to automobiles. A large
number rely on city buses for their transportation. They do no the means to travel from
campus to campus to participate in an activity. At'present, welutve no official vehicles with
which to transport students to and from different campuses.

There Are reMhousing facilities lby State. Thus, there are no, students who could be
considered "captiv'Nudiences. ' ere re also no active fraternities or sororities. Therefore, at
Shelby State there is an absence of the competitive spirit that many programs enjoy because of
dormitory or Greek allegiances.

Many of our students are of low socio-economic background. In fact, most of our students
rely on some type of financial aid. In addition, most hold jobs, many of which are full-time. This
low income level contributes to the lack of transportation I alluded to earlier.

Perhaps the most common problem that we all share is lack of facilities. At Shelby State,
we have physical education classes at only two places, our Midtown Campus which is still under"
construction and our Gragg Campus, a pair of buildings rented from the Memphis City Schools.
A gymnasium is under construction iit Midtown. It will surely ease some ofour facilities stress.
For the past three years, we have taught physical education at the Stratton YMCA, an ancient
structure a mile and a half from MidtoWn, and at the John Rogers Tennis Center, Which is also a
mile and a half away. We are not allowed to have intramural or recreational activities,at the
YMCA or the tennis center. The campus is located in a very busy business area which makes
space a very limited commodity. 161 fact, the only available space is a parking lot two blocks
from campus. There is no pool available in the area. Midtown is our most heavily used campus;
therefore, we have a large portion of our student body ina campus with practically no space for
recreation or intramural programming.

Our Gragg Campus is better equipped for intramural programming. We have a large field
for outdoor activity which we use often in good weather. There is also a gymnasium. Unfortii-
nately , there are also problems with this facility. In the first place, many students opt to take
classes at Midtown where the buildings are new instead of at the 1930's vintage Gragg. The
Gragg enrollment.has dropped steadily since Midtown opened three years ago. The eight mile
trip between the two campuses is a difficult one to make by students who struggle for transpor-
tation.

Adding to the scheduling problems are men's and women's basketball teams and men's
baseball team, all of which get priority over intramurals in the gym. While the teams are very
cooperative, it is a fact that intramural programs can use the facilities only when the athletic
teams are not practicing or playing.

We'have'an abundance of problems with our intramural programmingat Shelby State, but
our program has grown every year in terms of both number of participants and variety of
activities; As all of you do, we continue to try to cope, sometimes experiencing failure, some-
times success. It is amazing whidl a little cooperation from coaches, physical education staff and
most importantly, students can accomplish.

SPEAKER: Charlie Hall, DeKalb Community College, Clarkston, Georgia
TOPIC: IN -Challenge

Intramural Directors should attempt to make campus life more meaningful to the commu-
nity by using activities which will enhance the individual's life. We benefit the individual by
affording him opportunities for healthy relaxation of mind and body, development of leisure
skills, social contact and outlets for self- expression.
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Intramuralrecreational activities are moil sntisfyinghen they come naturally. It is an
attitude, a state of_ mind, and ji condition which is freely sought.

It is difficult to be excited, dedicated, ortven concerned where the Intramural Director has
a full teaching schedule, Iiinit.N.facilitiug, no help or support from faculty, no budget, And very
little pay. Yet, we must accept the responsibility' we have a product to sell.

Intramural-recreational activities have e same relation to required physical education
as the school paper has to journalism and a debating has to public speaking.

Larry NaYe, Chain-Min of the Physichl Education Department, Enterproilie State Junior
Enterprise, Alabama, conducted a survey of selected intramural programs in the

sWutheast. The survey was mailed to 110 colleges in the eleven southeastern states and 55
percent responded; 92 percent of those responding conducted an intramural program.

iL From the survey, thAe t.:_att,,,areas were notedInadequate Funding; Inadequate Record
p Keeping, Lack of Concern for Legal and/or Medical Aspects of Paticipation; Lack,VIRSA.

membership; Absence of Full-Time Director; Reduced Participiition by Women; Lack of Conn-.munication Concerning Programs.
With this in mind, we must develop, a positive and realistioaRnception of intramural: -

recreational services to our campus commugity.. . .
May I offer some suggestions that would help the commuter college* junior colleges and

the high schools.
1. We have a national organization, but we need to develop local organizations, state

organizations, and regional organizations and become involved on all levels.
2. We need to teach awareness of intramural-recreational services.
3. We need to stimulate and expand the exchange of new ideas and programs.
4. We need to have training and educational programs as part of a workshop.
5. We need to be more humanistic in our approach to our programs and becothe student

oriented rather than staff oriented. The success of a program is based on the quality of
the leadership. In our program, this leadership must come from the students as well as
the staff.

Why not physical education credit for those participating in the intramur recreational
program? This would be logical in the commuter college, the junior collegaos v41l as the high
school.

The real challenge is to take a realistic look and evaluate ourselves, not as individuals or
individual schools but as a region or a state, and establish priorities.

Our accomplishments in the commuter college, junior college and high schools are very
little. We have operated in fragmented directions, with little concern for NIRSA or NISC, state
organizations, or our fellow worker. We have started workshops in our region and this meeting
in Little Rock is an excellent example. We have for the first time -started informing our
members and non-members by workshops, circulation of a newsletter agd-eucouraged mem-
bership in NIRSA and NISC.

It seems time to develop regional, state, and local objectives. We need to continue to open
and expand communications between members of NIRSA and NISC and non - members, in our
region, on all educational levels. We need from our national organizations a consultant service
in the form of correspondence, personal visitations and resource booklets. NIRSA and NISC
should sponsor meetings on regional, state and local levels.

We, as individuals, need to increase NIRSA and NISC professional membership, and
membership in our own state organization, and be more active and involved in our statewide
organization. We need to stimulate and expand the exchange of new ideas and programs. We
need to educate out students concerning the importance of our program.

The major area of growth in intramurals is in the community college, junior college and the
high schools, and we need to seek a new identity in NIRSA And NISC.

SPEAKER: Lou Marciani, University of Southern MississippiHattiesburg, Mississippi
TOPIC: Outside,Funding for Intramural and Recreational Programs

The ability of the intramural-recreational,sports director to provide aqd. administer a
sound total intramural-recreational sports program may depend to a great extetton the budget
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provided for these programs. The budget problem is a real one for the majority of directors.
Altholugh intramural budgets are important, many effective programs have been initiated

and administered on limited funds. The lack of funds should rat be a defense against a
concerned director establishing some type of program. The foundation, however, should be a
secure source of income, justified by a well-prepared budget granted on the basis of need fOr
personnel, supplies, equipment and facilities and expended on services and leadership to
provide a quality and varied program.

Intramural-recreational sports budgets should be justified on their own merits and,
through the use of one, three, and five-year plans, be designed for growth in services, facilities,
and safe equipment. I firmly believe that intramural-recreational sports are a lekitira'ate
educational function and, as such, should be financially supported by the institution's general
fund and/or student fees.

.1 would like to offer some strategies for building additiatral financial apport kir your
program. I define outside funding as revenues producetk above and beyond the'allocated.budget.
These funds may be utilized for such reasops as instituting new programs; maintaining the
program; reducing student charges; obtaining funds for capital expenditures and int,
provemdnts; or seeking funds for future facilities. Some of these ideas should increase your
spectrum of leislire offerings and hopefully become-telf-sustaining.

At many institutions the success or failure of adequate financing depends to a large degree
upon the type of organizational structure under which intramural-recreational sports is gov-
erned. Intramural sports started as a program under the wings of either physical education or
intercollegiate athletics. In recent years, however, there appears to be a trend for the
intramural-recreational sports director to report to some authority within the university's
central administration. Today, it is not uncommon to find intramural-recreational sports
directors reporting to high-level university staff officers,' such s vice - president for student
services, administration and the dean of students, or dean of e school of HPER. There are
several advantages to this type of administrative organiz ion. It elevates the director to
departmenehea£1 status. In this position, the director can attemp ulfill his responsibilities
as an advocate of quality intramural-recreational sports.

This type of organization also provides the director with a direct line of communication to .
central administration, which can result in a greater understanding and consideration of
intramural budgeting probl&ms. This type of organization also gives the director a stronger
mandate to serve the largest number of students possible. As we all prepare for the financial
squeeze, let's make sure we are in. the best possible administrative position at our own
institution.

Economic conditions have changed so drastically in the pastdecade that it is necessary to
find new means of financial assistance. A number ofcurrent practices have contributed to the
achievementof successful alternate sources of funding for intramural-recreational programs.
The exact methods employed with each practice vary somewhat from institution to institution.
However, when dealing with alternate sources of funding, we must always protect our primary
consumerthe students. I would like to take a few minutes to present some of the current
alternate sources of income.

Leisure Sports Instructional Programs

A series of non-academic recreational instruction programs are offered to the university
community at a reasonable price. The group lessons are offered at non-prime time and are
taught by a highly- qualified student, faculty, staff,or adjunct instructor. The administration of
the program is the responsibility of a professional member of the department. The following are
examples of such lessons taking place on numerous campuses: scuba diving, adult learn-to-
swim, children learn-to-swim, tiny-tot learn-to-swim, senior life saving, WSI, karate, hand-
ball, racquetball, tennis, gymnastics, yoga, women's self-defense &id golf. Perhaps the biggest
advantage of the program is that it enables the director to expand the program offerings to all
members of the university community and at the same time, produce substantial income for the
development of the total intramural-recreational sports program.
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Outdoor Equipment Rental Center

Camprtrg, backpacking and winter sport equipment are available at a fee for users
throughout the year. The rental fee is normally established at 1/20 the total retail purchase
price, per unit, per day. Administrative costs, such-as reservations, check -in -out, repair and
cleaning can be handled through an existing, equipment room operation. Special weekend

program . nd replace the equip-
rates, advance reservations, camping guides and university are ways 'the
rogram can be promoted. The income from rental is enough to r pai

riidlit as well as allowing for a margin of profil.

Facility Reiital

Groups should be able 44 rent the recreational faciliVes for their exclusive use during
non-prime time. Pool parties are popular with students. Vacation periods when the facility is
normallyclosed can be awattractive time for faculty and alumni rentals.

Pro Stiops
0

Several universities now operate a retailyutlet sports store. They are kept stocked with
those items needed for participation in the facility's activitieseverything from workout
Clothes, to equipment, to shower room supplies.

etiurt Fees

universities and colleges charge all orpart of their tennis, handball, and/or racquet-
ball court users. The fee structure is based on a per-hour charge. The rules and regulations
should assure equal use opportunities for all participants.

Organized Trips ,

Some of the most common trips are skiing, canoeing, camping, scuba diving and sporting
e'vents. The type of trips depends on the location of the school and the popularity of the activity.

Special Events .71

-A

. ,

The special events that haVe wide public appeal has helped solve funding
problems at a few stitutions. Promotion of such events as the Harlem Globetrotters, Roller
Derby, Circuses, ti concerts have frequently been very successful.

Money-raising ideas include doing such things as car washes, raffles, fund sales and selling'
T-shirts. For these activities individuals volunteer their time and energy to earn money for
intramural-recreational sports. The number of possible money-raising activities is infinite. A
brainstorming session would produce the pest possibilities.

Annual Projects

Carnivals are pbpular at many schools. Another example, at USM we are sponsoring an
annual Southern Softball Classic. This type of activity usually takes a great deal of orgnization
and volunteer help, but the financial benefits are usually well worth tht efforts.

Concessions

Concessions are a means of income that should be considered as a legitimate source of
funding for the intramural-recreational sports program. Many intramural programs have
several thousand students participating on a regular basis who would welcoine a concession
stand nearby. The profit margin for concession items ranges from 10 to 50 percent, depending
upon the product. Many universities hitve installed vending machines that dispense handballs,
racquetballs, squash balls, sweatbands and other items.

Summer Programs

Most collegiate recreational facilities experience a lull during the summer. A numbe
colleges and universities offer day camps, one-day clinics and week-day camps. Many ca
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various sgrts could be offered, brcauire thi facilities usually do not open until noon. The esurips
are considered favorable by 4r'admissi m re because they yr ng yritikers on campus and
expose them to th university.

rogra PO"

Special progra ming aimed at the alumni us should significantly increase the number
of aluMni that use the facilities.BSome institutions o er an alum league in almost all the
intramural activities. The alumni utilization pattern should not conflict with student users.
Early mornings, supper hours, and weekends appearcto bethe most popular times for alumniusers. yf -

Regional Sponsored Tournaments;

Many campus--IntrainuralAcreational sportS prrigrarms are in the business of hosting
'invitational sports tournaments: Softball, flag football, basketball and volleyball are ideal
sports for regional competition. These regional tournaments could encompass a range frnr..-
youth to independent adult competition, At USM, we will be hoSting five ASA invitationVI
softball tournaments this summer, and we anticipate that our profit margin will be in the
neighborhood of $2,000.00 .

Entry and ForeitFces

Entry fees are-usually just enough to cover the cost of providing-trophies and awardslhe
theory behind the-forfeit fee is that it should be:Collected in adviance and returned onlylf the
team has no 'forfeits. -

. 7

Fund Raising Solicitation
ti

, , elLastly, I would like to spend some time on direct solicitation. This is a sophisticated ' -

activity. Billions of solicited dollars are obtained'annually in the USA. Recent reports place the -.-srt
'amount contributed to non-profit organizations at 9 million dollarS an hour. How much of this
amount did your intramural-recreational sports program receive?

i I would like to suggest a few pertinent guidelines to solicitors because this is certainly one 4
of the most frequent means of alternate 'Source income. .

Persons who gave previously are the best prospects. ., '1".,
" The more money one has given, the more that perSon is likely, to give.

l'ew people will voluntarily give large amounts unless they are asked to do sd.
People must be asked to give definite amounts.
Persons giving large amounts of money 'generally want a precise explanation of its /

I intended use; solicitors should be fully prepared. to answer questions. , .,.:
ut-- Solicitations must be personal; avoid' letters, telephone calls or other impersphal ap......

prbadhes. , ,
I ..

, The closer the prospect is to the prbgam, the'more emotional can be the presentation.
People tend to give -in amounts ending in round numbers such as $100,4200, $500..

There isto best time to solicit. Avoid Christmas holidays, income tax deadlines,
property'tax due dates and summer vacations.

. Theeducational doll , let alone the service- oriented dollar, is andwill become scarce. We
have the.obligation to 0 vide leisure opportunities to the people we serve. '. .

, .

SPEAKERS: Joanna Den on, East Caroline University, Greenville, North Carolina; Bob
Newman, University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, Mississippi, Michelle I:%rk,
University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, Mississippi; Ginger Parrish, E4st
Carolina University, Greenville, North Carolina; Jim Doucette, Arkansas State Univer-
sity, State University, Arkansas

.TOPIC: The Role of
ial Ptt itaAdGrthe Graduate Assistant Intramural and Administratioh

The intramural graduate assistant is perhaps the most ove7,Upnced, underpaid, and least
recognized figure within the college/university intramural system. This person wo\i2k's a tre-
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hoidous- number of hours in the intramural administrative and supervisory, process; -while
laboring academically in the pursuit of a graduate degree. experience: gained in this
experienco.. however. is invaluable insofar. as prepanation for the future itt

fiTaduate assistant serves in such intramural capacities as scheduling, promoting,
publicizing, a d suvervising intramural activities; training, scheduling and supervising ofil-
cilds;'implementi-rr.k spirts club programs; and coordinaking other areas of the caltpus recreit-
tioal program. Such experiences preparcitthis person to assume full tithe prOfess onal leader-
ship positions upon 'degree attainncent..

SPEAKER,iRositlie Barber, Arkansas State University, State University, Arkansas; Bob
Pender, Southeastern Louisiana University, Hammond, Louisiana; Joe Ruffner, Middle
Tennessee State University, Murfreesboro, Tennessesee; Art Swanson. Louisiana State,
University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana

ExtrinsisvAwards in the Intramural Sports.Program: A Necessary Good or Uniteces-
.sitry Evil

Why do people'participate in intramural activities? Is it for the fun of playing, for the
self-satisfaction it brings, for the prospect of an award, or for a combination of these and other

inotfyittions? We, as educators, have to believe, or hope, that the primary stimultis-
for intramural participation is something dther than the attainment of an award.

Opponents of point systems note that they are not philosophically sound, that they altuse
students to.play for points instead of for pleasure and that points turn play into a forced instead
of a natural, voluntary activity. On the other hand, proponents of point systems state that
giving points attracts individuals who might not otherwise become involved in the intramu-
ral program .. . that interest is created and maintained through point systems and a-
wards . . that this motivating device in ineramurals is not only helpful, but necessary. If you
DO haw: a pUnt system and awards in your intramural program. you are riot alone . . .80.06
percent of the intramural programs surveyed in a recent study do give some type of awards for
intramural partiCipation.

It is apparent that many arguments can be advanced to either support or reject the use of a
point system and awards 'in the intramural program. Unfortunately, there is no way to
objectively weigh their relative merits in a manner that would be valid from school to school.
No matter what criteria are used, the intramural director must ultimately makes what is
essentially a subjective decision as to whetheror not to use extrinsic mot4vational devices of the
point system and awards variety.

At Arkansas State University, Middle Tennessee State University and Louisiana State.
University, all point systems and extrinsic awards have been abolished. Southeastern
Louisiana University continues to utilize an awards program.

SPEAKER: Roy E. Bell, Palm Beach Junior College, Lake Worth, Florida
TOPIC: Legalize Intramurals and Recreational Sports

In the immortal words of Mr. Intramurals of North Carolina, Ron Hyatt, as two elderly
ladies approached the punch bowl at a church social one of them acclaimed that the punch bowl I

was spiced with the Devil's brew and she would rather commit adultery than drink that stuff.
The other queried "Do we have a choice?"

In the community college you have a choice. At least in the type of community college I
envision, you should have a choice. You may choose to participate or not to participate. You
ma:ft/choose to join a team or not to join a team. You may choose to be active in a competitive
sport or to be passive in a recreational activity. You may choose to lead or follow. You may .

choose to.win or lose. Whatever you do, you should be 'able to choose.
It is the director's responsibility to assure that the st:udeitts have the right to choose their

program. It is, however, far easier to make such a statement than it is to achieve the reality. In
the path of idealism are problem potholes that make reaching an ideal goal most difficult. For
many, the protre'in potholes are crevices too wide to bridge or too deep to fill. At least it seems
that way to the program director. But, if the intramural and recreational sports program in the
community college was legalized, pothole -free roads would result.
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A legalized program is one that is rightful, lawful, allowed. Legal is being' rec(ignized as
lawful or proper. A legalized program goes beyond lip service and toleration.

Last year in Atlanta, I stated that the community/junior college has a unique mission. The
community college is unlike the high school and unlike the university. It is unique in itself.

A review of educational textbooks reveals the need to legalize intramural sports in the
community college. In most sources, the community college intramural and recreation pro-
gram is mentioned and that is it. No philosophy, no direction, no understanding, it's just there.
The invisibility is almost like that of Bert Campbell on Soap, it's there but nobody really seesift.
A legalized program would end the invisibility and solve many major problems. Three .x.Iiijor
problem areas that can he eliminated by a legalized program are the perennialsfacilities,
staff and finances. In legalized programs, intramural directors would stand on a par with the
athletic director, equal to the department chairperson and better trained. Staff members would
be equal to the task and diversed in interests. Their primary responsibility would be in-
tramurals, with teaching assignments secondary, ifany at all. They would be members of the
Department of Intramurals. As librarians, guidance counselors or coaches serve the students
needs, so would the intramural staff meet the sports and recreational needsof the students on a
full-time basis.

With a legalized program, facility planning would include the needed facilities ihr the
intramural program. Instead of the,athletic facility construciton priorities being placed in the
forefront, tote intramurals program would have its construction priorities as well. All facility
construction would reflect the needs of the physical education department, intramurals and
athletics. A Swimminep9o1, for example, would demonstrate flexibility for teaching stations,
competitive athletics and recreational aquatic activities oftithe intramural program.

In a time where inflation is erodThg education budgetA, even greater efforts'must be made
to obtain the funds needed for the total educational program. In the legalized program I see,
there will be new and better ways of funding intramurals. The traditional activity fee can no
longer supportAll student activities. Using Rodney's positions that a budget is a plan of action,
the legalized program would have the funds to carry out its plan of action. A legalized program
would receive its financial support from .the general revenue fund as is true of any other
department.

The interrelationship of the three problem areas I've mentioned is obvious. Trained
leadership in staff positions with adequate facilities and financial support are fundamental to
the legalized intramural program. In reality, they are the tools that are necessary for the
building of a student-oriented intramural and recreational sports program:

Program building must be based on sound educational objectives and principles. The
organizational procedure and administrative plan should be developed only after the local
situation is known and understood. However, unless the organizational procedure and ad-
ministrative plan includes a sensory system tuned to the ever-changing student, the program
will fail, thus placing in jeopardy its legalized value in education. In order to insure a dynamic
quality program, it is necessary that directors and advisors beaware of trends that necessitate
change for the good of the program. I have witnessed a dramatic change in intramurals and
recreational sports in the last twenty years. We have gone froma highly formalized competitive
intramural/extramural and sport-days concept to one of a sense of calmness and individualism.
The causes of such a dynamic change are many and varied. Sociological, economic and cultural
changes in our society have had their effect on programs of intramural's. In the community
college, this change is more evident than in any other educational institution.

How can a program be designed to function under the constant pressure of change? If you will
recall, I mentioned awhile back that we were building a student-oriented program. Any
program that utilizes its sensory system is a student-oriented program. A director's program is
not student-oriented and thus will fail. A student-oriented program includes the students in
the cMcision-making process. Student directors, student intramural councils, student sports
directors, etc., can provide the necessary feedback and input into program decisions. The,
open-door policy, subscribed to by most community colleges, must extend to the intramural
program. Every director is aware of the value of outgoing communication. It is vital that
in-coming communications be received as well. Publicity for and advertising of your programs
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is important. Whatever is available to publicize your programs should be used: (1) printed
posters, (2) school paper, (3) school-r. .11,1M station, (4) closed circuit T.V., (5) bulletin boards, (6)
daily bulletins, (7) faculty bulletins, (8) local radio and T.V., (9) local news media, etc. No
student should leave your institution and not know what the intramural program offers him.

Probably the most important factor in providing a student-oriented program is the
scheduling of activities. Complete cooperation of the Physical Education and Athletic Depart-
ments with the Intramural Department is a must in scheduling. The complex problem must be
solved to the benefit. of all three areas. No one area should dominate the schedule. -

Activities must be scheduled when the students can participate. In a legalized program,
intramural and recreational activities may take place at any hour of the daynot on a
twenty-four hour basis, but almost. Self performing activities such as jogging, fitness trails,
sailing, swimming, etc., should be scheduled as on-going activities available to the student at
any hour. Individual and dual activities such as tennis, handball, badminton, archery, horse-
shoes, etc., can be T.B.A. (to be arranged) on a mutual agreement between the students. Team
sports and club activities should be scheduled as facilities are available and as students'
schedules permit. In a legalized program, maximum facility utilization can be obtained more
easily because of the closer cooperation that would exist when the three program areas are
equalized. Equipment usage can be maximized in a legalized program during budget sessions
among physical education, intramurals and athletics. This would provide a better'9ality of
equipment for students to use.

Intramural directors always seem to look at other programs for ideas. 'fell programs were
legalized, the exchange of ideas would make more sense. But, as it is today with some legalized
programs and some struggling for existAnce, a director can see that what 'may be good at
another institution may not prove possible at his institution. For example, one campus may
have a budget of $400, where another may have $10,000 for their program. Tee-shirts are given
as awards at the high-budget school, but would not be possible with the low budget.

To legalize all programs in the community colleges would be a giant step toward fulfilling
the 'needs of the students in the use of leisure time.

The problem is visibility.
The challenge is to legalize.
The solution is to do it.

SPEAKER: Stan Summerlin, Monroe Middle School, Monroe, North Carolina
TOPIC: You Can If You WillThe Monroe, North Carolina, Middle School Intramural Pro-

gram From Beginning 'Til Now

The presenter gave an overview of his intramural programs and discussed how such a
program Could be implemented in other school situations. Particular emphasis was placed upon
competition units, time periods, awards, officials, busing problems, program of activities,
funding and supervision. Innovative ideas, unique events and publicity ideas were also pre-
s'ented. Emphasis was placed upon steps taken in initiating an intramural program and
methods of "selling" the program to parents, faculty and administrative officials.

SPEAKER: Faye Cromwell, All Saints' Episcopal School, Vicksburg, Mississippi
TOPIC: Intramural and Recreational Program in a Private School

All Saints' Episcopal School is a co-educational boarding school'for grades 7-12. It is owned
and operated by the Episcopal Church of Arkansas, Louisiana 'and Mississippi. There are 173
students, evenly divided between boys and girls.

There are five full-time and two part-time members of the Physic& Education and Recrea-
tional staff. Our working hours are 11:00 a.m. until 8:00 p.m. All physical education classes are
scheduled from 11:30- 1:30, leaving afternoon and evening hours for bur contract activities
program and recreational activities.

Intramural Program

Our program consists of two teams: the Angels and the Devils. Students draw lots at the
beginning of the year to determine to which team they will belong, and they are a member of
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that team as lung as they attend All Sinuts'. The two teams compete in various athletic;events
in the fall and spring.

The fall activities are climaxed by "Little Field Days." This is competition each afternoon
after school for a week. Activities chosen for competition may vary from year to year. This year
the activities were volleyball, soccer, tennis, and cycling. There are boys and girls' divisions in
each activity and cycling is further divided into upper-school and lower-school divisions.

Each felon captain must determine who will participate in each sport for his team. This is.
done by playoffs within the teams and consultation,with members of the recreation stall.

Angels and Devils compete academically throughout the year. Each time a student's name
Appears on the Rector's List (grades of 90 and above), he receives 35 points for his team. Earn
time it, appears on the Academic Honors List (averages of 90, with no grade less than 85), his
team is awarded 15 points.

During the winter months, there is a spelling bee, trivia bowl, and skit competition. Ttiere
is an upper school and lower school 'division in the spelling bee. and trivia bowl, with two
representatives from each grade.

Skit competition is one of the highlights of the year. When the theme is announced,
students have three weeks to write and produce their own skit, which is judged by adults
outside of All Saints'. They are judged on programs, lighting, scenery, direction, etc., and the
skit winner is not announced until Field pay. There are 600 points possible for skits.

Field Day is the culmination of the year-long Angel-Devil activities. Last year, we had a
total of 45 activities over a two-day period, ranging from the traditional sports of basketball,
softball, tennis, soccer to skateboarding, fritibee competition, kayaking, and synchronized
swimming.

POINTS: Points are awarded in each activity based on the number of runs, goals, etc.,
scored, with the winning team receiving additional bonus points. For example, four points are
awarded for each goal scored in soccer, and the winning team receives 10 additional bonus
points. Four points are awarded for each game won in tennis, plus 10 bonus points for the
winning team.

FUNDING: We receive $5.00 per student for Angel-Devil dues. Our department adds
another $200.00 for a total operating budget of $1,000.00 This money is used for equipment,
awards, and by the teams in the production of their skits.

AWARDS: Trophies are awarded to the outstanding player of each event as chosen by the
recreation staff. Five team trophies are awarded to tie winner .of (1) Skit competition; (2)
Poster competition; (3) Most team sports; (4) Most individual sports; and (5) School trophyto
overall winner of competition. These five trophies are engraved each year with the name of the
winning team and displayed in that team's trophy case for the year. At one time, individual
trophies were awared to winners but that practice ceased in order to put that money back into
the program fore additional equipment.

OFFICIALS: All events are judged by members of the recreation staff and faculty.
PARTICIPATION: There is no limit to the number of activities in which a student can

participate. Otir records indicate, that most students average participation in 5 events on Field
Day. We attempt to make our programs so diversified and schedule events in such a manner
that everyone finds something in which to participate. Lastyear, out of 173 students, only four
did not participate on Field Day. Two of these had a doctor's excuse and the other two "did not
want to."
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CONTRACT ACTIVITIES

Sports or activities that meet during free time (some at 4:0(1 p.m. and others at 7:00 p.m.)
are called Contract Activities. Students are contracted to participate in this "interest area" and
either pass or fail. The activities we offer depend on the students' needs and interests. A few of
the act ivities are:

Tennis Marksmanships OrienteeringMarksmanship
Volleyball Jogging Musical
Drivers' Ed Archery Watershow
Bowling Repelling Canoeing
Crafts Typing Cycling
Board ( ;antes Karate

We pull from other members of the faculty and members of the community in order to offer this
many activities.

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES

Thu-Recreation staff provides many activities for the students who choose to participate.
We have a pavilion with pinball machines, pool tab* juke box, snack box, etc., open two
afternoons and three nights a week, in addition to weekends. All money made in the pavilion is
used for equipment and activities. The gymnasium is open four nights it week plus weekends
with emphasis on a different activity each night, i.e., team spoOs, raquet sports, open gym, or
gymnastics. Our list of special activities includes anything anyone wants to do: roller skating,
mud slides, concerts, cookouts on the sandbar, New Games tournament, "Almost Anything
Goes," movies, hikes, campouts, bike rides, old-fashioned picnic and many others.

This entire program has been developed within the last six years. It was developed through
much hard work and dedication. It was not developed with a lot of money. Long before we could
afford money for equipment and so many staff members, we began building the program with
help from the community. Our local YMCA, City Recreation Department, National Guard, Red
Cross and nearby university (Delta State) have all shared equipment, ideas, and staff members
in order for us to offer our students a unique and varied program in physical education and
recreation.

4' L.)
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STATE, CITY AND COUNTY DutEcrous coNFERENcE
PRESIDER: Robert. G. Norred, University of Tennessee, Chatt anoga, Tennessee
RECORDER: Loyee Willett, Oklahoma City Public Schools, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
OFFICERS ELECTED: Chairperson --Stan Honeycutt, Anderson, South Carolina;

Secretary --Nelson Bennett, Chattanooga, Tennessee
TOPB.: Exchange of Ideas

I. I. ttilipentency andior skills assessment programs were reported on by the State directors
from Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi and Texas.

2. Outdoor education projects were reported on by the directors from Anderson, South
Carolina. and Chattanooga, Teimessee.

3. Public relations efforts were reported on by the directors from Oklahoma ('-ity, Oklahoma,
and Greenville, South Carolina.

SPEAKERS: A Principal, Two Fifth GradeTeachers and a Heart Association Volunteer from
Gibbs Intermediate School, Little Rock, Arkansas

TOPIC: Implementation of the Berkley Health Education. Model

Since the summer of 1969, an innovative) school health (education project4aught at the,
fifth, sixth, and seventh grade) levels has been achieving success in some 200 elementary and
junior high schools in the United States. The model was developed in Dalz City, California,
through a contract between Dr. Richard Foster and the National Clearinghouse on Smoking
and Health. The project became a viable Vacher training fiftiject, the intent of yhich is to
prepare teachers to help students nem re knowledge and skills wkereby they can effectively
take responsibility for their dwn healt .,Students learn (I) How t1iFeir bodies function; (2) To
avoid disease and infectioh; (3) Why sin ple, everyday he etIth practic'es are important and-the'
scientific reasons underlying health behavior; (4) The relationship between health and health
behavior; (5) How the community protects the health of the people; and (6) To improve their
interpersonal relationships.

The Arkansas Heart Association was the initiator of the Berkley Project in Arkansas.
Many health organizations, community groups and state and local health education groups
cooperated by contributing dollars, ideas, public support and volunteer hours. As a result of
these efforts, and as of May 1976, teams had been trained in twenty-three Arkansas school
districts. The training is continuing in order that the project is implemented in all Arkansas
schools.

SPEAKER: Ed Long, Director of Physical Education, Phoenix Union High Schools System,
Phoenix, Arizona

TOPIC: A Title III Physical Education Program for Special Education Students

In the belief that schools have the responsibility of providing programs that meet the needs
of all secondary students, the Physical EducationOpportunity Program for Exceptional Learn-
ers (PEOPEL) was approved,- developed and implemented through ESEA, Titles III and IV.
PEOPEL meets the needs of exceptional (handicapped) individuals, as well as the require-
ments addressed in Title IX and Public Law 94-142. PEOPEL is designed for students who will
benefit more from an individualized physical education program than from special physical
education. Through individualized learning, students develop physical, mental, emotional and
social abilities in a physical education setting. The utilization of trained student aides provides
a one-to-one instructin ratio in a coeducation class of twelve PEOPEL students to one instruc-
tor. To participate in PEOPtL as a student aide, the student must successfully complete a
semester-long Student Aide training class which presents and discusses PEOPEL goals, the
roles and responsibilities of aides, and the growth and development characteristics of excep-tior;a1 peers who may be enrolled in PEOPEL. Peer teaching provides the opportunity to
participate in physical education while having fun and success in PEOPEL.
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STATE OFFICERS WORKING CONFERENCE
PRESIDER: Peter Everett, District Representative to AAHPER, Florida State University,

Tallahassee, Florida
RECORDER: Doris McHugh, Huntsville City Schools, Huntsville, Alabama
SPEAKER: David Harris, Kennesaw Junior College, Marietta, Georgia
TOPIC: Public Affairs/Legislative Update'

Lobbying Techniques

GENERAL: The success of lobbying efforts will depend upon our ability to communicate our
needs to legislators. Our job is to convince the legislator that the need exists and then
secure his cooperation and assistance in getting the necessary changes in law and the
needed money.

STEPS PRIOR TO COMMUNICATING:
1. Know the facts about each proposal.
2. Be concise and to the point.
3. Relate your request to your local situation.
4. Use bill number and title when applicable.
5. If you are a local leader, be sure to mention the number of people you represent when

you contact your legislator.
6. Don't threaten.
7. Don't begremember, you represent the most important profession of today and your

concern is for America's youth.

METHODS OF COMMUNICATING:
I. Mail (letters, telegrams, etc.)

1. Spell correctly (especially legislator's name).
2. Be brief.
3. Deal with only one or tvP) issues.
4. Appeal for specifiC' assistance.
5. Handwritten letters are preferable.
6. Do not use form letters or petitions.
`7. Send your letter or telegram at the appropriate time.
8. Use organizational stationery when you are writing as a representative of your associa-

tion.
9. Address correspondences to the legislator's Washington, D.C. address when Congress is

in session.
II. Telephone

1. Call only at a reasonable hour.
2. Use telephone to contact your legislator at home to set up formal meetings.
3. Contact by telephone at the Capitol when time is a factor.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 1-800-282-5800
SENATE 1-800-282-5803

A central answering service will answer your call. Give them the name of the legislator
that you wish to speak with or ask that a concise message be delivered to your
legislator (i.e., please vote "yes" onHB 162).

4. If you leave a message for your legislator to return your call, please remain at that
number long enough for him to return the call.

III. In-Person (at the Capitol)
1. Make an appointment.
2. Limit your conversation to not more than 15 minutes.
3. Send an experienced person with an inexperienced person.
4. Limit your group to not more than 4 people (if your group is larger, select a spokesman

and a person to take notes on what the legislator says).
5. Contact legislators from area,, of the state where you may have lived previously or

where you have relatives that are his constituents.
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6. Know your subject and be prepared for questions.
7. Don't be belligerent or get angry.
8. Show forcefulness for courtesy.
9. Tell your legislator exactly what you expect from him.

10. Thank your legislator for his time (send a thank you postcard when'you return home).
IV. In-Person (at home)

1. Make sure the time of contact is c venient.
2. Contact prior to the beginning of th General Assembly and set up a schedule to meet

with your legislator at regulierf intervals during the session for progress reports
(possibly every other Sunday afternoon).

3. Send an informal small group of leaders who represent the membership of your associa-
tion to talk with your legislator.

4. Make a brief written report to your membership following each meeting with your
legislator.

5. Invite your legislator to have luncp at your school or dinner with your executive
committee.

6. Keep up the contacts on a continuing basis. It ties time to create a working relation-
ship.

7. Use members that know your legislators.
8. Assign someone to maintain a file on each legislator.

V. Media
1. Work with local PR chairperson to establish media contacts during the legislative

session.
2. Deliver press releases to local media when sent from State Education Association (adda

localized paragraph by quoting local officers' or members' responses and opinions).
3. Send letters to the editor regarding our priorities.
4. Schedule local officers on radio and TV talk shows.
5. Submit guest editorials.
6. Distribute fliers and posters in the community relating to educational issues.
7. Establish "Ask a Teacher" Program in your local.
8. Set up meetings with community members and leaders.

Summary of Remarks:
I. The Committee

A. Have proposed merger of PA/Leg Committee with the Public Relations Committee.
Have communicated with Owen Holyoak regarding this merger. He is pursuing
it.

B. PA/Leg Emphasiscoordinated with Miriam Collins and Peter Everett for the pro-
gram (Pre Convention State Officers) at this conference.

C. State Officers ReportHave extracted the PA/Leg Section of the State Officers Report
to discuss and disseminate at our PA/Leg Committee meeting.

D. Pursing a public service announcement with President Carter.
1. Several efforts to get through to President Carter finally got attention when I sent

correspondence to Plains, Georgia.
2. Numerous lettersAdvised he had over 600 requests to do public service an-

nouncements in first 10 months.
3. Received fairly positive response. Advised to work with Casey Conrad of Presi-

dent's Couneil on Physical Fitness. 7-
4. Met with CaseyHe advised that we wait a cotiple of months. President inprocess

of appointing his Council on Physical Fitness.
5. Have financing and taping sit up at no cost to the government or the association.
6. Have support of my senators in Georgia. Plan a letter to each PA/Leg Chairman in

Association to write their senators to support this effort.
E. Booklets on PA/Leg are being developed to disseminate to the PA/Leg chall-man or

each State within the district.
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II. Specific Nee s or Efforts for the States
A. State A/Leg chairman be appointed for a three-year term (minimum).
B. Improv network organization. Get your members involved. Practically everything in

our society evolvesMajority agrees upon.
C. Promote the Governor's Council on Physical Fitness.
D. Promote and support legislation pertinent to our profession (someone has to keep with

it).
E. Improve our relationship and mutual support with such groups as PTA/Early Child-

hood Association/Classroom teacher organizations and the like.
F. Continue promoting PA/Leg workshops.
G. Close look at who we are appointing as PEPI coordinator/ and work closely with

themEffective.
H. Assign a professional from our State association to be our contact person for a

representativeassign a person who knows this person and is localand will be
the contact throughout the year (one for each representative in the State).

I. If a State could afford a full-tiro A/Leg lobbyist, he/she would repay for himself/
herself 100 fold.

SPEAKER: William Walmsley, Senators State of Arkansas, Batesville, Arkansas
TOPIC: Legislative Lobbying: A View)From the Floor

Negative Lobbying Techniques

1. Don't threaten or adopt belligerent attitude.
2. Don't innundate with material.
3. Don't take too much time.
4. Don't rely solely on officers Or paid lobbst.
5. Don't send mimeographed or identical letters.
6. Don't rely on cocktail parties or dinners.

Positive Lobbying Techniques
-Th

1. Try to knbw your legislators. N

2. Piovide brief summaries of supporting data.
3. Mobilize membership to contact their legislators.
4. Attempt contact through personal letter, phone call or personal conversion.
5. Be tolerant of your legislator.
6. Seek support of other organizations.
7. Keep membership informed.
8. Become in political processmost important.

Summary of Remarks

I think it is particularly appropriate that your organization has this topic of Legislative
Lobbying and a positive aPproackto lobbying, so often the approach is"negative." Keep in mind
that lobbying is proper and is necessary in your organization. To be effective, lobbying usually
comes from an organized group. Organization is nothing without the individual. The individual
behind the organization is the key that makes the organization effective. The State officers or
State boards cannot get the job done without the individuals in each district. When you talk

h your legislator, be sure you understand the budget system of your State and who thew
i viduals are that serve on the bultetztimit e. Don't send your legislator mimeographed
1 rs. It's not very effective.

. .

The Senate is a smaller group, is more powerful and a closer-knit group. It is important to
know your legislators. It's most important that you keep your association informed. %tolerant
to your legislator. You owe him common courtesies. Seek support of their organizatiar. There
are many that will have some or at least indirect interest.

I-
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The'most effective lobbyists are people who support you when you are running for office.
People who get involved in the process are the ones legislators listen to. Common courtesies will
suffice, realizing he is a busy man.

I commend you for looking at this area. It is an area that is so often misunderstood.

SPEAKER: Don Magruder, Executive Director, Florida School Boards Association, Tallahas-
see, Florida

TOPIC: Legislative Lobbying: A View From the Galleries

I bring you greetings from the Sunshine State. Ifyou haven't visited there yet this winter I
suggest that you leave immediately after this session. We are lobbying the legislature for
money.

I was certainly glad to see that you dubbed this meeting as a "working conference" and not
a convention. Conventions are something a lot of people leave behind when they go on one.

Also, I found the title for this part of the program quite "catchy""A View From the
Galleries." If you do your lobbying from the galleries of the legislature, and some do, it's too late
foryout to accomplish anything.

I want to talk to you today.about how an organization can become an effective lobbying
group. I am an experienced lobbyist. My credentials are strong.

Let me prove it to you. In our state in one year, I lost the fight against collective bargaining
in education, the school boards were weakened by a law requiring parent advisory committees,

sand a public disclosure law was passed in which all of my members were required to disclose
their income tax forms in order to stay in office. That year ived a raise in salary. Now,
that's lobbying!

How can an organization, such as yours, become an effective lobbying organization?
Let's look at the word "lobby" first. Many people in education especially professors, dislike

the word "lobbying." The word carries an evil connotation_Let your learned minds now picture
the typical "lobbyist" stereotype yes, that's right, it is the man dressed in a suit and tie
(remember, it's the stererotype that your picturing, not Title IX), heavy set, cigar, money
protruding from every pocket, standing in the halls of the legislature, saying "Past." This
stereotype has caused many organizations to identify their representatives engaged in lobby-
ing as legislative liaison, "Level II, I, or Chief." I always worry about, a legislative liaison

- person. I wonder if he or she has ever been successful in passing a law, or more importantly, in
killing most of them. The word "Lobbyist" is not a dirty word. No matter what your organiza-
tion calls you, the legislators, themselves, call you a "lobbyist."

Your organization has three main goals with respect to lobbying.
1. Pass "good" legislation. "Good" legislation is made up of your bills.
2. Kill "bad" legislation. "Bad" legislation is the enemy's bills.
3. Turn "bad" legislation into "good legislation." Usually this is one through watering it

down by amendments until it is relatively harmless.
The way in which you reach your organization's lobbying gokiks through establishing a

legislative program, organizing your lobbying campaign and "following through." TAat's a
physical education term.

Most educational organizations are really great at developing a legislative program. This
is always accomplished very democratically. You have meeting after meeting, at the "grass
roots" level. All members have a great deal of input. As you go "up the organization," the
leaders add other items. Pretty soon you have a nice, large "legislative program" which is akin
to a Sears Roebuck wish book. After each item, you include a lengthy explanation including
supporting appendices. It is a document of which to be proud. Nobody reads it.

And "educationese?" I've svgn educational legislative programs from professional groups
such as yours that contain enough "educationese" to pass every doctoral student at a major
university. We talk to each other so much that sometimes we believe that even people talk like
us. A few years ago the worst spectacle of lobbying that I have ever seen was performed by the
Chancellor and Vice Chancellor of the Florida Board ofRegents. It deteriorated when it became
the Deans' turn to speak. During this enterprising evening, we were able to get three of our bills
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introduced, just outside the door, collaring the legislators who were escaping. Ifyou can't talk
for write without using "educationese," hire an elderly third grade teacher. The third grade
teacher writes on a level that the legislature can understand.

Keep your legislative program short. One page, if possible. Select the 5 or 6 items that are
really of major concern and concentrate on them. After makingyour complete package avail-
able to the legislators, work on only one item at a time with one legislator. Find a chanipion for
each one of your proposals.

I am going to gloss over, briefly, the Mechanics of lobbying. We have all heard them before.
Then I am going to tell you how to pass and kill bills.

The experts tell you that you can influence legislation through the following methods of
communication:

1. Testimoney at Public Hearing
2. Telephone Campaign
3. Letter-Writing Campaign
4. Telegrams
5. Office Visits
6. Invitations to Speak oc"

Let's look at these one at a time.
1. Testimony at Public Hearings. People will tell you that preparing position papers and

presenting testimony at Committee hearings is a top-notch method of influencing legislation.I
have one thing to say about this. If the legislative committee is planningon taking a vote on the
bill at the committee hearing, and they'usually are, if I don't know the vote of each member of
the committee, before they came to the committee meeting, I am not doing my job. Committee
Testimony is window dressing, designed to provide the committee members with an excuse to
vote either for or against the bill, depending upon his or her mind set prior to coming into the
meeting. What is much more effective is having two or three, or even one of the legislator's
respected constituents from his home town, and who has talked to himon the subject that day,
sitting in the audience staring at him. Or her. My, all the words in the world, all of the erudite
position papers ever devised go straight down the drain under the strong, unblinking glare of a
home towner.

There are a few, isolated times in sub-committee or committee meetings when changescan
be effected. That is when legitimate questions come up which the committee members really
need answers to, and there are creditable lobbyists or citizens in the audience who can answer
the questionsand, significantly change the legislation in the process.

The Telephone Campaign. Telephone calls can be an effective means of lobbying. The
organization seeking to effect change can help their situation by having members call their
legislators, provided such calls are timely. The most effective telephone action is (1) from the
legislator's own constituents, (2) the caller must be knowledgeable so that he or she can answer
indepth questions, and (3) the telephone calls must not appear to be the result ofan organized
campaign. Sheer numbers of telephone calls, the so-called "saturation process" will turn off
legislators quicker than anything I know. This is the tactic that is most often used, with the
exception of mailgrams or telegrams. Telephone callers during the legislative session should
not insist on talking directly with the legislator. Ask his secretary or aide to give hima message
if he is not available at the moment. During the session; if you leave a call-back, don't expect
your call to be returned unless you have made a campaign contribution.

The Letter Writing Campaign. One of the most abused of all lobbying techniques is the
letter writing campaign. Organization form letters immediately get file 13, with no considera-
tion. Letters that use the same language deserve and get the same treatment. The most
effective letter writing campaigns are handwritten or neatly typed, short letters on plain
stationary. The letter writers should all use their own personalities in drafting the letter. I can
tell you, plainly, that hundreds of prepared form letters or post cards are not even counted by
the secretary.

Telegrams. As with letter writing, the telegram or mailgram campaign can be effective if
the authors choose their own language and send the telegrams during the week the legislation
is being heard.
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Office Visit Your legislator is a public servant. The only problem is, he doesn't feel much
Bite a public se ant. You'd better not treat him or her like one. He also has one advantage that
you don't. He can vote for or against your bill.

If a contingency from your organization is going to visit a legislator during the days of a
hectic session, plan ahead. Make an appointment. Do not expect your legislator to drop

------everything just to talk with you. He or she only does that for the president of the Senate, the
Speaker of the House, the Governor, or possibly the Chief Fund Raiser from back home. I have
led all kinds of groups to office meetings, and many people believe that the legislator owes him
or her a face to face visit and they get their back. up and claws out when it doesn't materialize.
This feeling of hostility is quickly transmitted to the Legislator who doesn't look upon it kindly.

If you do get to see the legislator, have a spokesperson ready. Present your case quickly. Be
clear and concise. Be perceptive about the legislator's mood. If he wants to talk, let him talk, but
gently guide him back to the subject. Know, thoroughly, what you are talking about so that you
can intelligently answer questions. Be perceptive about terminating the interview. You termi-
nate it, don't leave it to the legislator.

While we are in the legislator's office, here are some other techniques that work well. Get
"in" with the legislator's secretary or aide. Maybe I should rephrase that. We lobby the
secretaries, aides and committee staffs more than we do the legislators themselves. We take
them to lunch when things get hectic.About three-quarters of the way through the session, on
Friday afternoon after the legislators have gone home for the weekend, we take them to a long
lunch. Prior to the session, we take them on a weekend fishing trip. Don't offer anything like
this until you know them well, however. It is not supposed to look like a bribe. At these
luncheons or on the fishing trips do not bring up any business. If they do, fine, discuss it.

Speaking Engagements. A good way to get key legislators familiar with your organization
is to invite them to attend your meetings and to address your conferences. You can do a great
deal of lobbying at your meetings. A few years ago we carried this process to its zenith. We were
able to convince the House and Senate education committees to call their official committee
meetings at our convention. Our folks then addressed them with our concerns in public
hearings. This coup lasted only two years because of accusations of "prejudice" from our
adversaries. Oh, but what a two years!

If you invite legislators to your meetings, treat them like "VIPs"even the lowliest one.
Remember, a vote is a vote!

How should your association design a plan for effective lobbying? .

Association executives whose assignment is to lobby on behalf of the association is an
excellent method of lobbying. I say that because I am one and earn quite a bit of my salary from
it. Even though I'm prejudicedin the field of public education any other method except use of
membership, would give rise to criticismontract lobbyist or"hired gun" in the field of public
education is not nearly as effective as an association representative. The hired gun also
represents °the, interests and everybody knows it. He is a mercenary. An association repre-
sentive is looked upon as a "person with a cause." And if the cause is public educatiorall the
better.

It is most advantageous to have a reRresentive on hand, full-time, at the state capital. The
best time to affect legislation is while iris being drafted. This is usually months before the
legislative session starts. There is no major legislation in public education that is "dropped into
the hopper" without my organization being called by the committee staff to review it and to
offer suggestions concerning it. Do you know why they call and involve us? Because they know
that'our organization can kill the bill, or at least, can turn it into pablum throultamendments.
They know that we can do this because we have a hard working, close-knit organization that
reaches every large city and tiny fishing village from Key West to Pensacola. We have at least
one school board member from every school board in the state on our legislative committee.
They all know that they can expect midnight telephone calls from me anytime during the
legislative session. Our school board members will drop everything to come to Tallahassee at
critical times to "stare" at their legislators when votes are taken. The key to success is
constant surveilance and super communications with the membership.
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I want to save some time in order to offer some constructive suggestions tailored toward
improving your particular association's lobbying efforts which I hope will be developed through
your questionkand discussion. I will close out with some "lobbying truisms," and then we can go
on with a discussion.

1. Even though you hate a legislator, be friendly and never let him know it. Your worst
enemy legislator. will vote for some of your bills by mistake, if for no other reason.

2. Never criticize a legislator for making up his or her mind to vote against your bill. The
legislator will vote in your favor tomorrow. Don't make enemies among legislators.

3. If you are ptit on the spot and must lie to a legislator to save your bill, let your bill go
down the drain. A lobbyist who lies or who tells only half-truths is "washed up." Even if the
truth hurts you, the legislator still might vote for you. But if you ever lie to a legislator,
immediately make plans to move to, another state.

4. After much effort, if you can't do anything with your home town legislator get a new
one.

5. If you do not like a bill and plan on opposing it, never, never let it come as a surprise to
the legislator-sponsor at a committee hearing. Contact him or her first and voice your specific
objections to the bill. Often the legislator will work with you to remove your objections. If the
basic philosophy of the entli-e bill is onerous to you and it can't be cleaned up, inform him that
you are going to oppose it and give reasons why. Trust me, if you don't do this you have made an
enemyand you can't stand to have enemies whoare legislators. Nobody likes to be "sandbag-
ged." The legislator will understand opposition, and he will live with it, but he doesn't want any
surprises before committees.

6. You can't lobby sitting in the gallery. When your bill hits the floor, it's usually too late
to do anything about it. Stay handy, however, when your bill is being discussed. You may need
to send in an amendment, if you have time. We concentrate on having at least one "champion"
on the House and Senate floor. As registered lobbyists we are not permitted on the floor. Our
extension is there, though, working the floor for us just as if we were there in person.

7. Get to know as many legislatorsas possible. Look upon each new legislature as you do a
new class of students.

8. And, finally, memorize the motto of the lobbyist:
"I'm careful of the words I say,
To keep them nice and sweet,
I never knOw from day to day,
Which ones I'll have to eat.

SPEAKER: Marjorie Blaufarb, Editor, Update and Director of Public Affairs, AAHPER,
Washington, D.C.

TOPIC: AAHPER Public Affairs/Legislative Update

The State level is the most important level for you. We have no national investigator to tell
us what to teach. On the nattl level, it is not like you heard this afternoon from the senator
and the director of school boa s. On the national level it is a much slower pace. We answer
Congressmen, we work with other education groups. Teacher centers are going to be useful to
you make sure your group is represented. Make contact with various departments of educa-
tion. Regulations are very important on the national scene.

Most money goes in block grants to the State and is distributed by the State for all areas.

SPEAKER: Dexter Mills, Garrett Middle School,Austell, Georgia
TOPIC: Congressional Action Network

These are some suggestions that I found helpful, in developing a public affairs network:
1. Use your congressional divisions from within your state.
2. State Public Affairs chairpersons should secure and distribute a copy of all the schools

within the congressional districts to each of the district chairpersons.
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3- Mail out 7tProfessional Register Forms" to ALL the schools in your district (at least 4
per school). (The form should request name, school and home telephone numbers,
school name and address, grade level taught.)

4. The easy part ... Wait! When you began to receive responses, file them in a notebook
in this fashion:

A. By counties (alphabetically).
B. Then by teaching levels (elementary, jr./middle, high school, colleges and

universities).
C. Designate a county coordinator and a coordinator for each teaching level

within the counties.
4. DO NOT UNDERESTIMATE YOUR ABILITY . .. BE PLEASANT LY

PERSISTENT!!! /
Each State needs to budget a minimum.of fifty cents per school for communicate ns. This

will include the cost of stamps, envelopes, paper, etc.

SPEAKER: Margaret Coffey, President-Elect, AAHPER, Uniiersity-cif Massachugetts,
Amherst, Massachusetts

TOPIC: Good CorirmunicationsPutting It All Together

Dr. Coffey discussed information relating to the following. three topics:
1. AAHPER Executive Directoris voted on by the Alliance Assembly and a new director

will be selected in 1979;
2. AIAWshould theybe allowed to separate from NAGWS; and
3. Development program at the new Alliance center.

State Presidents

PRESIDER: Miriam Collins, President, SDAAHPER, University of Montevallo, Montevallo,
Alabama

RECORDER: W. L. Carr, Past-President, SDAAHPER, University of Southern Mississippi,
Hattiesburg, Mississippi

All thirteen State Presidents met to discuss their problems and their successes. Each State
President shared copies of his/her annual report with the other persons in attendance.

State Presidents-Elect

PRESIDER: Clyde Partin, President-Elect, SDAAHPER, Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia
RECORDER: Jerry Shelton, Floyd Junior College, Rome, Georgia

Each State president-elect was requested to briefly describe some items or projects of a
unique or unusual manner which may be helpful to other states. A capsule report for each state
is as follows:

Betty Coles-Arkansas
1. Working on a series of certification workshops for teachers in physical education.
2. Attempting to get the state law requiring physical education in all secondary schools

enforced.

Irma Caton -Terns
1. Ccfnducting an elaborate pre-planning program for the State convention.
2. Attempting to secure separate certification for teachers in dance education.

Charlene Thomas-Mississippi
1. Xorking on a new certification plan for teachers in physical education.
2. Attempting to improve the attendance ofsecondary school teachers at the State convention.

David Scogin- uisiana
1. Working on plan to produce specialists in physical education at the elementary level.
2. Developing p posals to create programs to train individuals to, teach the handicapped.
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Lonnie Davis-Kentucky v-
.1 Developing a plan for separate ,certifisation in health education, physical education and

recreation.
Z.. Developing a proposal for the certification of athletic coaches.
3. Developing a plan to include separate certification for elementary and secondary teachers.

Lorraine Redderson-South Carolina
1. 'Developing a proposal for the certification of athletic.,coaches.
2,Sponsoring a series of spring workshops.
3.. Scheduling monthly meetings of the poqd of Directors.

Lee Msbrook-Tennessee
1. Establishing aseries of workshops throughout the State.
2. Vfokking with a series of demonstration schools in physical education throughout the State.

Ruth ar-Virginia
Litat Wishing a series of workshops for elementary and secondary teachers.
2. De4,61oping an articulation plan between junior and senior colleges.
3. Attflppting to get private school people interested in the Association.

Milton ti ilder-Alabama
hing a new system of publicationsjournalone publication per year,

newsle ermonthly publications.
2. Coveting an elaborate communications network.

shing a working relationship.with the Alabama Recreation Association.

Jerry helton-Georgia
.1. Work. g oA: proposed changes of the structure of the State association.
2. Con 4ering the establishment of a series of workshops throughout the State.
3. Deve oping a plan to establish a series of liaison relationships with other related organiza-

tio and associations in the State.

NOTE4Thetstates of Florida, Oklahoma and North Carolina did not have representatives at
the meeting.

State Vice Presidents-Elect for Health

PRES,IDEIt: Marion Carr, Vice-President, Health, SDAAHPER, University of South Carolina,
OoNiii-ibia, South Carolina

RECOR R: Marion K. Solleder, Past Vice - President, Health, SDAAHPER, University of
Ntreh Otrolina, Greensboro, Nort,h Carolina

ates were represented at the meeting by their vice president-elect or his/her repre-
sentaty HEippenings in health education in the various states were discussed, with both
progress and concerns expressed: More states are ending dual certification or are moving in
that direction, several states are increasing or improving the health taught in the schools,
Alabama has appointed a health coordinator in each schdolthe latter is of concern as it may

interpreted as the health education program by some school systems.
gc)' Suggestions were made for strengthening the health programs at State conventions:
increase the number of programs, concentrate their scheduling and provide programs to meet
needs of health educators and others who may be teaching health.

Southern District Health Division continues to seek ways to help the State associations
strengthen their health impact. Workshops were suggested as one means of doing thistr,

State Vice Presidents-Elect for Physical Education

PRESIDER: Rachel Greel, Vice-President, Physical Education, SDAAHPER, University of
Arkansas, Pine Bluff, Arkansas.
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RECORDER: Jane B. Moore, Past Vice-President, Physical Education, SDAAHPER, Auburn
University, Auburn, Alabama

The meeting consisted of a discussion of the following problems and issues in physical
education at the State level:

1. Public Law 94-142;
2. Physical education and coaching;
3. Coaching certification; and
4. State physical fitness testing.

State Vice Presidents-Elect for Recreation

PRESIDER: Clifford T. Seymour, Vice-President, Recreation, SDAAHPER, Southern Univer-
sity, Baton Rouge, Louisiana

RECORDER: Ronald Hyatt, Past Vice-President, Recreation, SDAAHPER. University of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina

The following topics were discussed during this meeting:
1. Public support and participation urged for and in P.L. 94-142. Recreation leaders are

urged to take an active part in supporting this law and P.L. 95-135.
2. We need to work with allied health agencies and other areas to promote this program.
3. Accreditation in recreation is still a very current concern and accreditation prOcesses

have been established.
4. The problem of securing the names of vice presidents of recreation for each State was

stressed.
5. The program was reviewed and the Delegate Assembly Representatives elected and

their duties were reviewed.
6. The possibility of returning to establishing section leaders under each major division of

recreation was discussed.
7. The need to obtain copies of all addresses was stressed by President Seymour.
8. The possibility of a stand by the Recreation Division on ERA was discussed. The

Recreation Division took a straw vote which passed.

State Public Affairs/Legislative Chairpersons

PRESIDER: David Harris, Kennesaw, Junior College, Marietta, Georgia
RECORDER: Dawn Wilson, University of Southwestern Louisiana, Lafayette, Louisiana

A representative from each state presented information on that state's public relations
activities. Information was also presented on the public affairs/legislative efforts in each state.

State Treasurers

PRESIDER: George Anderson, Executive Director, AAHPER, Washington, D.C.
RECORDER: Edgar W. Hooks, East Carolina University, Greenville, North Carolina

Dr. Anderson presented the following points in his discussion of the functions of associa-
tion treasurers.

I. Primary Functions
A. Receive and deposit money.
B. Disburse money in keeping with the budget.
C. Keep complete records of all financial transactions.
D. Make regular financial reports to the executive officers.
E. Develop a recommended budget-

1. Association budgettotal budget.
2. Convention budgetseparate budget incorporated into overall budget.
3. Philosophy varies on purpose of convention in relation to making money or

serving people without concern for profits to be expended in other association
programs.
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F. Invest monies'not needed in cash flow.
G. Know tax laws of the State that pertain to the association in relation to non-profit

status for postage and tax purposes.
H. File reports related to tax status.
I. Develop and recommend poilcies for governing fiscal operations.
J. Develop guidelines for insurance and liability programs-

1. Know liabilities of the association.
2. Establish short-term coverage for conventions.
3. Consider incorporation for protection of officers.

K. Develop procedures for handling money that insure proper control at all times.
L. Have books audited each year with an audit committee report to the association.

II. Other Functions
A. Seek outside funding through grants, projects, donations.
B. Promote membership.
C. Supervise membership and registration at the annual convention.
D. Hive a part in commercial exhibits, advertising, etc.
E. Keep back-up material on all actions and decisions involved in fulfilling the job

description.

a
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SPECIAL MEETINGS

First General Session
PROGRAM

Presiding Miriam Collins
President, SDAAHPER

Invocation Ned Warren
Secretary-Treasurer, SDAAHPER

Welcome David H. Pryor
Governor of Arkansas

Winston Bryant
Arkansas Secretary of State

George Moore
President, Arkansas AHPER

Greetings from the Alliance

Introduction of Guests

Necrology Report

Margaret Coffey
President-Elect, AAHPER

Miriam Collins
President, SDAAHPER

Joanne Kemp
Chairperson, Necrology Committee

Ruth Reid
Chairperson, Honor Awards Committee

Mabel Robinson
Chairperson, Service Awards Committee

Presidential Awards Miriam Collins
President, SDAAHPER

Miriam Collins

Presentation of SDAAHPER Honor Awards

Presentation of SDAAHPER Service Awards

Presentation of SDAAHPER

Introduction of Speaker

Keynote Address:
"Ten-Four, Good Buddy"

President, SDAAHPER

Celeste Ulrich
Past President, AAHPER
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NECROLOGY REPORT

The Necrology Committee of Southern District AAHPER reports that five states, Arkan-
sas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi and Oklahoma, reported no deceased members of the
profession during the past year. Losses in the other states were as follows:

ALABAMA

'BETTIE M. SMITH
1914-1977

Dr. Bettie M. Smith, Chairperson of the Department of Health, Physical Education and
Recreation at Stillman College, a native of Knoxville, Tennessee, received the B.S. degree from
Tennessee State A & I University, the M.S. and Ed.D. degrees from New York University. She
worked in the field of public education before joining the Stillman family in 1971. Prior to
joining the Presbyterian College, she was Principal of the HarrisonJunior High School in West
Point, Georgia. She was listed in numerous "who's who" publications including International
Biographies, Personalities of the South, Who's Who in the Southeast, Who's Who Among
Women in American Education and Outstanding Community Leaders. Dr. Smith was a
member of New Hope Baptist Church in Dalton, Georgia where she served for some time as
Minister of Music and Director of the Senior Choir. Her fraternal affiliations included Alpha
Kappa Mu, Tennessee A & I University; Pi Lambda Theta, New York University; Dalton Lodge
No. 230 Order of Eastern Star, and Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority.

Dr. Smith was a very energetic and hard worker. She was very instrumental in the
establishment of a women's athletic program at Stillman.

FLORIDA

EDWARD H. CUBBON

Edward Cubbon, a teacher at FSU since 1954, died in May, 1977. "Eddie" had suffered a
severe heart attack while on an internvisiting trip in south Florida in February.

As a prepster, Eddie was an all-state basketball player in West Virginia and was also one of
the all-time greats in West Virginia University basketball history. For 20 years he taught,
coached, directed departments of physical education, and served as athletic director at Morgan-
town University High School at California (Penna.) State College, and at Morris Harvey
College. He came to Florida State University in 1954. While at FSU Ed served at various times
as Athletic Business Manager, Director of Athletic Development, varsity tennis coach, Di-
rector of Intramural Activities, women's varsity basketball coach, and as a highly regarded
faculty colleague in physical education.

From the time of his joining the faculty at FSU, Ed was actively involved in professional
efforts on the state, district and national levels. Hisyears of service in Florida were recognized
in 1970 when he was presented with the FAHPER Honor Award.

Edward Cubbon is survived by his wife Mina Cubbon.

WINFIELD SCOTT ANGUS

Winfield Scott Angus passed away on May 10th in Miami.
From 1932 to 1943 he was Director of Physical Education and coach of varsity sports at

Eastern Illinois State University in Charleston. Mr. Angus also served at the University of
Illinois in the physical education department as instructor in theV-12 and Army Specialized
Training Program. A native of New Jersey, Scott went to Miami in 1945 and was Director of
Physical Education at Miami Senior High School until his retirement in 1960. He was presi-
dent of the Dade County Health and Physical Education Association 1947-48, and president of
the Dade County Retired Teachers Association 1961-1963. Mr. Angus was named as an
Honorary Life Member of the Florida ASsociation for Health, Physical Education, and Recrea-
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tion in the Florida Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation in 1964. He was
an active member of Phi Epsilon Kappa and Phi Delta Kappa.

The Miami Alumni Chapter of Phi Epsilon Kappa recently recognized the outstanding
service of Scott Angus by presenting the R. R. Schreiber Distinguished Award to him; they also
renamed their annual>award as the W. Scott Angus Award for the Outstanding Physical
Education Major Student.

Scott Angus is survived by his wife, Evalene, of Miami, and a sister, Madelyn Angus, of
New Jersey.

THEO J. BLEIER

On September 29, 1977 on his 72nd birthday, Ted Bleier passed away. Funeral services
were attended by a large number of Ted's co-workers in the fields of health and physical
education in the Dade County Public Schools.

A native of Wisconsin, Ted came to Miami in 1926 to enter the University of Miami as a
member of the first student body. He was a member of the first football team there and played
varsity ball for four yers serving as Captain in his senior year.

His teaching career began in 1930 at Ponce de Leon Junior High School and Homstead
High School from which assignment he was appointed the first Supervisor of Health and
Physical Education for the Dade County Schools in 1941. In 1941 Ted received his Master's
Degree in Administration and Supervision from George Peabody College for Teachers in
Nashville, Tennessee. He was Supervisor of Health and Physical Education for the Dade
County Public Schools from 1941 until his retirement in 1969.

Ted served as president of the Florida Association for Health,' Physical Education, and
Recreation in 1949-50. He received the FAHPER Honor Award in 1956 and the SDAHPER
Honor Award in 1966. In 1960 he served as the convention manager for the 75th Anniversary
National Convention of the AAHPER held in Miami Beach. Mr. Bleier was a member of Sigma
Chi, Phi Delta Kappa and the national honorary health and physical education fraternity, Phi
Epsilon Kappa.

WILBUR J. HOSKINS

' Wilbur J. Hoskins, athletic director at the University of Florida's P. K. Yonge Laboratory
School and teacher of physical education there for the last nineteen years, died at his home on
October 4th of cancer.

Mr. Hoskins was born in Morgantown, West Virginia and attended West Virginia Univer-
sity where he received his bachelor's and master's degrees. He taught physical education and
coached at Elkhorn, West Virginia, and Lexington, Kentucky, before accepting the position in
Gainesville in 1958. At P. K. Yonge he was the baseball and basketball coach before becoming
the athletic director in 1975. During World War II Will served as physical fitness officer in the
Air Force, leaving active duty in 1946 with the rank of major; he was in the reserves for twenty
years.

Will was a teacher and coach for 37 years. He was named coach of the year in the Suwannee
Conference several times for baseball and basketball, and was awarded honorary life member-
ship in the Florida Athletic Coaches Association in 1970.

Will is survived by his wife, Mrs. Helen Friedman Hoskins; a daughter, Marsha Hoskins of
Mt. Airy, N. CN,...a son, Michael, of London, England; a sister, Mrs. Florence Taylor of Morgan-
town, and three grandchildren.

R. HENRY LAMAR

R. Henry Lamar died on May 2nd in Ft. Lauderdale. Mr. Lamar was born in Anderson,
Indiana. He earned his master's degree in physical education from Indiana University.

He taught physical education and coached football at Roosevelt High School in Lake Wales
before moving to Ft. Lauderdale in 1951. He was a teacher and a coach in the Broward County
Schools, and also worked for the City Recreation Department. He contributed substantially
through educational and fraternal affairs to civic improvement.
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Mr. Lamar leaves a son, Ronald Lamar, of Ft. Lauderdale; a mother, Mrs. Olivia Lamar of
Anderson, Indiana; and many other relatives and devoted friends.

DOROTHY THOMASON

//Dorothy Thomason passed away this past summer. She had retired recently after manyyegs of teaching, first as a physical educator and then as a health educator at Ada Merritt
Junior High School in Miami. Mrs. Thomason was most active in getting public school people
involved as FAHPER members, and was responsible, with others, for the first FAHPER
Working Conference. DorOthy was President of the FAHPER 1952-53. The Association Honor
Award was granted her in 1953 as an expression of the esteem in which she was held by her
fellow workers and membership throughout. Florida. She was influential ih steering many of
our current top professional leaders to the field of physicaleducation, and she is
with affection for her warm welcome to many newcomers to the profession and to the st

HARTLEY PRICE

On September 28, Hartley Price died. He was perhaps one of the most prominent figures in
American gymnastics.

He served as gymnastics coach at the University of Illinois between 1927 and 1948, and at
Florida State University from 1948 through his retirement in 1971.

Dr. Price received two Fulbright Professorships in/Gwalior, India and Bogota, Colombia.
Contributing to the literature of his field was also a career-long commitment of his, and, in
addition to some sixty periodical articles, he authored standard textbooks on gymnastica'ana
tumbling, intramural sports, and programming in physical education.

Hartley's service contributions to physical education and athletics were extensive, and he
received numerous awards and honors from various organizations and representative bodies in
these two areas. Prominent among these recognitions were his induction into the Helms Hall of
Fame, his 2U- -year membership on the United States Olympic Gymnastic Committee, and his
retirement title as a Florida State University Professor Emeripl.'

CATHARINE SAMPLE

Catharine Sample passed away on Saturday, August 27th.
Catharine was born in Indianapolis, Indiana. She was graduated from Butler University

in mathematics and English, and later receivedlier MS degree from Columbia University in
physical education.

Mrs. Sample moved to Miami with her husband, Herbert, and was a pioneer in women's
tennis in South Florida and throughout the nation. She served as Vice-Chairperson of the
USTA Women's College Championship Committee, was a leader of the South Florida Women's
Tennis League, and was Chairperson of the Florida Tennis Association Women's Ranking
Committee. The FTA honored her as ,ts "Woman of the Year" in 1962 and 1970. A ranked
tennis player most of her life, she wbri the USTA National Public Parks Women's Doubles
Championship with Marta Baratt. Last year she placed second in the USTA National Singles
Championships for women 60 and over.

Catharine Sample taught physical education in the Miami public school system for nine-
teen years at Miami High School, Miami Edison High School and Ponce de Leon Junior High
School. Later she headed the Women's Physical Education and Intramural Departments at the
University of Miami. After her retirement from the Universityshe served as an instructor and
director of tournaments at the Continental Tennis Center. Catharine was actively involved in
professional efforts on the local, state, and national levels. In 1942-44 she served as the
FAHPER President. Her years of service in Florida were recognized in 1957, when she was
presented the FAHPER Honor Award.

The Florida Journal, Florida JOHPER
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GEORGIA

MARTIN P. ALLMAN

Martin P. Allman of Macon, Georgia died October, 1977. At the time of his death Mr.
Allman was serving as Assistant Coordinator of Physical Education and Athletic Program for
the Bibb County Schools. a "6

Mr. Allman, a native of Harrison County, West Virginia, had lived in Macon for the past
twenty years. He coached basketball at Willingham and Lanier High Schools in Macon. He also
coached at Crawford County and Moultrie High Schools in Georgia.

In 1977, Mr. Allman received the Service to Sports Award from the Macon Hall of Fame.

HARRIETTE L. DONAHOO

Friends and associates paid tribute to Flarriette L. Donahoo at a memorial service on the
Georgia College campus, Sunday, October 2nd.

Miss Donahoo received her Bachelor of Science degree from the University of Montevallo
(formerly Alabama College) in 1940 and her Master of Arts degree from Teachers College,
Columbia University in 1949. She taught physical education for girls in the public schools of
both Leeds and Bessemer Alabama, before being employed as an Associate Professor of Health
and Physical Education at Auburn University in 1942. In 1964, she went to Georgia College,
Milledgeville, as an Associate Professor of Health and Physical Education, a position which she
held until she became Assistant Dean of Students in charge of stu ' 'it activities in 1967. In
addition to her teaching career, she served as Head of Waterfr)nt at Camp Sequoya, Bristol,
Virginia, and as Program and Assistant Director of Camp Chattooga in Georgia.

P6:--t-hirty-seven years, Miss Donahoci was active in state, district and national profes-
sional organizations. Among her many recognitions, she served as President of the Alabama
State Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation, 1952-53; initiated the
ASAHPER Honor Award; was National Director of Student Services in Alabama and Georgia;
was DGWS Representative for Alabama, directed the WSI Training program for the American
Red Cross in Alabama and,Georgia; and served on the Revision Committee on "Curriculum
Framework for Georgia Schools."

The honors extended to her for her services included the ASAHPER Honor Award and the
Academy of Aquatic Art Honor Award. She was listed in Personalities of the South and was a
member of the National Honorary Socieities! Pi Gamma Mu, Pi Lambda Theta, Kappa Delta
Pi.

Possibly Miss Donahoo's greatest contribution came through the area of aquatics and
aquatic art. She directed numerous groups in synchronized swimming and water 'ballet
throughout her career and was an active member of the International Academy of Aquatic Art.

The Geofgia College Alumni Association has established a memorial scholarship in Miss
Donahoo's name which will provide students, who demonstrate leadership capacities, to study
at Georgia College. In addition, a plaque is in the Georgia College Union Building inscribed:
"Donahoo Student Lounge in Memory of Harriette L. Donahoo, Assistant Dean of Students,
1964-1977."

MARY LUNDAY SOULE

Mrs. Mary Lunday Soule, Professor Emeritus at the University of Georgia died on Septem-
ber 7th. A native of Clarence, Mississippis, she had lived in Athens for 52 years. She was
educated in the public schools of Louisiana, the University of Wisconsin, Teachers College,
Columbia University, and Mills College.

Mrs. Soule became professor and head of the Department of Physical Education for Women
at the Untversity of Georgia in 1925. Her leadership in the Southern Association of Physical
Education for College Women and the National Association ofFhysical Education for College
Women was channeled through participation on the Historical Records Committee, the Nomi-
nation Committee, the Evaluation Committee, and the Program Committee. She received the
SAPECW Honorary Award in 1961.
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She served as President of the Southern District and the State of Georgia, American
Association of Health, Physical Education and Recreation. Her leadership in state and regional
associations was outstanding as she received both the Southern District Honor Award and the
Georgia Honor Award. She was listed in Who's Who of American Women, was a member of
Kappa Delta Pi, the Royal Society of Health, and International Union of Health Education.

'Upon her retirement in 1960 she undertook major volunteer responsibilities in the Record-
ing for the Blind, both locally and nationally. Her significant contributions to health and
physical education will long be remembered at the state, regional, and national levels.

Survivors include a cousin, Mrs. Raymond Josephine Mailer, Malta Bend, Mo; and a
sister-in-law, Mrs. R. M. Soule, Athens.

NORTH CAROLINA

JACK S. BRAYBOY

Jack Brayboy died in Charlotte on September 1. Mr. Brayboy received the M.A. degree
from J. C. Smith University and the Ed.D. from the University of Pennsylvania.He served J. C.
Smith University as Instructor of Health and Physical Education. In addition he was-.Nice-
President foi. Academic Affairs and the Vice-President of Administration at J. C. Smith.

He is survived by his wife, Jeanne; son, Jack S. III; and a daughter, Joyce.

ERIC DeGROAT

Eric DeGroat, professor health, physical education and recreation at Appalachian State
University died January 7th.

Mr. DeGroat was born in Attleborci, Mass. He received his professional training at
Springfield College, Boston University and New York University. Beforejoining the Appalach-
ian State University faculty in 1959, he taught in the Washington Public Schools and was an
Assistant Professor of HPER at North Carolina State College, Raleigh.

He is survived by his wife, Katherine and two sons, Eric B. Jr., and Stephen K.

GEORGENE E. DYE

Georgene E. Dye, a native of Albany, Georgia. died in Greensboro on September 10.
Ms. Dye received the B.S. degree from Hampton Insitute, Hampton, Virginia and the

Master's degree in Physical Education from N.C.C.U., Durham, N.C.
Georgene taught more than 25 years at James B. Dudley Senior High School, Greensboro,

N.C. She was widely known and recognized for her excellent dance group which performed
locally, statewide, and throughout the southeastern states in schools, colleges and for organize-

,'tions.

TENNESSEE

GLENN A. JOHNSON

Glenn A. Johnson, 78, retired Memphis State University track coach, died March25, 1977,
following injuries sustained in a traffic accident.

Mr. Johnson coached the Southwestern baseball and track teams from 1951 to 1955 and
was also the school's athletic director before resigning to coach and teach at Memphis State.

He retired from Memphis State in 1970. He was a past president of the Civitan Club, a
board member of Youth Services and a member of Al Chymia Shrine Temple.

TEXAS

WANDA D. FERGASON

Miss Wanda D. Fergason, teacher in the Big Spring Public Schools, died March21,1977.
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DORIS A. HORTON

Dr. Doris A. Horton, a member of the faculty in the Department of Health, Physical
Education, and Recreation at Texas Tech University, died on March 4th of a brain aneurysm.
Memorial services were held in Lubbock and burial was in Siloam Springs, Arkansas.

Dr. Horton received the Bachelor of Science degree from the University of Arkansas and
the Master of Arts and the Doctor of Philosophy degrees from the University of Iowa. Before
coming to Texas Tech in 1967, she taught from 1953 to 1963 at Hendrix College in Conway,
Arkansas, and from 1965 to 1967 she was an Associate Professor at Sam Houston State
University. She remained at Texas Tech except for two years during which she travelled and
studied abroad.

Dr. Horton was active in research and presented numerous papers at professional meet-
ings at the state, district, and national levels. She served as Secretary and Chairperson of both
the Measurement and Evaluation Section and the Research Section of the Texas Association
for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation. During recent years she conducted research on
the unimatographic analysis of highly skilled performers in tennis, basketball, volleyball, and
track.

At the time of her death, Dr. Horton was co-sponsor of both Delta Psi Kappa and the
Major-Minor Club in HPER'at Texas Tech University.

Dr. Horton was 1 competent teacher and researcher and a dedicated member of the
TAHPER. Her untimely death has prevented her from reaching her maximum potential in the
profession. She will be missed by her colleagues and friends.

LLOYD L. MESSERSMITH

' Dr. Lloyd L. Messersmith, Professor Emeritus and former Chairman of the Department of
Health and Physical Education at Southern Methodist University, died from a stroke on July
27. Services were held on July 29 at the Highland Park Methodist Church in Dallas. He is
survived by his wife, Fae Elizabeth Messersmith, three daughters, and four grandchildren.

Dr. Messersmith was born in Francisco, Indiana, where he graduated from high school. He
received the Bachelor's degree from DePauw University, the Master's from Teachers College,
Columbia University, and the Doctor's from.Indiana University. He began his teaching career
in 1922 in a one-room rural school in Gibson County, Indiana. He taught the 7th and 8th grades
in Francisco, Indiana (1923-24); taught history and, coached basketball at Shortridge High
School in Indianapolis (1928-30); and taught physical education, coached football, basketball,
and baseball, and directed intramural sports and intercollegiate athletics at DePauw Univer-
sity (1930-45). He came to S.M.U. in 1945, where in addition to his teaching and administrative
duties in health and physical education, he coached varsity baseball, took the official pictures of
the football games, and served on numerous university committees. He relinquished his
administrative duties in 1970 and retired from teaching in 1974.

Dr. Messersmith made significant contributions through participation in numerous pro-
fessional associations. Under his leadership as President in 1955-56, the TAHPER held its first
separate convention in addition to its meetings with the TSTA. He also served as President of
the Indiana Physical Education Association; Indiana Intercollegiate Coaches Association;
Southwest Section of the College Student Health Association; Southern District of the Ameri-
can Alliance for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation; S.M.U. Chapter of the American
Association of University Professors; and the Men's Faculty Club at S.M.U. He was a Fellow of
the American Academy of Physical Education; American College of Sports Medicine; National
College Physical Education Association of Men; American Public Health Association; and the
American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation. He wrote numerous arti-
cles for professional journalsiand was the co-author of Physical Education Handbook, which has
been a popular college text since 1951.

Dr. Messersmith received many honors in recognition of his achievements. In 1969 De-
Pauw University recognized him as one of 25 former football lettermen who had gained
eminence in their professions. In addition, he received the Honor Award from the TAHPER,
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Indiana AHPER, Southern District, and the AAHPER. He was an eminent leader in the
profession and will be missed by his colleagues and many friends throughout the state and
nation.

*The Texas Journal

SOUTH CAROLINA

KATHRYN L NEEL

Kathryn L. Neel passed away December 12 in Columbia.
She rIgived her early education in the Columbia City Schools after which she attended

Benedict Wge. She received the Bachelor of Arts Degree from South Carolina State College
and the Masters Degree from Columbia University, New York City.

Her teaching career extended from the elementary level through the high school level. She
taught at Waverly Elementary and was physical education instructor at Carver Junior High
and C. A. Johnson High. At the time of her passing, she was an administrative assistant at C. A.
Johnson High School where she had been employed since the opening of the school in 1949.

Included among her affiliations were: National Education Association, Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority and Les Elites Bridge Club. She was a member of SCAHPER in good standing
for years. She served as a member of the committee to revise the guide for teaching physical
education, grades 7-12 in 1969.

Survivors are her mother of the home, a sister, Mrs. Naomi Jackson of Philadelphia, Penn.
and many other relatives and friends.

The South Carolina Journal, SCAHPER Journal

VIRGINIA

BRUCE A. BLAND
-----

Bruce A. Bland died June 21 in San Francisco. He was a May graduate of James Madison
University, Harrisonburg, Virginia.

HONOR AWARDS

WILBUR L. CARR

Wilbur Lloyd Carr was born in Mars Hill, North Carolina. He is married to the former
Nelle Brooks and has three children, Beverly, Lynn and Alan.

Dr. Carr holds degrees from Mars Hill Junior College and The University of' North
Carolina, Chapel Hill. His teaching experiences have been at the University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill, Furman University, Greenville, South Carolina, and the University of Southern
Mississippi where he is the past chairman and currently professor in the Department of Health
and Safety Education.

During his years in South Carolina Dr. Carr, or Ikey as his friends and colleagues know
him, provided leadership with a vision of the future. He was active in smoking and health
conferences, the South Carolina Heart Association, AAUP, PTA, and the Health Manpower
Commission. His guidart7ce was a strong force through his service to SCAHPER as Vice
President and President/This Association presented him the Honor Award in 1970.

Dr. Carr's professional leadership has continued through t 'he SDAAHPER in whicnte has
been elected to serve as Vice President for Health, Chairman of the C.,ollege Health Section,
Chairman of Nominating Committee, member of Planning Commit 4e for Research in School
and Health, and most r s Southern District President. The 50th Anniversary Conven-
tion Program, SDAAHP ich took place during his term as president will be remembered
as an outstanding culminatio of fifty years of progress.

Since returning to Missi 'ppi in 1971, he has served as Chairman of the Task Force for
Improvement of Health Edu tion in Mississippi Schools, health editor of the Journal of
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MAHPER, member of Mississippi Alcohol Consortium, consultant to AMA Conference on
Physicians and Schools, member of executive council of Association for the Advancement of
Health Education, and editorial board for School Health Review.

Dr. Carr's professional writing can be found in the Journal MAHPER, Journal SCAHPER,
and includes S. C. Guide for Teaching Health, Grades K-12.

His many students attest to his excellence as a teacher, his example as a Christian
gentleman, and his skill as a tennis and badminton player. His colleagues hold him in high
regard as an administrator, leader, and friend. For his many contributions to young people and
the professions of Health, Physical Education and Recreation, the Southern District AAHPER
is pleased to name Wilbur Lloyd Carr a 1978 Honor Award Recipient.

RALPH HARRY JOHNSON

Ralph Harry Johnson, New York native, was educated in the public schools of that state,
received the B.S. from Cortland State College and the Master's and Doctoral degrees from
Syracuse University.

During his forty years in the teaching profession, he has held positions as a high school
teacher and coach in New York, teaching assistant at Syracuse, Navy V 12 and ASTP instruc-
tor at the University of Illinois, assistant professor at Washington State University, Specialist
to the Ministry of Education, Bangkok, Thailand, associate professor, University of Illinois,
and chairman of departments at University of Alabama, Cortland and University of Georgia.
He retired from the University of Georgia in August, 1977.

Dr. Johnson has chaired many commmittees in Illinois, Alabama, New York, and Georgia
associations: He was elected President of professional associations in Illinois and Alabama,
Vice President for Physical Education, Midwest District; Vice President General Division,
Southern District and Chairman College Physical Education, AAHPER. He has served with
distinction on some thirty regional and national committees and councils. Included among
these have been Governor's Conferences on Youth Fitness, National Council on International
Relations, preparation and evaluation of Health and Physical education teachers, Councils on
Accreditation. and Certification,:ETS Physical' Education Kriledke Test Projects, and
AAHPER Knowledge and Understandings Project.

In addition to serving on the Editorial Boards of the Physical Educator and JOHPER, Dr.
Johnson has been a prolific contributor to the literature in Physical Education. Journals in
which his articles have appeared include the Research Quarterly, JOHPER, Safety Edition,
Scholastic Coach, The Physical Educator, Teacher Education, Educational Administrates
Supervision, and CPEAM. To this list can be added co-authored books including INTRODUC-
TION TO PHYSICAL EDUCATION, HEALTH EDUCATION AND RECREATION, RE-
SEARCH METHODS IN HPER, MANUAL OF HOMEMADE EQUIPMENT AND MINOR
GAMES, AND KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION.

While serving his chosen profession in this distinguished manner, Dr. Johnson found time
to participate in the leadership of his church as a member of the Board of Deacons, and on
boards and commissions of the YMCA, Boy Scouts and Community recreation groups.

For his tireless service to the endeavors of the profession, for recognition as a designer of
teacher education curricula, and for his expertise as an author, it is with pleasure that the
Sout ern District AAHPER names Ralph Harry Johnson as an 1978 Honor Award Recipient.

RICHARD K. MEANS

Richard K /eans, Professor of Health Education at Auburn University, was born in
Morristownchidikina, and attended public school in Wisconsin and Nebraska. The University of
Minnesota awarded him the Bachelor and Master degrees. The Doctorate degree was received
from the University of California, Los Angeles.

From 1952-54, Dr. Means served as a lieutenant in the United States Air Force. Following
his military service he taught in the public schools of California, at the Universities of
California at Santa Barbara and Los Angeles, and atTemple University in Philadelphia, Pa. In
1964 he became Professor of Health Education at Auburn University where he continues to
hold that title. 4 6
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Dr. Means' elective offices include Vice President of Health,Education, CAHPER, Chair-
man of Research Council, ASHA, Chairman Health Education Section, AAHPER, Vice Presi-
dent of Health Education Alabama AHPER, and Vice President of Health Education.
SDAHPER.

Among Dr. Means' awards and honors is a 1966 Alabama .ETC Network certificate of
appreciation for developing and presenting a series of 65 thirty-minute educational television
programs for Junior High health, and a series of six 45-minute education television programs.
He was named Outstanding Teacher, School of Education, Auburn University in 1970. The
Association for the Advancement of Health Education presented Dr. Means with its Honor
Award in 1977.

As a profound and popular speaker, his engagements have taken himlinto many. atates,
Canada, Phillipines, Japan, Korea and Okinawa?

Although health education is his primary concern, he has Spoken orgi yen consultation in
administration, safety education and curriculum development.

No less than 56 articles in professional journals bear Dr. Means' byline. He has authored or
co-authored nine books in the field of Health Education and has been a contributor to noless
than ten others. Several of these publications have appeared in the last five years so he
continues to make an outstanding contribution to theliterature.

Because of his recognition as a teacher par excellence, a prolific author, and a stimulating
speaker, it is with pride that the Southern District hondri Richard K. Means as a recipient of
the 1978 Honor Award.

MABEL CRENSHAW ROBINSON

Mabel Crenshaw Robinson is a thorough Alabamian having been born in Birmingham,
educated in Alabama public schools, and having received the AS degree,from Birmingham- .

Southern and the Master and Doctorate degrees from the University of Alabama.
Her professional experience demonstrates her allegiance to Alabama. From 1953-65 Dr.

Robinson taught Health and Physical Education in the schools of Jefferson Cotinty and Mt.
Brook. In 1966 she joined the staff of the Alabama State Department of Education as a
consultant in Health, Physical Education and Recreation, and in 1975,she becdme Health
Education Specialist, the position which she currently holds.

Dr. Robinson has many outstanding services for the advancement of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation to her credit. In the Alabatha State AAHPER she has held the office
of Treasurer, Vice President of Recreation, Secretary, Parliamentarian and President. She
received the Honor Award in 1973. In the SDAHPER she has served as a member of the Future
Directions, Finance and Nominating Committees, co-convention manager in Mobile, Chair-
man of the Service Awards Committers and Vice President of General Division. Her involve-
ment in the AAHPER includes Alabama Membership Director, Chairman pf Nominating
Committee, Chairman of a Special Committee on Middle School Athletics, and Coordinator for,
the 1977 National Conference of the Council on Outdoor Education. She has been a diligent -
worker and leader in the Society of State Directors of 'Health, Physical Education and Recrea-
tion for which she has served as Corresponding Secretary-Treasurer, President-Elect and
President, Chairman of Constitution and Nominating Committees, and Chairman of the 1976
Title IX Task Force. , ,

The National Foundation foCHealth, Physical Education and Recreationhas claimed time '
and talent from Dr. Robinson, Her dynamic influence was felt through 'her term as Alabama
Membership Chairman. Also, Dr. Robinson was a participant in the first and fifth NAGWS
Conferences, Secretary-Treasurer of theAlabama Women's Intercollegiate Sports Association,
and director for the 1972 AAHPER olympic tour.

Dr. Robinson's contribution to professional literature has been made through her articles
in the Alabama State AHPER Newslette;- and the AAHPER Journal and as a contributor to
several state curriculum, guides.



Because of her untiring of brts to enhance the status of Health, Physical Education and
Recreation through her teaching and her leadership at state, district and national levels, it is
with pride that the Southern District AAHPER names Mabel Crenshaw Robinson a 1978
Honor Award recipient.

LEROY T. WALKER

A Georgian by birth, a South Carolinian and New Yorker by advanced education, the
current national leader in Health, Physical Education and Recreation and .a world citizen in
professional involvementLeroy T. Walker "gets it all together" from his professional office of
Physical Education at North Central University in Durham, North Carolina.

Leroy Walker is best known in some quadrants for his extensive involvement in the world
of track and field. His enviable record as a track coach precipitated his being named coach and
training officer in the Army Specialized Training Program in 1943. Success and recognition
followed him when in 1959 he was selected Education Specialist for the U. S. Central Affairs
Office. In 1969 Dr. Walker became the Director of Program Planning and Training for the U. S.
Peace Corps. From 1969-1973 he served as coach of U.S.A. National Track and Field teams. The
year 1976 brought Dr. Walker the highest recognition in track and field when he was named
USA Olympic Track and Field Coach.

Although track has made a tremendous claim to his time and abilities, he has served in
other areas of the profession in a significant manner. His superior teaching ability was
recognized when he was named recipient of the Jeames F. Sheppard Outstanding Teacher
Award in 1964, and in 1968 when Benedict College presented him with the Distinguished
Alumni Service Award. In addition he has received distinguished service awards from Central
Intercollegiate Athletic Association, Kiwanis International, City of Durham, Durham
Chamber of Commerce and as the Governor's Ambassador of Good Will. Dr. Walker's ac-
complishments led to his induction into the North Carolina Hall of Fame and the Helms Hall
of Fame. In addition to these honors he was the recipient of the 0. Max Gardner Award, which is
the highest award in the North Carolina University system. The basis for selection for this
avArksZom the sixteen university system is for contribution to human welfare.

Le dership in professional organizations includes Vice President of the NCAHPER, Vice
PresiderA Physical Education Division, SDAHPER, President Central Intercollegiate Athletic
Association, and the 197'1-78 President of the American Alliance for Health, Physical Educa-
tion and Recreation.

The professional litereature has been enriched through his authorship of A Manual in
Adapted Physical Education, Physical Education for Exceptional Students, Championship
Techniques in Track and Field, Winning with Small Track Squads, and articles in numerous
journals.

For his outstanding professional leadership in the United States and throughout the
world, the Southern District AAHPER presents with pleasure and pride its 1978 Honor Award
to Leroy T. Walker.

SERVICE AWARD

GEORGE F. ANDERSON

George F. Anderson, Silver Springs, Maryland, assumed the position of executive director
of the American Alliance (formerly Assodiation) for Health, Physical Education and Recreation
on June 1, 1974. Dr. Anderson is the first executive director to serve AAHPER in its new
capacity as Alliance. Under his leadership, emphasis has been placed on developing strong,
imaginative programs to serve state and district associations.

Anderson has been on the AAHPER staff since 1951 and as associate executive director
coordinated program staff and activities. He has supervised the publication of the AAHPER
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Journal and Research Quarterly, supervised all AAHPER publications, planned and directed
national conferences and conventions. He has played a major role in planning and implement-
ing new professional activities.

His professional experience includes teaching and coaching at junior and senior high
school levels as well as the teaching of practical and theory courses in health and physical
education in colleges:

Anderson receiveil his undergraduate degree from State University of New York College
at Cortland, his graduate degrees from Syracuse University. He was active in professional
associations in sections of the New York State Association for HPER and the Eastern District
Association. Since joining the staff of AAHPER, he. has"spoken frequently to professional
groups at state, district and national meetings.

His many honors include a national honor avOrd in 1970 from the Society of State
Directors of Health, Physical Education and Recreation and a district honor award from the
Eastern District Association of HPER, 1973. In41969 he was elected to the C-Club Hall of Fame
at the State University of New York College at Cortland.

Anderson is the author of Physical Education in4he United States for the State Depart-
ment, which has been translated and published in several foreign countries. He is co-author of
Team Sports for Men and has contributed numerous Magaiine articles to professional journals.

A life member of both the National Education Association and AAHPER, Anderson is also
a member of the Society of State Directors of Health, Physical Education and Recreation.

PRESIDENTIAL AWARDS

THE TOM BRODERICK COMPANY, INCORPORATED

The Broderick Company, Inc., was formally established in 1929 with production of physi-
cal education clothing in Parsons, Kansas. From the salesmanship of one man, Tom Broderick,
the young company grew from one small building and three additional salesmen, (LeRoy
Deatori, Gordan Gray and Doug Tweedie) to its present impressive factories in Parsons and
Pomona, California and thirty sales representatives. There are six father-son combinations
among the salemen and over 200 factories-office employees. Tom Broderick's vision, creativity
and energetic leadership from the mid 1920's to the present not only provided physical
education clothing ofappropriate style and quality but was also evidenced in his understanding
of the importance of the professional organization's supporting physical education. He helped
start and was the first exhibitor at many State;land District Conventions including the
distinction of being one of the first at Southern District. It is a distinct privilege to honor Tom
Broderick and to recognize the contributions the'Broderick Company has made to the Profes-
sions of Health, Physical Education and Recreation.

E. R. MOOREitOMPANY

Founded in 1907 by EdwirfR. Moore, Sr., the"E. R.tMoore Company has developed into one
of the largest producers and suppliers of gymwear for both boys and girlg. Under the direction of
Edwin R. Moore, Jr., who served as President and Chairman of the Board until his retirement
in 1977, the Company has grown to include plants in Chicago, Illinois; Newton, Illinois;
Osceola, Arkansas; and Bueno Vista, Virginia with regional sales offices in both New York and
California. The organization' also employs a sales representative in each of the 50 states.
Initially a producer of caps and gowns for college graduates, the E. R. Moore Company
expanded in 1912 to offer a complete line of girls and boys gymwear as well as various
imprinted casual apparel. From 1960-1975 the company Undergraduate scholarships
in each of the six AAHPER Districts to young women majoring in physical education. An
exhibitor at many State, District and National Conventions, the Moore Company has demon-
strated its interest in the profession. It is a distinct privilege for Southern District to recognize
the contributions of the E. R. Moore Company.
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INTRODUCTION OF CELESTE ULRICH
Last April I received a letter from Dr. Celeste Ulrich which said in part, "I am delighted to

officially accept your kind invitation to be the speaker at the Little Rock Convention on
February 23, 1978."

On numerous occasions since then, I have tried to think about some good approach to an
introduction for her and then get it down in writing. Within recent weeks I have spent much
time trying to locate some facts that this audience did not already know. I went through my
tape recording file and listened to many of her speeches including her 1964, 7:00 a.m. "The
TomorroW:' Mind," Dr. Kenneth Miller's introduction to her 1966 "Keep the Whirlwind"-1
looked at her biographical sketch printed in Southern District's 1971 Honor Award program,
re-read her vita which was included in AAHPER's 1972 and 1975 Nominees for Office, looked
again at George'Anderson's introduction to To SeA and Find, my list goes on and includes
talking with people who know her well. The only thing that 1 came up with that might be new to
you was that she has two CB handles.

Suddenly I remembered an incident that clearly illustrates my dilemma. Just before the
Atlanta Representative Assembly meeting, I looked up and saw one of my former students
escorting Dr. LeRoy Walker to the front of the room. As I moved out to greet LeRoy with a
hugnot knowing that the young man had also been one of Dr. Walker's studentsLeRoy said,
"Pete is this who you wanted to introduce me to?" Looking slightly bewildered, the young man
said, "I can see there is no need for an introduction."

How does one introduce Celeste Ulrich to a Southern District audience? I could come up
with no way except to dare to use an anologya technique which she has mastered.

The late Dr. Thomas Dooley, who gained world acclaim in sacrifices to relieve suffereing in
the outer reaches of the world, wrote as follows to a young doctor, challenging him to spend his
life in service:

"Dedicate some of your life to others. Your dedication will not be a sacrifice. It will be
an exhilarating experience because it is intense effort applied toward a meaningful
end."
Certainly Celeste Ulrich has dedicated much of her life to others. It is obvious that it

continues to be an exhilarating experience and there is little doubt that her contributions are
significant now and will continue to be for future generations. Scholar, Researcher, Lecturer,
Author, Teacherone of our, ownThis is "Bantie Rooster" saying to "Green City C" and/or
"Collie Dog" COME ON? K220013, CLEAR!

KEYNOTE ADDRESS: "TEN-FOUR GOOD BUDDY"
Celeste Ulrich

I have always thought of myself as a relatively independent and sufficient person. Like
many of you, I have canoed white waters, camped in virgin forests, climbed silent mountains,
treked timber trails, fished hidden stream ; toured alien countries, chanced nebulous routes,
soared through turbulent skies, sailed before uncertain winds, supported unpopular stands,
shared insights which were not tested, aid he academii misfits, and generally walked the
road as discerned by Frostthe one "less travelled by." It has made all of the difference! Such a
path has contributed to self-discovery and responsible behavioral autonomy, and some prob-
leins.

Therefore, it came as a distinct surprise two years ago when my youngest nephew
suggested that I needed a citizen's band radio for protection and security. I was indignant. His
rationale might have utilized a dozen other patterns and I might have been intrigued, but to
suggest that I needed the succorance of truckers hinted that I was in my dotage. "Why," I
sputtered after his brazen statement, "I was independent and self-sufficient long before I
started changing your diapers." My hostility suggested that I intended to remain as I perceived
I was. But there is no quarter granted from a young man who has just stumbled across the
threshold of his own chronological majority and Chris' insistence persisted. He cited some
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examples. I drove often by myself, didn't I? My car was getting older, wasn't it? The roadways
were filled with strange people and :difficult situations, weren't they? The weather changes
were frequent and unpredictable, wasn't that so? It was good to have company to chat with on
long trips, wasn't it? I didn't think that I was beyond needing help, did I? And on and on, until
his logic was more rational than my own and I began to bend and say in the deeprecesses of my
inner being, "Why not?"

There has been a myriad of other technological innovations which I had resisted. Power
steering, air conditioning, power brakes, automatic shifts, electric can openers, microwave
ovens, clothes driers had also met my scorn as unnecessary gadgets which prostituted the work
ethic under which I had been reared, or as frivolous gimmicks koromoted by faddists. As each
innovation was acquiredusually through circumstances beyond my controlI succumbed to
the magic of the advantages offered. So, I reasoned, the same might be true for a citizen's band
radio.

An especially low-priced, good sale, the gentle prodding of a few friends and the blanket
assertion of Gail Bennis that she had always wanted a CB and intended to have one all
mesmerized me, and any hesitations and qualms which I had were swept asideas I purchased
my own CB. And with that purchase, a whole new world opened to me, a world which uses a
different interest than I do, and a world which permitssevert patterns of communication with
minimal responsibilities for ideas. It is a world which cares about people, about progress, and
about the future.

So this evening I want to share with you some of the advantages of my CB world. It is a
world Which may offer a model for some of our professional memories and interactions, a world
which i based upon shared concerns, the ability to hear what is being said, the desire to make
chang in human behavior. The CB world perceives, persists and then progresses. And for! us,
duri this convention, that is what we are all about.

For those of you who have not spoken in CB jargon, I am going to have to fill you in on the
unique language which is a part of the commitment tu.the CB media. For those ofiou who
already have the CB tongue, I implore your patient understanding if I spenda little time with
the taxonomy of the trucker's kingdomthe language of the eighteen wheelers.

To start off, your "handle" is your name and this eveninj1 am going to be talking directly to
Big George (George Anderson, Executive Director, AAHPER), Peg 0 My Heart (Margaret
Coffey, President-Elect, AAHPER), The Little Colonel (Miriam Collins, President, '\
SDAAHPER), and the Big Board (SDAAHPER Board of Directors). Your locationthat is,
where you areis your "ten-twenty" or your "twenty" for short. Your "channel" is the radio
wave over which you will be modulating and since the FCC has allocated specific channels to
specific groups, we've been allocated Channel 78 since that's where we arehere and now.
"Smokey Bear" is the law. Your "ears" are your antennae. The "super slab" is the major route of
your concern. The "hammer" is the accelerator. The "mile marker" is a roadside sign. Your
"back door" is someone who is looking after your interests behind you While your "front door" is
a person who is keeping alert to (ill of the dangers which you might have to encounter. The
"rocking chair" is between the "front door" and the "back door;" it is whereyou see all the
action. Well, that's enough to begin withlet's get our ears on and start modulating good
buddies.

Break seven-eight, breakity, break seven-eight, break, break, break. How about it out
there? I'm looking for a caravan to help perceive, persist and progress down this Alliance
superslab. I need a front door and a back door and some good buddies withme to be rocking in
the chair. u ow about it all of you bucks and beavers. Break seven-eight.

What Al your handle again? Big George. And what be your mile marker? Somewhere
beyond 1952 and before 1979 you say. Good heavens, gracious goodness, that's over a quarter
century of travelling the Alliance Superslab. I suspect that you have a real feel for.the road and
after that amount of experience you probably have some ideas of what may lie ahead. But hold
on good buddy, I'll be filled with eight; and threes and all other happy feelings if you'll pick up
the back door for our caravan on this haul. I have a feeling that we'll need your eyes and ears to
help us get a clear copy. Don't worry good buddyyou're coming in loud and clearwall to wall
and treetop tall.
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Break seven-eight. break seven-right, you say!.at. you beLyeg (l My Heart- and yon're at
the marker hich indicates Building Tomorrow atit4till 980: Woll good buddy. that sounds as if
you are rut ling ahead of some or us and thatotSlyoir in thrfrinit door for this prowl on the
Alliance Sup rslab. We're counting On yotietkeep us posted \on what's up there in our future
and to help us make plans for our progro0,k us known when its clean and green so that we
can come on up, so that we can progress to building tomorrow. ,

Well, a big hello to you too gi4I ISAlcidy! You say you be The Littlik olonel. This be one
Collie Dog. Weive got Big Geoy 44.0tir back door and Peg 0 My Heart riding shotgun, so that
means you and I, Little Colon v%'4"; inithe rocking chair and that gives us a chance to racket
jaw and chat about this here iiit super slab. What's that you shy? You have The Big Board
in your modulating range t rid they want to be in the rocking chair too. That's a big ten-four, a
big affirmatory, Little Colonel. So here we go, a caravan of concern pedaling down the yellow
brick road. We are all filled with motion lotion and ready to racket jaw on seven eight as we
perceive, persist and progress. Hold on, there's Big George with news of the Alliance hack door.
I'm going to have to remodulate Big George's observations. He's getting stepped on with a lot of
static and there's not another buddy who has the same ability as Big George when it comes to
looking over his shoulder. So all good numbers to you Little Colonel and The Big BoardI'll try
to tell it like Big George tells it to me.

There has been a lot of action on the AAHPER route during the last quarter century and
it's wise to really know the back door so that we can better understand what's pushing us and
our direction. It's hard to believe that we have moved so fast, that we have seen so much change.

Just twenty-five years ago, we were all physical educator's concerned with physical educa-
tion although subsumed under that aegis were areas called health and recreation. It was taken
for granted that athletics was a sport form of physical education, that dance was a creative
rhythmic form of physical education and that safety was some aspect of health. There was a
little unrest in the health and recreation ranks, an unrest which reflected as groups were
subsummed they lost their identity,.' But there was a general belief that health was both a
necessary prerequisite and outcome of physical education and recreation was physical educa-
tio in one's leisure time. Within reason, we were a relatively content and satisfied family

) ."''' ysicateducation playing the role of parent and all other areas being a part of the1. 't-', 0. ''.4.'.*I.
i '9174, . 1:;i ; , rganizaeion of the AAHPER reflected the status quo of the educational world. It
was'a'patterti. that had little status in academe, but lots of meaning to all who participated.

Just twenty-five years ago, our only focus was the school-aged boy or girl. We were
primarily organized around the secondary school even though there was the understanding
that both elementary school children and young college adults were important. We felt some
haunting responsibility for other age-oriented groups when they departed from the educational
arena, but for the most part we allied ourselves with the schooling process. We were delighted
when we became a Department of the National Education Association. It set our focus sharply
and gave us the direction that we wished. It also suggested academic status.

Athletics as a part of physical. education was a design which we believed desirable. We
bemoaned the pattern which had been taken by men's intercollegiate sportnot because
ethical abuse was so evident at that time, but rather because the educational subscription for
athletics was obtuse and there seemed to be increasing evidence that the social community was
only minimally interested in the educational values of sport. We were pleased and proud that
women's athleticsscant and restricted though they might be, were being organized and
controlled by women who were educators, physical educators, and who were able to see the big
educational picture rather than just the microcosmic scene of the public relation thrust of sport.
We felt good that college women and women who taught in the public schools had a like athletic
philosophy and were strongly united into a section called the National Section on Women's
Athletics. We were comfortable when that title changed to accommodate girls as well as women
so as to emphasize the continuum of age and experience being housed within the same
philosophical pattern. It was as it should be, we thought.

Twenty five years ago dance was acknowledged as a form of activity to augment physical
fitness. It was assumed that it added a rhythmic component to gymnastics and at the same time
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And the American Association for Health, Physical Education a ml Itecreati(m began to
change. First the change was subtle, sections such flH dance, womens sport, men's athletics, and
safety became divisions. The AAHPER assumed full ti me responsibility for the development of
its interestsa year round working body instead of a convention planning organization. The
Washington staff increased in size and vistas of expertise were added to the group. We started
to look at the elementary-aged child: we were concerned about driver educators and school
nurses, we developed outdoor education, we were increasingly concerned about lifetime sports.
And then the inevitable began to happen. The AAHPER began to reorganize itself to more
nearly reflect the reality of what was happening.

The agony of moving from an Association to an Alliance was not something that many of us
who were a part of that mutation shall ever forget. Ten years of study with as many plans Sti
there were members. Then finally, the emergence of three profile patterns, among which we
would have to make a choice. As Model II emerged as the viable model, it became increasingly
clear that we would never be able to be a nuclear family again. Physical education as a parent
was dead. The newly organized Alliance was a group of family associatesmore like siblings
who were of different size, different strength and different potential, but each component had
value and together all of the components were stronger than any one by itself'.

The one uniquely new organization that came out of that metamorphoses from association
to alliance was the National Association for Sport and Physical Education. Because it was new,
it has had many problems just as it has had a clear field on which to develop new patterns of
interaction and influence. The acknowledgement of dance and safety as areas of concern within
their own right as full-fledged Associations has augmented the growth of those fields and the
establishment of a governing organization for women's collegiate athletics gave structure and
status to that element of the Alliance's educational responsibility.

Slowly the Alliance has been emerging as the composite best able to handle all enabling
operations. The dissemination of research, the delivery of new ideas and innovative concepts,
the sharing of common problems and concerns, the opportunity to affect legislative edicts and to
participate in significant litigation have all been a part of the vibrant action dtrategem of the
Alliance.

There are multitudes of achievements which are a part of the Alliance action image. Every
time that physical education is mentioned on television or on the radio, every advertisement
which you have seen in many of our most widely distributed magazines have been the result of
Alliance investment in public relations. Every bill which comes before our legislatures which
elicits testimony regarding our areas of concern is a result of Alliance investment in public
affairs. Every conference which is held on aquatics, coaching, intramural activity, the college
instructional program; professional preparation, publication know-how, curriculum concerns,
research techniques, administrative styles is a product of Alliance investment in a packet of
inservice enrichment. Every publication of rules, philosophy, history, techniques, curriculum,
methodology, facilities, equipMent is a product of Alliance investment in instructional materi-
als. Every letter written to college presidents, state superintendents of public instruction, sport
organization heads, foreign diplomats, government officials, potential teachers, concerned
laymen is a product of Alliance investment in educated communication. Every iota of advice
freely given by staff and officers is a product of Alliance investment in professional concern. To
many members the Alliance products are usually measured in publications received and
services available. The real Alliance products give*fnity and distinction to the endeavors
which we espouse. The Alliance builds status and off6s service for us all.

Now hear this, Big George has one more vib out there on the back door. It's an important
one in today's world. Long before it was popular to do so, the Alliance recognized the worth of
women. All of us can talt'eltride in the fact that the AHPER was among the first, if indeed not
the first, national educational association to guarantee that women would have full stake in
the governance power of the askciation. From 1932 when Mabel Lee of Nebraska became our
first woman president, that leadership role has been alternated between the two sexesnever
by legislated edict, but instead by the common consent of those governed, based upon a realistic
connotation of fair play. The Alliance can afford to be smug about its rejection of sexism.
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Regardless of what has been happening in the world oucation, discriminatoryf ucation, discriminato patterns
fostered by sexism are not a part of our professional orga tion. As other educational groups
are just becoming conscious of the females within their ra s and creating Committee W's and
caucuses for women, the Alliance is again ahead of the evolving pattern and is slowly mutating
into a real professional organization which places personhood and ability before gender expec-
tations. Our sex oriented endeavors through the NAG WS and MAW represent more a model
for affirmative action than they do discrimination. As the educational establishment moves
beyond such a demonstrated need, so the Alliance will structure patterns without sexual
identification, alert-to the problems and assets of all people. 4In addition to an absence of sexism, the Alliance is moving strongly into avenues which are
sensitive to covert racism and real measures have been taken to eradicate this subversive
cancer. The Southern District was the first to establish a group attentive to racial minority
interestlong before the judicial edicts were enacted, long before it was popular to be con-
cerned. Also, the Alliance has always been caring of students within its ranks. Students have
governance power, have budgetary assistance and are counted as a significant component of
Alliance business. To see a student in attendance at many educational meetings is unheard of.
Not so for the AAHPERa place where students count.

Watch out, Little Colonel and The Big Board here comes Big George, hammer down in the
bumper lane! He has caught us up with the past, and is scooting past the status quo in the
rocking chair to pace the leadership. The trip is easier with Big George oiithe road. Big George
is on the move and this one Collie Dog is ready to run back door as she listens to the jives and
sighs of Peg 0 My Heart. How about it Little Colonel and The Big Board, can you catch that
front door transmission, can you persist as we hear about our future progress? We catch you
loud and clear Peg 0 My Heartthe super slab is green and clean and we are ten-seventy
onestanding by and waiting for your ideas.

What lies ahead for our ventures as we progress? What lies ahead for our areas of concern,
for our Alliance structure, for our educational investment?Peg 0 My Heart keeps transmitting
Building Tommorrow and that is both actually and figuratively what we are doing. We are in
an era of golden opportunity for physical education, health, recreation, sport, safety and dance.
Our nation has a commitment to usnot an enforced commitment or an obligatory task, but
instead a self-imposed plan for personal enrichment. The sports arenas are crowded all hours of
the day and night, men and women are checking to see how they run; health knowledges and
changing health habits spell a commitment to functional well-being, dance is a part of the
national endowment for the humanities, safety concerns for stress adaptation are paramount to
our nation and leisure time pursuits are geared to enhance the quality of life. We have moved
from the lower rungs of the academic ladder to steps whirl, more nearly reflect our rising status.
As teachers who utilized behaviorism long before Watson described it and eons before Skinner
built his box we have been early on the behavior modification scene. As teachers who were
sensitive to humanism long before rogerian non-direction, eons before Brunner and Phoenix
found the words to describe the phenomenon we have been a part of humane interaction. We are
thereready to operate.

Such methodologies have emphasized the new commitment which our related disciplines
have identified. Physical education is developing movement and sport theory and progressing
toward a multi-faceted understanding of the human movement phenomenon. Health is con-
cerned about the quality of life of the total individual as operational integrity is understood and
practiced. Recreation is involved in the leisure ethic and seeks to enhance human potential
through expansion of one's sensitivity to patterns of self-actuatization. Dance is exploring the
creative expression of human discernment and expresses that pattern in aesthetic symbols
which are a reflection of introspection and of hazard avoidance. Athletics is using the modality
ofsport to sponsor human interaction which can be measured byvarious evaluative techniques.
Altogether, the areas we represent are interested in human life patteins and adaptative
techniques which augment the good life. We are person-centered in our emphasis and we are
committed to the thesis that human enrichment is our world's most important commodity.
That's the scene at our front door.
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As the Alliance builds tomorrow, such architecture is both theoretical and actual. The
reality of the envisioned progress will be found in the erection of the actual Alliance Centera
symbol of our commitment to human welfare. It will stand on our property in Reston, Virginia
and will be the hub of our activity for the coming century of progress. The Alliance Center keeps
the front door open as it discerns the cutting edge of the action. It will be a building which will
say in bricks and mortar what we subscribe to, but more than that, it will be a symbol of our
investment in our disciplinary future, a future which is allied in our common concerns. Look
out Peg 0 My Heart, you have the caravan hanging on to your mud flaps as you lead us down the
Alliance superslab to the 1980 marker with a home twenty of our own which promises to be the
core of our future progress.

Building tomorrow means getting involved in significant research which seeks to truly
understand human performance. As of this minute, LeRoy Walker is in contact with several
influential groups who see the Alliance structure as a tested packaging and delivery service for
research. As truth is ascertained about human potential, the scattered research effort of so
many of our members may best by synthesized under the auspices of the Research Consortium
which is a new and vibrant arm of our professional endeavor.

Building tomorrow means finding patterns to accommodate the special interests in our
related disciplines. The splintering which has been a natural result of disciplinary aNty and
status growth is beginning to find its water level. It appears that we will be able to accommo-
date specific groups within an extended pattern of organization which may avoid bureaucratic
mish-mash even as it promotes the creation of new ideas.,The reality of the Alliance Center
may have the potential to spearhead the close interaction of a multitude of organizations which
share our interests and concerns. NAPECW, NCPEAM, the Academies and Organizations for
Sport History, Sport Psychology, Sport Philosophy may ultimately come to believe that a
carefully articulated synthesis of concern is a better operational format than analytical atten-
tion to the discrete.

What building tomorrow means in terms of athletic organization in our country is nebu-
lous. In many ways the emergence of feminism has enhanced opportunities for women athletes,
but in some subtler ways that force is also acting as a deterent to an asexual concern for all
humans. Athletic interests for the male performer are goveri..,,i uy u, ,,,,tiintions which are not
as concerned about the educational model for sport as rr lay of us would like. '"he promotion of
athletics for males has been a more overt pattern than, the organization of athlet., s for males. It
can be argued that promotion expands opportunity h c we see so mapy c wht -e promotion
limits opportunity, It appears that some of the lead, -s women. s sport are ru,,hirq toward the
glory land of TV contracts, Madison Square Garcon c ,tests and game tours w11.-.:h require
3,000 miles of travel to find a proper opponent. One would v. :sh that it woulu not bt necessary
fOr us to find out for Ourselves that autonomy can be-a destructive concept. Giving anc receiving
help, sharing both agony and ecstacy, not having t.- feel uncomff table i, ou- know edge that
independence is a state of shared understanding -2ould make a great de:d of difference in
building tomorrow. It could be the basis for a brave r. corld of collegiate athleti.: organiza-
tion which obliterated the reckless styles and weaving /itterns of the Harvey Wa! Dangers on
the super slab. The ground clouds are thick and the front cannot see through he smoke to
ascertain the future of amateur sport. But regardless of the p,,ttern ad ,nted, ther will be many
who travel the Alliance route who will work hard to help main, a the edut Ational concern for
athletics which has been our heritageeven if the existing pattern dues a flip-flop.

Alliance leadership has been sensitive to the times. Cooper and Brown during their
presidential years sponsored identification of sensitive areas. Alley and Porker lead us to
intelligent decision making. Baughman sought to increase the membership. Ley and Willey
helped resolve anxieties and laid the bedrock of trust.'And Walker has helped us step forward in
patterns which put it all together. And now it's Peg 0 My Heart, up there keeping the front door
open, who sees progress ir. Building Tomorrow.

And those of us in the rocking chair, this one Collie Dog, this one Little Colonel and this one
The Big Boardwe too have our roles to play. As Big George roars up to cruise with Peg, so
some of us must be willing to keep the back door closed to danger. We will have to continue the
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service that Big George has provided to all ofusa service which few will be able to emulate.
The Little Colonel is keeping watch of the southern lane of the super slab and will maintain the
speed at the double nickle proposed by law even as she drops the hammer to augment Alliance
action. And the Big Board scans the slab for bears on the prowlthe bears of indifference,
laziness, unconcern and non-commitment. The Big Board only rocks easy when it knows it can
trust the front and back door and as it realizes that those rolesmust be assumed by all who now
sit in the rocking chair.

Good friends, my fascination with the truckers world on CB waves 'has taught me that
independence is a continuum. It's good to know that as I travel the super slab of professional
opportunity that I am connected in a caravan with all ofyou good buddies out there in CB land.
Buddies who will help each other in our growing commitment to a trip of significance. And ever
ready to join the caravan are all of you gentle people who are just starting to be sensitive to
transceiving or who have your own patterns of professional interaction which utilize other
media than channel seventy-eight of a CB world. Ours is an actual and potential caravan of
dedication and commitment and it lays on a signal which is heaiy, loud and clear. Ten-four
good buddies with lots of eights and threes on your CB's. This be one Collie Dogover and out
and on the side. I'm gone! Now, it's all yours.
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Second General Session
PROGRAM

Presiding Miriam Collins
President, SDAAHPER

Invocation W. L. Carr
Past President, SDAAHPER

Introduction of Platform Guests Miriam Collins
President, SDAAHPER

Introduction of the Speaker Ethel Preston Trice
University of Arkansas

Little Rock, Arkansas.,
Speaker The Honorable Dale Bumpers

United States Senator from Arkansas
Passing of the Gavel Miriam Collins

President, SDAAHPER
Presentation of Past-President's Key Clyde Partin

President-Elect, SDAAHPER
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INTRODUCTION OF SENATOR DALE BUMPERS

A portion of the assignment I have done todaywas just a real piece of cake for me. In fact,
Senator, this is the most pleasant assignment that )*have had since the Northwest Arkansas
political rally in Springdale, Arkansas back in 1970.

Several people told me different things to ask you, Senator, especially about taxes, one of
the things that's breaking our backsaren't they? In fact, to look at it another way, however, I
guess we all knew when we came in here that the only things really certain are death and taxes.
But, Senator, death doesn't get worse everytime Congress meets! However, in times like these,
it helps to know that there have always been times like these.

I wanted to give you, the audience, justa few bits of information about the Senator, because
we want to give as much time as we can to the person that you came to hear.

Dale Bumpers has been a member of the United States Senate since January 14, 1975. He
served on the Energy and Natural Resources Committee and the Committee on Armed Ser-vices. He is Chairman of the Legislative Review Committee and an ex-officio member of the
Democratic Policy Committee which sets policy for the majority party in the Senate. As amember of that Energy and Natural Resources Committee, he has been deeply involved in a
number of controversial issues including the Energy Policy Act of 1975. He played a leadingrole on the confe committee that fashioned the Energy Policy and Conservation Act of
1975, under which CFI e price of crude oil is now regulated. Senator Bumpers was responsible for
the provision requiring states to permit right-turns on red. I know you are glad of that, I
certainly am. Before his election to the Senate, he served four years as.pur Governor of
Arkansas. He was elected governor in 1970 by defeating former Governor Orvil Forbus in the
Democratic primary and incumbent Governor Winthrop Rockefeller in the General Election.

Mr. Bumpers was graduated from the University of Arkansas and Northwestern Univer-
sity Law School. He has his juris-doctorate from there. He served in the United States Marine
Corps in the Pacific Theater of World War H.

You know, senators will slap you on the back to try to get you to swallow what they've told
you. But what this country really needs is more free speech worth listening to, and that's going
to be our pleasure this morning. In 1971, in Fayetteville, at a breakfast political rally, I turned
around when someone tapped me on the shoulder and-shook hands with a man who became the
Governor of Arkansas. And then when I came back to the State, I happened to be coming in to
speak at the same meeting to which he was speaking and I turned around to shake hands with
the next United States Senator of Arkansas. And Icrn'not alone when I say that many, manypeople in this state believe that one of these days, l' going to be able to turn around and shake
hands with a future president. I give you Unite tas Senator Dale Bumpers.

SENATOR DALE BU1 PERS

Senator Bumpers discussed a number of issues which are relevant for Americans. He
expressed some concern regarding DNA research, particularly its proliferation to too many
laboratories. This type of research should be limited to four or five high-quality laboratories in
the United States because of some of the dangers involved. The Senator may introduce a bill
which will prevent DNA researchers from being eligible for the Nobel Prize. DNA is not going
to be the answer as a cure for cancer.

Senator Bumpers instigated a ban on aerosols which was defeated in Congress 1'ecause of
the powerful lobby by the chemical companies. We are in the midst of a cancer epidemic in this
country because of the chemicals to which we are exposed and the food that we eat. For example,
DES, a chemical which is now given to cattle to increase their weight, was previously given to
pregnant women. The children of those women were prone to deformity and/or cancer. We
either do not know about or do not appreciate research clues to the long-range effects of whatwedo.

Regarding energy, the Senator stated that he was one of only seventeen senators who
favors rationing. The oil industry wants to eliminate price controls, which would automatically
increase U.S. oil prices tothe level set by OPEC. The industry's argument is that deregulation
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will stimulate discovery and production. We can solve the problem by increasing prices, but
this is the poorest of the alternatives because it will affect those who can least afford it. Only
twenty percent of the population will remain unaffected.

Senator Bumpers indicated that if the fifty great issues of the world were ranked according
to. importance, the Panama Canal would be about forty-ninth. However, Senator Bumpers
favors ratification of the Panama Canal Treaty. Communism does not have a foothold in Latin
America; but if we defeat the treaty, the we will be opening up an opportunity for Communism
in the area by giving the Communists an arguing point that United States' colonialism is alive
and well. We should ratify the treaty because doing so will be the mark of a great, humanitar-
ian nation.

The tone of the Senator's mail indicates that we as a nation have lost confidence in
ourselves. We are a nation of malcontentswe're rich but not enjoying it very much. In
conclusion, Senator Bumpers is an optimistthings will never be the way we want them to be
but they can and should be better than they are. We have the power to make them better.

RECORDERS: Jayne A. Meyer, State Department of Education, Montgomery, Alabama;
Frank Rosato, Memphis State University, Memphis, Tennessee

PASSING OF THE GAVEL

One morning about a month ago, I got up early and put this gavel in my suitcase. I had
dreamed that there was a Southern District rule that said if you forgot the gavel, you served-
another year. This would have been very unfair to Clyde and I wanted to risk no chance of '-
leaving it in Montevallo.

This has been a good year partly because of two fine men, Past President Ike), Carr and
President-Elect Clyde Partin. They have given me both suPPort and help. Ikey, the Southern A
District Board will miss you and all of us are grateful for the excellent leadership Which you
provided.

One of my goals was to see the Southern District' ifistory iiblishaa. It became a reality
because Dr. Clyde Partin accepted the responsibility of working syith-the`printer and Staying
constantly behind the entire 'operatiOn until itg completion. . it , ' ,.. -

(-- ' ,t
During the early part of this District year, Clyde called'at about fad' o'cloCk every Friday

afternoon and said "Go home, you can take the weekendoff."1-feIZept calling but about October,
he stoppedtelling me that I could have some tithe oftand'his ph" cRlis became more frequent.

ry
.

He has served Southern. District well 1 and' will continue to .sodo sod '-i?'
i . a
)

Before I handAyde the gavel; want to'shafe a supposedly true stqrif with you that our i
Tennessee members were telling' during their State coitventio . ° :

is,
A new student apPeared in claas one ddy.T1*teac.lier:ask What his nape was and he

replied "Lester SexhOur."Thinliing that she miga l*averniSund rstoodSheaskea again and he °,

replied, ,."My name is. Lestgr ,Sexhour." The teacher decided of to pu ue any additional
questioning fOr the time lie' ingi--but as soOp as classes welle o r for th the teaoher went
into the principal's office and said, "Is, dike a Sexhour in.' is school The weary pr)eipal
looked up and said, "Honey,in this a'chgoi we are so busy we don't even ave time for a coffee
break."

And so, Clyde, as 'place this Southern District gavel in your ble'hands, I know that
your coffee breaks may blimited; but I would remind you that you hot drily will hhvg theheip
and support from a capablg Bad, but also die. support of the entire Southern District
membership. ° i , .tr

, ,
t

COMAENTA FOLLOWING RECEIPT OV,TfIk GAVEL ' '1
. v '.,

, Dr. Clyde Partin t-
,, .

This has been a most memorable convention far Me for several reasons, but I will me fion .j
only twb. First, because of the great hospitality extended Wthe Arkansas Associnti for
Health, Physical Education and Recreation, I have benefited from the many profeas 17a1

-%i

O
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otipOrtunities, not to mention the social activities which help to make up a really fine conven-tion.
Secondly, of course, because of the fact that here today in Little Rock, Arkansas, I am

fortunate enough to become the 47th President of this great association. As I accept the gavel
from Miriam Collins, who did such a wonderful job as President, I only hope that I can uphold
the tradition and ideals of Southern District and serve you with distinction.

I assure you, that with your help, Southern District will continue to progress and remain astrong and vital part of our National Alliance.
Best wishes to each of you and I look forward to seeing you in New Orleans in 1979,
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PAST PRESIDENTS AND BOARD OF DIRECTORS
PRESIDER: Clyde Partin, President-Elect, SDAAHPER, Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia
RECORDER: Rachel Greer, Vice-President, Physical Education, University of Arkansas, Pine

Bluff, Arkansas
SPEAKER: Ruth White Fink, Archivist, SDAAHPER, University of Carolina, Chapel Hill,

North Carolina

Dr. Fink recalled things that had happened in SDAAHPER history. She shared memories
of past presidents:

1. Alfred David Brown (MD) (1927-29)liked to be called Dr. Brown. She recalled the
first time she saw Dr. Brown.

2. Jack SharmanShe recalled seeing him in 1939. In a meeting he talked about the
possibility or recommendation that people without degrees but who were specialists
could be utilized as teachers.

3. Elliott Graveswould show up unannounced in Ruth's classes to see that she was
teaching what she should be teaching. He did not approve of girls playing games
similar to baseball.

4. Mary Colemanwas remembered for her picture hat and her dramatic pose. She was a
very intelligent person and a very interesting person.

5. Jessie Garrison (1934)--strolled into class one day and announced that "All of you are
coming to Atlanta for the convention and present a program that will last all after-
noon." She had a printed announcement made about the convention, and an art exhibit
at the convention. She invited black professionals to the convention. That was the first
integrated convention (1935):

6. Alfreda Mosscrophad a field hockey exhibition.
7. Tom McDonoughcontributed many things to the archives.
8. Ethel Saxmanwas the first woman to receive the Doctorate.
9. Willis Baughmanhas dinipled chin and devilish eyes. He worked any number of

hours and has contribitted so much to SDAAHPER.
10. Caroline SinclairA good personal friend. Over the years they have written each

other to bring their hats because they always go to church on Sunday.
11. Ken Miller (1970), Gail Hennis (1974)were on.the Board together. Ken and Gail did

art work during board meetings.
Dr. Fink passed out a sheet with questions pertaining to SDAAHPER conventions to see

who could remember things that happened.
South Carolina has had a convention only one year. First convention to discuss intercol-

legiate athletics for women-1928. Dr. J. B. Nash objected to free cokes being served at
SDAAHPER Exhibits. Art exhibits were featured in 1935Atlanta, and 1965Dallas. How
many of 47 presidents born in the south? 23. Which one was not a native of America? Alfred
Brown. What state was the birthplace Of the largest number of non - Southern presidents?
Missouri. What president moved out of south before term was over? Miles-1933. Have there
ever been more thah 13 states in Southern District? YesWest Virginia was included and
Oklahoma was out-of-district one year. In 1933, in Kentucky, a horse race was part of the
convention. Which states provided the greatst number of presidents? Georgia and Texas. In
1942, in New Orleans, showboat ride was part of the convention. What year have we not had a
convention? 1943, 1944, 1945, and 1946. What secretary-treasurer left the profession to become
executive director of horse racing association? Potter.

A standing ovation was given Mrs. Fink for her contribution to SDAAHPER by writing of
the SDAAHPER history.
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HEALTH DIVISION MEETINGS
ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING

PRESIDER: Marion Carr, Vice-President, Health Division, SDAAHPER, University of South
Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina

SPEAKERS: Gerald E. Costello and Ruth Ann Fox-Hines, University of South Carolina,
Columbia, South Cartblina

The objectives of the meeting were: (1) To make people aware of assertiveness training;
(2) To teach the basic skills of assertiveness training; and (3)-To help participants make
assertiveness training a viable and meaningful part ofconsumer health. Basically, this train-
ing employs mutual respectfor others and for self. Being assertive does not mean being
aggressiveneither does it mean being passive. There are three verbal components of asser-
tiveness training, but almost more important than these verbal messages are non-verbal
messages. These include body language skills such as posture, eye contact, facial expressions,
etc; These messages should all be expressing the same message or the listener will be confused
and an incorrect interpretation may be made.

ASSERTIVE BEHAVIOR

Behavior that communicates mutual respect. "I respect you as a fellow
human being, as a person, and I respect myself as a human being, as a
person."

Definitions:

Attitudes:

Behavior that permits an individual to stand up for his/her rights
without denying others their rights.

Behavior that conveys that the individual takes responsibility for his/
her feelings, needs, perceptions, opinions, decisions:
"I feel angry" rather than "You make me angry."
"I don't want to go," rather than "Don't make me go."

Behavior that is congruenti.e., communicates consistent messages.
All ways of conveying a message convey the same message of respect for
self and otherswords, tone of voice, eye contact, facial expressions,
posture, and body movements.

Respectfor self and others
Responsibilityfor self
Directnessclarity, specificity vs. generalities, nonmanipulative
Pro-relationship--person to person vs. treating either self or others as

objects
Win-Winconsideration vs. win-lose

Verbal Components
1. Convey respect for the other person:

Give benefit of doubt; recognize the other person's personhood-rights, feelings, needs,
perceptions, opinions, decisions, be empathic.

2. Convey respect for self:
Take responsibility for (own) your feelings, needs, perceptions, opinions, ecisions.
Make "I" statements.

3. Convey exactly what you want, need, decide, etc.
Be specific and clear. Avoid generalizations, labels, etc. If you want some e to do
something differently, let them known the behavior change you want. f you are
inviting someone to get together with you, be specific about responsibility for contact,
time, place, activity, etc. If you want to say "No" make sure the "No" is clearly
statednot merely hinted at.
e.g.
You've waited a longtime in a restaurant and want service.
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"Waitress, Waitress (1. respect in tone and giving her her title), It looks as if you're
pretty busy tonight (1. empathy).

I've waited twenty minutes (2. "I" Statement, owning feelings).
I'm hungry and I'm getting impatient.

Please take my order as soon as possible."
Thanks." (3. Specificity)

BIO-ETHICAL CONCERNS
PRESIDER: Seigfried Fagerberg, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida
RECORDER: Debbie Drennan, Washington Elementary School, Fayetteville, Arkansas
SPEAKER: Jere Fulton, University of Toledo, Toledo, Ohio

What is the mission of health education? If this question were asked f. group of health
educators, a wide variety of answers and a divergency of viewpoints could be anticipated. Some
of that group might feel that the role of health education is to modify health behaviorto see to
it that people stop smoking (or better yet, never start), reduce their dietary intake of saturated
fats, and have regular physical examinations. Others might recoil at the entire idea of behavior
modification and insist, instead, that the mission of health education is to present people, in a
language they can understand, with the information that is possessed by researchers in the
various disciplines that comprise, the foundations of the eclectic field referred to as health
education. Proponents of such a position, the author included, might well agree that although
an understanding of the risk factors of coronary heart disease, knowledge of the seven warning
signs of cancer, and an awareness of the importance of early diagnosis are of inestimable
importance, the transmission of this information on a cognitive plane is sufficient and addi-
tional efforts to influence or "control" behavior are unethical. This would, by definition alone,
rule out methodologies based on fear, arousal of anxiety, and peer pressure. Such a conflict over
the role of health education would hardly have arisen in a time when the field was primarily
focused on personal hygiene with a bit of anatomy and physiology thrown in for good measure.
After all, there is little controversy about the desirability of brushing one's teeth, washing one's
hands, and appearing "neat and well-groomed." However, as the content of health education
has expanded over the years to include such topics as human sexuality, mental health, and
drug abuse, both the "answers" and even the "problems" themselves have become infinitely
more elusive.

This predicament may be seen more clearly by reviewing some of the evolving bio-ethical
issues that are, or soon will be, confronting everyone and the role of health education in helping
society to comprehend the meaning of these developments and work toward the synthesis of
sound policy. In 1968, G: Rattray Taylor, in his best-selling book, The Biological Time Bomb,
Popularized the term "Biological Revolution," which, claimed Taylor, ". . will affect human
life far more profoundly. than the great Mechanical Revolution of the nineteenth century or the
Technological Revolution through which we are now passing."' The thesis of his book is that
biologists are rapidly transporting us into a world where the entire meaning of life, as we now
understarid it, would be changed and that we should carefully examine this transformation.
Whether these new technologies will come about secretively like the atomic bomb, or they will
come increasingly under public awareness and scrutiny is a question that should now be
considered.

To illustrate both some of the problems caused by the biological revolution and, thebbvious
need for public understanding, some exampled chosen from five different, yet related, areas are
examined: (1) amniocentesis, (2) in vitro fertilization of human ova, (3) death, (4) abortion, and
(5) fetal research.
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Amniocentesis

Amniocentesis, or more correctly transabdominal amniocentesis, is a technique whereby a
small sample of fluid can be removed from the amniotic sac during pregnancy. This procedure,
usually not performed prior to the 14th to,.16th weeks of gestation due to the limited volume of
fluid present up to that point, was first used by obstetricians to study the progressive develop-
ment of Rh incompatibility. Presently amniocentesis is used to diagnose a variety of genetic
diseases (fetal cells being extracted along with the amniotic fluid) so that the prospective
parents can be counseled and decide whether or not to carry the pregnancy to .term. Of
particular interest here should be the pace at which these developments have come about. It
was only 20 years ago (1956) that the number of human chromosomes was correctly identified
as 46 and 10 years ago 0966) that amniotic fluid cells were first cultured successfully. The first
in utero diagnosis of Down's syndrome, sometimes referred to as Trisomy 21 but really Trisomy22 (a correction made in 1970),2 was in 1968. Today there are more than 1600 genetically
caused human diseases and new ones are being discovered at the rate of almost one per week.3 A
testing for all known genetic abnormalities would probably cost over $2,000 per individual,so
such tests are presently beyond the realm of probability. However, since almost every knowngenetic disease costs its bearerand his/her familywell over that amount in long-term
medical fees, the desirability of such screening is obvious.

Moreover, the option of therapeutic abortion is a basic assumption in deciding upon
amniocentesis. In a case where the prospective mother was a carrier of hemophilia, a sex-linked
recessive disorder, the daughter might also be a carrier and her life would be relatively
unaffected by this. However, in t e case of a male conceptus, rather than continue the
pregnancy to term the couple may pt to terminate the pregnancy. But since it is possible to
identify the sex of the conceptus by niocentesis, perhaps the prospective parents might wish
to terminate the pregnancy, not to prevent the birth of a hemophiliac, but because they wanted
a daughter rather than a son, or vice versa. This raisesyet another dimension. One physician
has already suggested that this be dealt with by refusing to disclose the sex of the conceptus to
the prospective parents except in cases of sex-linked diseases or disorders.° But, shouldn't the
couple have the right to know?

Test-Tube Babies

In vitro or test-tube fertilization of human ova is the first step on the way to ectogenesis or
conception and development entirely outside the womb. The most sensational case of purported
test-tube fertilization of a human ovum involved an Italian, Dr. Daniele Petrucci.s In 1961,Petrucci declared that he had keptan embryo alive in a test tube for 29 days and then destroyed
it because it had become "deformed and enlargeda monstrosity." Petrucci was condemned bythe Vatican for a double-edged sinhe had created life in an unnatural way and then he had
destroyed it. He was also criticized by the medical and scientific community for failure to verify
his results. His work is still shrouded with controversy. It was not until eight years later (1969)
that two British scientists, Dr. Robert C. Edwards, reproductive physiologist at the physiologi-
cal laboratory at Cambridge University, and Dr. Patrick Steptoe, senior consultant in obstet-
rics and gynecology at Oldham Hospital in Lancashire, reported the fertilization of human
ova .° Although their initial experiments did not include culturing of the fertilized egg, they
subsequently reported on studies which brought the fertilized egg to the blastocyst stage of
development. Dr. Landrum Shettles, a prominent researcher then associated with Columbia
University, claims to have done the same thing in 1953 and to have published his results in Ova
Humanurn in 1960, but, like Petrucci, his work seems not to have been fully accepted.

In 1973 an Australian research team, led by Dr. John Leeton of Monash University,
reported on their implantation of a test-tube conceptus into the womb of a 36-year-old woman.'
The pregnancy lasted nine days after the implantation, performed at the Queen Victoria
Hospital. The woman, wife of a Victorian farmer, had been unable to conceive. Her right ovaryand fallopian tube were removed at 18 because of damage and her left fallopian tube wasblocked.
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Sperm from the woman's husband was used to fertilize the ovum in the test tube. The ovum
was drawn from the woman's left ovary four hours before fertilization and was kept alive in its
own natural fluid in an atmosphere of nitrogen (90%) and oxygen and carbon dioxide (10%). The
sperm was washed in a synthetic solution of bodylike fluid to remove naturally occurring
antifertility substances.

The ovum was transferred from its life-supporting solution into the dilute solution of the
sperm. Twenty hours after fertilization the outer cell layer of the ovum disappeared
indicating normal growth. At this stage the ovum was again transferred, this time into a
special growth solution containing 20% serum taken from calves. After 43 hours the fertilized
egg was still at the single-cell stage but thriving. At 49 hours a three-cell stage was reached.

Sixty-seven hours after fertilization the ovum had reached the six- to eight-cell division
stage. It was then time for transfer to the womb, where a state of artificial pregnancy had been
induced.

The woman was given analgesics and drugs to stop uterine contraction. At 74 hours after
fertilization, the egg was transferred through the cervical canal inside a special double plastic
tube. The egg was held in a minute amount of growth fluid inside the tubes.

Slowly the embryo was injected into the uterus, its movement monitored by microscopy.
On the fourth and fifth days after implantation, there were definite indications from tests that
the embryo was implanted and was developing. A pregnancyand proof of successwas
measured by readings of gonadotrophin excretion. The excretions, which can be measured at
the seventh day of pregnancy, rose sharply.

A surgical complication from another operation done on the woman days before the
transplant probably caused the embryo to abort, the investigators said. Dr. Shettles, inci-
dently, also claims to have accomplished such a featby implanting a blastocyst into the womb of
a woman scheduled for a hysterectomy twt days later. When the womb was removed the
implanted embryo was found to 134 developing normally.

The most recent chapter in this story took place on July 15, 1974. Professor Douglas C. A.
Brevis, a British gynecologist, revealed during a question and answer period at a British
Medical Association meeting at Hull University that he personally knew of three babies that
had been successfully reared after starting life as ova fertilized in vitro.8,9 At the time he
refused to identify those involved with the experiments, but at a later date he revealed himself
to be the primary investigator. All three babiesbetween 12 and 18 months of agewere
living, he claimed, two in England, the other in Italy. Dr. Steptoe, with 12 implantation failures
out of 12 attempts, quickly challenged the authenticity of Dr. Brevis'eport.

Should work of this type become commonplace it would, of course, in addition to allowing
women like the farmer's wife to achieve pregnancy, open a number of interesting questions. It
would allow for the use of pregnancy surrogatesthe implantation of a fertilized ovum from a
woman who was the biological mother-to-be into the womb of a volunteer or paid substitute
who would then relinquish theneonate to the sociological parents for rearing. It would also
allow for the routine "sexing" of conceptuses. Rather than having a situation in which the sex of
the conceptus was of necessity detected by amniocentesis, nascent embryos could be sexed so
that only those of the desired gen4Yer need be implanted.

Death

Just what is death? In an earlier time, death wasdefined as the cessation of breathing. Any
mowie buff recalls at least one scene in which a mirror was held to the mouth of a dying man.
The lack of fogging indicated that indeed he was dead. The spirit of the man resided in his
spiritus (breath). With increased knowledge of human physiology and the potential for reviving
a nonbreathing person, the circulation, the pulsating heart, became the focus of the definition
of life. This is the tradition with which most of have been raised.

But when, in December of 1967, Dr. Christiaan Barnard performed the world's first
successful transplant of the human heart our conceptions about the definition of life, and death,
were brought into question. No longer could the beating of the heart be an adequate criterion.
Even today, however, the line that separates the end of life and the beginning of death is thinly
drawn.
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turned off from which one can Only surmise that it must have been done in order to permit the
heart and lungs to stop functioning. The only plausible reason for this would be that there was
some lingering doubt about whether or not Calenda Ward was dead!

Moreover, if the concept of brain death is to be accepted as the end of life. in spite of the
ability to continue heart and lung functions, then isthe organism being supported a human
being'? For, just as the pronouncement of death gives the physician the right to "pull the plug."
it also conveys (surely in the absence of surviving kin) the right not to do so.

In short, the "dead" could be kept "alive" with cardiorespiratory support and put to a
variety of uses.

Psychiatrist Willard Gaylin, President of the Institute of Society, Ethics and the Life
Sciences, writing in a recent issue of Harper's" describes these "neomorts" in the following
manner.

!They would have the legal status of the dead with none of the qualities one now associates with death.
They would be warm. respirating, pulsating. evacuating, and excreting bodies requiring nursing, dietary.
and general attentionand could probably he Inaintagned so for a period of years. If we chose to, we could,
with the technology already at hand, legally avail ourselves of these new cadavers to serve science and
mankind in dramatically useful ways. The autopsy, that most respectable of medical traditions, that last gift
of the dying person to the living future, could be extended in principle beyond our current recognition. To save
lives and relieve sufferingtraditional motives for violating traditionwe could develop hospitals (an
inappropriate word because it suggests the presence of living human beings), banks, or farms of cadavers
which require feeding and maintenance, in order to be harvested. To the uninitiated the "new cadavers" in
their rows of respirators would seem indistinguishable from comatose patients now residing in wards of
chronic neurological hospitals.. (p2.,

Some of the major uses to which the "neomort" might be put are:
Training: Uneasy medical students could practice routine physical examinations

auscultation, percussion of the chest, examination of the retina, rectal and vaginal examina-
tions, etc.indeed, everything except neurological examinations, since the neomort by defini-
tion has no functioning central nervous system.

Both the student and his patient could be spared the pain, fumbling and embarrassment of
the "first time."

Interns could practice standard and more difficult diagnostic procedures, from spinal taps
to pneumoencephalography and the making of arteriograms, and residents could practice
almost all of their surgical skillsin other words, most of the procedures that are now normally
taught with the indigent in wards of major city hospitals could be taught with neomorts.
Further, students could practice more exotic procedures often not available in a typical
residencyeye operations, skin grafts, plastic facial surgery, amputation of useless limbs,
coronary surgery, etc; they could also practice the actual removal of organs, kidneys, testicles,
etc., for delivery to the transplant teams.

Testing: The neomort could be used for much of the testing of drugs and surgical procedures
that now are. normally performed on prisoners and volunteers. They might also be used for
testing diagnostic instruments such as sophisticated electrocardiography by selectively
damaging various parts of the heart to see how or whether the instrument could detect the
damage.

Experimentation: Obvious forms of experimentation would be cures for illnesses which
would first be induced in the neomort. Neomorts could be used to test antidotes by injecting
poison or to induce cancer or virus infections for purposes of validating and comparing develop-
ing therapies.

Banking: Just as there are now blood banks, banks may someday exist for all the major
organs that may be transplantablelungs, kidney, heart, ovaries.

Harvesting: Obviously, a sizeable population of neomorts would provide a steady supply of
blood, since they could be drained periodically. When the cost-benefit analysis of this system is
considered, it would have to be evaluated in the same way as the lumber industry evaluates
sawdusta product which in itself is not commercially feasible but which supplies a profitable
dividend as a waste from a more useful harvest.
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Aboition

Abortion, along.with infanticide, is one of the world's oldest methods of population control.
Since January 2''. 1973, (when the United States Supreme Court struck down prevailing
abortiOn statutes in Texas and Georgia, abortion has been at least in theory) legally available
throughout the US. But, as might have been expected, the pronouncement of the Court did little
to still the controversy that raged between the proponents of "freedom to choose" and their
opponents in the "Pro-Life Movement." According to the ruling of the Court, during the first
trimester of pregnancy thedecision to abort rests with the pregnant woman. The State may if it
wishes regulate abortion during the second trimester in ways which are consistent with the
protect4 of maternal health, and duringthe third trimester it may prohibit abortion entirely,
except for cases in which it is necessary to protect maternal life or health.

Since the Court clearly indicated that statutes preventing women from being able to
terminate a pregnancy are an infringement upon constitutional rights, opponents of abortion
freedom have sought to circumvent the ruling by amending the Constitution to convey "per-
sonhood" and, therefore, the protection of law upon the conceptus. The abortion picture in
Congress is constantly changing, and hearings on the issue in the House of Representatives
may result in yet other variations. The proposals confronting the 94th Congress might be
summarized as follows:

1. Absolute right to life of the unborn; no exceptions allowing abortion under any circumstances.
2. Qualified right to life of the unborn; exception to save the life of the pregnant woman.
3. Qualified right to life of the unborn; exception to save the life of the pregnant woman; el-fort required

to save an aborted fetus.
4. Qualified right to life of the unborn:,exception to save the life of the pregnant woman: exception incaws of rape.
5 Absolute right to life of the unborn defined from the point of fertilization.
6. Relegation of law, allowing, regulating, and prohibiting abortion to the states.
7. Both Congress and states empowertK1 to protect life at all stages of biological development..

Since the Supreme Court, in reaching its histileic decision, clearly indicated that the fetus
has never been regarded as a "person" in the eyes of the law, what then might be the likely
effect of passage of an amendment conveying such status? Harriet Pilpel, writing in a recent
issue of Family Planning Perspectives,'" has suggested- that such a step might well raise the
following type of questions:

1. Could abortion be permitted to save the life of the pregnant woman?
2. Would every fetus, or fertilized ovum, be counted in the census?'
3. What impact would this have on revenue sharing and/or formula grants based on population?
4. Could a pregnant woman be held in prison or in a mental institution without violating the rights of

the fetus-person in her womb?
5, cpuld a pregnant woman be held criminally liable:Rohe had a miscarriage, and it WOx found that

during her pregnancy she drank, smoked, or took drugs, got inadequaterest or engaged in strenuous activity?
G. Could all women of reproductive age be required to take monthly pregnancy tests?
'7. Could the estate of a fetus sue an airline on the groundihiit death of theletus was bauselt by aturbulent flight?
A. Would the estate of a fetus which miscarried need to be probated?
9. Would the fetus he a dependent for tax purposes? UM, would the results of a positive pregnancy test

need to be attached to the tax return?
10. Under current law all children born in the USW aliens are citizens. Would citizenship be extended to

include all fetuses conceived in the United States? Could a pregnantwoman who is not a citizen of the US be
deported without violating the constitutional rights of the fetus-person in her womb?

These are, obviously, questions which cannot be taken lightly in reaching a decision about the
personhood of the fertilized ovum. There has been yet another twist thrown into the argument
about the value of the zygote with a case filed in Mtinhattan District Court.'7 Dr. John E. Del
Zio, a Florida dentist, and his wifeThave charged that Dr. Raymond L. Vande Wiele, Chairman
of the Department of Obstetrics and-Gynecology at Columbia University and Director of
Ob-Gyn services at Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center, destroyed a culture containing the
in vitro fertilization of Mrs. Del Zi o's ova. The suit, which also names the" medical center as a
defendant, asks $1.5 million damages.

Their brief states that Mrs. Del Zio, whose fallopian tubes are blocked, had a laparotomy in
September 1973. The ovarian tissue and fluid were sealed in a sterile tube. Dr. LaDdrum B.
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Shettles, a physician at the Medical Center, was given the tube, to which he added Dr. Del Zio's
semen. He stoppered the tube and placed it in an incubator. Four days later, a blastocyst was to
be implanted in Mrs. Del Zio's womb.

The next day Dr. Vande Wiele allegedly summoned Dr. Shettles into his office to show him
he had removed the stopper to destroy the sterile environment the fertilized eggs needed to
survive. He said, the suit claims, that NIH rules forbid in vitro fertilization, but NIH told the
plantiffiL was not proscribed by law or NIH policy.

Fetal Research ."

The fifth, and final, topic is fetal research. In the summer of 1974 Congress passed a law
placing a moratorium on fetal research until guidelines could be formulated. HEW had
published its own proposed guidelines, which did not limit research on in vitro fertilization and
implantation, but hinted that such a proscription might be made later. Whether the current
wave of interest in restricting fetal research is, as some claim, an attempt by the antiabortion
forces to deliberately confuse the issues of fetal research with the emotions of the abortion issue
in conjectural. However, the major issues in the controversy are clearly visible in a case
brought against four physicians at Boston City Hospital iiithe Spring of 1974.18 The suit was
triggered by the publication in the New England Journal ofMedicine " ofa study from Boston
City Hospital, "Transplacental Passage of Erythromycin and Clindamycin," in which the
fetuses of women admitted for abortion were infused with either of the two antibiotics and
tissue samples were studied after the abortion to determine differencein drug distribution and
uptake. The researchers were charged with manslaughter (in the case of the death of a
24-week-old fetus) and "violation of sepulcher," an 1814 grave-robbing law. Although they
were initially suspended, the physicians were subsequently reinstated although all abortions
at Boston City Hospital were halted.

The Massachusetts State Legislature subsequently passed a bill prohibiting research or
experimentation on "any live human fetus, whether before or after expulsiOn from its mother's
womb." In particular, the measure forbids any experimentation on a fetus that is the subject of
a planned therapeutic or elective abortion. A prominent group of scientists have since, without
response, called upon Governor Francis Sargent to veto the bill."

The ethical issue is obvious. To some the use of to-be-aborted fetuses to advance the
knowledge of fetal physiology which will, in Wm), help to provide better care for the wanted
conceptus in utero raises no difficulty. For others who, perhaps, share the opinion of Dr. Andre
E. H,ellegers, professor of Obstetrics at Georgetown and Director of its Kennedy Institute for
the Study of Biomedical Ethics, it is horrendous. According to Hellegers, the key issue is:

no one can give consent for research on an aborted fetus. To ask a mother who is seeking an abortion to
consent to an experiment on the abortus is meaningless. It would be like asking consent from a parent who
had abandoned or battered a child, To me it like a Nazi saying,'since were going to put all those Jews in the
gas chamber anyway, let's get some good out of them by doing medical experiments first,

It was stated, at the beginning of this article, that the five issues to be discussed would
present different, but in many ways related, problems. The core that unites these issues of
amniocentesis, in vitro fertilization, death, abortion, and fetal research is the basic question of-
the definition of human life and, growing from that definition, the value ascribed to it. These
are not easy questions to solve and there are no facile answers.

Health educators can play a valuable role in focusing attention upon evolving bioethical
issues. To do less than confront these issues with students is an abrogation of one's professional
responsibilities.
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'Contrary to the impressions created by the media coverage of the Quinlan case, it should be pointed out that Karen Ann
Quinlan was tisl clearly alive in relation to such criteria.

*Kansas adopted a legislative definition of death in 1970, Maryland in 1972. Other states to adopt legal definitions since
that time are Oregon. Michigan, California. Virginia, Georgia, and New Mexico.

CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION (CPR)
PRESIDER: Carole Stewart, Mississippi University for Women, Columbus, Mississippi
RECORDER: Jim Rogers, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma
OFFICERS ELECTED: Betty S. Baker; Robert "Rick" Barnes 4
SPEAKER: Mary Ann Brown, University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, Mississippi

Ms. Brown traced the history of artificial respiration from a Biblical reference to present
times: Development of the Sylvester Method in 1861; Howard Method in 1871; Shaffer Method
in 1903; Acklin Method in 1916; and the CPR Method in 1960.

It was ;tressed that CPR is necessary within four minutes or brain damage is to be
expected. Over 1,000,000 people will die of heart attack this year. It was stated that Alabama is
requiring CPR training for all tenth graders next year and that Federal employees were being
required to certify themselves in Washington, D.C.

Needed equipment ranges from relatively low-cost manikins at $225, each, to $1,000 for
full-body manikins.

The speaker stated that the "good samaritan" laws in all states would protect first aiders in
th4ir effort to assist victims.
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A discussion of CPR indicated that it was a combination of artificial respiration and
cardiac massage. Tht.c, ABCs guide for the first alders are: (a) airway open; (b) breathing
restored: (3) cardiac restored.

Procedures for CPR:
1. For unwitnessed victim

a. Shake adults and ask if OK
b. Thump infants on the bottom of foot and look for response
c. If no response,

1. Give four quick breaths for both infants arid older persons
2. Check pulse and start Arditic massage if you find no pulse

2. For witnessed victims
a. If victim is clutching chest and you can reach him in one minute or less, give one

pre-cardiac thump and no more
b. Follow with regular CPR

Who is r. igible for CPR course?
1. Mus e" 13 yea)" old.ri be certified
2. Under 13 years old may receive participation card
3. Eight hours of training are required
4. Courses are offered by the American Heart Association and the American National Red

Cross.
In summary, it was stated that trained CPR personnel save from one-fourth to one-half of the
victims they assist.

EFFECTIVE GROUP DISCUSSIONS IN SEXUALITY
PRESIDER: Jay S. Segal, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia
RECORDER: Rick Barnes, East Carolina University, Greenville, North Carolina
SPEAKER: Jay S. Segal, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia

The focus of this program was identification and discussion of specific behavior which
facilitates or hinders group discussion. After viewing an ineffectual discussion on video tape, a
brief time was spent in identifying specific problems.

Good discussion :weds appropriate structure. The speaker identified the following needs
for good discussion: opportunity for expression, specific content or topics for discussion, a
definite. method or approach to discussion, specific structure, and guidelines for group be-
haviors, and an identified leader with training in facilitating group discUssion.

Short video tape presentations were used to provide specific examples and where needed,
corrective techniques for the following: one way discussion; non-verbal gestures; making
generalizations; experimental talk, dealing with feelings; verbal non-supportive behavior;
verbal supportive behavior; verbal change of topic; verbal topic maintenance; avoidance;
other-person talk; and silence.

NON-TRADITIONAL 'APPROACHES TO
SEX-HEALTH EDUCATION

PRESIDER: Marion Carr, Vice-President, Health Division, SDAAHPER, University of South
Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina

RECORDER: Anthony G. Adcock, Freed- Hardman 'College, Henderson, Tennessee
1AKERS: Steve Clark, Delive'rance House, Myrtle Beach, South Carolina; Rollin Reeder,
"Open Door." University of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina

The Deliverance House is a walk-in health clinic in Myrtle Beach, South Carolina. It was
begun three years ago under joint support of the University of South Carolina and the South
Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control. The purpose of Deliverance House
is to meet the health education and service needs of the youth in the area who are not being
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s ved by other health service providers. The clinic is located in an old house two blocks from
the each. The clinic provides birth control services, venereal disease services, alcohol and drug
services and health- education and counseling. All services at the clinic are free.

All of the workers dress 'casually' and much of the work is assumed by undergraduate
students in health education. Emphasis is placed upon a close, one-to-one relationship between
the workers and youth being served. The Deliverance House program has been so successful
that the Department of Health and Environmental Control has taken over its total funding and
other communities are considering the development of similar 'programs.

The use of undergraduate students as counselors and'seciutators in the program at Myrtle
Beach has proven so successful that a similar program was developed on the campus of the
University of South Carolina. Known as the "Open Door," the peer counseling clinic provides
educational services; but unlike the Deliverance House, it does not provide direct services. The
educational services are classified into five. categories: (1) health risk screening, (2) the drop-in
center, (3) outreach, (4) self help, and (5) other activities.

The persons staffing the clinic are students in health education and related disciplines.
They are not paid for their services, but they do receive college credit for their work. The
program has been very successful. Through the outreach, the program has expanded beyond
the University into the community as well.

REPORTS ON HEALTH RESEARCH PROJECTS
PRESIDER: Eugene Barnes, Southern Mississippi University, Hattiesburg, Mississippi
SPEAKERS: Charles Jackson, Patrick Tow, Hal Wingard, Old Dominion University, Norfolk,

Virginia
TOPIC: A Survey of Drug Awareness and Related Behavior Among Adolescents

The purpose of this study was to critically examine student's awareness of dependency,
damage, overdose and rehabilitation, as well as peer group, parental, and societal disapproval
of selected drugs.

The 796 subjects were selected from junior-senior high school classes throughout Eastern
Virginia. They were administered the Drug Awareness Scale (DAS) which measured potential
problems froin drug usage. Students responded on multiple choice bi-polarized items.

Analyses of the data, by cross-tabulations, chi-square and Cramer's V coefficients, indi-
cated about 4/5 of the sample have received some degree of drug education. Forty-eight percent
believed there was an existing drug problem in their schools. Furthermore, over half claimed
drugs were frequently easy to obtain. Alcoholic beverages and marijuana were associated with
most of the significant findings. Thirty-four percent of the population believed physical depen-
dency on marijuana was an impossibility. This proportion waseven higher than that associated
with alcoholic beverages. A significant number felt physical dependencies on heroin (42%) and
barbiturates (39%) could not be achieved. Only coffee, beer and wine are believed to have a
smaller possibility of psychological dependence than marijuana. Overdose potentials were
most highly associated with heroin, psychedelics, amphetamines, barbituates, and cocaine.
With the exception of coffee, marijuana was next in terms of drugs considered least oriented
toward psychological depeiidency.

Emotional damage, perceived as a possible result, appeared to be related more with heroin,
psychedelics, amphetamines, barbituates, and cocaine usage than the other drugs listed. Over
half of the respondents indicated having experimented with marijuana. Thus, one could easily
understand that marijuana had the highest percentage of perceived approval from society,
parents, and peer groups.

It was obvious that some degree of drug education is being conducted in the surveyed
schools. Units ranging from one lecture presentation all the way up to full semester courses
were indicated. Results of this study raise some leading questions as to program effectiveness.
The dangers of selected drugs are not clearly understood by the subjects. It appears that those
drugs with actually higher potentials of danger and damage, are maintained by students'
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perceptions as having lower potentials. lo addition, drug awareness was found to be slg ifi-
cantly related to age, grade level, and sex and moderately refated, to ethnic backgr
Athletes and non-athletes made similar responses. ..

4',
SPEAKER: Mark B. Diguan, inversity, of'North Candi a Greensboro, Ncirt
TOPIC: Efficacy of Screeni ypertension Using B oo are Meas .

Statement of the Problem
cR

This study was designed to estigate theefficucY. of screening for hyper-tension using
blood pressure by determining the extent of agreerhent betweenconclusionsidrawn from blood
pressure measurement and other confirmatory diagnostic procedures. "

Met hodolog y

Results of measurement of systolic and diastolic blood pressure, urinalysis for protein,
hematocrit, serum cholesterol, body weight, height, sex and age fo031lubjects were gathered
from medical records. Hypertension was determined by a systolic bloafwessure of 90mm Hg or
greater and/or a diastolic blood pressure of 90mm Hg or greater. The data were treated using a
two group discriminate analysis, and a Bayesian analysis. Bayes' theorem was used to deter-
mine the probability of observing abnormally high values of systolic and diastolic blood
pressure coincident with abnormal elevation of other diagnostic parameters.

Results and Discussion

Using the determination of hypertension or normotension as defined, the discriminant
functions derived using the independent variables mentioned above resulted in significant
discrimination between hypertension and normotension (F-28.56, df= 6, 924, pz,..01). Pro-
teinuria, body weight and age are found to be the independent variables contributing to overall
discrimination. It was determined using Bayes' theorem that there was an 85% chance of
finding blood pressure in the hypertensive range if the results of tests for protein in urine,
hematocrit, serum cholesterol and overweight are elevated.

Conclusions

r It was concluded that hypertension can be differentiated from normotension using results
of urinalysis for protein, body weight and age; in addition to systolic and diastolic blo d
pressure. Second, in the'absence of any one "true" test definitive of hypertension, thepotenti I
for error persists despite extensive testing procedures. Finally, it was concluded that mea
urement of blood pressure is an efficacious, if not perfect, screening device forhypertension.

SPEAKER: Larry M. Bridges, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico
TOPIC: A Study of the Current Status and Future Development of Undergraduate Professional

Preparation in Health Education

1. The purpose of this study was to describe the current status of undergraduate professional
preparation in health education in selected institutions and to study future directions of
professional preparation in health education.

2. The problem investigated in this study was to predict what changes undergraduate
professional preparation in health education may undergo during the next ten years.

3. A descriptive survey was conducted utilizing on-site visits as a major technique of data
collection. Nine department chairmen and forty-four faculty members fromnine selected
universities were interviewed. In addition, four selected national leaders were inter-
viewed. These, together with the literature review, comprised the primary sources of
information.

4. Selected Conclusions
a. There was an identifiable trend for health education to move toward the allied health

sciences and away from departments or colleges of health, physical education, and
recreation, and colleges of education.
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b. Health education departmental budgets increased when the degree programs were
independent of both the colleges of education and the colleges or Schools of health,
rthysical education, and recreation.

c. There is a trend toward the development of single degree programs in health educa-
tion with school health and community health options.

d. Of significance to administrators is the'potential for conflict among faculty arising
from differing philosophical viewpoints about the relative importance of school health
and community health.

e. States with specific certification standards for health education teachers coupled with
legislation that requires that health education be taught in the public schools by
certified health teachers will continue to have better health educatit

SPEAKER: Ila Kay Guraedy, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas
TOPIC: Morale of Senior Adults in the Liss-Hirschberg Exercise Program

The investigation entailed a study to determine the relationshipbetween participation in
the Liss-Hirschberg exercise program-for senior adults and changes in morale. Ages of the
subjects ranged from 62 to 90 years. The experimental group 6=37) participated in the
Liss-Hirschberg exercise program three days a week at the Jewish Community Center on a
regular basis to play cards. The Revised Philadelphia Geriatric CenterMorale Scale (PGC) was
administered to both groups once a month for three months to assess the level of morale. The
data collected on the three trials of the PGC were treated with a two-way analysis of variance
with repeated measures. The data revealed that there was no significant relationship between
participation in the exercise program and the level of morale.

This investigator believes that the numbers of variables that act and interact to reflect the
level of morale of the aged are so numerous that attempts to control them may make quantita-
tive assessment extremely difficult if not impossible. Such variables as health, economic
status, and death of a spouse (Kutner, 1956); disengagement with age (Cumming & Henry,
1961); activities such as visits with relatives and friends, attending church services with
neighbors (Ortiz-Ortero, 1977) have all been shown to influence and/or alter, at any given point
in time, the level of morale of aged individuals. Thus the Revised PGC morale scale, as
presently constituted, may not be sensitive enough to discriminate among the many variables
influencing morale.

SPEAKER: Darrell Crase, Memphis State University, Memphis, Tennessee
TOPIC: Effect of Death Education on Students' Behavior: A Review of Research Literature
Statement of the Problem

The problem is concerned with determining the impact of death and dying instruction on
student's behavior.

Methodology

Professional literature in the areas of death and dying were reviewed. Studies analyzed
were limited and utilized descriptive, experimental, or quasi-experimental techniques.

Results and Discussion

Using a student population of 692 students, Hardt developed a reliable and valid instru-
ment for assessing students' attitudes toytrd death. The variable of age, sex, social positiOn;
church attendance, and recency of expetiences with death had little effect on the testing
population's attitude toward death. In a similar, but later study, Hardt demonstrated the
improvement of attitudes toward death among 86 students.

Knott and Prull, through a pre- and post-test design using an experimental and a control
group of 70 students, demonstrated statistical significance in onlyone category: In comparison
to the controls, the members of the experimental group showed a marked increase in thought
about their death.
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Bell utilized an experimental format to examine the influence of a course on death and
dying on the death attitudes of college students. The data indicate significant changes in the
cognitive/attitudinal component but no change ail-161'1g items constituting the affective dimen-
sion.

Clinical investigations by Lev iton seem to indicate the following: 111 Death education does
not appear to have an immediate effect on Fear of Death, (2) Anxiety over death seems to be
alleviated through death education courses, and (3) Death educated students feel more com-
fortable about their own death and that of loved ones.

Conclusions

Limited research has been conducted at this point and the findings are of limited use. A
host of questions still need answering. Among them, what is the impact of death education on
students' behavior? What are the behavioraPattitudinal changes desired from educating about
death and dying? Considerable research is needed. to support the efficacy of death education in
the schools.

THE USE OF PARAPROFESSIONALS IN HEALTH EDUCATION
PROGRAMS IN ARKANSAS

PRESIDER: Catherine Binns, Vice President-Elect, Health Division, SDAAHPER, Atlanta
Public Schools, Atlanta, Georgia

SPEAKERS: Emogene Fox, Health Education Specialist, Cooperative Extension Service,
Little Rock, Arkansas; Jane Wewer Lammers, Health Education Department; University
of Central Arkansas, Conway, Arkansas

bitroductiorz
Numerous approaches are being taken to reach and positively influence individuals and

families to increase their concern for, improve and maintain their personal health. A new
approach was taken in Arkansas by the Cooperative Extension Service, University of Arkan-
sas. Indigenous homemakers were employed as community health education aides in Cross and
Drew Counties as one of six special projects funded by the Bureau of Health Education, Center
for Disease Control, Public Health Service, Department of HEW.

Health aides are certainly not new. Aides who provide only educational service to the
people in their local community have been less widely used. Generally, various types of health
aides provide one or more health related services in addition to education. For example, aides
employed to work in migrant health projects under the 1962 Migrant Health Act are trained
not only in basic human skills but in technical skills of nursing, health education and sanita-
tion)

In discussing role performance of paraprofessionals in mental health, Alley and Blanton2
state:

Compared with other coups, new careerists (paraprofessionals) appeared to take on the major burden of
outreach work. expediting, education, and prevention, consultation with community groups, and group
counseling. New careerists and social workers carried a similarly heavy proportion of the workload in the
area of crisis intervention and emergency work.

The 1972 report of the Senate Special Committee on Aging sets forth the basic components
of home health services:

Components of home delivered health services, which provide a broad babe upon which,an effective care
system can be built and extended, are those of nursing, social work. the -therapies" (Occupational Therapy,
Physical Therapy. Speech) and homemaker-home health aide services.'

The Public Health Service describes another typ-Fof fide as the Homemaker-Health Aide
to compliment the services of professionals. The general tasks making up the roleare described:

She helps meet the health and social needs of families under stress. Appropriate and effective utilization of
her services is determined by multi-discipline assessment of total needs of the patient and planning for his
care. Evaluation by physician. nurse. social worker and other professional disciplines permits the selection of
the aide best suited to give the care. The written patient care plan 18 approved by the physician and carried
out by the professional health workers and the homemaker-home health aide.
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The Extension health education aides grew out of the aide concept which the Alabama
Extension Service piloted Live years before the national program of the Expanded Food and
Nutrition Education Program, which was authorized in 19(i8 and was implemented early in
1969. KFNEP is directed entirely toward low-income families. 'the health education program is
made available to all families regardless of economic level. This program seeks to upgrade the
diets of low-income families through education. Feuster5 describes the program as follows:

Fool and nutrition education has always liven a major activity of the Extension Service. but the EFN
represents a substantial change in magnitude. orientation, and approach from past efforts. Changes include
a broadened scope of food and nutrition education with special focus on harddo-reach families in poverty.
many of which are minority groups living in urban HMIs. Also, the Extension Service is now using paid
I onprofessionals to extend the efforts of professional home economists in helping families improve their foodj. knowledge and Gaol consumpuonpractices...

. Additionally, families are provided information on resourcesr 1111,1 OW1.1111111.0 programs III the community that may provide ussielanee fl improving their do ,.trypractices and living standards.

In the Arkansas Cooperative Extension Service created six half-time health educa-
tion aide positions each in Cross and Drew Counties. Both counties were chosen on the basis of
population, geographic location and abilities of the county Extension staffs. Although the aide
concept was not new with the Cooperative Extension Services, the concept of teaching health
education aides was the first to be undertaken by t he organization nationwide.

Goal and Objcetives

The overall goal of the health education aide progriam is to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the health education aides in workingone to one or in small groups with the target audiences to
increase their health knowledge, promote desirable health attitudes and positively influence
their health beh or. The objectives were designed to meet t'le health needs of the people.
More specifically,The paraprofessionals were instructed to teach the program families: 11 how
daily living habits influence their health, 21 to use preventive health practices, 3) when and
how to use self-care and when to seek medical care, 4.1 how a clean, pleasant home and
surroundings contribute to positive health, and 51 to understand the local health care services.
As the paraprofessionals work with their families, they refer them to the available health care
resources in their respective counties and after referral, conduct follow-up to encourage better
use of the local health care delivery system,

Audiences and Materials

Families were selected through referrals and direct contacts. Target audiences included
economically deprived families but were not limited to this clientele. Several middle income
families were also enrolled as program families. In order of priority, the aide chose families
from among new parents, economically deprived families with children or grandchildren,
middle-aged families, and elderly people living at home.

Two state Extension health education specialistsand the state leader for health education
utilized the Expanded Food and Nutrition Program model to develop the materials and
guidelines. All the subject matter materials for the program are prepared in the m of
mini-lessdhs, written by the health education specialists, and reviewed by the fa at the
University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences. When the aides visit with their pro
they teach one mini-lesson to the homemaker and at the conclusion of eh
homemaker leave a summary of the material for the homemaker to stio6;
necessary. Supportive materials left with the homemaker are prepared simply an ciieati
so that the homemaker can easily understand them.

Training

The Health Education Aides were involved in an initial intensive three week -120 hours
training program. This .training included an overview in selected subject areas of health
education. More importantly, an underlying theme or philosophy was adopted, namely that
each individual should assume the responsibility for maintaining his/her own health, rather
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than expecting health professionals to assume this responsibility. Both aide training and their
teaching is designed to promote this philosophy.

This training included a general overview and specific inliirmation on such things as:
Recognized risk factors involved in coronary heart diseases
Cancer education emphasizing importance of early detection
Diet and weight control
Diabetes education
Venereal disease education
Basic first aid for life-saving situations
Mental health
Health quackery
Pre-Post natal care
Dental Health
Basic home environment sanitation

These Health Education Aides have a minimum of high school education and are assigned
to work in their local communities. Because of similarities of age, educational levels, and
socio-economic levels, they can more easily relate to women with whom they work on both a
one-to-one basis and small group basis. To further enhance these relationships, skill-building
activities in values clarification, decision making, inter and intra personal skills were also
included in the training.

In order that the Health Education Aides better understand their local health delivery
system, to more effectively make referrals, local health agency representatives explained
facilities and services offered through public health departments, mental health centers, other
state agencies, and other volunteer and service agencies. This was a vital part of the training
program.

Assessment

Assessment of each program family's progress is being done through a Family Review
Form. This is administered initially when the family is enrolled and assessments are made at
six month intervals. This review form contains clusters of questions relating to health prac-
tices, health knowledge, knowledge of facilities and services available.

After a six month period of individualized instruction with 121 of the enrolled families, the
following changes took place:

The percentage of homemakers who could name the risk factors involved in coronary
heart disease increased 193,9%.
Identification of Seven Warning Signals of Cancer increased by 205%.
The percentage of women who practice regular monthly breast self-examination in-
creased by 67%.
Percentage of Women who had a blood pressure reading during the six month period
increased by 30%. ,
Recognition of local health facilities and services increased by 45%.
Number of homemakers who go to the dentist regularly rather than upon a dental crisis
increased only 1%.
No appreciable change in weight loss of individual homemakers. (It was found that those
people who need to lose only ten to twenty pounds have more success in weight reduction
than those who are 60-70 pounds overweight.)
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WHAT'S HAPPENING? THE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL ACTIVITIES PROJECT (HAP)

PRESIDER: Marian K. Solleder, Past Vice-President, Health Division, SDAAHPER, Univer-sity of North Carolina, Greensboro, North Carolina
RECORDER: Hal Wingard, Old Dominion University, Norfolk, Virginia
SPEAKER: Mel Fuller, University of Arkansas, Little Rock, Arkansas
IMAGINE . . .

Imagine that over a period of weeksyou observe a small group of young people. At various
times they .. .

hold plastic strips against different parts of their bodies to measure external skin
temperatures.

play a board game that points out how taking risks affects their safety.
laboriously "sit" in imaginary chairs, tiring themselves to find out how fatigue affects
their ability to balance.
wear blindfolds to find out how they rely on senses other than vision.
measure their height and weight and combine these measurements with other data to
predict how tall they are going to be.

Each time you observe these young people, they are actively investigating what their ownbodies can do, how their bodies work, and how their bodies change.
Wondering if you have been observing the effortsof a new experimental health clinic? Look

again, because you could be watching your own class engaged in some of the activities from the
Health Activities Project (HAP).

WHAT IS HAP?
c

The Health Activities Project (HAP) primarily involves fifth- to eighth-grade students
with their own health and safety through hands-on, discovery approach activities.

By investigating their own bodies, the students learn first-hand how their bodies function,
what their bodies can do, and, most importantly, that they can make changes in the way theirbodies perform. HAP's main purpose is to make students more aware of the control they haveover their own health and safety.

When do you use the activities? HAP activities have been designed primarily to supplement
and enrich existing school programs in'health, physical education, and science. The activitieshave also been used successfully with a variety of other curricula and subjects, including music,
math, and social science.

Is there any order to the HAP activities? The activities in this sectnd set of HAP materials
fall under four categories or areas of emphasis. We call these categories modules. Otherctivities that supplement these modules are currently under development. The activities may

used independently, but work best within the' module framework.
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BALANCE AND MOVEMENT GROWTH
Balance and Vision Equals
Blindfolded Traveler Size and Age
Stability in Movement The Way We Grow
Balance Board How Tall Will You Be?
Balance and Fatigue
Limber Up
Up and Away
Stiff Joints
Splint Relay

DECISION MAKING
On the Spot
Risky Business
Consumer's Choice

SKIN AND TEMPERATURE
Map Your Temperature
Out in the Cold
The Great Heat Escape

For trial purposes during 1977-78, we would like you to present the activities within any given
module in a sequence, one following the other, rather than randomly selecting one from one
module and then another activity from another module.

What about equipment? Along with the written materials, HAP provides an equipment kit.
About two-thirds of the HAP activities require only simple, easy-to-obtain materials and can
therefore be done without a kit.

Workshops. Although the activities do not require any special health expertise on the part
of the leader, we recommend attending a HAP workshop before teaching HAP activities. To
obtain information about the availability of HAP workshops, contact HAP at the Lawrence
Hall of Science or the nearest HAP National Trial Center. (The Newsletter, available from
HAP, lists the addresses of the Centers.)

How do you lead a HAP activity? Your role as a HAP teacher is that of a facilitator (one who
sets the stage) of a learning rather than that of an instructor. Through many classroom trials
we have found that, in many situations, discovery through student activity is more successful
Chan someone else verbally conveying knowledgeto the students. The procedure that we
suggest a facilitator follow is quickly introduce the activity, demonstrate any special proce-
dures and equipment, and present the students with the challenge or task. Most of the allotted
time should be reserved for student exploration. Trust the activity to help your students learn
through their own explorations. Then follow the activity with questions and discussions that
reinforce the ideas introduced.

What do you do while the students do the activity? While your students work, you have the
opportunity to move about the room and spend your time with individuals or small groups. You
can get involved as a participant, lend assistance when it is needed, help students record
results, or ask questions that stimulate further activity.

Be flexible. Sometimes your students may become involved in explorations or ask questions
that do not lead in the direction that you have planned. When this happens, be flexible. These
situations can serve as interesting points of departure and can spur further exploration on the
part of the students.

How do you lead the discussions? The discussion at the end of the activity is an opportunity
for the students to compare discoveries, review the class results, and voice their experience and
opinions. Avoid monopolizing the discussion; act rather as a catalyst for discussion.

How do you use the questions? Look over the suggested questions at the end of the activity,
and use the ones that you think will generate the most interest. Your questioning strategy
should be the one that best brings out the health and safety significance of the activity to your
own class. These questions, or others of your own choosing, and the information from the
HEALTH BACKGROUND section can be used to link the activity experience with the chil-
dren's personal health. One very effective technique is to give the students an opportunity to
describe personal experiences that bear out the activity's health connection. For example, in
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Stific,Jointsyou might ask students who have hod a broken arm, kg, or other bone to describe
how their injuries affected their performances of everyday tasks and how they learoftd to
compensate fir the injury.

THE FOLIOS

Thoroughly acquaint yourself' with the contents of the activity roho before attempting to
lead the activity. Each folio is laid out in a similar format to make it easier for you to find the
inkrmation you want as you move from activity to activity.

SYNOPSIS
This section provides you with in capsule description of the activity.

HEALTH BACKGROUND
This section covers the health significance of the activity. Alsoincluded in this section are
definitions of terms and clarifications of the concept being covered.

MATERIALS
All pieces of equipment required for each activity are listed in this section. Easily ohtaina-
ble equipment that is to be provided the teacher is marked with an asterisk. All other
equipment is provided in the kit.

SETTING UP
This section outlines what you have to do to get ready for the activity. Whenever possible,
have your students assist you with the preparation.

Scheduling the Acticity. This part informiryou of how much time the activity will require
(usually one to two class periods).

THE ACTIVITY
This section gives you suggestions on introducing the activity, demonstrating any proce-
dures and equipment, and carrying out the activity.

DISCUSSING THE RESULTS
This section includes a number of suggested questions that are designed to bring out the
health significan4of the activity. Choose among them and add any questions of your own.

ADDITIONAL CHALLENGES
These additional challenges maybe used to extend the scope of the activity for the whole
group or for interested students.!

HINTS
Over the years we have discovered some general approaches that improve the flow of

learning when using the experiential science approachemployed by HAP. You probably know
and use some of these techniques already, but for those of you who are unfamiliar with the
experiential approach, we mention them here.
1. Equipment. Make sure that all of the required equipment is present. Do not assume that

equipment is in the box without checking first.
2. Preparation. Check the SETTING UP section oft hasplio to find out ifthere are preparations

to be made before you initiate the activity. For instaFie, in the SKIN AND TEMPERATURE
activities the strip thermometers must be sterilized before each activity.

3. Distributing the Materials. Do not distribute the materials until you have finished the
introduction and any demonstrations, and the students have been primed with a challenge
and are ready to begin. If distributed earlier, equipment often diverts the students' attention
from any instructions you may still have to give them.

4. Interaction. Hands-on, discovery-approach activities generate a great deal of student-to-
student verbal interaction. While participating in HAP activities, children spontaneously
exchange observations and ideas, so be prepared for louder than normal noise levels. This
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activity-oriented peer interaction is a valuable part of the learning process in HAP ac-
tivities, HO don't feel that you have to discourage it. You should of course, keep it within
reasonable noise (trails, i.e., the children don't. have to shout.

WAN'1"1.0 HEAR FROM YOU

The HAP activities are trial editions; they are not finished products by any 1111.11. . If you
are not working through a National Trials Center, we would like to hear from you directly. We
need to find out from you what works, what doesn't work, and how we can improve the
activities. Are there health areas of concerns for which you would like to see other HAP
activities developed? We want to develop health activities that fit student and teacher needs
and interests. Please send your comments to:

HAP
Lawrence II iII of Sc iencv
University of California
Berkeley, ('A 94720

Remember, you make it HAPpen!

WHY CAN'T A WOMAN BE MORE LIKE A MAN?

PRESIDER: Carrie L. Warren, University of I louston, Clear Lakp, Texas
RECORDER: Betty S. Baker, Southern Louisiana University, Effitmnond, Louisiana
SPEAKER: Nanette Bruckner. University of Houston, Clear Lake, Texas

y cannot a woman be more like a man?
*omen are irrational
Their heads are full of cotton, hay, and rags,
Why can't a woman learn to use her head
Why is thinking something women never do
They are nothing but exasperating,

irritating
vacilating
calculating
agitating
maddening
and
infuriating
HAGS

(Prof. Higgins)

KNOW YOUR ENEMY: A SAMPLING OF SEXIST QUOTES

Chinese proverbThe glory of a man is knowledge, but the glory of a woman is to renounce
knowledge.

Portuguese proverbDo not trust a good woman, and keep away from a bad one.
West African proverbWomen are sisters nowhere.
German proverbWhenever a woman dies there is one quarrel less on earth.
Chinese proverbNever trust a woman, even though she has given you ten sons.
PythagorasThere is a good principle which created order, light, and man, and an evil

principle which created chaos, darkness, and woman.

RELIGION'S TREATMENT

Pope John XXIIIWoman as a person enjoys a dignity equal with men, but she was given
different tasks by God and by Nature which perfect and complete the work
entrusted to men.
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Martin Luther God created 4dam lord of all living creatures, but Eve spOiled it all'.
Daily Orthodox Jewish Prayeri 'for a male) I thank thee, 0 Lord; that thou hast not created me

a woman.
Holy Koran of IslamCreator of the heavens and the earth, He has given you wives from

among yourselves to multiply you, and cattle Male and female. Nothing
can be compared with Him.

The Hindu code of Manu, VIn childhood a woman must be subject to her father; in youth, to
her husband; when her husband is dead, to her sons. A woman
must never be free of subjugation.

St. PaulLet the women learn in silence with all subjection . . Lsuffer not a woman to usurp
- authority over men; but to be in silence,

, EDUCATORS & RENOWNED LIBELERS

Jean Jacques Rousseauc-The whole education of women ought to be relative to men. To please
them, to be useful to them, to make themselves loved and honored by
them, to educate them when young, to care for them when grown, to-.
counsel them, to console them, and to make life sweet and.agreeable
to themthese are the duties of women at all times and what should
be taught them from theiriancy.

Dr. Grayson Kirk (former 'Pre'glknt, Columbia UMv sity)
It would'be naive to suggest that a B.A. can be riade as attractive to girls as E../
'marriage license.

Samuel JohnsonAman in general is better pleased when he hasigood dinner than when his
yewife talks Greek.

Jonathan Swiftlnever knew a tolerable woman to be fond of her own sex.
Sigmund Freud The great question that has;,never been answered, and which I have not yet

beeri able to answer despite my thirty years of research into the feminine
- soul, is: What, does a woman want?

. Count.Leo TolstoyBegarckthe society of women as a necessary unpleasantnes; of social life,
and avoid it as much as possible.

Napoleon BonaparteNature intended women to be our slaves-. . . they are our property; we
are not theirs. They belong to us, just as a tree that bears fruit belongs to
a gardener. What a mad idea to demand equality for women! .'. . Women
are nothing 1214 machines for producing children.

Rudyard KiplingAnd a woman is only 'a, wriman but a good cigar is a smoke.
Stokeley Carmichael, 1966The only position for women in SNCC is prone.
Abbie ligfmanThe only alliance I Auld make with the Women'sLiberation Movement is in

Some Smart Thinkers:

To gizabeth Davis "The most wasteful 'brain' drain in America today is the drain w the
kitchen sink, down which flow daily with the dishwater the aspiration's and the talents of
the brainiest fifty-nine and ninety-seven-hundredths percent of our cittienry
housewives whose IQ's dwarf those of the husbands whose soiled dishes they are required
to wash"

Mrs. Clare Booth Luce (a woman who uses tier head):
I must refuse the compliment that I think like a man. Thought has no sex. One either thinks ordoe; not.

Have you heard that:
51% of thetotal population is female, and 53% of the total electlirate is female, yet women haveminority status.
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The Profession Ten ;most admiredwomen in J
7% of physicians 1970-8 were wives!
3' of lawyers
1% of federal judges
l% of engineers
-2rf of business executives
3% of Congress and Senate

Gallup asked both men and women whilher they would vote for a wonian for president-45%
Male and 75' FemaleYes

THE WIDENIICIG.PAY GAP BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN

U. S. News cflnd World Report,
Dec. 13, 1976

A woman worker with a college degree is likely to earn less than 1
elementary-school education.

k

A woman earned just 57 cents for each dollar earned by men. The average em
"to work nine days to get the pay earned by a man in five days.
The gap was largest in the retail sales field, where women were paid only 52 peec ch as
men.
But the pay differential did not disappear even among men, and women Wbrking in the same
highly skilled occupations. An earlier survey by the Nati-co-1AI S6lenceFotindation found women
scientists earning from $1, to $5,200 less per yeaV than mett,,Themedian salary of women
chemist - for instance, wa 0,500but for men, $15,660.
Add, = I with BA-6,694

M with 8th grade-76,580
M witli)13A-11,795 .

c
.c-,-

In 1970, women 'accountet4f 39 per cent of "Kofesionarand,techniCal workers;',:--(low paid
and low pres4ious jobs, hotveyer) where in 45, Was,45
We have gone from 32 percent of all collegeunivei-sii.y.faet4tY: in 1930 to 18 percent in 1970.

HOW EARNINGS DIFFER

Median Anhual Pay )f
Year-round Full-tims:
Workers in alltypes

J;;,1of Jobs

1955 1960 11165 1970' 1974

ly an

had

252 2,719- $11,835' $6,772

Women Latest
1974

Source US Census Bureau

How to Tell a Businessman from a Businesswoman

V.), A Inisinessman is aggressive; a businesswoman, is pushy.
2) A businessman is good on detail; she's picky.
3) He loses his temper because he's so involved with his job; she's bitchy.
4) He gets depressed from work pressures; she has menstrual tension.
5) He's a man-of the world; she's been around.

sr
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6) He's confident; she's conceited.
7) He drinks because of excessive work preiksures; she's a lush.
81 He's a stern taskmaster; she's impossible o-work for.
9) He's enthusiastic; she's, emotional.

.101 He follows through; she doesn't know when to quit.
11) His judgments are her prejudices.
12) He isn't afraid to say what he thinks; she's mouthy.
131 He exercises authority diligently; she's power-mad.
14) If he is a yes man, she is supportive.
15) If he is an asslicker, she is sweet.'
16) If he is persistent, she is hysterical.
17) If he is handsome, she is "a piece".
18) If he is successful, she is a ball breaker

up tight
Hard dame
Bitch
The only succes I 'roman I've met who isn't a

19) If he is politically involyed or committed, s a41s4Ver emotional".
The only legal right shared by all women under the constitutioais the right to vote (won,

not given, in 1920).
In the USA, there aro11,000 individual state laws that discriminate according to sex. In one

state a woman's clothes legally belongs to her husband
The Equal Rights Amendment fioally passed the U. S. Congress in 1972 after a 49 year

struggle and we are waiting for states ratification. Final enactment will occur after ratification
by a minimum of 38 states.

EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDMENTWHAT IS IT
1) Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or

by any State on account of sex.
2) The Congress shall have the power to enforce, by appropriate legislation, the provisions

of this ajticle.
3) This amendment shall take efftct two years after the date of ratification.

1) Women would be eligible for the draft
02) Women would no longer have to takatheirl@sbands names upon marriage; the la* name

of their children would be a matter of the 'Parents choice.
31 In case of divorce, alimony would be paid either by the husband or the wife, depending onfinancial status.

e.

41 Child-custody laws would no longer favor mothers; judges would have to decide custody in
terms of where a child's welfare wa best served.

'5) Unequal prison sentences for men an1l women would no longer be allowd.'.jt,
*Equality for men alsoMale liberation

POLITICS OF-HOUSEWORK

k:r- ''I don't mind sharing the housework, but I don't do it very well. We should each do the
things we're best at."

Meaning: Unfortunately I'm no good at things like washing dishes or cooking. What I do
best is a little light carpentry, changing light bulbs, moving furniture (how often do you moue
furniture?)

'Also Meaning: Historically the lower classes (block men and us) have had hundreds of
Nyears experience doing menial jobs. It would be a waste ofmanpower to train someone else to do
them now. v;i

Also Meaning; I don't like the dull stupid boring jobs, so' you should do them.
"I hate it more than you. You don't mind it so much."
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Meaning: Housework is garbage work. It's the worst crap I've ever done. It's degrading and
humiliating for someone of my intelligence to do it. But for someone of your intelligence ...

"I don't mind sharing the work, but you'll have to show me how to do it."
Meaning: I ask a lot of questions and you'll, have to show me everything everytime I do it

because I don't remember so good. Also don't try to sit down and read while I'm doing my jobs
because I'm going to annoy helkout of you until it's easier to do them yourself.

"We used to be so happy!" (Said when4er it was his turn to do something.)
Meaning: I used to be so happy.
Meaning: Life without housework is bliss. (No quarrel here. Perfect agreement.)
"We have 'different standards, and why should I have to work to your standards. That's

unfair."
Meaning: If I begin to get bugged by the dirt and crap I will say This place sure is a sty" or

"How can anyone live like this?" and wait for your reaction. I know that all women have a sore
called "Guilt over a messy house" or "Household work is ultimately my responsibility." I know
that men have caused that soreif anyone visits and the place is a sty, they're not going to
leave and say "He sure is a lousy housekeeper." You'll take the rap in any case. I can outwait

Also Meaning; I can provoke innumerable scenes over the housework issue. Eventually
doing all the housework yourself will be less pairiful.to you than trying to get me to do hjilf. Or
I'll suggest we get a maid. She will do my share of the work, You will do yours. It's women's
work. '

"I've got nothing against sharing the housework, but you can't make me do it on your
schedule." .

Meaning: Passive resistance. I'll do it when I damned well please, if at all. If my job is doing
dishes, it's easier to do them once a week. If taking out laundry, once a monthif washing the
floors, once a year. If you don't like it, do it yourself oftener, and then I won't do it at all.

1) Horner (1968)
Fear of success (65% F, 10% M)
After first term Onals, Anne finds herself at the top of her medical class
a) fear of social rejection
b) concern about ones normality or feminity
c) denial

2) RI-overman and BrovermanMental Health Practitioners (psychologists, social workers,
etc.)
a) mature well adjusted man
b) mature well adjusted woman
c) mature well adjusted person
Women were judged to be
a) more submissive e,
b) less independent
c) less adventurous
d) more easily influenced
e) less aggressive
0 less competitive
g) more emotional, excitable and vain

31. Summers and Kieslerasked about successes of
Di. Mark Greerahility

: D916 Marcia GreerLuck
Men also. report: she had an easier task and worked harder.

,49.:M-A.mothrated by achievement needs
''.:r..'3*dt-iienaffiliation needs
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HOW DID WE GET HERE...

How did we get bereSOCIALIZATION
I. Toys
II. T.V.'s

a. more men
b. 70% of men in advertisements shown as authorities; . '% of women
Buying Product: or agreeing to buy: 56% of women; 30% men

Wien who tried product were promised social and career advancement. Women: family or.. 'men would like them more.
III. Schools

a. BooksBoys are seen as active, curious and independent,
.

Girlsdependent, little curiosity or .itiative, needing help of boys (when
shown).

b. !Juni r high school. She learns-7
`F. boys do not like smart girls'
2. her future success is dependent on attracting, catching and holding one of these

boys. .

c Collegeplace to find husband.
. Look for a job: typing
0446 male college graduates--executive training

femalesecretaries
women -50% freshman class

21%.graduate students
14% culty .

5% ull prOfessors/

V. HOW DO WE GET OUT OF OUR PRESENT POSITION
,1).4.4tai',..qe t,e conacionsliess of our situationboth males and females
2/ './Feirolt
-;L4,, e.o4oraicaffy

b)
c), . socially..

': d) educationally
"e) psychologkally
Remember: .

t: 4- 'Sexisn is not a joke'..-. a society that benefits from half of its,potential con-; .trihutors is clearly. losing. Unfortunately, sex' prejudice seems to be the last socially
acceptable preudiee.' .4..

," But qually Remember:
, If we not for aurtfesth' who Vill be for us:

,-..:..YrrWare:Only for on lye/ --- ..,...
.1Cri t' now,"

AL ED

at are We

't. -1
LO

PR 'DER: Ne)so/ii Ne
R , ORDER: e

KER: irdie

Cloggi g: Mi's. Bell
distrib9tion. The jingle
maccleAks each step.was1

UPSON MEETINOS
uARt ,DANCING

,

ississ*, Vfivqrsity, Missi
ior wool,. HOu xas
,.Dahlo

o the'participarits,
Ills; help dist'

powas increased-

bunds and weight
giksii steps dut-to the sounds
orntal speed:
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Miss Bell then demon
break. Steps were th

Square Dancing.
taught. Participants
circles for body; ret

ore complex footwork and the Partiaprants took a short
in sequence.
merican Big Circle Mountain Square dancing method was

g circle (ritoved using buck step) to begin, broke into small
g,errcle for finish.

DANCE: A MULTI-MEDIA EXPERIENCE
PRESIDING: Nelson Neal, University of Mississippi, University, Mississippi
RECORDING: Phyllis Penney, Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama
OFFICERS ELECTED: Chairperson-ElectDorothy Brown; SecretaryBarbara Jo Bray
SPEAKER: Robert L. Tettleton, Professor of Art, University of Mississippi, University, Missis-

sippi

The first experiment the speaker presented was in color'sequencing which was intended to
°work with dance as an intermedia-interdisciplinary device. The experiment was a hand-
painted movie film made by the participants in the session. The experiment was intended to:

1. Motivate movement;
2. Provide visual stimuli in forming various movements;
3. Enhance the total effect of the dance with the motion of the film and the color order and

arrangement; and
4. Stimulate artistic feelings through variety ofsensory responsesin order to heighten

feelings.
A variation of this experiment would be to review the film and record found sounds to

f accompany the visual presentation.. This could be done in rhythm or without.
The speaker presented another intermedia experiment between sculpture and dance. The

experiment involved movement inside tubular jersey. The expei-imerit was intended to:
1. Teach a feeling for force from inside a "skin" as it relates to shape and contour atill
2. Emphasize movement as it relates to sculpture.and dance. For example, inward and

outward movement through and around planes.
A variation would be to do this experiment with non-stretchable fabric such as a nylon

parachute. This could be done with emphasis an more static form.

DANCE AND MUSIC IN THE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

PRESIDER: Nelson Not, University of Mississippi, University, Mississippi.
RECORDER:Jackj4 'talky, Jefferson County Schools, Birmingham, Alabama
SPEAKERS: Larry Bruce (Physical Education) and Gay Calhoun (Mtiiic), Bramlett Elemen-

tary School, Oxford, Mississippi

Physical education and music are two parts of the element* school program that can
Iftrketion better when they are coordinated than when they are separate, beCause so many!times
the music teacher overlaps the physical educatar, program by teaching music through the use
of movement While the physical education teacher is overlapping the music programcby
teaching movemetit through the use of music/rhythm. Rather than both teachers teaching the,
same things, it wetter to-coordinate so ticirt they can efficiently use their time. Thus, the4,
physical education teacher can make adequattuse 0 the music person expertise to tielp
structure the movement to music so that it fit in witAlcusic..

Be creative! You don't have to use only thosdances that are contained in a boob' -Make up
your own. The children really love popular music. Then structure the dances so that tliey will fit "
the group that you teach.

C 8
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The areas to be discussed are as follows:

I. NAMES IN RHYTHM
-.A. Say your name

B. Clap your name ../

C. Put your name to a pattern of clap, snap, patch, stamp
D. Put names to accompany music (probably a record)

'E. Put names on feet and/or body parts f!.

F. Dance sets of names .

II. NURSERY RH S
A. Clap and say a familiar rhyme
B. Walk ;FEYrnt er

C. Walkbeat, clap and say the rhythm of the rhyme
D. Clap and stamp out the ABC song
E. Put the ABC pattern to music (Sweet Georgia Brown)

1. Move to Right in 4 slides on:
ABCDEFG

2. Left two slides 1:
HIJK

3. Stand in place and move feet quickly to:
LMNOP

4. Up three' on QRS
5. Back tliree on TUV .._

6. Turn on WX Y and Z with the following foot pattern
X is the half-way point of the turn.

7. Pattern is r peated throughout record.
8. One place i *rid" theme begins early and omits the last turn.

III. VARIOUS FOOT PA MS_I;S:- .
.

A. PREPARATION BY SETS OF 8: Clap eight, then clap only specified numbers. Next,
,L pul this same sequence on the feet.

B. MARCHING VALUES: 13eia4soldi4football player
C. MARCH SPECIFIED WQ §0, S;'Monkey; Elephant; Mississippi; Little

..-.. IV, Arkansas; Oxford,ilississippi
D. SPLIT THE APPLE '''

1/1
2/1 4.-,-? ...--""r"
4/1 48/1 . '' -..

i r li/14,EI : -.\ .',. .
f ER/VI NES FOR MODERN INSfRUMENTS ,1,..'t 'II 47... ';

4. .,

'Ir q ' otor Cycles or Robot Movement Series .,.,:..,,.:- t'
.! ,, ..,RODUCTION: Turn, on the robot (4 tin4s) "' gmitg4i- Bend from waist alternating sides of the body wit ands andr.... 7'- 2' arms in robot "stance" .

119atf B: Bei' over to floor and up as if pidling up pants,..
CM eYCLES INTRODUCTION: Crank motorcycle (4 times)

PART A: Walk in ridingpVionbobbyingup and down from waist as if
on a bumpy road Mi' en change directions for 16 more beats..., .PAIIT B: Bend as if repairing a flat tire.

"MECH)rtTICAL N" Sawing Wood Series ,
.

,-i..., I." ONE: Move toward center of circle in "three step patterns"
moving arms and shoulders in sawing motioq-----4 sets

:0 to center of circle and 4 sets to back up to circle

'a V

_/
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PART TWO: Hit thighs in patching motion and lift hands and arms
into air in slow movement (we see a rattleand we trem-
ble)

INTERLUDE before going bact to PART ONE of eight beats
"MAIN STREET PARADE"

PART ONE: March in circle, then change directions when music re-
peats them

PART TWO: Move in center of circle by slow, stiff, tin soldier steps (8
in, 8 out)

V. MODERN POP LINES
A. DISCO DUCK

INTRODUCTION: 2 beats, 2 sets of eight "bumping knees," and 2 sets of 8 flapping
elbows fs

VERSE: Flap elbows on every beat and step upup (one foot at a time) back, back.
This movement continues through the verse until you hear "Look at MeI'm a Disco

Duck"
INTERLUDE before Chorus of 2 sets of eight. Stand still and flap elbows and bump

knees.
CHORUS: Move in circle walking like a duck and flapping elbows. When the discos are

repeated, turn and cl-kfte direction pct the fourth disco.
INTRODUCTION AD ViElliSE: There ark only 2 sets of eight as an introduction to

the second verse. Stand facing inside the circle and flap elbows.
Tien continue the second verse and chorus as done previously.

B. RUBBERBAND MAN
INTRODUCTION: 2 sets of eight beats: Hands up 8 beats: Fends front 8

beats: Hands side (extended parallel) 8 beats: Then keep this stance for
an extra 8 beats.

Hands up in stretching 4 beats, front in stretching beats, sides stretching 4
beats:

VERSE BEGINS "Hand me down ." Repeat the same stretchiokinotions in
the sets of fouri but the pattern will include a down movement.
Up 4, front 4, side 4, down 4
Up 4, front 4, stile 4, down-4

CHORUS: "Come on, prepare yourself 'tor the .Rubbe and ... Man . .."
ilk Right heel back; left heel back, then on "rubberband,' ake 3 springing

in place with handkand arms out front mak ng simultaneous
ent with the feet as if pulling on elastic string. T is motion is done

;n,
the entire chorus movement is repeated. (two repeats)

..INTRILUDE OF TALKING: Move in 12 3 patterns until you hear "all right"
VE1111 iBEGINIS AGAIN: This time the previous patterns are repeated.T

thilbugh verse and chorus.
INTERLUDE OF TALXINd AGAIN: Same sets of 1.2 3 motion witinody to

music. Listen for "Wiggles it up" and "Around his nose" and guaranteed
"Blow your mind" and let motions pantomine. This time the chorus

will be brought back igty Fleparatory 5 beats. When these are heard,
,tstop other movemenPtoket.ready for the chorus movements which are
the same as before. ' 54

INTERLUDE OF TALKINortii4timeittChildren "Let it all'hang loose and
pretend that they are iubberbanda..".Listen for the introductory 5 beats,
to prepare for the return Of-the chortsi agt4o. '.'.

LAST INTERLUDE OF. TALKING: Move in .the 2.31-notion and listen for
"Move it, Move it, Move it .".." Then:let hips, ttricl shoulders MOW' on
continuous beats. Now listen for "Get down";'Then in movement, ease to

9na(-Tv. 84



squatting position. Stay squatted keeping the beat and listen for the last
5 beats. Clap on these beats to end the record and dance.

C. CAR WASH ircle dance. Stand facing inside.
INT DUCTION: Clap with record. When music makes "rumbling" change,

d from waist over into circle. With arms bent at right angle, make
dipping motions to get with the beat.

VERSE: When verse begins move down to squatting position and back up in
sets of 4 down, 4 up, by twisting turns, holding hands and arms to your
sides as if you are moving inside a cylinder and your arms are the sides
that are brushes that wash your body. (4 sets)

CHORUS: "At the Car Wash"Move by "scoots"_pointing heels then toes 8 to
the right and 8 to the left (2 completeltts of right and left)

VERSE: Just like thelltst time (4 mores'
CHORUS: Just as before
WORK SECTION: Workandwork: There are eight of these. Point toe to

inside of circle, then outside of circle (right one), clapping each time the
toe points (on work).
After the 8th time, you turn around and then point toe to in-side and then
out. Repeat this.
To close out this section, there are o "wide" expansionlike claps.

Chorus end*ettiarvird:
, .D. STAR WARS

INTRODUCTION:Arms extended,;st ight out to sides; then to chest, cros-
sed.
Arms front, then to chest, crossed:
Arms upsides--chest, crossed.

Then from closed position, make a wide, slow° ningcircle, counting 2 3 4 56 7 8; 1 2 3 4 5 6 7, crossing on chest on 7.
THEME: Slide, slide to the right, thrusting arms in shooting motio nto the

sky with each slide.
Slide, slide to the left, doing the same thing.
There are 8 complete sets of this.

THRUSTS: Arms thrust to the right side, then back
Arms thrust up over head to the left, down, up to the right and down in a
fast movement when to the right.
Arms back to the right, In, Left, In, Slow opening circle again as in the
introduction. Count 1 2 3 4 5 6 7, crossing chest on 7.

THEME: Four more complete sets.
CHANGE IN MUSIC: Sway right, sway left, turn to right in 3 steps.

Sway left, sway right, turn to left in 3 steps.
Sway right, sway left, turn to right in 3 steps.

THRUSTS: Left, In; Right, In; Circle, counting 1 2 3 4 5 6 7, crossing chest on
7.

THEME: Only 2 complete sets before the "Bar room" section
BAR ROOM SECTION:

Bounce in place with arms and shoulders moving a sawing motion:
Right, left, right
Left,- right, left (4 sets of these)
Right, left; right
Left, right, left
Next, on change in music at this point, move forward 3 steps, back 3
steps, keeping the same arm and shoulder action (motion). There are 12
complete sets of these. Up 2 3; Back 2 3 (12 times). After the 12th Set, the
music smooths out and sQ do the Movements.
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Foi 4 sets of the Up 3, back 3, move arms in a straight, pointing with
handi as if you are aiming your arms and hands in a gun movement. The
arms make a circle forward with the right hand leading out; the right
arm also unwinds; then the 3 steps backward are taken.

THRUST: Right, In; Left, Incircle movements with arms, this time count-
ing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8, 1 2 3 4same crossing arms on chest on 4.

THEME: Four sets of beginning theme movement. Then there are 4 more sets
before the record ends. On the last 2 sets, begin to drop the level of the
arm movements so that you have dropped the hands down to a position of
pointing to the floor at an angle of about 45 degrees on the last phrase of
the music.

"SHORT PEOPLE" Randy Newman
Wait for 4 "down beats"
Begin: 4 squats
(1) Squat right, as if looking for "short people" on beat 1. Wait for 2, 3; come up on beat 4, then
squat left repeat (1) until four are tompleted.
(2) Verse begins
a. Move to right in "rocking horse"..,step, pointing with right hand (bent and palms cupped)
through 7 beatsover, up, over up, over up, stopturn.
b. Move to left, same waycontinue through 4 of these
(3) Second part of verse--(They have .. ..)
Move forward by step (pause) step (pause) step, step, step
Back, Back, 1 2 3. Up, up, 1 2 3. Back, back, 1 2 3.
(4) Chorus (on downbeat of choruswhich is a beat with no worlds being sung) Place right heel
out front and push with palms of hands away from body, 2 times. Then, pump down with fists in
middle-front of body. Then place left heel out on "Beat-Don't." The pumps on "want no"Jeft
pushes come on "short"Middle pushes come on "People round." Continue through 2 of these
until end of section when the wordpay "round here."
(5) On the word "here," the first squat to right looking begins again. Repeat 4 more of these.
(6) Interlude: "Short people are just the same as you and I I. .."
Walk, slowly to the right. Right step, (snap) L step, (snap) R step; (snap) L step, (snap) Right,
stop. Left toe, toe, toe (Left toe pointing back to left.) Thenvivalk tb left same way and,after stop,
point toe to right side for last 3 beats.
(7) Resume rocking step
(8) Back into last half of verse; up, up; 1 2 3; back, back, 1 2 3.
This continues through the words "get you everytime."
(9) Chorus again

(1) Push, push Right R
(2) Pump, pump Middle M (two of these)
(3) Push, Push Right R
(4) Pump, pump Middle M

(10) On word "here," begin the squats again as if looking for short people

"STAYING' ALIVE" Bee Gees
Introduction-2 or 3 sets of 8
(1) On verse, move to right 8 beats in four "dipping slides," opening arms aslegs,Anove out; and
.when feet claire, clad hands; move :Ieft same way, 4 times.
(2) ChorusStep in place 4 beats, beginning on right foot, then on "staying alive" in quick 123,
pattern as if saying "stay'alive." Continue through 3 times. 4th time, the 1 2 3 sticks when
staying alive holds. Hold position for 4 beats right; 4 beats left; right, left.
(3) Variation of verse begins. Move to right in 3 steps, then clap (same step as side "roller
coasterstep, step, step, clap) Move to left, 3 steps and clap.
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(4( Move immediately back to the dipping slidesopen, close en, close; open, close; Back toleft .... 4 times.
(5) Chorus repeats.
(6) Variation of verseMove to right 3 steps and clap. Move to left 3 steps, clap. 12 of these.(7) Verse againDipping slide;;. Slide, close (4 times)
(8) Chorus
19) Variation Step . . . Move right 3 steps and clap. Continue until end.

Additional Hustle steps that are useful with disco and soul music:
The jumps forward or backward in these steps should be executed as if you are playing
Chinese Jump Rope and step over a lowY* It is 'a jump that uses both feet when you land.A. Jump upbackopen (as in a calisthenic exercise)dose

Right foot (circular motion to the right as if drawing a circle on the floor)
Left foot (does the same with the left foot)
Count and step 1 2 3, and make a quarter turn to the left.
Then complete sequence is repeated throughout the record.

B. Jump upup--jump back back -- side side (to the right)sideside(left). Then
with quick "Chinese jump rope steps'. :,p back up back making a quarter turnto the left. The turn takes place on th, first time back and the second jump forward
when you are in the middle of 3, rr quick jumps.

C. Step Up-- )right foot) together-- (bring left foot up to meet right foot)
Step Backdeft foot) together )bring right foot back to meet left foot)
Right together; left together.
Point with right toe (wait a beat), turn (quarter turn to the left), wait a beat; then take
right toe and on each beat point forwlird, back; forward; back, counting 1 2 3 4. Thenthe entire sequence is repeated throughout the music.

RECORDS USED FOR THE PRECEDING DANCES:
HAP PALMERMODERN TUNES FOR MODERN INSTRUMENTS
DISCO AND SOUL

These records are available through Educational Activities, Freepoyt, NY
DISCO DUCK, RICK DEES; RUBBERBAND MAN, Tat:SPINNERS; AR WASH,
ROSE ROYCE; STAR WARS, MECCO.

DANCE COUNCIL EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING
PRESIDER: Nelson Neal, University of Mississippi, University, Mississippi
RECORDER: Jackie Tally, Jefferson County Schools, Birmingham, Alabama
Business Conducted

1. Review Operating Codeduties of Dance Chairman of each state. State Dance Chairman
should be made known to the District Chairman.

2. How to get response from State dance chairrpan?
a. "Update". and Southern District Newsletter could carry an advertisement for Stcite

Dance Chairman to contact the District Chairman.
b. Contact past chairthan for the information.

Ijc. Put an advertisement'in the Convention Daily. .e .
d.' Contact State presidents.

3. Does a regional dice conference affect attendance at district conventions? Regionalconferences should encourage attendance a. district meeting.

4. In the Operating Code, Election of Office'rs (IV, D, 1 and 3): Are changes needed? Decisionwas NO. '.
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5. Discussion of the slate of officers to finalize nominees.

6. With regard to the National Dance Association, compile a list of AAHPER members
interested in dance and make sure they checked NDA. By April 1, send a list from each
state of names and addresses of NDA members and any persons interested in dance.

7. We need a list of members who are willing to teach sessions at conventionsfree.

8. Spread your name around.

9. How do you promote dance in your school and Communqy? flyers_btochures,
art department designs program covers and posters, do performanVes in'schoolV;7 :±.4

1

10. What are some problems you face in promoting Once?: ,

ETHICS: RECRUITING AND SANITY IN ATHLETICS
PRESIDER: Frank Teske, Virginia Polytechnic Institify, Blacksburg, Vilginia
RECORDER: Rose Schlie, Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College, Gautier, Mississippi

" OFFICERS. ELECTED; Chairperson-ElectKeith Wills; gecretaryRonnie Harris
SPEAKER Charles Morris, Assistant Executive Director, National Association of Intercol-

legiarce Athletics, Kansas City, Missouri

I join you today, not as a member of the NAIA National Office staff, but as a fellow
professional; former Director of Physical Education and Athletics; former professor of physical
education; former coach of baseball, basketball, football, tennis, and track; and former physicar
education teacher at the high school level.

I am not going to recount for you today some of the horror stories that have gone the rounds
concerning "cheating" in intercollegiate athletics in recent years,j2zr, by the same token, am I
going to present a stalwart defense of the system. Rather, today wSkAill explore together some
fundamental principles in the business of achieving sanity in the conduct of intercollegiate
athletics. ,.
ACHIEVING SANITY IN RECRUITING

1. A first step is to reexamine the fundamental role of intercollegiate athletics in the
overall scheme of higher educationIF THE ROLE OF ATHLETICS IS TO BE AN
INTEGRAL PART OF THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESSEXISTING AS A PART
OF THE "VairSALE" IN THE STUDENT'S PURSUIT OF A COMPLETE EDUCA-
TION, then the practices of the athletic program must match up with the stated
philosophy of the total college community.
a. Selection and solicitation of stuaents (athletes or not) must be centered upon the

goal of creating the most positive opportunity possible for the students to realize
the attainment of their immediate and long range objectives through the col-
legiate level program.
ATHLE 'ICS MUST B 0 SERVE THE TOTAL BASIC, CURRICULAR
OBJECTIVES RATH .1

*-

7 ING USED AS AN EXTRA-CURRICULAR
ACTIVITY THAT IS N.A 'DANGLING PARTICIPLE" AS IT
WERE IN THE EDUCA NVIRONMENT.:

b. Prospective students must be encouraged to actively enter into the decision-
making process in the choosing of a college career. Recruiting objectives must
cover far more 'ground than just whether this prospect will provide us the."win-

. ning edge" over the next four years.
All those responsible for athleticAeministration must ask the fundamental question:

"WILL THIS PROSITCTIVE STUDENT PROFIT FROM HIS OR HER EXPE-
RIENCE ON OUR CAMPUSIN THE CLASS ROOM; IN SOCIAL LIFE; IN
THE TOTAL ENVIRONMENT?"

9 4
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In the American system of free enterprise, it is natural to sell your product with
great vigor, but in recruiting, the line is reached when the recruiter ceases and
desistshas made his pitch, and the prospective student assumes the responsi-bility for the ultimate decision.

2. 'BASIC PREMISE #1 ON RECRUITINGThe coach must respect the prospective
student athletemust respect his dtcision and choice of collegemust continue to
respect him as the student pursues his goal of securing the complete education anddeveloping skills, competencies, knowledges, understandings, and perspectie about
things, people, and lifemust continue to respect the student when he leaves the
collegiate context and moves into the post-college environmentAS PROFESSION-VitP ALS, WE, MORE THAN ANYONE REALIZE THAT THE PROCESS OF BECOM-
ING EDUCATED AND REALIZING THE BENEFITS OF THE EIWICATED PER-SON IS A LIFE-LONG PURSUIT.

3. BASIC PREMISE #2 ON RECRUITINGAll those responsible for athletic adminis-
tration in the institution must respect other institutions in the community of higher
education. EMPHASIS MUST BE PLACED ON COMMUNITY RATHER THAN ON
THE',:pIFFERENCES THAT MIGHT SEPARATE US. Natural differences have
forever existed among colleges and universities in this countr: Harvard toPrincipia, from State University to State College. This diyersity is a rce of strength
rather than weakness, and with common purpose and'mutual r t, we can livetogether in a way beneficial to all.

CONDUCTING THE SOUND INTERCOLLEGIATE PROGRA WOSE RE-SPONSIEILITY?
1. I submit to you that legislation isn't the answer! History has proven over and over that

excessive legislation has inevitably becomea burden to people that oftentimes leads,to
internal strife and rebellion- whether it be on the individual level or national level.
Complex rules, rulings and the subsequent necessity of a highlY.Struaured system toprovide for the "accommodation of justice," often leads to negative and defeatist

i attitudes that negate the original high purposes of the rules and laws.
2. Isubmit to you that YOU AND I are initially and ultimately responsible for conduct-

ing sound athletic programs, and exercising this responsibility involves the following:a. Redefining the purposes of intercollegiate athleticsensuring that our programsare a part of the total educational communitynot a poor cousin hanging on
because of the "public relatiOns" values or impact that these programs have on
generating "alumksupport."

b. Promote and promulgate'information about intercollegiate athleticsas a program
that is imminently worthy of student participation and that has a vital place in
tlia curriculumthat the real value of the program resides within the inherentnature of the program

NOT THAT.THE SUCCESS OF THE PROGRAM DEPENDS ON:
THE DEGREE OF PUBLIC SUPPORT; THE PERCENTAGE OR AMOUNT OF
ALUMNI GIVING; AMOUNT OF "INK" RECEIVED THIS YEAR COMPARE
TO LAST YEAR; OR THAT:THE WON-LOST RECORD IS CONSISTENTLY,
EVERY YEAR OVER SOME MAGIC FIGURE SUCH AS 75 PERCENT FOR

HE OVER ALL PROGRAM; ETC.; ETC.; ETC .

BUT HAT THE VALUE OF THE ATHLETIC PROGRAM IS BASED ON THE8a FACT T THE PROGRAM IS GEARED TO MEET THE.NEEDS OF THE
. PARTICIPANT IS FIRST AND FOREMOST CONCERNED WITH TOTAL

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF E PARTICIPANT.
3. We mta;t4tine the true meaning of WI G AND LOSINGwe must lead in theeducate+ orstudents, faculty colleagues, mile! esidents, the general public, and

the news media. WINNING INVOLVES MUCH MO THAN OUTSCORING THEOPPONENToutscoring the °rent represents only an elementary objective.
,ertqco.
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Whether my participation as an athlete is truly making a contribUtion to my becoming
the educated person, cannot rest solely .on whether Ioutscore my opponent X percent-

-.age of the time.
UNLESS _

olib r',.'fir
, Such winning performande refleerait hr penditure of physical, mental, and emo-

tional energy to master self; to over-cnroe.weaknOses; the ability to retain poise and
concentration under the most unslartces; the development of the
capacity to recognize the true conditi of competitionTHAT IN SPORT, THE
COMPETITION TAKES PLACE INSIDE THE BOUNDARY LINES and that outside
those boundary lines, the WINNER ax alyzes the WHY of victory and defeat alike, and
remembers and practices to imp vn; to become a sportsman practicing true
sportsmanship that recognizes the viilue of other human beings and reaches out for
more than just the "trophy," which r n become just another tarnished testimonial to

challenge of strong opposition-a e possibility of defeat, and tolearlessly enter into
the winner's insatiable vanit ; a de onstration of the courage required to accept the

that competition with the hope and expectancy of growing stronger thereby.
4. We must lead by redefining success and be people of,value ourselves. Our job must be

more secure than last year's won-lost record; the amount of gate receiptafroin the just
completed football season; or 100 other variables over which you 'ridividual
aloneby yourself have no control.

...,,i.-We cannot depend upon forces we are unable to control. In o eve any'
measure of professional sanity, we must have our center of emott y rooted
wit?in ourselves. Letting others perpetually decide if we are " leads to
the dissolution of ourselves, or in the context of this discus_ Sion, solution of
intercollegiate athletics. -.:-.7-,,,Pi=---'71t-L----

Obviously, all of us are responsive to public opinion, favorableFpre4;AixeirWrides and
adulation that comes with great winning records, but these factors, mist be_weighed
against our own deepest self-evaluation, and not made the splOrifgesantimeasure of
our worth.
WE MAY LIKE PUBLIC APPROVAL OR ENJOY TH :.'TRAPPINGS OF SUC-
CESS," BUT WE CANNOT LIVE BY IT. WE MUST PE .',:..4,1 OUR STRIVING.. ,
FOR THE LOFTIEST OF OBJECTIVES, THROUGH 1 . OF NEGLECT OR
EVEN CONTEMPT, BECAUSE WE POSSESS A FIRM SENSE OF IDENTIV AND
A HARD-CORE BELIEF IN THE VALUE OF WHAT WE ARE,OING.
WE MUST BE PEOPLE OF VALUE, NOT MERELY DEPENDENT ON "SUCCESS."

In conclusion, our challenge to achieve sanity in recruiting and the conduct of a sound
intercollegiate program is based in we professionals' ability to apply the fundamental princi-
ples in the daily exercises of our work.

LET US ACCEPT THE CHALLENGE WITH ENTHUSIASM ANNVIGOR AND STICK
TO THE BASICS. r

FOCUS ON PERFOIRMANCE: THE PHOTOGRAPHIC EYE
PRESIDER: Joel Bloom, University. of Houston, Houston, Texas
RECORDER: Rogervene I). Washington, Dillikd University,. New Orleans., Louisiana
SPEAKER: Joel Bloom, University of Ebiston, Houston, Texas

Dr. Bloom provided a multi-media demonstration and explanation of a technique for
teaching swimming using videotape and performance analysis charts. This method provides an
opportunitytor students to see themselves performing a skill and then analyze what was done
wrong and make corrections.

.

The performance analysis charts allow the instructor to provide instruction tothe students
when the instruction can be heard: A performancAnalysischbrt is kept crn'each student as he
swims past the instructor, allowing for more efficient evaluation. Evaluation by means of a
performance chart also becomes a learning tool for the student!'

. .
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The following pages include some sample Performance Analysis Charts. These PACS have
been designed as tools for teachin
performances while they are in the throes
the ears of the swimmer are under thd water
comment to thepwimmer is spoken, but unhea
"deaf' ears, has not been recorded and often
body part making the error, the instructor rec
instructor to write comments after the perfor
minuses which were observed. If a sheet is kept o
evaluation becomes more efficient because the in.
sion. By implementing the technique into ones t
rather than merely a gt:nding experience.

is often difficult to make corrections of swimmers'
activity. In many cases this is just the factor that

nd the instructor cannot be heard. As a result, a
d. This means that the instruction has fallen on
forgotten. By using the PAC and circling the

rds that error for the swimmer. This allows the
ance and notate to the student the pluses and

each..student asb.a.s.saiims past the instructor,
tructoiaspacommited to an instant.deci-
ting, evaluatiOn becomes a learning tool

5;7
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IMPLICATIONS FOR COLLEGE PHYSICAL EDUCATION
FROM THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF SENIOR

, OFFICIALS FOR THE CONSIDERATION OF
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE UNESCO

CONFERENCE ON PHYSICAL
EDUCATION AND SPORT

PRESIDER: Jay B. Arnold, Valdosta State College, Valdosta, Georgia
OFFICERS ELECTED: Chairperson-ElectMary Louise Life, Louisiana State University,

Baton Rouge, Louisiana; SecretaryJane Doss
SPEAKER: William Wright, Noryk State College, Norfolk, Virginia

During the Physical Education Division's Executive Council Meeting in Atlanta last year,
I suggested that a program consideration for this convention might be the topic for this
meeting. The idea seemed to be a good one at that time. The panelists and the moderator would
be professionals from the Southern District of AAHPER who would have had direct involve-
ment in the National Conference. Circumstances, however, as you will hear later, did not
permit the idea to reach a dimension of reality. The process of regrouping required a decision as
to the best approach for incorporating aspects of the pre-planned program into a communica-
tion which would be of significance to you. I trust that the decision to omit "ImplicEitions" and
simply report as a chronicle will proVe to be satisfactory.

Background

UNESCO, with the cooperation of the International Congress of Physical Education and
Sport, convened the first International Conference of Ministers and Senior Officials responsi-
ble for Physical Education and Sport, in Paris, France, April 5-1C1,976.

The Conference took place in accordance with the work ,plan relating to (UNESCO)
resolution 1.222.1 (e) (i) adopted by theGeneral Conference at its eighteenth session, and was
required by its terms of reference to study:

(i) the present situation of physical education and spo.rt in the education of youth;
(ii) the role to be played by physical education and sport in the education of youth in the

perspective of life-long education;
(iii) the strategies to be developed and steps to be taken at the national level for the

promotion of physical education and sport;
(iv) international cooperation for the promotion of physical educatip and sport.

- Nations preparation for the international conference included a report on the status of
physical education and sport in the United States along with statements concerning national
promotion of and international cooperation in such programs. In fact, the report was the United
States' response to an extensive questionnaire from the UNESCO Secretariat.

In the opening of the conference ". . . the Director-General indicated that the Conference
marked a new departure for UNESCO as part ofits activities directed towards defining a new
conception of the curricula and structures of education with the siin of ensuring interdiscipli-
narity and continuity in the context of life-long education concept for physical education and
sport as an aspect of democratization, and as a preparation for the life-long practice of sport as a
right and a necessity for everyone. His closing statements seem most significant:

'The responsibility of education in regard to sport, and the fundamental part that physical and sport
education should play in education in general, seems to me to be the central themes which will give
continuity and coherence to your discussions. Enshrining its own ethic, producing physiological and mental
balahcp. providing a deep source ofjoy for its adepts and, when practiced ina generous spirit, constituting a'
powerfbl factor for social integration and international understanding, sport closely associated with physical'
education must , where this is not already the case, become not onlyan essential item in school and university
curricula but also a cultural factor fostering modern humanism. All those who wish to help in building up the
learning society we are beginning to glimpse on the far horisal must give (physical education) sport the

, prominent place which is its due, since it offers us the beet possible example of continuity in effort, an
exhilarating but well-ordered life, the sense of peace within oneself, with Others and with nature; unity
regained. And there is nothing which can extend this still ideal learning society to the scale of the whole
world, as the common homeland of the brotherhood of man, so well as (physical education) sport. That is the

. aim I would set for ycnir discussion."
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The conference was Attended by delegations from 101 member and associate member
iStates, 42 of which had submitted ational reports. The official United States delegation.

included:
Duane J. MattheiS, United States Office of Education
Simon A. McNeely, United States Office of Education
Carl A. Troester, Jr., International Congress of Health, Physical Education and Recrea-

tion
Leona Holbrook, Americ/an Academy of Physical Education
Wanda H. Jubb, Society of State Directors of Health, Physidal Education and Recreation
Samuel Lee, President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports
Robert 0. Jones, United States Department of State
Stewart Tinsman, United States Delegate to UNESCO

The Conferees deliberated in plenary sessions and, simultaneous sessions of two Commis-
sions. Commission I dealt with strategies to be developed and steps to be taken at thonational
level for the promotion of physical education and sport. Commission H discussed international
cooperation for the promotion of physical education and sport. '

A concluding action of the delegates was to authorize the Director GeneraLto publish the
conference report and circulate it to Member States of UNESCO, the United Nations and the
Specialized Agencies, has well as to the international, intergMiernmental and non-
governmental organizations concerned. The report included the delegates' declaration that
physical education and sport are essentiaLend constituent parts of education, contributing
significantly to the complete and harmonious development of each person and to his/her
functioning as a responsible member of society. The true concern called education
and sport, in the context of life-long edication, as a righlof every person. delegates agreed
to bring themessage and the inspiration gained at the conference back to their countrymen and
to involve them in renewed efforts to provide high quality programs for all children and youth.

Of,the fourteen major-recommendations of the Conference, each of which included several
subdivisions, one is most significant to this presentation; "Urge the Member States to take full
advantage of the thrust provided by UNESCO to disseminate the findings and to implement
the recommendations in all appropriate ways .. ."

National Implementation

M. Simon McNeely, Senior Program Officer, U.S. Office of Education, a member of the
U.S, Negation to arul Rapporteur for Comrnissionl of the UNESCO Colderence, assumed the
initiative in 04i6izing the National Conference. The sponsoring agenbies included:

The Office of the Assistant Secretary.for Education and the U.S. Office of Education,
Department of Health, Education and Welfare

United States Department of State
President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports
Ainefican Alliance for Health, Physical Education and RecreatiOn
National AsSociation for Sport and Physical Education
National Association for Girls and Women in Sport
The Society of State Directors,of Health, Physical Education and -Recreation
American Council on International Sport A.
International °Congress on Health, Physical Education and Recreation

The representatives of the vomiting organizations wfio served as members of the Planning
and Steering Committee for the Conference were: Reuben (Jack) Frost, Chairman, George F.
Anderson, Raymond A. Ciszek, Asahel Hayes, Robert Jones, Wanda Jubb, Simon McNeely,
Carl A. Troester, William Wright.

Meetings of the Planning and Steering Committee, beginning in October, 1976, estab-
lished the purposes, plans and organization for the conference.

The purposes of the conference were:
1. To inform government officials, educational leaders and concerned citizens
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about the content, findings and recommendations of the UNESCO Conference on
Physical Education and Sport, held in Paris, April 5-10, 1976.
To analyze And discuss the UNESCO findings and tap/It:ore specific recom-
mendations for appropriate action by national, state and local agencies, organi-
zations, institutions and individuals in the United States.'

' 3. To concentrate efforts on extending.and improving programs of physical educa-
tiOn and sport for all children and youth of school age.

4. To give particular attention to .recommendations for physical education and
sports oroirams that meet the special needs of specific target groups, e.g.,
childreniand yduth in inner city schools, girls and women, the handicapped, and
the culturally deprived.

5. To identify and encourage the development of innovative and exemplary prac-
tices and projects in physical educat,on and sports programs at all levels.

6. To build upon the interest in physical education and sport, generated by the
UNESCO Conference, and to strive to' promote a lifelong concern for physical
activity among all people,

7. To foster the cooperative involvement of all appropriate agencies, organizations,
, institutions and individuals in efforts to advance these programs.

The general plans for the National Conference-included:
1. The organization of Task'-Forces to formulate data base.
2. The hosting of the Conference by the U.S. State Department,and the Office of

Education.
3. Three,days in early May, 1977, as possible dates..
4. The designation of Senior Session Officials to be>coridered as invitees.
5.- cA major concern that the highest poSsible level of government extended the

invitation,
'`.*

The committee's efforts'were side-tracked by the 'National,Elections. The committee met
during the AAHPER Convention in Setittle with the hope of e-groupie ig" on'y to j&rn that

, fruitful coordination with the new national administration h not been fidaliied.
Finally, new dates were establishsecl for the National-Cm-4N ce anlithe committee began ,

implementing its plans.
Six 64( forces were organized to prepare informa Ve,a4i) cative papers which wyld

provide direCtion for the planned workshop sessions of tifiezitifero,4:fikskyorces #1, #2, kind
#3 assignments were focused on the responsibilities ttnd oppcA.Aifies 'for.strengthentrig
physical education and sport programs, with emphasis diree,ficl ztoaaytkoffitials and leaders,
respectivelyi.et the (1) Federal; (2) State; and (3)1ocaIcqminuaity levels. Task Force44 focused
on.responsibilities and opportunities of,professionnWeadeis taimprove.both,schoolsand ot-of-

-schd31 programs. Task Forces #5 and #6 concerns? °respectively, were faletnnmeritlations to
meet the needs of handicapped and inner-city you' . 411,

-Invitations for the November 16:18, 1977, National Conference 4Renior,Offiaals to
Consider UNESEPRecomthendations on Physitat,Rducation and Sport werer.xtended jointly
by the Assistant Secretary 'for- Education aid the Commissioner of EducAtion Meetings were
scheduled for the HEW Office buitd\ings which included the newly named Hu17../..t Humplirey
Building.

The pre-registration listing repilting from the R.S.V13 indicated 228 participants for the
conference. Among the featuredrbeakera were: Dr. Mary Berry, Assistant Secretary for

'Education, HEW; Dr. Ernest Boyer, U.S. Commissioner of Education; Dr. Leroy Wakker,
President, AAHPER; Dr. Celeste Ulrich, Past-President, AAHPER; Dr. Barbaral`Forkee ;.
President's Commissiop on Olympic Sports; Dr. Leona Holbrook, President, American
Academy of Rhysical Education. , ' ;.?

Dr. Leroy 'Walker, President of AAHPER cautioned that "theConferees have a unique
opportunity if we do not invent the wheel." In closing he stated that:

E

"Commissioner Beyer reaffirmed his intent to support the recommendation kiaistant Secretary for Educa-tion, Berry, avowed that she and Mr. fano will be awaiting the results a careful review.
It is necessary, in my opinion, to ctfrer some dramatic implementation steps:
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Broad involvement of all sectors public, private, state, federdl, local comaunities;
Immediate establishment of an office of physical education and sport in the U.S. Office of Educatiou:
Establish procedurks for gaining support for financial assistance to programs at all appropriate levels:
Implement broad, developmental programs which will serve as a base for the programs for the elite.

To achieve the ends desired and to provide proper impetus to the plan, we must become an
Interest group' which is willing to work for and support the goals of the profession. The broad
effort will demand the involvement of professional people with great enthusiasm:*

Present Status

Prior to coming to Little Rock, I was in telephone communication with Simon McNeely to
determine the present state of the Conference Report, directions for the future, and to acknowl-
edge his assistance in preparation for this meeting. He indicated that ( 1) the report is near
completion; (2) the final report will be printed and distributed; (3) the recommendations will be
reviewed; and (4) steps for implementation will- be established. Further, he indicated-that he is
convinced that the results will provide great impettiso future programming efforts in the U.S.
Office of Education.

I)

MODERN DANCE CONCERT
PRESIDER: Margaret Chenier, Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee Institute, Alabama
RECORDER: Catherine J. Williams, Grambling State University, Grambling, Louisiana
PROGRAMME:

PROGRAMME

COSMOTIC QUANDARY Music by Herbie Hancock
Choreographed by Pam Atha'

The University of ArkansasDance Company
\,

William Adair Kim Bowie
Mary Boyd Holly.Phillips

II

WEIRDO Music by
Choreographed by the Students

Mississippi University for Women Dance Group
Jene Izard Ann Severance
Becky Tomlinson Jennie Yost

III

ON BEING AWAKtNED BY COLOR, SHAPE AND SOUND Music by Mike Olfield
Choreography and Film by NelsoriNeal
The University of Mississippi Dancers

Deborah Belk Tony Humber
Margee Killelea Nelson Neal
°Allyson Stewart Clair Wilson

0 IV
ATHAMAP Music by Hubert Laws

Choreographed by Mary Williford
'Theliniversity of Arkansas Dance Company

William Adair Sherrie McAdow
Pam Atha Mary 'Boyd
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V
SUITE OF SPIRITUALS Music by

Choreographed by Becky Tomlinson
Mississippi University for Women Dance Group

Nobody Knows the Trouble I've Seen
Sometimes I Feel Like A Motherless Child

Jackie Archer
Meme Hester
Jan Izard
Carmen Pitts
Becky Tomlinson
Jennie Yost

Jackie Archer
Dianne Ivy

Ensemble

41k

Brenda Brignac
Diane Ivy
Renee Nick
Mary Catherine Tindal
Ann Severance
Beth Vasser

Ev'ry Time I Feel The Spirit
Meme Hester

Jubilation

Commentary:
Tonight's program included works from Southern District University dance companies.
The dances represented various themes: satirical, religious, technical, and so forth. Special

effects were used to convey the total aesthetic quality; as well as enlarge on specific movements,
colors, and shapes. The majority of the works were student choreographed.

"Weirdo" was a satiric comedy, using sounds, movements, and voices to which the audience
quickly responded.

"Athamap" was the principal dancer's name spelled backward, which probably influenced
the development of the theme of the dance, and illustrated excellent choreography for males
and females.

The program was highlighted by a multimedia presentation choreographed by the Dance
Council 'Chairperson, Nelson Neal.

A suite of spirituals by MUW ended the evening's program as dancers,,dressed in white
leotards and long flowing white skirts, moved gracefully from the soothing strains of "Nobiidy
Knbws the Trouble I've Seen" to an exciting climatic "Jubilation."

An overwhelmingly lar'& crowd enjoyed the evening's peiformance despite the crowded
audience space.

MODERNIDANCE WORKSHOP FOR SECONDARY LEVEL
PRESIDER: Nelson Neal, University of Mississippi, University, Mississippi
RECORDER: Peggy Berksyresser, Hartman Junior High, Houston, Texas
SPEAKER: Anne Deloria, University? of North Carolina, Greensboro, North Carolina

This was a participation session in modern dance technique appropriate for beginning
level secondary school boys and girls. The lesson was presented as if it were a class situation
and followed the principles developed by the presenters:

1. To meet the students where they are;
2. To have a specific focus.to the lesson;
3. To develop the lesson by incorporating basic movement principles presented by the

teachers, including some improvisational and compositional materials; and
4. To balance the lesson in terms of time (moving around the body and moving in the

space), energy level and qualities, and individual and group needs.
The session was introduced by a general warm-up--walking in differentdirections, levels

and speedsand ended in a mirroring exercise focused on sinking and rising. A more struc-
tured section of the lesson followed, using swings and suspensions as a base and developing to a
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floor sequence that ended with jumps, turns, suspensions and vibratory movement. The stu-
dents were then encouraged to improvise on the material by changing the order and time of the
sequence. The session ended with a centering exercise to encourage relaxation and a feeling of
repose.

4-

MOVEMENT EDUCATION-BEYOND LESSON,X
PRESIDING: Shirley Ann Holt/Hale, Linden Elementary School, Oak, Ridge, Tenne§.see
RECORDING: Shirley F. Harageones, Memphis City Schools, Memphis, Tennessee
OFFICERS ELECTED: Chairman-ElectIda Chadwick; SecretaryVicki L. Mingin
SPEA/Z. ER: George Graham, University of Georgia, Athens, Georkia

The term movement education means different things to different people. Tanner and
Barrett 11975), for example, reported the results of a committee that had worked since 1968 to
provide a common terminology in elementary school physical education. They reported that
there were generally three different interpretations of the term movement education.

The lacktf agreement ovyir the meaning of the term persists as two of the most recent
elementary school physical ed6cation texts clearly illustrate. Logsden (1977) defined physical
education as "that part of movement education which has been designated as a responsible
educational program (subject) in school curriculum." (p. 11) In contrast, Krueger and Krueger
(1977) entitled their text Movement Education in Physical Education. Larry Locke, an in-
terested non - participant observer of the movement movement," concluded that "Movement
education is whatever you say it is." (1976)

In this presentation, we have no intention of attempting to clarify isagreement dyer
terminology. There is an obvious n4c1, however, for us to provide u with our definition of
movement edu6ation so that you will be able to understand w at is it that we are "going
beyond."

The definition that we are utilizing is applied rather than theoretical, i.e., it is derived from
actual observations of teachers rather than a particular philosophical position.

Movement education, as interpreted by teachers irr school programs, seems to have two
common characteristics that distingUish it from other types of physical education programs.
Teachers label lessons as "movement education" when:
1. The lessons focus on learnihg and understanding movement themes (generally traceable to

the work of Rudolf Laban (Figure 1), and
2. The methodology varies beyond "direct" within,the lesson. (Figure 2)

While there are obvious exceptions to the interpretation, it has been our experience that
this practical definition of movement education can be verified through observation and
discussions with elementary school teachers who say they teach movement education. There
are ether facets to this operational definition; however, they are observed less frequently and
therefore are not included as part of the definition.

Utilizing this applied definition of movement education,* our purpose is to suggest that
movement education need not "end" at the primary grade level, or for that matter that
movement education is only appropriate for elementary school children. In fact, we are suggest-
ing that the concept of movement education, as defined in this presentation, can, and in many
instances does, provide 'the foundation for programs of physical education from pre-school
through adulthood, for both the unskilled and the Olympic competitor as well.

The concept "Beyond Lesson X" can best be explained by describing the two components of
.our applied definition in detail. It is important to recognize that the components are interactive
and in practice are employed in tandem rather than separately.

Movement Themes

Whether a teacher is working with a pre-school class or coaching a varsity sport at the
college level, the study of movement forms the core of the program. This concept can best be
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illustrated by tracing a particular mhvement theme as it is studied by young children, to the
advanced movements practiced by skilled performers.

One of the must common movement themes studied in American physical education is-
throwing and catching. The illustration (Figure:3) depicts the theme, throwing and catching, as
it might be studied from hoginning through advanced work. The spiral, is interitied to show that
a particular theme is xevisited (reviewed) over a period of time and that the learner is then
extended beyond to a more advanced !eve). The purpose of this illustration is to indicate how a
Movement concept i4 studied in it variety of contexts. Theyoung child', for example, often begins
the study of throwing and catchink by trying to throw and catch a hail to himself or herself.
Soon a partner may be introduced and then the concept of throwing and catching from different
positions and levels is studied:As skills, increas5)attempting to throw with accuracy or the
challenge of catching a ball while defended by ar1opponent becomes of increasing interest. The
contexts change to conform to the interOts and abilities of the learner. The flanker in the Super
Bowl or the forward in the NationA Basketball Association in many ways encounters a
challenge identical to that faced by the young child, to catch without missing or to throw with
accuracy, but thecontexts are nudically different. In either context, the movement is recognized
and-labelled as throwing and catching.

The concept oQ movement themes is not limited solely to sport. In fact many themes
permeate sport, dance, and gymnastics as well as our everyday movements. Jumping and
landing (Figure 4) is an excellent example ofa theme which is studied in a variety of contexts.
The ability to leap smoothly over obstacles demonstrated by the hurdler is similar to the
assymetrical leaps performed by the dancer as she travels across the floor in seemingly
effortless fashion Sotoo the child who jumps over a fence as he hurriedly rushes to the school
bus is performing a movement that is related to the skill of vaulting in gymnastics.

There are numerous movement themes that are studied in a variety of contexts (Stanley,
1969) and these themes transcend games, gymnastics, daitce, and everyday life just as clearly
as they cut-across ages and skill lev61s. Although the terminology varies, the movement'
concepts taught by:physical education teachers and coaches, are clearly related. When under-
stood in this context, it is obvious that the term elementary physical education refers not to the
age of the student or athlete, but rather the skill level of the performer. Movement, as a course
of study, does not logically terminate at the elementary school level.

Methodology

Neither are there specific methodologiCal approaches that are appropriate only at the
elementary school level. In mbvement education lessons, teachers often move away from the
direct end of the methodology spectrum, providing children with opportunities to make some
decisions related to their own learning. (Figure 2) There is an apparent underlying belief in
providing children with the opportunity to make decisions about their work. In lessons labeled
as movement\ education, there appeals to be no standardized pattern of methodological varia-
tion. Different teachers vary methodology in unique ways. The examples of how teachers vary
methodology which follow are neither hierarchical, nor are they presented in a suggested order
of frequency of occurence. The following variations in methodology are examples of how some
teachers have been observed to provide children with opportunities to make decisions related to
movement.
1. Over a period of time, the frequency of challenges issued by teachers seems to decrease in

frequency as a consequence of the children becoming more able to challenge themselves.
Initially, for example, it is not unusual to see a teacher in a movement education leSson issue
30'or 40 "class as a whole" challenges in a thirty minute lesson. In several months the
challenges issued to the class .Tay have decreased to two or three.

2. An emphasis on child-designed gdnes, creating gymnastics sequences and designing dances
is prevalent in the movetkent education literature and is reflected in movement education
lessons.
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3. The ability of children to enter a gymnasium and begin working on their own without
instruction from a teacher exemplifies a shift of responsibility from the Acher to the
studehts.

4. When "stiiions" are employed:to allow for a variety of practice opportunities within a giveli
lesson, chftren are sometimes permitted to select the stations they want (need) to work at
and to rotate at their own discretion, rather than being required to spend equal amounts of
time at each station.

5. In some moveinent education lessons teachers offer the children several choices of activities
within a lesspn, e.g. make up a throwing and catching game or continue to work on yotir
partner sequence in gymnastics. -

6. Children, in some programs, are encouraged to evaluate their own work in writing, indicat-
ing areas of satisfactory progress and areas where they need to continue to improve the
quality of their movement.

7. A few programs have been observed which offer upper grade children the opportunity to
plan their own lessons, both in terms of the movement that will be practiced and also the
length of time ihat will be spent working on a particular skill.
Obviously there are many other variations which provide children with increasing oppor-

tunities to make decisions about their particular program of skill practice. These seven
ill ustrations.represent what we have observed to be the most common variations away from the
direct end of the methodology spectrum.

CONCLUSIONS

As we have defined movement education in this presentation, movement education is not
an approach designed to introduce children to physical education, nor is it appropriate only for
children of elementary .ac,baehe context in which movement is studied varies between
games, gymnastics, dance, track and field, aquatics, and everyday life, but the terms and the
skills are directly related. As a child leaves elementary school, he or she frequently experiences
a different curricular context. Team sports for example, form the core of many junior high
school physical education programs. Success and enjoyment in and through team sports,
however, still requires an ability to throw and catch, to strike with an implement and to run
effectively. Such movements, often labeled "fundamentals," represent keystones of successful'
movement education at any age or skill level. As children enter adolescence, some programs
provide increasing amounts of responsibility, reflecti,pg,both adolescent desire to "be on
their own" and their need to experiment with the boundaries independence. Certainly this
too is an extension of what we have observed occuring in movement education lessons in
elementary schools.

The notion that the themes and methodology, which are the basis of movement education
in the primary grades, are abandoned or ignored as children improve in skill and change their

i interests is very difficult for us to understand. To us, going beyond Lesson X represents neither
curricular or methodological novelty. It simply means that we continue the logical extensions
and progressions of the concepts and skills that have been taught previously by varying the
context of our programs as we attempt to meet and satisfy the changing needs and interests of
our students.

Our response to the question, "When does movement education end?" is that in actuality it
never does.
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NOTE: The following persons assisted in the preparation of this presentation:
Shirley Holt/Hale, Linden Elementary School, Oak Ridge, Tenn.

Barbara Haltom, Overbrocilt School, Nashville, Tenn.
Tim McEwen, Ogelthorpe Elementary School, Athens, Georgia

Melissa Parker, Christ the King School, Atlanta, Georgia
Steve Sanders, Joseph T. Walker School, Atlanta, Georgia

'This applied definition is not intended to replace theoretical definitions of movement education, nor do we intend to imply
that it is "better': than any of the other interpretations. Our purpose in employing this definition is to provide an observable
concept which can be employed to challenge listeners to go beyond the conventional boundaries generally attributed to
movement education.

NEW ACTIVITIES IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
PRESIDER: Mabel Byrd, Escambia County Schools, Pensacola, Florida
RECORDER: Lillie Suder, Headland High School, Eastpoint, Georgia
SPEAKERS: Barbara and Jeff Galloway
TOPIC: Running: A Way of Life

Both speakers spoke to the point of how the number of runners, has increased in recent
years and why they run the distances they do. The main point brought out was that through
running positive changes take place and can unlock hidden keysor talents. Running is the most
convenient form of exercise; it is the basis for all other activities dealing with the feet.
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In addition to the cardiovascular benefit, one also develops a new dimension within one's
self. It becomes addictive and provides a quiet time to reach inner Sacred places within
ourselves. Running does increase our quality of life. When applying a running program in
Schools, stretching and strengthening exercises should be emphasized to complement the
running.

SPEAKER: Betsy Stafford, Riverwood High School, Atlanta, Georgia
TOPIC: Orienteering

Many of you have heard the term orienteering and possibly dismissed it. as merely a
typographical error in orientationand left those things to the5counselors or deans. At least
that's what I did, feeling that my students already know thotopes and certainly didn't need any
orientation. I wanted something that would make them enjoy strenuous activity. Now, though,
I know that orienteering is one of these methods.

Although orienteering is an extremely popular sport in Europe, it has only in the past few.
years become known here. It has been popularwith scouts, as a method of learningand enjoying
outdoor skills; and by the military, adding some "fun" to their serious strategical maneuvers.

Orienteering is a coined word and is actually a registe ed trademark of the Silva Company.
It is a semi-competitive sport which requires a combinpion of skills in map and compass
reading, fitness, and decision making. It is similar to a r d rally in that each competitor is
given a map, with certain points, called controls, .sted. He then is timed and,.using his compass
and map, determipes the most advantageous route to visit each control and return to the
starting point. The area covered and the terrain may vary, depending on the level of the -
competition. For example, for novices, a five control course may be laid out in a one or two
square mile area, while a ten to twelve control course for experts may cover seven or eight
square miles. So you can see, physical condition is important, although the main thrust is upon
the aspects of ingenuity and mental capabilities.

Certainly a conditioned runner, with litte compass and map reading ability; would have
greater difficulty than someone in poor condition but with compass experience.

There are several different types of orienteering, but the most common is as I just
described, called cross-country or point-to-point.

SPEAKER: Barbara Snyder, Northside YMCA, Atlanta, Georgia
TOPIC: Aerobic Dancing '

This portion of the program was scheduled to give you some of the basic facts concerning
aerobics and aerobics in rhythmaerobic 'dancing. During the course of this session, I will be
discussing its origin, how it works and what is hoped to be accomplished. Aerobics, according to
Dr. Kenneth Cooper who founded aerobics several years ago, simply means promoting the
supply and use of oxygen. This can be obtained by a varjety of exercises that stimulate heart
and lung capacity for a sufficiently long enough time period to produce beneficial changes in the
body. Running, swimming, cycling, and jogging are the more commonly known forms of aerobic
exercises. There are many others including aerobic dancing. Aerobic dancing, was created by
Jacki Sorensen and is designed to improve cardiovascular endurance of men, women and
children. Anyone who can walk can do aerobics in rhythPn or aerobic dancing because the
emphasis is placed on continued movement and not on skill or technique, as you will be able to
see when I begin the demonstration because I have not had any dance training.

This type of exercise can be taught in P.E. classes very well. Receently I had the opportu-
nity to teach eight different P.E ,.classes in two.of our high schools. These classes were coed and,
I've been told by their teachers that the boys erljoyed the classes as much as the girls because
there was not any emphasis onskill or form. There are three paf'ts to the program as there are in
any worthwhile exercise program. sl

1. The warm-up, which in my routine consists of stretching exercises;
2. The dancing section, where the dances start from mild exertion and build up to higher

intensity dances; and
3. The cool down, which consists of rhythmic sit-ups and more stretching.
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There are also three. levels of participation in the program. The walking level for the
beginner, the jogging level for thg more conditioned individual and the running level for the
super fit. When conducting a class I have the participants take their regstineheart rate one
morning before getting out of bed. Thee during the class, their working heart rate is monitored.
In the beginning, new people lhould stay around 60 percent of their maximum heart rate
(MHR). As they become more conditioned, we strive for 70-85 percent of MHR, which should be
maintained for a period of 20-30 minutes. Their MHR is determined by subtracting their qge
from 220. For example, my age, 45, subtracted from 220 would give me a MHR of 175 and
working to 85 percent of this would give me a MHR of 148-149. It is not necessary to go above 85
percent of MHR, and in fact it could be dangerous to do so.

After the cool-down, approximately five minutes later, I would have them once again count
their pulse to determine their recovery heart rate. It should be down to at least 20 beats for a 10
second count or 120 bentsper minuise The students are instructed to wear comfortable clothing,
Preferably shorts and tee-sbi and and tights. Also, they should definitely wear shoessiiEe-irw.Wd be extremely e feet otherwise. I also suggest that they participate in
the progrario a minimurp gs a week for best results. By doing this, we hope tostrengthen eheir heart and mprove the cardiovascular system, and to tone and firin
their muscles and help them co heir weight because this type of exercise is a good calorieIntirner. '

NEW DIRECTIONS IN PROFESSIONAL .PREPARATION
OF TEACHERS AND COACHES A.

PRESIDER: Rose Mary Rummel, James Madison University, Harrisonburg, Virginia
MODERATOR: Joe Elrod, Auburn University At MontgomerY, Montgomery, Alabama
SPEAKER: Vaughn Christian, Appalachian State University, Boone, North Carolina

Has the physical education profession taken steps to remove malpractices in coaching to
insure the safety and well-being of those individuals participating on interscholastic andintercollegiate teams? The answer is yes. Scientific principles are being adhered to. Hopefully,
the trend is away from the following unsound principles.

(At this point the speaker showed a number of slides depicting
unsound scientific principles.)

Slide: Football Player being administered oxygen.
Comment: From physiology we know that the body cannot store oxygen. Research has

indicated that the administering of oxygen does not significantly improve
one's performance.

Slide: Two people "duck walking."
Comment: From an anatomical point of view, we know the structural damage that can

result from such an activity.
Slide: Athlete in a whirlpool of heated water with purpose of attempting to make

weight.
Comment: Quick weight loss through such a method is extremely dangerous to the

individual. Physiologically, it cannot be justified.
Slide: Wrestler shown running in a rubberized suit.
comment: The basic rule of exercise is to avoid dripping sweat. Rubberized suits may

acclimptize you to heat, but they do nothing except endanger your life.Slide: Trainer pouring water on ground in front of sweating athlete.
Comment: If you feel you are losing water, you should replace it. The fluids that bathe

the body cells are not efficient when the body is dehydrated.Slide: Athlete eating steak before contest.
Comment: There is no super diet for a super performance. Research by Morehouse

indicates that the only effect is psychological.
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Slide: Performer warming up in a sweat suit.
Comment: It takes energy to lose heat. You are depleting your energy system by exces-

sive warm-up. ReserarclLindiCates formal warm-ups are beneficialsweat
warm-ups are not beneficial. .

;

Slide: Athlete eating a candy bar prior to tennis match. .

Comment: Research has shown that sweets can cause insulin reaciion. It actually drives
the body's sugar into the storage organs.

What is being done among our professionals to avoid the examples illustrated above? The
coaching internship is probably one of the brightest innovations in solving the problem of how
to provide coaching experience to those stddents who do not have the equivalent of a profes-
sional preparation degree in physical education. If one accepts athletics and coaching as being a
vital part of the educational structure, the coaching internship must be an accepted concept
within our profession.-

Stier' indicated that individual differences due to athletic participation, academic a
complishments and native ability make "theory classes" and a course in athletic traini
ineffective. The coaching intern would be a modifiCation of student teaching and would begin to
equate individual experiences. Stier suggests actual coaching on the undergraduate level
through the following three phases:

(1) Athletic training and injury preventionthis phase would allow the students to utilize
classroom theories through participation in the daily regimen of the athletic training room.

(2) One, hour seminarthe student would participate in the sport in which he expects to
coach after graduation to master physical and mental skills with respect to the theory of
methods and techniques.

(3) Actual coachingthe student, under supervision of a coach, would actually be in-
volved in coaching.

Washington State University2 is one university which has acknowledged the importance
of offering a course in "Practicum in Coaching." Adams has recognized that the missing aspect
from the physical education curriculum is the actual coaching experience. The student major-
ing in physical education has the opportunity to coach (hiring the student teaching experiences.
The student with a major in another discipline with an interest in Coaching a particular sport
does not usually have this opportunity.

The student who is participating in the coaching intern at Washington State University
must meet the following prerequisites: junior standing, competency in the sport in which the
student is assigned, interviews by the coach, athletic director, and the department of physical
education of the school in which the practicum in coaching is to occur.

It has been generally accepted that there will always be more sports to be coached in a
particular school than physical education teachers available'to coach. Meinhardt3 indicated
that one-fourth of all head coaches have had ne professional preparation for the sport that they
are coaching. The AAHPER has consistently asserted that one cannot assume thatuntrained
leadership can elicit the educational values inherent in athletics. Through a task force, the
AAHPER4 has recommended minimal professional standards for certification of coaches who
are not physical education majors. The minimal standards of the AAHPER are indicated in
Attachment A. .

Some states and their leaders are recommending requirements even though the certifica-
tion standards are not required. For exampleeNew York recommends three hours in Philoso-
phy, Principles and Organization of Athletics in Education, four hours in the Health Sciences
Applied to Coaching and two hours in Theory and Techniques of Coaching a designated
activity. Bryson° has recommended certification for the State of Tennessee which includes
three semester hours of Medical Aspects of Athletic Coaching, three semester hours of Princi-
ples and Problems of Coaching, six semester hours of Theory and Techniques of Coaching, and
two semester hours of Kinesiological Foundations of Coaching.

McKinney's° approach for Missouri included fifteen hours of Kinesiology, Prevention and
Care of Injuries, Scientific Basis of Conditioning, Coaching Theory and a minimum of one year
of intercollegiate athletic experience, Adminstration of Physical Education and Athletics and
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Sports Officiating. A similar progra of_certification recommended in' Illinois is composed ofMedical Aspects of Athletic cpachi Principleand Problems of Coaching, Theory andTechniques Coaching, Kinesiolkgical Foundations of Coaching Jind Physiological Founda-
tions of Coaching. The Illinois program includes a total of fifteen semester hours.7

Even though the AAHPElehas provided leadership, the individual State Boards of Educa-
tion apparently have been moving rat s o y in the implementation or minimal standars
for coaching certification requirem ts. In a recent survey, Noble and Corbin" have indicatedthat forty-five states do not haveany certification requirements. Hm.tever, five states did havecoaching certification requirements. These states and their requirements are indicated At,.
tachment B.

Sisley° stated that coaching competency should be built through (1') beinga participant inathletic events; (2) having coaching experience; (3) having professional preparation in the
areas of coaching. ggrbainly the AAHPER and many professional educaW leaders have
acknowledged items two and three of the above. However, Ley speaks stronry In favor of being
a participant in athletic events. As Ley'° stated in-Sisley's publication, you Cannot really learn °
to coach until you begih to coach, but you must bring spme tools into the arena to learn .properly.
The important point to understand is that it is not silimportak just to be a participant in anathletic event, but rather to have had the opportunity:1\1)e coached'.

The North Carolina study of football injuries by Mueller" again leaves little question ts tothe importance of professional preparation of coaches as related to reduced' injury rate_ Two
interesting findings were: (1) coaches with theleast coaching experience had the highest injury
rate; (2) teams coached by coaches who had interscholastic and intercollegiate experiencehad a
significantly lower injury rate than those teams coached by coaches who had only interscholas-
tic experiences.

If the professionals in physical education are to assist in the implementation of programs of
coaching certification, the support must spread from teacher preparation institutions. It
appears that physical educators are reacting to the problem of the era Of expanded sports
programs rather than planning to help states implement certification requirements. Our
professional preparation institutions must. move from interinstitutional certification to theimplementation of State Board Certification.
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ATTACHMENT A -
AAHPER--PREPARATION IN PHYSICAL

EDUCATION AND COACHING
MINIMAL STANDARDS FOR COACHING CERTIFICATION,

MEDICAL ASPECTS OF COACHING

Concepts
Primary concern of educational
athletic programhealth,
physical welfare and safety
of participant.

c
Competencies
1. Condition athlete properly for sport.
2. Use.ol protective equipment 'a,nd approved,

safe playing conditions.,
s3. Provide in-service education for student as-

sistants.
4. .Demonstrated skill in the prevention and

..) care of injuries rlated,to athletics.
5. Identify and relate medical and safety infor-

mation pertaining to athletic coaching.
6. Planr and coordinate procedures for

emergency care.
7. Use of adequate system of accident reporting.

Examples of Experiences
1. Attend in-service and clinics J.:elated to emergency care and training problems.
2. Participate in structured experiences under superyf sion of a certified trainer.
3. Assist in courses encompassing athletic trainin and conditioning.
4..` Accept responsibilities with athletic groups in community.

PHYSIOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS F COACHING

Concepts Competencies
Physiological principles provide 1. Identify functional systems and physiologi - -
a scientific basis for improved cal factors for analyzing sports performances.
motor performance. 2. Identify the effects of environmental condi-

tions and exercise upon the circulatory and
respiratory system.

3. Identify and interpret the effects of nutrition
upon health and performance.

4. Identify physiological responses to training
and conditioning:

5. Identify and interpret use and effect of drugs
on the body.

6. Apply physiological research findings to spe-
cific sports.

Examples of Experiences
1. Participate in research laboratory activities.
2. Participate in drug clinics.
3. Participate in and conduct training programs.
4. Conduct and participate in nutrition studies.
5. Conduct physiological studies on athletes.
6. Participate as a squad member, student manager or student trainer in keeping daily weight

charts, performance conditioning measurements and other appropriate physiological data.
7. Attend courses in subjects such as physiology of exercises and nutrition.
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THEadY AND TECHNIQUES OF COACHING
Concepts
Educate al athletic program
are planned and conducted in
accordance with sound educa-
tional practices by qualified
individuals.

Examplei of Experiences
1. Attend periodic meetings with the coach to study orgainzationallklans.
2. Observe practite sessions.
3. Attend coachingl,clinics and conferences.
4irNepserve and plan conditioning drills.
5. Experience assignments in scouting oppOnents.
6. Read professional journals and current literature.

SOCIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF COACHING .

Competencies
1. Identify' and use principles involved in the

skills of teaching and coaching.
2. Identify and utilize the specific skills, tech-

niques and rules of the sport coached.
3. Identify and plKipecific game strategies

and tactics.)
I dentify ird employ methods for developing
triinipland conditioning athletes.

5. Demstrate organizational and adminia-
tratiTe efficiency implementing sports pro-
grams.

6. Evaluate athletic performance and pro-
&TO-HIS.

7. Identify principles and techniques otofficiat-
ing the sport being coached.

Concepts
Sport is a social phenomenon.

Sport provides a medium for
the tangible and intangible
influencing of neself and
others.

An athletic program is conducted
in accordance with the educa-
tional purposes1of the institution.

The coach provides positive
leadership for player behavior
in the athletic program.

Examples of Experience,'
1. Serve as a student coach, manager or'iner.
2. Participate in student teaching/with coaching assignments.
3. Accept officiating assignments.
4. Observe contests, noting attitude and behavior of players,. coaches and spectators.
,5. Observe and work with students involved in athletics.

Competencies
late and interpret the program,. to co-

ers, parents, athletes and the public.;4'7471:7 -,

1. Identify value from participation.
2. Identify basic psychological and sociological

principles of coaching.
3. Identify factors affecting motor learning of

the highly skilled.
4. Apply a humanistic approach to personalized

coaching.
5. Motivation of athletes.

lu Integrate athletics with total educational
program.

2. Apply ethical procedures.

1. Identify desirable leklership traits.
2. Identify procedures to maintain emotional

stability.
3. Recognize procedures to resolve behavioral

problems.
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KINESIOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS OF COACHING

Competencies
1. Identify and use mechanics of movement

within body limitatiorL.
2. Analyze performance based upon anatotnical

and mechanical principles.
3. Relate motor performance to individual body

structure!

Concepts,
Applied, k owledgelf human(
structure' nd movement-will_
maximize rformiince and
minimize ury.

4. Relate human anatomy, physics and move-
Ment to participantiefety. ;,\Examples of Experience-

1: Take courses M huMan anatomy, anatomical basis of movemebt, mechanical analysis of
movernent and kineainlogy.

2. Participate in laboratory experiences. m

3. Conduct and participate in body conditioning programs.
4. Make use of audiovisual equipment in performance analysis.

.
, .

-H.

Qu; ,

Head Coaches,
A. Football
B, Basketball
C. Track
D. Hockey
E. Wrestling
F: Baseball .

Certification
A. Physical education major or minor
B. Special.coaching requirement

HI. Special Coaching Requirement
A. NineluSurs
B. Principles of physical education (required)

*C. Administration of athletics :
D. First aid/prevention'and care of athletic injuries

*E. Human science
*F. Coaching and athletic techniqueri

..*Reniaining ceurseatifleer/from at least two of the above
Coach of Girl's Interscholastic Sports .'
A. Minimu of 18 qUarter hours

-1. Fo dation of girl's and women's sports.
2. ry and techniques of coaching
3. Org nization and management of girl's interscholastic sports
4. Gro nd developnigat and psychology of adolescent behavior
5.,-Preventio and care'of girl's athletic injuries
6. Scientific basis of conditioning and skills performance
7. Sports officiating

B. Practicum, inservice coaching for women

ATTACHMENT B
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IOWA
I. Coaching Certification

t. A. Four courses in the folloiking areas,
1. Human growth and development or related physical activities
2. -Theory of coaching
3. Care and prevention of athletic injuries
4. Structure and function' of the human body r.

a.,
. NEBRASKA

I. Certification Requirements For All Coaches
A. Minimum of 12 semester hours

1. Organization and administration of athletics
2. Treatment of injuries

-3. Coaching methods in three sports
B. Physical education majors.are required to complete the above requirements

SOUTH DAKOTA
Y Coaching Certification

A. Eight hours in physical eductition and coaching including care and prevention

WYOMING
I. Coaches must complete 12 semester hours in the coaching area

SPEAKER: Herm. Weinberg, University of South Florida, Tampa, Florida

Iy addressing the issue of the future directions to betaken in the professional preparation
of physical education teachers and coaches, it is necessary to pay heed to forces outside of our
field which will influence what we do.

Two groups in particular are beginning to exert tremendous influenceson all of education
and will continue to do so in the future. These are state legislatures and the teachers' organize-
tiorib. Although they come at the problems from different perspectives, they do have some
common solutions for the problems.

Legislatures, who fund public education, are concerned with economics. They see colleges
of education turning out more teachers, while there are fewer and fewer positions to be filled.
They see more money being spent for education, while there seems to be a lack of quality and/or
consistency in teaching in the public schools.

Teachers' groups feel that many of the problems confronting public education come from
sources other than the public schools. They are concerned with protecting the integrity of their
positions and with upgrading their ability to cope with the everyday problems of the schools.

The following solutions are common approaches that both legislates and teachers'
groups are advocating and which have, in fact, been implemented in some areas of the country.

1. A shift in focus for colleges of education from pre-service preparation to post - gradate
and in-service-non-credit activities.

To control the number of new people entering the profession (which is already overloaded)
admission to professional programs will be limited. Some programs will admit a specified
number on a first-come-first-serve basis. Other programs are already moving to selective
admissions, using 'criteria such as grade-point average, skill tests and personality data to
arrive at their number. The Ohio State University and the University of South Florida are
among the forefront of this group.

Associated with controlled admissions is the diversion of resources, both faculty and
money, to in-service, non-credit education for people already in the field. This is seen as a less
expensive way to continue upgrading public school programs than planned creditcourses in the
university. aetting. It also is a way to focus post-graduate preparation on the practical, ralher
than theoretical problems which teachers and coaches face.
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2. More stringent criteria for certification.
The most common approach to the lack of consistency within professional preparation

programs is competency-based certification. Whereas, in the past, graduates of approved
programs were automatically granted certification by the state upon completion of their
coursework, demonstration of competencies will be necessary. Three states have already made
this move.

The above may result in licensing examinations similar to those used for medicine, law and
pharmacy. In physical education, sub-licensing may be the case. Already six states require
separate certification for coaches and the trend seems to be growing rapidly. It is anticipated
that sub-licensing may extend to the individual activities within the physical education
curriculum in response to increased liability problems. In the future, it is possible that a high
school staff may include teachers certified to teach only lifetime or aquatic activities, etc., and
to coach only specific sports.

Expanded content may also be legislated to meet anticipated needs.
Within the preparation of coaches:the emphasis is moving toward a greater focus on

the participants rather than on the mechanics of the sport. Psychology, sociolOgy, exercise
physiology and athletic training are seen as necessities.

The scope of the content will grow beyond the needs of the average school aged child in the
physical education curriculum. Public Law 94-142 already has dictated a greater emphasis on
meeting the needs of the atypical child. Societal needs probably will necessitate the develop-
ment of physical activity programs for pre-school children and for the aged.

The purpose of bringing these trends to your attention is not to alarm. The changes [ire not
necessarily negative ones, in fact, most have merit. However, we as a profession must antici-
pate, and ptepare, so that we as the professionals cad participate and advise in the changes;
rather than having them imposed upon us.

SPEAKER: William Sanders, Grambling State University, Grambling, Louisiana

My presentation this morning is concerned with a graduate program in Sports Adminis-
tration, which was initiated at Grambling State University in the summer of 1975. This
program was designed for teachers of Physical Education and Coaches.

As far back as 1968, professional physical educators have advocated the need for profes-
sional preparation for administrators of athletics.

A committee composed of Robert Weber as chairman, Reuben Frost, Harvey Jessup, Mike
Clear, Ross Merrick, Sam Barnes and others, prepared a comprehensive professional prepara-
tion program for Administrators of Athletic Programs.

In 1971, Rex Smith presented a paper entitled "The Athletic Directors Role" at the
Southern States Regional Conference of the National Council of Secondary School Athletic
Directors.

Deane Richardson, in a paper, "Preparation For a Career in Public School Athletic
Administration," further stressed the need for professional preparation for athletic directors.

The pioneer graduate program in Athletic Administration was developed in 1967 at Ohio
University, Athens, Ohio. When the program was initiated at Grambling, we were informed
that there were three graduate programs in the country in Sports Administration and that
those programs were located at Ohio University, University of Massachusetts and Western
Illinois University.

Dr. Charles D. Henry, former chairman of the Department of Health, Physical Education
and Recreation at Grambling, and presently, Assistant Commissioner of the Big Ten Athletic
Conference, suggested the need for such a program at Grambling, but subsequently, accepted
his present position; thus, this idea became my responsibility, to prepare a proposal for
submittal to the Grambling State University Curriculum Committee, and if approved, a
request to the Board of Regents for a hearing. All new programs in "The Louisiana State
University System" must have Board approval to prevent duplication of programs within the
system.
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In May of 1975, the program in Sports Administration was approved by the Board of
Regents; our first classes were offered in the summer session of the same year.

The program at Grambling is unique, in that it is interdisciplinary, utilizing the Depart-
ments of Business, Sociology, Psychology and Physical Education.

The "Core Program" consists of five courses. Students are required to take four of the five
courses, or twelve hours. The Restricted Electives are the Introduction to Athletic Administra-
tion, Sociology of Sports, Psychology of Sports, and Internship (12) Hours.

We feel that the Internship is the most important phase of the program. First, it is the most
direct vehicle for securing employment; secondly, it offers the intern an opportunity to make
personal contact with key administrators; and thirdly, it givesthe intern a first hand experi-
ence and knowledge of the duties and responsibilities of the position of Athletic Director. Our

*internship is done with (1) Athletic Directors of a university, collegiate and intramural sport
programs; (2) professional sport teams; (3) League, office or Comhiissioner's Office; (4) and
Directors of Recreation Programs.

Forty-four students are presently enrolled in the program representing the States of New
York, New Jersey, Ohio, Delaware, Illinois, Wisconsin, Georgia,Texas, and Louisiana. We also
have two students from Nigeria and one from Trinidad-Tibago. An enrollmentof this number is
high for a program of this type because of the availability of internship sites. We are very
pleased with the results of our program, and we are making plans to include the Department of
Home Economics within the next six (6) months.

To date, we have graduated 24 students with the Master of Science Degree, of this number,
22 are employed. We have not received information on two students who graduated in Decem-
ber.

Students who enroll in the prctgram are offered Graduate Assistantship on a competitive
basis which includes $225.00 per month, tuition and fees are waived, and Work Study Grants
for $180.00 per month.

Incidentally, of the two students from Nigeria, one is the Secretary-General of the
Amateur Athletic Association of Nigeria; the other person was his assistant for three years.

This was our way of providing a new and different program for Physical Educators and
Coaches.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION DIVISION BUSINESS MEETING

PRESIDER' Rachel Greer, Vice President, Physical Education, SDAAHPER, University of
Arkansas, Pine Bluff, Arkansas

RECORDER: Eleanor W. Bobbitt, Vice President-Elect, SDAAHPER, Longwood College,
Farmville, Virginia

MEMBERS-AT-LARGE ELECTED: Elizabeth Jones, Little Rock Public Schools, Little Rock,
Arkansas; Shirley Holt/Hale, Linden Elementary School, Oak Ridge, Tennessee; Nelson
Neal, University of Mississippi, University, Mississippi

BUSINESS CONDUCTED: Members voted that officers and members-at-large of the Physical
Education Division will Eye two years because the Southern District meets with
AAHPER in 1979.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION DIVISION .EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
MEETING c:

PRESIDER: Eleanor W. Bobbitt, Vice-President-Elect: Physical Education Division,
SDAAHPER, Longwood College, Farmville, Virginia

The meeting was called to order at 5:00 p.m. A welcome was extended to those in atten-
dance. The members of the Executive Committee were introduced.
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The responSibilities of the Physical Education Division for programs during the 1979
convention to be held in New Orleans were enumerated. It was agreed that four programs
would he presented. The Vice-President for Physical Education suggested the following as
possible procedures for fulfilling the program needs:

1. Councils combining for joint sessions, or
2. Some councils relinquishing their time, or
3. Four programs whose content would be general in Miture and appealing to all areas of

interest be planned.
Following a lengthy discussion, it was decided that the Dance, Elementary School and

NAGWS Councils would each be responsible for one program. The fourth program will he
planned by the Executive Committee of the Physical Education Division.

The dates and places for Southern District Conventions in 1979, 1980; and 1981 were
announced. It was suggested that officers of each council meet informally during the 1979
convention to formulate plans for the 1980 convention to he held in Nashville.

Each council met separately to make tentative plans for future endeavors. There being no
further business, the meeting was adjourned at 6:20 p.m.

PRE PROGRAM TO THE SKI SLOPE
PRESIDER: Rose Schlie, Mississippi Gulf Coast Junior College, Gautier, Mississippi /
SPEAKER: Jim Cottrell, President, French Swiss Ski College, Boone, North Carolina

Mr. Cottrell presented a demonstration and lecture on skill development with the use of
adapted exercise program, error correction and self-analysis prior to sports participation. His
demonstration was applied to snow skiing.

Discussion Outline:
1. Analyze skills necessary to succeed in sports activity.
2. Analyze major errors common to sport of skiing.
3. Develop exercises that stimulate skills and develop motor patterns.
4. Some of the same errors will be made during exercises as in the sport.
5. Errors can be spotted and corrected through exercises.
6. Participants can learn to spot and correct their own errors.
7. Skill development and conditioning can be accomplished at the same time.
8. Make exercises more meaningful and easier for participant to relate to them.

PROBLEMS IN WOMEN'S SPORTS AND OFFICIATING
PRESIDER: Sue Ross, Mississippi Gulf Coast Junior College, Gautier, Mississippi
RECORDER: Rhonda Balius, Mississippi Gulf Coast Junior CollegeJackson City Campus,

Gautier, Mississippi
NAGWS OFFICERS ELECTED: Chairperson-ElectFrankie Walsh; SecretaryMillie

Usher
SPEAKER: Marjorie Blaufarb, Director of Public Affairs, AAHPER, Washington, D. C.

The legality of courts is important and needs to be considered quite intensively before
embarking upon suing and taking any action to the courts. The Fourteenth Amendment is
important because it protects individuals and will usually be upheld in courts. Ohio decision
important because it brings out inequities of court injunctions and makes one aware of
importance of girls competing with boys, if they are physically able/capable. Specifically all
options must be kept open and not all teams should be made coed, just make it available and
give the girls the opportunity to "make the team."

SPEAKER: Shelly Ward, Pensacola Junior College, Pensacola, Florida
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The speaker :4 hared personal experiences. The problems encountered were maximal,
primarily involving inequities ofprogram and funding. Men's programs were usually funded ata much higher level than were women's programs.

SPEAKER: Diane Ward, Southern District Officiating Coordinator, University of SouthCarolina, Columbia, South Carolina

Need for Leadershiporganization '4°
Need for Communiciitions training
Need for Cooperationsharing

This is a decision-making timewe need leadership, communications, cooperation and agreat deal more sharing.
Organizational patterns of AlAW/AAHPER are different: MAW operates only in districts

and AAHPER uses regional format. ,

Trainingwho is going to accept this responsibility? AIAW /AAHPER, ABO, usually
specific to Federation rules.

Suggestiims:
1. Go 40-state structure, rather than regional structureuse more people this way. Have

Ad Hoc/liaison committee look at structure of officiating. r2. Fiir training, form a campregional or state.
3. Communicationhave a chairperson lead this committee.

SPEAKER: Jane Hooker, Commissioner of AIAW (Region II), Memphis State University,
Memphis, Tennessee

Should we/can we abide by the rules? Are we all abiding by the same rules? What are the
rules?

According to AIAW; no one can legally pay for a meal, tickets, etc., for a prospectiveathlete.
Just what is illegal and who reports on illegal actionathlete? school? parent? as far asillegal practices?
The litigation could bring about a liable suit.
So, internal control is the "big daddy." External control has not worked.
Thus, leadership is necessary and we should work from this premise with coaches, institu-

tions, etc.
Quote: "We do as we please, because we please to do right."

THE NATIONAL RATING TEAM OFFICIAL
IN VOLLEYBALL AND BASKETBALL

PRESIDER: Dianne Ward, University of South Clet4dina, Columbia, South Carolina
SPEAKER: Mary Ridgeway, University ofTexa_. krlir.gton, Texas

Last year I had the dubipus honor of speaking at. Southern District on a panel with Celeste
Ulrich and Peg Burke. I was in speech therapy forseveral months after that encounterthey
were a hard act to follow. I told Dianne that I would consider coming back to Southern District if
I could have my own program. Well, I have it but I notice I have dropped several hundred inattendance.

I am here in large part because of the warm, friendly reception I received last year from the
people of the Southern District. I wanted to come back because like those of you out there, I need
a mental' rejuvenation. I need to be challenged. I need to shareto grow. I need feedback that
tells me I am accomplishing good things in my professional life and all these needs seem best
satisfied by my encounter here with the enjoyable, caring professional colleagues in ourSouthern District.
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Secondly, I came because I was on the committee which has as its charge, the development
of procedures for granting National Ratii?gs in Volleyball.

Before I begin discussing the concNit of the National Rating Teams in Volleyball and
Basketball, let me share a few brief officiating experiences with you.

Adopting International rules wasa bit challenging for many coaches and officials last
year, but it has made the game considerably more exciting and less penalty-oriented for the
official. I heard of a Htdry which took piace at an International match in Canada. As you know,
we use red and yellow cards in volleyball to indicate undesirable behaviors and ensuing
penalties. The yellow is awarded for minor offenses and if repeated in the same game, a red card
is to be used which results in a point or sideout. At the match in mention, a star player for
Canada made a derogatory remark to the referee regarding the validity ofone of the calls. With
no hesitatioO, the referee flashed a red card and a point was awarded the opponents. The
enraged playpr went up to the referee and says, "Ref, you can't do thatI haven't even received
a warning." The referee quickly replied, "Oh yes I can, I warned you at the last tournament."
Perhaps one reason I might consider myself an expert on offiiating is because I am a coach and ...

it seems to be ti truism that if you are a coach, you would make one heck of an official. I have
essentially retired from officiating since I began coaching two years ago, but I keep my
officiating cokwanes on their toes by wearing my whistle while seated on the bench.

Another reaso I might consider myself an expert, on officiating is liecause I am a player
and thus follows the second truism regarding player expertise in the area of officiating. One of
my most embarrassing moments came at last year's USVBA tournament in Hawaii. I also
serve.as the NAGWS Liaison to the USVBA and had attended several days of meetings before
the tournament started andel-lad gotten to know th&fslational USBVA officials rather well. I
was playing in the medicare division "Otionals (N/rasters-et) years and holding) and had the
misfortune to receive a yellow card is player in our first match. It has since become a point of
humor with my USVBA colleagues, but at the time it wasn't quite so funny.

Perhaps my real expertise results froM actively officiating at a National as well as the local
level for a number of years. Officiating has provided me with good friends, good travel, good
times for the most part and has also left me with a few emotional scars that haVe alerted me to
some real problems in our society's attitude toward sport and officials. )

NOw to get down to the refil purpose of my being hereto tell, you of the workings of the
National Rating Teams in Volleyball and Basketball.

Some questions I will be attempting to answer. today include the following:
Why was there a need for a NRT?
How did the NRT get its start?
What is the structure of the NRThow does it function?
What has happened since its inceptionsuccess, problems, future plans?
Is there a better way to grant national ratings?

Why was there a need for the awarding' of national ratings by a NRT?
1. The national rating was given by local boards to officials who in some instances were not

capable of officiating a national caliber of play.
2. Some of those who held a National rating for a number of years were continually renewed

because of the difficulty in awarding them a lower but perhaps more accurate rating.
3. The method of rating was not as objective as perhaps it could have been.
4. National ratings were given on poor level of play where no demand was put on the examinee.
5. The National rating probably identified officials who were capable of calling the top level of

play in that areai.e., equivalent to STATE.
6. Some parts of the-country had levels of play not adequate for assessing ability of a national

official.
7. Rating sessions did not reflect meaningful competition by the players.
8. At BYU Nationals, I felt that some officials were there that were in.no way prepared to call

at that level of play even though they were well qualified for their own geographical region. I
can recall a specific situation where the official would have viewed all of the techniques used
by Hawaii, UCLA, Long Beach and other top level teams as illegal based on her officiating
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experience. After admitting her dilemma, actionwas taken to help her take matches where. she felt qualified.
9. There was no real consistency of calling by National officials throughout the country.
THE INCEPTION OF "ME NATIONAL RATING TEAM CONCEPT IN VOLLEYBALL

Prior to 197i, an AD HOC com%ittee studied the situation of having local boards award
national ratings. Their recommendations were presented to the OSA Executive Board and atthe Anaheim meeting, they voted to establish a committee to develop procedures for thegranting of the national volleyball rating. Mary Bell, then chairman of ABO, selected a
committee headed by Marty Orner, present Rules Interpreter, along witirfour other persons. I
was one of the members. This committee, along with Sharon Gaunt who represented basketball
(basketball planned to follow suit the year after volleyball), met at Ohio State University in
November, 1974.

Reflecting back to that meeting, there wasn'ta great deal of optimism at the onset because
of the obvious problems of funding such a concept even though the concept was a viableone. Wewere all alerted to the hurdles we would expect to encounter such as lack of funding, opposition
from local boards who wanted to continue to award the national rating and officials, who
wanted to keep it for financial reasons and other ones.

In spite of these hurdles, the committee forged ahead with what we thought would be thevery best method of awarding the national rating. From this meeting, the following proposals
were made to the ABO Executive Board:

STATEMENT OF BELIEF

The national rating signifies the ability to officiate any volleyball match in the nation,including tournament play.

PROPOSALS

1. Initial selection shall lb? made by estdblishinga list of eligible officials. The list will include
the AIAW tournament officials from the last three years and the three candidates recom-mended by each region. Each person on the list will rank order the officials 1-15.

2. Procedures will be established to provide an avenue for all officials receiving the nationalrating to serve on the NRTR (to avoid politics and perpetuation of an "in group"I.3. Have the Rules Interpreter, PT of0 and Rules Committee Chairperson serve as advisorymembers on the NRT.
4. That a coordinator be selected from the NRT original members the first time andfrom thatpoint on be appointed by the ABO. Coordinator duties: receive, review applications,establish need for rating sites, coordinate, notify boards regarding rating sessions, send listof national officials to national tournament director.
5. Of the original ten NRT members, give a two-year National rating to the five who have the

most national tournament experience and give the other five a one-year rating.
6. Attempt to rate all NRT members within the first two years.
7. The caliber of play for a rating session must have teams capable of executing advanced

techniques representative of national tournament play. The teams must be engaged in
meaningful tournament competition of an invitational nature.

8. Examinee Qualifications
a. Official with a State rating for two years, or held national as of June, 1975, and berecommended by her board.
b. Any Honorary National must have remained activeAroeigh method of officiating.
c. Pass theoretical exam with 88given by local 1,1:Vara-tn.
d. Need minimum of six examinees to hold iciting. session.

9. That at a rating site, a minimum of four raters is required with at least two of the raterscoming from outside that geographical area.
10. Examinees will pay a $25 fee and will pay for expenses of attending session.
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11. Develop a new rating sheet that will be more objective.
12. Plan a pre-season rating team clinic to allow raters to become familiar with new rating

system and to rate some of the NRT -members.

SUGGESTION

Determine a more effective method ofproviding rules interpretationssome way that all areas
of the country will have copies of interpretations that have been made to certain individuals.

RESULTS

ABO Executive Board Approved our plan with certain modifications and approved $3800 for

implementation.

FIRST RATING SESSION

I coordinated the first rating session in October of 1975 at Texas Women's University, where six
examinees took ratings and four received their national ratings. Of these new national offi-
cials, all have been selected to officiate at National tournaments. For our first attempt, the
problems were minor and the results exciting. Because of our excellent pre-season clinic in
California that previous summer, the raters fell-fa-lily comfortable with the new system. A need
for providing meaningful comments regarding the examinee's abilities was apparent
especial ly to those who did not pass the rating. It is important that anytime points are deducted
from a score, accompanying comments concerning the reason(s) should be recorded:

SECOND SESSIONUCLA

Several NRT members rated hereI was fortunate enough to get my rating on HawaiiUCLA
and was that a thrill! At that point in time, I was wishing I could get my National from the local
board.

VOLLEYBALL SYSTEM

An official is rated on two matchestwo games as referee and two as umpire. Must average 88

on practical.
Minimum of three raters neededtwo watching referee and one watching umpire. In

many of the sessions, we used four raters. Record all possible decisionsmay get credit for not
calling a close play. Figure total calls made and number wrong and convert to percent and chart
on back to give point value regarding correctness of decisions.
Has been revised to following:
Referee-55 points (under International rules, the referee is everything)
Umpire-10 points
General Handling (reaction time, whistle, etc.)-32 points
General Procedures (protocol, etc.)-3 points

BASKETBALL COMMENTS .

1. Did not have pre-season training clinic for raters and some problems with consistency of

raters.,,
2. Too many members on NRT (16)low consistency.
3. Some national officials not up to pressure, level of play at Nationals.
4, Wide diversity in calling in different parts of the country.
5. Information out too late on sites, dates, application.

RECOMMEND
1. Training camps for officials before attempting ratings.
2. Revise evaluation form, system.
3. Smaller NRT.
4. Fund person to go around country to give clinics, etc., to allow for more consistency in

calling, interpreting, etc.
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I
VOLLEYBALL
1. Man excellent results as reflected by caliber of officiating at Nationals.
2. Cha e in rules interpreter has been very helpful as well as newsletters (nice that she wasNRT oordinator).
3. Need for continued pre-season training clinic for raters as new NRT members move on.4. Need for better, more meaningful input/conferences with those,who do-and don't receiverating.
5. Delay in getting information.
6. Need to implement with revenue producing projects.
7. NRT had active part in assigning officials for national tournament.
8. Problem of some who want rating to understand that it is for those who want to call atnationals.
9. Presently 17 members from all over country on NRT.

NAGWS STAND
1. No intent to do away with NRT.,
2. Firmly behind concept of SIRT,,tn identifying top level of officials.
3. Will continue to revise, restructure where necessary to improve effectiveness of NRT.4. Would like more input fromslocal areas.
5. USVBA-NAGWS reciprocity of ratings.

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE

As women's athletics continue to broaden and expand, there is need to provide top-caliber
officials for top level of competition. We have seen first International women offic 'n basket-ball from United States and we are working on one for volleyball. While the NRT isa r ativelyexpensive means of identifying a rather small group of officials, is there a way it can done
more economically and can we afford not to provide thisservice? I totally believe in the concept
and believe the NRT will continue to function with continual revising and improving. If youhave a better idea of how to accomplish the end result, I would like to hear about itas would Lou
Albrecht and Pam Diehl. Take the time to provide input to those who maybe able to bring about
constructive changes.

Just as we would like to hear your criticisms, we'd also like to hear your praise. The official
in our society today has been relegated a low status levela negative profile. If we were able tocreate the perfect official, incapable oferror in judgment, that official w uld still fall victim toabuse, still be thought of as a necessary evil, still hear few words of pr se. Today I challengeyou to take'Opon yourself a commitment to help make officiating a mor enjoyable, rewarding
experience for the official. What is in society, does not have to -be. power of a single
individual is awesome and those of you out there today have the capacity to bring about
meaningful changes. Where one person can start a crowd booing or a full scale riot, one person
can counteract these negative behaviors and exemplify a strong belief in the worth of theofficial.

I believe nearly any problem we encounter in officiating today can be solved through
communication. While I may believe that I am a competent, qualified official capable of making
competition more enriching for the participants, unless you say to me"Mary, you've done agreat job; I really appreciate your effort," then my beliefs fail to take on full meaning. How
many times after a contest have you as an official heard through unfeeling, angry lips"Nice
game, ref' from the coach and you've walked away feeling empty and almost guilty that oneteam had to lose. Meaningful change can be brought about through small, sincere words and
actions. I challenge YOU the c ch, YOU th player, YOU the spectator, YOU the official tokeep sanity in sport, to make compe n ife-enhancing experience for the player and theofficial.
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WHAT IS DOES NOT HAVE TO BE.

YOU COME
BACK UP THE BEACHES
AT THE END
OF DAY
AND SEE
HOW ALL YOUR
FOOTPRINTS
HAVE BEEN WASHED AWAY
NO
NOTHING IS FOREVER
WE ARE BORN TO DIE
SO MAY I SAY I CARE
BEFORE ISAY GOODBYE

WHAT CURRENT RESEARCH TELLS US
ABOUT PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR CHILDREN

PRESIDER: Shirley Ann Holt/Hale, Linden Elementary School, Oak Ridge, Tennessee
RECORDER: Shirley F. Harageones, Douglass Elementary School, Memphis, Tennessee
SPEAKER: David E. Cundiff, Oral Roberts University,7ulsa, Oklahoma

I. Overview of Presentation
The basic approach and outline of this presentation will be: to distinguish between the

terms physical fitness and motor performance; summarize the health and physical fitness
status of adults; survey the physical fitness status of children; and, to propose a lifestyle
approach to the development and lifetime maintenance of health and physical fitness.
IL Definition of the Terms Physical Fitness and Motor Performance

Over the years there has been a proliferation of tests purporting to measure fitness and
performance capacities. This has contributed to confusion on the part of the American popula-
tion because the tests which make up a particular test battery contribute tothe development of
concepts about physical fitness. In 1975, a joint committee representing the Physical Fitness,
Measurement and Evaluation, and Research Councils of ARAPCS was given the charge of
preparing a position paper that would be a basis for a revision of the AAHPERYouth Fitness
Test Battery, and thus more clearly differentiate the areas of physical fitness related to
functional health and motor performance related primarily to athletic ability. After numerous
meetings and revisions of drafts, the final position paper was presented at thpSeattle AAHPER

convention in March 1977.
A. Physical Fitness

Physical fitness was considered a multi-facet continuum which measures the
quality of health ranging from death and diseases-that verely limit physical activity to
the optimal functioning of various physical and health aspects of life. In short, physical
fitness capacities are areas identified with dynamic functional health. Tests of physical
fitness should reflect the following characteristics:
1. There should be evidence that they are essential to one's health,als1-31 Atell- being. I

2. They should extend from severely limited dysfunction to high levels of functional
capacities.

3. They can be improved with appropriate physical activity.
. 4. Changes in functional capacity are accurately reflected by changes in test scores.

Based on these criteria, the committee recommended that the following physical
attributes be labeled physical fitness capacities: cardiorespiratory function, body composi-
tion, abdominal and low-back musculoskeletal function. These physical abilities exhibit
variations in capacity along the established Continuum. There are sufficient data to
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suggest that regular physical activity can cause improvements in cardiorespiratory func-
tion and body composition. There are limited data and opinions that musculoskeletal
dysfunction in the abdominal and low-back region is related to low-back pain and tension.
B. Motor Performance

Motor performance capacities are those related primarily to task-specific motor traits
and athletic ability. Tests of motor performance are: speed, agility, power-, coordination,
balance, movement time, reaction time, etc. These capacities were not considered essential
to life-long health and well-being, but the committee recognized the importance of athletic
achievement in school-age individuals, as well as'the need for selected abilities to handle
the regular physical education classes. Since concepts are developed and communicated
through testing, the committee recommended that tests of motor performance not be
included in a physical fitness battery. It was recommended that teachers utilize basic
physical fitness tests which are related to positive health in each area mentioned earlier.
Since speed, agility, and power are included in the present AAHPER Youth Fitness
Battery, it was recommended as one source for tests of motor performance.

It is extremely important for teachers and others administering physical and motor
performance tests to distinguish the purpose and significance of each test battery they are
utilizing.

III. Health and Physical Fitness Status of Adults
Many of the degenerative diseases which afflict the adult populationhave their genesis in

infancy and childhood. These and related diseases can be placed in the three major physical
fitness categories described earlier: (1) heart and cardiorespiratory diseases, (2) undesirable'
body compositionobesity and (3) musculoskeletal factors related to low-back pain.

A. Heart and Cardiorespiratory Disease
More than 600,000 deaths occur each year as a result of coronary artery disease (CAD).

Over 1,000,000 deaths per year or approximately 54% of all deaths in this country are
related to deficiencies in the heart and cardiovascular system, i.e., CAD, stroke, congestive
heart failure, etc. These diseases are insidious and have multiple causes and a variety of
precipitating agents, many of which are still little understood. For example, with rare
exception, symptoms or evidence of CAD is not present unless at least two of the three
major coronaries are more than 75% narrowed in cross-sectional area. The common factors
which have been identified as increasing one's risk ofheart and cardiorespiratory disease
are summarized below:

1. Hypertension. About 23 million adult Americans (approximately 18% of whites and
37% of blacks) have high blood pressure and most people think of this as a disease of old
age. Doctors now realize that the problem has its roots in childhood. Some 15% of
American children are destined to develop high blood pressure as a result of genetic
inheritance, diet, weight, lifestyle, responses to stress, and probably as yet unidentified
factors. Few entirely new cases of hypertension evolve after age 30. It is an insidious
problem that may cause no symptoms for decades. If left untreated, it greatly increases
the risk of developing three of the nation's leading killers and cripplersCAD, stroke,
and kidney failure. Hypertension's affect on the atherosclerotic process in the arterial
wall is that it is known to cause: (a) mechanical stretching of the vessel wall which
allows transport of products through the cell membranes that normally would not
penetrate, (b) increased cell permeability, (c) increased cell (smooth muscle) prolifera-
tion.

Children are just as likely as adults to suffer damage caused by hypertension and in
fact the earlier in life the problem starts the more severe the consequences. However, in
nearly all cases the risk can be greatly reduced by effectively controlling high blood
pressure through a combination of diet, especially reducing salt intake, weight lossto
an acceptable body composition, exercise and if necessary medication.

2. Smoking. An estimated 30 million Americans have stopped smoking since the Surgeon
General's report was issued in 1964. However, 54 million Americans are presently
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smoking, which is responsible for 325,000 premature deaths each year, including at
least 90 percent of the 90,000 deaths from lung cancer. There is also a strong association
between smoking and incidence of CAD, emphysema, and chronic bronchitis. The effect
of smoking on the atherogenesis process is to (a) increase vessel wall permeability and
(b) cause abnormal cell growth due to tobacco toxins.

The estimated 54 million Americans aged 13 or older who smoke are a dwindling
minority. The number of adult smokers has fallen from 42 percent in 1964 to 34 percent

"day. Among men it has fallen from 52 percent to 39 percent and among women from 32
percent to 29 percent. But with the population growing, annual consumption of ciga-
rettes has climbed from 511 billion to a record 616 billion in 1976 or more than 1 1/2
packs a day per smoker (about $260 per smoker each year). Surveys have found that
nine out of ten smokers would like to quit, and most have tried at least once or say they
would if there was an easy way to stop, according to the National Clearinghouse for
Smoking and Health.

3. Hyperlipiclemia and Hyperlipoproteinemia. These lipid disorders have been implicated
as major contributors to atherogenesis. The influence of this risk factor on
atherosclerosis is to: (a) lead to lipid (cholesterol) deposition and (b) as long as these lipid
abnormalities are present, this causes an injury in the endothelium similar to a scab on
the surface of the body or the skin. There are two cholesterol pools in the body and the
more important one, pool B, includes deposits in the arterial wall and a greater influx
than efflux leads to a decreased lumen circumference reducing blood flow through the
artery. Serum cholesterol concentration has an almost linear relationship to the risk of
developing CAD, i.e., the risk is continuous and the greater the cholesterol level the
greater the risk of CAD. Inherited hypercholesterolemia (Type 2) is a genetic disorder
which may clinically appear early in childhood and is associated with early premature
CAD and death in young, middle-aged adults (one to two percent of upper middle-class
caucasians are affected by this type of hypercholesterolemia).

A recent review of studies shows that the higher the levels of serum cholesterol the
greater the risk of CAD and the more effective increased physical activity is in lowering
the cholesterol level. Dynamic, vigorous physical activity such as cross-country run-
ning, cycling and swimming is more effective than static exercise in lowering serum
cholesterol levels and hence CAD risk.

Recent evidence indicates that the plasma liproproteins may be important in the
process of atherosclerosis. It is believed that low-density lipoprotein (LDL) is involved
in the influx of cholesterol into the arterial wall and that the high-density lipoproteins
(HDL) remove cholesterol from the arterial wall to the liver for excretion or utilization
for production of hormone5 etc. Women have higher (10 mg. % on the average) HDL
than men and this is believed to be one of the protective mechanisms for reduced CAD in
females. Women runners have been shown to have higher HDL than controls of the
same age. The Framingham study demonstrates a higher incidence of CAD in individu-
als with high LDL, lower inciderfos4We CAD in individuals with high HDL. Exercise
appears to cause a beneficial shift in the HDL/LDL ratio, i.e., increase HDL and lower
LDL.

4. Physical Activity. A study by the President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports in
1972 indicated that the American public was contused about their physical activity
needs and this confusion, at least in part, could have been related to the mixture of test
batteries utilized for testing physical and motor performance caRcities in the past. The
study indicated that 45 percent of all adult Americans (49fllion adult men and
women)* did not engage in physical activity for the purpose f exercise. Many have
looked at the positive side of this survey by emphasizing that 55 percent do claim
physical activity. However, a much smaller percentage would meet the minimum
requirements of physical activity per week, i.e., frequencyat least three times a week,
durationat least 20-30 minutes each session, intensityat least 60 percent of
symptoms limited maximum. The real paradox of the study was that 63 percent of the
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non-exercisers indicated they got enoughexercise, while only 53 percent of the exercis-ers though they were as active as they should be. Commercial health spas, YMCA's,
and comm nity agencies attracted about three percent into their exercise programs.In 19 7, a Gallup poll asked Americans whether they participated in any daily,non-work riented physical activity designed to keep them physically fit, and if the
answer was'aflirmative, whether that daily activity included jogging. In 1961 when the
same questions had been asked, only 24 percent of the sample had replied affirmatively.
In 1977, a surprising 47 percent gave a positive reply with almost no difference existingin the numbers of males (50 percent) and females (45 percent). Twenty-fourpercent ofthose who worked out daily were joggers, which is a projected 11 percent of all Ameri-cans and 74 percent of these joggers go at least one mile a day.

It would be nice to think that the allied health professionals and our attempts atteaching the why, what and how of physical fitness have contributed to this rise inexercise habits by the American population. Although it is impressive that in just 16years the number of those getting daily physical activity has almost doubled, it isimportant to realize that more people still don't exercise (53 percent) than do (47
percent). Three recent studies have created new interest in the potential benefits of
exercise in reducing risk of death from CAD and particularly sudden death.

The first study was conducted on 17,000 British civil servants. Workers were askedon Monday tdrecall the exercise in leisure time for the previous Friday and Saturday.
Activity was divided into vigorous and non-vigorous categories with 7.5 kilocalories perminute and above considered vigorous exercise. Examples of vigorous activity wereswimming, keeping fit exercises, heavy work such as tree chopping, jogging, cycling,and climbing more than 500,stairs a day. This energy output would be equal to about450 kilocalories per hour. Individuals reporting vigorous exercise had 1/3 less risk ofcoronary heart disease than those reporting non-vigorous exercise in leisure time. The
investigators further randomly sampled 509 individuals "from the 17,000 group andconducted more intensive studies. They found that 25 percent of those randomlysampled individuals reported vigorous exercise and that there were fewer ECGabnor-malities occurring in those individuals reporting vigorous exercise. One of the conclu-sions of this particular study was that one of the protective mechanisms in reducing theincidence of death from CAD was that vigorous exercise prevents or diminishes thechain of events which leads to arrhythmias or abnormal heart beats which are known toprecipitate heart attacks or cardiac arrest.

The second study was by Paffenbarger and was conducted on work activity oflongshoremen. These longshoremen were categorized into heavy, moderate and, light
work activities. The men in the heavy work categories (1800 Kcal above normal calorierequirement in eight-hour day) were found to have protection against sudden death inparticular and had a reduced risk of death from coronary artery disease.

In the third investigation, Paffenbatr studied 17,000 Harvard alumni (men35-75 years of age) and found there were few r heart attacks among those who engaged
regularly in strenuous physical activity such as jogging, swimming, tennis and moun-tain climbing, than among those who were less active. This was the first study onAmericans to demonstrate that strenuous leisure time exercise has a definite protectiveeffect, even if other characteristics such as high blood pressure and overweight werepresent. Physical activity was largely independent of other risk. Protection was evidentfor those who engaged in intense physical activities for at least three hours a week or atleast 2000 kilocalories per week gained through this amount of exercise. Lesseramounts of exercises (such as light sportsbo44ing, baseball, biking or just leisurelybiking, boating and golf) had no measurable benefit in reducing risk for heart attack.They were no better than those who were inactive. Those on the low side of 2000

kilocalories per week expenditure in exercise had 64 percent higher risk ofsuffering aheart attack. Varsity athletes as students;were not protected against heart disease intheir adult years unless they continued a high level of physical activity. Those whowere
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not athletes while in college had reduced risk of coronary arterydisease if they took up
strenuous activities later in life.

It is known that strenuous activity benefits the heart functiortand reduces cardiac
risk in a number of ways causing more efficiency of the heart leading to the ejection of
more blood per beat, rJecreasing blood pressure, decreasing the level of tri glycerides and
reducing tendency of the blood to form clots.

5. Health Practice. Elevated risk in various factors have an additive effect onoverall risk
for CAD. For example, if one has moderate risk in 2 or 3 areas this may be more
important than high risk in one area. There is an ongoing study in California on various
health practices and the potential benefit on health. Lowest mortality rates have been
found in those who sleep 7-8 hours, who eat breakfast on a regular basis, who seldom
snack, weigh within 10 percent of desirable weight, who engage in physical activity,
drink' alcoholic beverages none or moderately and who never smoke. The highest
mortality rate, on the other hand, are found in those with weight outside 10 percent of
desirable, smoke, who are physically inactive, eat no breakfast, frequently snack,
sleepfemales more than 9 hours and males legs than 5 hours, who drink moderately or
heavily. Significantly, after the age of 45 life expectancy increased with the number of
health practices followed. One of the leaders of this particular study, an M.D., made the
statement that our daily habits have more to do with sickness and death than all
medical influences.

There are a number of other risk factors related to coronary disease, but it is not
possible to cover all of these factors in this presentation.

B. Undesirable Body CompositionObesity
Despite the adverse effects on health, social stigma, and the proliferation of "fat" reducing

industries, obesity shows no sign of decl ining. Adults weigh more today than 10 or 15 years ago.
Ten to .thirty percent of all Aniericans weigh at least 30 percent more than their "ideal
weights." Obesity is associated with education, sex, race, social class, heredity, psychological
factors and inactivity. Children or adopted children of obese parents grow fatter and fatter until
by the time they reach the age of 17, they are three times as fat as those of lean parents.

Investigators have presented evidence that people who become fat as infants and who
remain fat may have more fat cells than people who become fat as adults. In lean children, fat
cells proliferate during the first two years of life, remain constant in number from age 2 to 10

then proliferate again from age 10 to 16. Fat in obese children increase almost continuously
from birth to age 14 or 16.

Obesity seems to be a coexisting factor associated with four types of hazards .to health.
These include (1) disturbance of normal bodily function, i.e., lower pulmonary capacity, diab-
etes, decreased flexibility, and accelerated wear and deterioration of joints; (2) increased risk of
developing certain diseases, i.e., increased risk of death in a number of disease categories; (3)
detrimental effects on established diseases, i.e., hypertension, heart, cerebral vascular dis-

eases, gall bladder; (4) adverse psychological effects, i.e., inferiority, self blame and lack of
advancing socially through marriage.
C. Musculoskeletal Function

The maintenance of minimal levels of trunk and hip strength/endurance and flexibility is
believed to be important in the prevention and alleviation of low-back pain and tension. While
there is a dearth of hard research in this area, there is clinical evidence and many physical
fitness proponents, physical therapists and orthopedic surgeons link the high incidence of
low-back problems with a corresponding lack of exercise. The gene ,ral logic is that weak
muscles which are easily fatigued and/or strained cannot support the spine in proper align-
ment. Weak abdominal muscles, in particular, allow the pelvis to tilt forward causing a
concurrent and abnormal arch in the low back. Shortened, inflexible muscles result in the
decreased mobility and increased possibility of strain, spasm and pain. When tense muscles
shorten, lose elasticity and are weakened by lack of exercise, the "low-back syndrome" follows.
Estimates of the magnitude of this problem range from approximately 16 percent of the
population who have suffered the clavical low-back pain syndrome to somewhere closer to 80
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percent who have had "simple bilt significantbackache." Back injuries may well count for morelost man-hours than any other t?ccupational injury.
IV. Physical Fitness Status orCbildren

Emphasis has been given the fact that the disease process which may or may not bemanifested by symptoms in adults begins in infancy and childhood. Recent studies haveexamined the prevalence of CAD'risk factor in children.
CAD Risk Factors in Children

Blumenthal has suggested that. following factors be considered in the identification of"high risk" children.
1. Children with

a. Hyperlipidemia.
1) Primary

Familial
Nonfamilial

2) Secondary
Nephrosis

)
. Hypothyroidism

b. Hypertension
c. Diabetes
d. Obesity

2. Offspring of adults with
a. Hyperlipidemia
b. Essential Hypertension

1091,
c. Diabetes
d. Premature myocardial infarction

Blumenthal indicated that children identified as being a high risk should be given approp-. te advice and continuing counseling concerning excessive habits, diet and cigarette smok-g.

The prevalence of single and multipleCAD risk factors were accessed in active children, 712 years of age. The table below lists the criteria for increased risk and the prevalence ofeachfrisk factor in 32 boys and 15 girls who were participants in a summer youth fitness camp.. A
.41

elo Prevalence inCritdia Total Total Sample
Obesity%Fat-3---20% 9 (47) 19.1

..-259e , 5 (47) 10.6... Low Work C4acity
°, ,43eak V02 <_31 nil/kg/min 4 (36) 11.1vated Blood Lipids
ff : C o teN sterol-200 mg %1100 nil 4 (38) 10.5,:,..T "glycerides=- 100 mg %11000 ml '' 7 (38) 18.0hotesterol and Triglycerides 2 (38) 5.0Electrophoresis Lipoprotein

Classification
II 2 (38) 5.0IV 7 (38) 18.0Family Historya .12 (47) 25.5Coronary Disease 6 (47) (12.8)Elevated Blood Cholesterols 6 (47) (12.8)

,------.

allistory of CAD and related diseases
bThis was determined by the family's physician
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The results of the study substantiate the prevalence of CAD risk factors in children and
that development of multiple risk factors occur at an early age (see table below).

Frequency of Single and Mu lt Risk Factors
Identified in Children, Ages 7-12 (N=47)

Number of Risk
Factors Identifieda Frequency

Percent of
Total Frequency

1 12 41.4
2 7 24.1
3 6 20.7
4 3 10.3

5 1 3.5

Total 29 Total 100.0

alncludes the incidence of family medical history of CAD and related diseases.

Wilmore and McNamara surveyed the risk factor prevalence in boys 8 to 12 years of age.
The following table lists the criteria for "high risk" and prevalence in each area.

Risk Factor

Hypertension
Systolic =.140

Diastolic 90
?--74-79

Prevalence

0
0
0
3

Relative Prevalence (%)

0.0
0.0
0.0
3.2

Obesity
Relative Fat--- 20% 36 37.9
Relative Fat---25% 12 12.6

Abnormal ECG
Rest 2 2.1

Exercise 3 3.2
Elevated Blood Lipids

Cholesterol-?-200 mg % 19 20.0
Triglyceride-?-100 mg % 8 8.4

Lipoprotein Electrophoresis, Type II 2 2.1

Family History
Heart Attack 52 54.7
Heart Attack-60 yrs. of age 32 33.7
Heart Attack--5-50 yrs. 15 15.8

Low Work Capacity
V02 max --5.42 ml/kg/min 3 3.2

Diabetes 0 0.0

`Age dependent 80th percentile, data from Londe
'Includes father, mother, uncles, aunts, grandparents, and greatgrandparents

Allied health professionals responsible for the care of children should recognize the
importance of familial aggregation of risk factors, and inquire concerning the existence of such
factors in parents and first degree relatives. Relatives of ind ividuals with premature CAD have
significantly increased risk of early onset of the disease. Many risk factors are known to
aggregate in families, including elevation of serum lipid values and of arterial pressure,
diabetes mellitus, obesity, and cigarette smoking. Familial aggregation may result from
environmental or genetic factors or both.
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The Netherlands has begun a primary prevention program in school children with com-parative studies of socioeconomic and cultural characteristics in contrasting regions. An 88%participation rate has yielded the following results-.

Prevalence of "High Risk" In Serum Cholesterol
in Netherlands School Children (Aged 7-12)

N 200 mg % -=-220 mg %
Boys 490 22% 8%Girls 413 26% 8%

Body Fatness' By Skinfold in
Netherlands School Children
Obese Fat Lean

Boys 5.5% 10.5% 84%Girls 5.5% 17.6% 77%
`20 and 25% cutoff points were used for fat and obese categories.

The investigators concluded that it is feasible to study atherosclerosis precursors in school
children and that it is justified to study the relationship between atherosclerosis precursors andtheir determinants. Since a high proportion ofDutch schoolchildren have an unacceptably highrisk it was felt that real primary prevention implies the modification of determinants of a highrisk profile as early in life as possible.

Although the percentage of smokers has declined in the adult population, teenagers and
children are initiating the habit at younger and younger ages. The table below indicates thetrend a few years ago.

Age

eenage Smoking 1968 vs 1970
Percent Smokers

Boys Girls

1968 1970 1968 1970
12 1.3 2.2 0.3 0.6
13 1.6 3.7 0.6 2.114 5.6 10.9 0.9 6.115 13.6 16.5 7.4 12.416 20.3 22.4 11.9 16.317 25.6 32.3 15.7 17.518 35.5 42.5 21.3 27.8All 12-18 14.7 18.5 8.4 11.9
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A pediatrician, Glenn Friedman, has formed a non-profit organization (Health Evaluation
and Longevity PlanningH.E.L.P.) to provide low cost personalized risk factor testing. Data
on cholesterol in children have been collected on a large sample of children and adults which
are summarized below:

Elevated Cholesterol Values in Arizona Children 1975-76

N
160-199 mg% =--200 mg%

(1231) Private Pediatrician Practice 43% 10c/c

528 Riverside School 46% 7%
686 EPSDT Pilot Program 49% 7%

103 Motorola (HELP) 53% 11%
1045 Tucson School (HELP) 54% 15%

719 San Diego School (HELP) 53% 10%

79 PCS (HELP) 47% 8%
4612 Arizona St. Dept. of Health Service 44% 15%
9006 Average of Ariz. Children 47% 13%

4592 Adult (200-249) 39% (----250) 17%

Results from various studies over the years indicate that cholesterol concentrations at
various ages are:

Neonate-65 mg /dl
Gradual increase to 2 yrs. to 165 mg /dl
No further significant variation with age, sex, rate of growth or motivation until
age of 20
Slow progressive rise until 60 yrs. of age

The Muscatine, Iowa study investigated risk factor in 4,829 school children 6-18 years of
age. The most significant findings were:

Serum cholesterol levels similar at all ages
Mean =182 mg/dl
24% }200 mg/dl

9t7o 2 2 0 mg/dl
3%?-240 mg/dl

Casual level of triglycerides increased with age
6 yrs= 71 ing/d1t36

18 yrs=108 mg/di ±45
15% had 140 mg/di

Blood pressure increased strikingly with age
6- 9 yrs None Systolic 140 mmHg

Diastolic?- 90 mmHg
14-18 yrs 8.9% Systolic?, 140 mmHg

12.2% Diastolic 90 mmHg
4.4% Both at or above these levels

Obesity increased through the school years (triceps skinfold)
6- 9 yrs.-20% had wts. relative to those of group as whole of -?--110%

5% had wts.-?--130%
14-18 yrs.-25% relative wt. of 110%

8% relative wt. of ?- 130%
These data indicated that a1onsiderable number of school-age children have risk

factors which in adults are predictive of CAD.
V. Lifestyle Patterns for Life-Long Health and Physical Fitness

Listed below are reasons why Friedman believes atherosclerosis prevention should begin
in the child.
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Associated "risk factors" begin in this age period (patterns of living are established
in childhood).
Atherosclerosis develops in the child.
Atherosclerosis may be more "reversible" in the young.
Reduce "risk factors" in the child) reduce "risk factors" in the parent

Two investigators, Kennel and Dawbar, who have been closely associated with the
Framingham study on the epidemiology of CAD, encourage the following measures for the
promotion of cardiovascular health:

Prevention of obesity
Early detection of lipid abnormality and correction by diet and/or other procedures
Early detection of hypertension and implementation of corrective measures
Promotion of high energy output physical activity
Discouragement of the cigarette smoking habit

Since all behavior is a product of ongoing processes, education for positive health practices
is a life-long task requiring equal attention toearly and later education, and to environmental
and individual factors. We must educate in terms of multiple causes and recognize that a
variety of precipitating agents, including our behavior, may serve as precursors of disease. The
development and maintenance of life-long health and physical fitness will depend on consis-
tency in what is taught by and "caught" from allied healthprofessionals in the following areas:

A. Definitions of physical fitness and motor performance.
B. Personal example we shouldn't be recognized as clanging cymbals.
C. Our environment must be conducive to physical activity without undue danger.
D. We should become more active in communities available for continuing education.
E. We must recognize the most effective means of communication and utilize them to

their fullest potential.
F. The concept of multiple causes must be driven home, otherwise all our messages will

be discredited.
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DEMONSTRATION: Rhythmic Aerobics
DEMONSTRATOR: Nancy Kabriel, Tulsa Public Schools, Tulsa, Oklahoma

The program of Rhythmic Aerobics has been developed to continue the encouragement and
implementation of "vigorous and fun exercise programs" in our physical education programs
for all age levels, that promote the development of cardiovascular (aerobic) fitness. Routines
are choreographed and designed to music that is motivational in itself. Emphasis is'not on skill,
perfection or dance, but rather the intensity and duration of the routines for developing the
cardiovascular systemand having fun while doing it! Skill, coordination and muscle toning
are some of the plus side effects.

The Rhythmic Aerobic sequence of routines includes a warm-up routine, a series of 8-10
vigorous routines, a cool down routine and sit-ups. Each series is continually updated to provide
new and motivating music and movements for the specific age levels.

Eight Rhythmic Aerobic instructor certification clinics will be held for the summer 1978.
The three-day clinics include aerobic theory, films, instructors' manual, tapes, and action
sessions to teach the routine series.

WHO SAID CO-ED! REALISTIC SECONDARY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

PRESIDER: Mabel Byrd, Escambia County School, Pensacola, Florida
RECORDER: Lillie L. Suder, Headland High School, East Point, Georgia
OFFICERS ELECTED: Chairperson-Elect--Malissa Turner, Southeastern Louisiana Univer-

sity, Hammond, Louisiana; SecretaryLinda P. Cicero, State Department of Education,
Montgomery, Alabama

SPEAKERS: Anne Hadaris, Southwest High School, Macon, Georgia; Ann Palmer, Riverwood
High School, Atlanta, Georgia; Harold Head, Smith High School, Atlanta, Georgia

This session consisted of a panel which covered the following categories of concern:
1. SchedulingScheduling in the speaker's school is done by computer. The schedule of

courses taught each quarter is based on student interest. This type of scheduling lends
itself to compliance with Title IX. One point brought out was that girls now tend to veer
away from team sports since these tend to be contact sports. Some classes may have 28
boys and 2 girls, which necessitates grouping by ability.

2. GradingIs this a problem? The speaker felt that, generally, girls do better than boys
on written tests and boys may be better in skill. Since in her system students are graded
1/3 on skill, 1/3 on written knowledge and 1/3 on participation, this balances out so that



grading has not been a problem. A grading system utilized by Smith High in Atlanta
was submitted: attendance-12 percent; dress-20 percent; participation-38 percent;
written test-5 percent; skill tests-20 percent; and subjective-5 percent.

3. FacilitiesMore problems are encountered in dressing facilities in schools that, at onetime, had a boys' gymnasium and a girls' gymnasium.
4. StaffingThe largest problem is the attitude of teachers, particularly more exper'i-

enced teachers. In this instance, there may be fewer coed classes. Teacher training
institutions can help alleviate this problem.

5. Adaptation of rulesMany of these problems have already been taken care of through .articles printed in professional publications.
6. UniformsIf a school has a dressing policy, there should be no problem.
7. Psychological problemsAs schools moved into compliance, their "hang-ups" which

were attitudinal p"robleni% on the part of teachers will be alleviated.
In a question and answer period at the end of the presentation, the idea of orSiniform

(shorts and tee-shirt) for both boys and girls was given.

RECREATION DIVISION MEETINGS
CAREER EDUCATION FOR THE HANDICAPPEDIN THE LEISURE OCCUPATIONS

PRESIDER: Rodney Ryan, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas
RECORDER: Don Cheek, University ofMississippi, University, Mississippi -
SPEAKER: Clifford Seymour, Vice-President, Recreation, SDAAHPER, Southern University,

Baton Rouge, Louisiana

Mr. Seymour shared with us a background ofwhat NRPA is and has been doing in the areaof employing the handicapped. He explored the different fields within recreation and leisureand pointed out employment opportunities within each arealjelds covered were: (1) Traveland Tourism, (2) Leisure Entertainment, (3) Resource-BasaServices, and (4) Community-
Based Recreation Services. Next, he covered career potential and the minimum requirements
for entry at each of four levels of employment opportunity. These requirements ranged fromless than high school diploma to advanced degrees in the leisure fields.

x. COMMUNITY RECREATION
PRESIDER: Kenneth Renner, Florida Technical University, Orlando, Florida
RECORDER: Peter Cunningham, Owensboro, Kentucky
SPEAKERS: Glen Gilbert and Joe Fakouri, Monticello Community EdOcation Program, Mon-ticello, Arkansas
TOPIC: Monticello Community Education Program

The basic philosophy of this program is that the objective of community education is to fillthe gaps in the total education program by providing valuable serviceseducational, recrea-tional, vocational and cultural enrichment. Community education does not attempt trAupli-
cate services but strives instead to provide what is not already available.

The speakers used a slide presentation to show what their objectives are, who they reach,
what they provide and some of their successes.

SPEAKER: Martha Nelson, State Department of Education, Little Rock, Arkansas
TOPIC: Community Education

Community Education is a process whereby citizens of a community are organized to
assess individual and community needs and resources; plan, implemen), and evaluate oppor-
tunities and services that improve the quality of life in the community.

The philosophy of Community Education encourages schools to provide educational, so-cial, health. recreational and other human services to the entire community, cooperating with
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other agencies to avoid duplication and assuming the responsibility for a two-way communica-
tions system which allows for citizen input in determining those-needs.

Community Educators do not just organize classes, activities, and specialized community
meetings. They facilitate the interaction process for defining and assessing needs; assist in
finding the resources to meet these needs; and help people to decide what is important to
themselves and their communities.

"Community" includes each person involved within a community, and "edification" in-
cludes an almost limitless list of possible learning experiences. Combine the two and it appears
as though the concept of Community Education is an attempt to savethe world, a panacea. In
reality, of course, it falls short of that.

Explaining or defining the concept becomes a most difficult charge. Many people feel that if
you can't "capsule" what you're all about, it can't be worth much. I'm not sure that a group of
educators can come to a "capsule" consensus on what "education" is.

Basically, those who believe in Community Education must be committed to:
1. A belief that education is an on-going, continuous process and not confined within the

walls of the schoolthat education takes place throughout the community; that, in fact,
to teach a child, one must know something about the environment of the child and be
concerned about improving that environment. For too long we have believed in a
2x4x6x9 education: two covers of a book, four walls of a classroom, six hours of aday,
and nine months of the year.

2. The belief that schools belong to the people; should be used by those who have been and
are paying for them;and that schools should assume the responsibility for making them
available.

3. A belief in the democratic principle that people capa Die of making good decisions if
given enough information, and that schoolsshoulaa limetheresponsibilityforprovid-
ing avenues for participatory decision-making.

4.. A recognition of the need to utilize the varied resources and agencies in a particular
community and to work cooperatively with them for the betterment of the entire
community.

Community Education is a process, a philosophical concept, a delivery systemwhatever;
it is not a "program." MiSuse"of the term usually results in mistaking a part for the whole, or a
class or classes for the concept. The 'process includes:

1. Identifying needs/resources:16ring the two
2. Citizen piirticipation in decision-making: Advisory Councils
3. Social and governmental agency cooperation
4. Two-way communications: School to community; community to school
5. Programming: Maximize use of facilities/resources
Community Education is a philosophical concept calling for a new partnership between

community and education. It should be a partnership based upon mutual respect, positive
interaction, and a sense of shared accountability. Within the concept of Community Education,
the school and the community view each other as valuable resources, and through working
creatively together, individual and community problems are solved and educational needs of
the total community are -met.

Community Education is a concept that stresses an expanded role for public education and
provides a dynamic approach to individual and community improvement. Community Educa-
tion encourages the development of a comprehensive and toordinated delivery system for
providing educational, recreational, social and cultural services for all people in a community.
Although communities vary greatly with some being richer than others, all have tremendous
human and physical resources that can be identified and mobilized to obtain workable solu-
tions to problems. Inherent in the Community Education philosophy is the belief that each
Community Education program should reflect the needs of the particular community. The
philosophy advocates a process which is continually assessed and modified as times and
problems change.
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Why the schools?
1. Largest social institution
2. Appropriate, major facilities, strategically located
3. Base for money match
4. Built and maintained by tax money
5. Unused for two-thirds of their time
6. Eliminate duplication of administrative costs
7. Decreasing enrollments
State Department of Education Role
1. Technical assistance/training
2. Training materials
3. Identify other projects with like situations/problems
4. Advisory Councils
5. Needs Assessments
6. Programming; contact people; other people in state-
?. Meet with Boards of Education, Advisory Councils, etc.
8. Assist with sources of funding
Each community is unique. Each community has different needs, resources, problems,

goals, expectations. What do you want to do and why?

What Is Community Education-Selected Definitions

(1) From Robby Fried, New Hampshire
Here is one set of criteria which might help people define Community Education for

themselves:
Community Education includes any learning activity that
a) expands the notion of who can teach and who can learn, and seeks to utilize a

community's whole ranges of resources for learning more fully and more effi-
ciently;

b) promotes learning amoCcommunity residents of all ages and backgrounds, and
involves learners as decision-makers in designing and administering their own
educational programs;

c) aims at what's good for the community, at building a sense of community and
encouraging community self-betterment, as well as helping individuals pursue
their own development.

(2) From Randy Rasmussen, Utah
Community Education is a philosophical concept calling for a new partnership be-

tween community and education. It should be a partnership based upon mutual respect,
positive interactions, and a sense of shared accountability. Within the concept ofcommu-
nity education, the school and the communityview each. other as valuable resources and
through working creatively together, individual and community problems are solved and
educational needs of the total community are met.

(3) From the Tennessee Community Education Association
The TCEA defines Community Education as a philosophy which utilizes citizen

participation to identify community needs and resources. Through this process, programs
and activities are designed and implemented to resolve community problems, thereby
improving the quality of life in the community. -

(4) From the National Community Education .Association
Community Education is a comprehensive and dynamic approach to public education.

It is a philosophy that pervades all segments of education programming and directs the
thrust of each of them towards the needs of the community. The community school serves
as a catalytic agent by providing leadership to mobilize community resources to solve
identified community problems. This marshalling of all forces in the community helps to
bring about change as the school extends itself to all people.

(5). From an article by Jack Minzey, Community Education Journal, February, 1974, "It Takes
People to Make It Happen" and another article by Minzey in the Community Education
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character-building activities conducive to good citizenship. The Association should urgestate associations to initiate legislation whenever necessary to authorize the wideruse ofpublic school facilities for community purposes under provisions giving local boards
authority to determine, regulate and maintain such programs.

What Others Say About community Education

It is important that we broaden our base; that we become truly more of a function of thecommunity; that we keep our doors open for longer hours and available to a lot more people;that we broaden the educational opportunities within the system; that we make them more
adaptable to the needs of the people in the community; and that we tailor our programs to fit therequi ents of an evolving society.

Al Ullman
U. S. Representative, Oregon

It is a concept in the best traditions of our nation and s uld have the support ofus all. Wemust regard the school as more than a classroom. It s a vital and integral part of ourcommunity life.

Frank Church
U. S. Senator, Idaho

The concept involves a basic commitment that education will not be restricted to aparticular group of people of one age and isolated only in a schoolhouse, but that the educa-tional activities in a schoolhouse are part of a larger effort to solve all the problems of acommunity through community action. The concept essentially involves a coordination of thecommunity in its entirety to identify and meet community problems.
Patsy Mink
U. S. Representative, Hawaii

Community school is the term currently applied to a school that has two distinctive
emphasesservice to the entire community, not merely to the children of school age; anddiscovery, development, and use of the resources of the community as a part of the educational
facilities of the school.

Maurice Seay

It seems to me that every person, always, is in a kind of informal partnership with hiscommunity. His own success is dependent to a large degree on that community, and thecommunity, after all, is the sum total of the indis;idual's who make it up. The institutions of acommunity, in turn, are the means by which those individuals express their faith their ideals,and their concern for fellow men.
The partnership between a man and his community is often an unconscious relationship,but this fact does not make it any less real. For me, this sense of partnership has become agrowing reality over the years.

C. S. Mott

Possible Strategies for Developing a Community Education Project.
1. Request information/technical assistance from State Education Agency.2. Present information to Board of Education. Secure agreement from Board to study feasi-

bility of developing Community Education. Secure agreement to use educational facilities
for programs and provide in-kind support.

3. Identify staff mem (Superintendent or his designate) to work with steering committee.4. Meet with of 1 administrators to explain Community Education and to assurethem sif adequa i ding supervision. Suggest they meet with their teachers.5. Organize a planning r steering committee to do feasibility study.
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6.. Identify -sand meet with representatives of existing agencies, organizations, and institu-
tions to request their support and assure that the goal is to enhance their efforts, not to
compete or duplicate.

7. Develop an on-going program of publicity, public relations, and promotion.
8. Conduct a survey to identify the community's existing opportunities; the wants, needs, and

desires of the community; and to serve on an advisory council.
9. Organize a representative community advisory council. (Steering committee may serve

until a later date, if desired. Other members may be added, if representation is not broad
enough.)

10. Visit an existing Community Education project. (Superintendent, designate, committee
members, Board members, etc., may be included in this activity. The State Education
Agency staff member can identify projects with like situations, geographic make-up, in
various stages of implementation.)

11. Provide training for implementor and/or Superintendent.
12. Identify funding sources and develop organizational structure.
13. Using results of survey, plan program activities which expand efforts of other agencies in

community and do not duplicate other efforts. Identify sites to be used.
14. Present recommendations to school board; secure approval for implementing.
15. Initiate programs.
16. Develop an evaluation plan.

SPEAKER: Bob Bell, Rural Community Education Project, Little Rock, Arkansas.

Mr. Bell summarized the two previous presentations. He then served as the moderator for a
question-and-answer session on the problems which may be encountered fn establishing
community education program.

COMMUNITY RECREATION AND PUBLIC LAW 94-142

PRESIDER: Evans Brown, Winthrop College, Rock Hill, South Carolina
RECORDER: Paul Kennedy, Rome City Schools, Rome;Peorgia
SPEAKER: JPvin Nesbitt, University 'of loWa; IOvia City, Iowa

For many years, I have pursued the proposition that Federal fuilding for recreation for
/.` handicapped was an absolute necessity to the creation of equal opportunity in leisure for

handicapped childre , youth and adults. This simply follows the experience of er nations as
well as the United. States in delivery of medical, vocational and educational services to
handicapped. Genera ly, local services have followed the provision of Federal services. Thus,
means must be found of obtaining Federal funding for local recreation service for handicapped.

Over the last ten years we have made more progress through the Bureau of Education for
the Handicapped and through cooperation with special education than in the previous twenty
years.

Problems

The problems we confront in advancing recreation's role and function in 94-142 are the
following:

1. General lack of awareness and experience in special education about recreation and
therapeutic recreation service.

cific lack of background and understanding of the recreation service that is au-
orized in 94-142, to what purpose recreation is provided and what the outcomes will

toe
3. Bureaucratic resistance to the initiation, expansion or improvement of a new dimen-

sion of service.
4. Fiscal limitations and generally the assignment of recreation to low or no priority

status.
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5. General lack of understanding or awareness of loCal recreation practice and delivery of
recreation service for handicapped children.

6. Lack of recognition by State Education Agenciesland Local Education Agencies of the
"qualified" status of therapeutic recreation personnel (similar to physical therapy,
school social work, school rehabilitation workers, etc.)':

7. Lack of SEA and LEA policies and practices providing for contracting with recreation,
pailc and leisure service organizations and agencies and therapeutic recreation service
personnel.

8. The failure to establish the role of recreation in 94-142 state plansregulations and so
on.

Those of us in recreation for handicapped must be sympathetic to the range of problems
that are being confronted by State Education Agencies and Local hducatiori Agencies. First,
there are major impedimenta in the preparation, adoption end submission of state plans to the
Federal Government. The problems confrortted in each state are different. Second, each state is
confronted with a number of barriers in dealing with the "related services." Finally, for many
states recreation for handicapped and- therapeutic recreation service are new service delivery
areas. We in recreation must understand the problems that are being confronted aqd work to
provide the assistance that is neededat the present time in -working out plans for the inclusion
and delivery of recreation and leisure services.

Initially, some states are relating primarily to the limited new funds that. are made
available in the initial year of implementation. It desirable that we all lOok to the second and
third year's implementation and beyond in terms of the funding levels that will be available
whenthe law is more fully in effect. Hearings have been held in Washington, D. C. relative to
this problem and, hopefully, modifications can be made quickly which will facilitate funding
and program development. However, in 'terms of philosophy and' methodology and the.antici-
pated results in terms of education of the nation's eight million handicapped children and
youth, the Rules and Regulations as they stand are a superb result.
Summary

The following should be accomplished in providing for the recreation service dimension of
Public Law 94-142. . 4

1. Include recreation in SEA manpower planning.
2. Include recreation in SEA facility planning.
3. Provide recreation input to the SEA state advisory -panel,
4. Include recreation in the SEA state plan/regulation.
5. Provide SEA state consultation-training in recreation..
6. Establish SEA and LEA recognition of therapeutic recreation professional registration.
7. Establish SEA and LEA procedures for contracting WithreCreation agencies for recrea-

tion services.
8. Create awareness of recreation as a primary means of meeting the.priority need to serve-'

17the unnerved and underserved. e

FITNESS /FTER. SIXTY- ADDING
LIFE TO YEARS.

PRESIDER: Evans Brown, Winthrop. College, Rock Ijill, South Carolina
RECORDER: Ed Shields, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina
SPEAKER: Joseph D. Teaff, Texas. Woman's University, Denton, Texas

q

INTRODUCTION'

There tends to be an image in our society, and in many other societies, of the older person as
sick, debilitated and inactive or incapable of activity. Aging is not 'a disease, even though
physiological changes usually accbmpany aging. These physiological changes, however, are
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The social benefits include companionship and support and will be discussed in more detaillater in this paper.

SPECIAL CONCERNS
Medical Supervision

Many older people can do some simple exercises without medital supervision. However, for
the protection of both the individual and the leadership, it is imperative that approval be
obtained from each participant's phAician (3:23, 5:77, 20:3). This is especially important for
people who have not had much physical activity in some time and for those who have certain
limitations. The physician can suggest modifications of the program to suit individual needs,
and he can advise elimination of the exercises which might be harmful to his patient. The use of
standard permission forms can help make this procedure easier and more efficient. Leslie and
McLure (20:4-5) suggest writing a letter to ihe physician explaining the types of exercises to be
used, pacing, length and frequency of sessions and who is responsible for the program. An,
enclosed form with space to indicate approVal (or disapproval), special limitations and recom-
mendations will facilitate the response. A. stamped, self-addressed envelope will probably
encourage a quick reply.

A problem may arise in that many older people do not have a personal physician who is
familiar with their history and conditions:. Irki this situation, they should be referred to the
public health office, a local hospital or thlo.41 medical society, to obtain help in finding a
doctor (19:26). Annual (at least) medical checqips are extremely important in the preventive
health care of older people.

Another problem which may arise is pat of spontaneous participation in the exercise
session by people who do not have medical approval. This is especially likely to occur if the
group meets where there is a lot of traffic. It might be advisable to hold the sessions in a more
out-of-the-way place, as long as there is ample space for everybody to exercise comfortably. An
alert leader should also watch out fornew faces and check for medical approval. She/He can alsohelp the person get the approval and encourage him to join the group. Posted notices stating the
need for such measures might also help.

Individual Abilities and Limitations

No two persons in the program are going to be alike. They will all have different individual
needs, interests and limitations. For this reason the program should be flexible enough to allow
individualization. Some people in thelroup are likely to be in fairly good, if not excellent,
condition, since they may exercise indi,Vidnally or participate in sports or other physical
activities. Other members will be in very poor condition. The Program should be geared to these
people (14:74). People with medical conditions such as arthritis, "dizzy spells," and cardiac and
circulatory problems, will require some individual adaptations, which should be recommended
by their doctors. Some types of exerci*can aggravate certain problems and should be avoided.
For example, isometrics may dangero ly'elevate blood pressure (12:17). Most older people are
capable of determining their own lim and stopping when these are reached, but in order to
avoid discouragement or possible serious i *nries, the group leader should offer guidance as to
which exercises should be selected, specify the number of repetitions for each level (beginning,
intermediate or adVanced), and when to stop (20:5, 14:17, 3:26). Sometimes, through physical
activity, people realize that their limitations:are imaginary or only excuses to avoid getting
involved and that exercise is really enjoyable, in addition to being healthAt7Y1-12).

LEADERSHIP

The group must have a leader, Preferably, supervision should be the responsibility of a
person who has professional trainingin exercise physiology, geriatrics/gerontology and related
fields (15:25 -26), and who understands the needs of older people and can empathize with them.
The professional training is especially important if more vigorous routines are going to be
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followed (2:273). There is some evidence, however, that a leader from the senior citizens' own
ranks can be highly effective, with training being provided (11:8, 16). The leader may be elected
or appointed, or the group may take turns leading. Members of the group should be allowed and
encouraged to demonstrate and lead new exercises or old favorites. This also helps ensure
continuation of the program should the regular leader be absent. Also, team teaching is an
alternative that Leslie and McLure (20:6) find helpful since it facilitates individualization of
exercises and program evaluation.

Leadership guidelines include careful demonstration of exercises, slow repetition, and a
combination of routine and variety in the program. The group should meet regularly in the
Same place, and sessions should not be too long. Individual success must be built-in to avoid
discouragement and giving up, "Communication channels" should be established to help
people remember the sessions. Making the session a social experience, through conversation,
jokes, sharing new ideas and success e s also encouraged (13:73, 14:74-75, 20:6).

MOTIVATION

Exercise is hard work, especially if a person is not used to it. It will probably not be very
easy to motivate people to begin exercising if they have become increasingly sedentary, and in
poor condition, even if they know that they need it. For some, education might provide an
understanding of how the body works, the importance of physical fitness and the benefits to be
gained from a regular program of activity. Availability of programs to join is also important
(6:81; 12:9). Peer pressure is another powerful motivator (11:8, 5:77), probably one of the best.
Often, simply experiencing some of the benefits after a relatively short time "converts" people
to a belief in the value of exercise, and many of them want to share that with their friends.

Evaluation and feedback, measuring progress periodically using instruments, question-
naries and informal discussions, are also good motivators (14:75). Certificates of achievement,
provided they do not imply completion, may help (20:7), as will all kinds of individual attention
and recognition. The opportunities to show affection, to touch and be touched, to share and to be
with friends may attract some people to an exercise group. Another important motivator may
be the individual's physician (6:81). Exercise may be "prescribed" to help the person regain
fitness and preventillness or to recover from an accident or illness.

DEVELOPING A PROGRAM
Organizing

The first step in developing an exercise program is getting it organized. People need to
know that a program is in the works; notices should be sent to individuals so that they can
express an interest and/or make requests or any suggestions that they feel are important.
There should be an organizational meeting at which the n ed for exercise,-types of exercises
planned, location, time and other pertinent information is dis seed and decided upon (14:74).

Scheduling

Exercise must be regular and consistent if it is going to be effective. Irregular exercise can
be harmful. Most people seem to have a hard time doing exercises on a regular basis when they
are on their own. This is why so many individual exercise programs fail. A regularly scheduled
group meeting can help provide the structure that is needed. Daily exercising is the most
beneficial pattern; however, it may be hard for a group to meet this often. Group meetings two
or three times a week can be combined with individual sessions on the other days (20:8),
keeping in mind that exercising less than three times a week probably does more harm than
good (1:154).

People have individual preferences as to the best time of day for exercising. The group will
have to agree on a time that is suitable for all of its members. Leslie and McLure (20:8) found
that the most popular times for exercising by senior citizens was right before the noon or
evening meal. These should be scheduled for at least one hour before the meal. Immediately
following meals and just before bedtime are definitely not good times for vigorous exercise,
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although a leisurely walk might help digestion andsome gentle exercises might help one relax
just bepre going to bed (20:8, 4:x).

Leslie and Mc Lure (20:8) suggest that fifteen to thirty minute daily sessions are best for
senior citizens, although they say that two- or three-times-per-week sessions may last for up to
forty minutes. King and Herzig (4:2) describe quick little five-minute sessions. What is
important is regularity and frequency. Frequent short exercise sessions are much better and
safer than long infrequent ones.

Setting and "Props"

The exercise group should meet in the same placeeery day. As mentioned earlier, it might
be preferable to find a room where the traffic flow is minimal, but it should be convenient,
familiar and accessible to the senior citizens. There should be enough space for everybody to be
able to move freely. The floor should not be slippery and there should be some clear wall space
for exercises performed against the wall. There should be a minimum of furniture, lamps and
the like, which can interfere with free movement (and get broken) (20:5). If it is a nice day,
exercises might be done outside, depending on the preference of group members.

Loose, comfortable clothing should 'be worn by group members for greater freedom of
movement (5:77). Socks or slippers should be worn (4:x). Tights and leotards may also be worn;
what is important is that clothing does not restrict movement or get in the way.

No special equipment is needed for a good basic program. Each group member should have
something to sit onpreferably a sturdy, stable straight-backed chair withno arms and a firm
seat (20:5). For exercises done on the floor, mats are nice but not absolutelynecessary. Other
equipment which can add to the program includes balls, wands and surgical tubing (for
stretching). A creative imagination also helps.

Types of Exercise

There appear to be two major types of exercise programs for older ad1lts. The first is
designed to maintain and improve muscle tone, flexibility, kinesthetic awareness, balance and
posture (4:20). These exercises involve all the joints and major muscle groups (and most of the
minor muscle groups) in the body. The second type of exercise program involves endurance
activities, such as jogging, swimming, biking and walking, which "exercise" the circulatory
system. These are necessary to increase heart and lung efficiency. However, programs geared
towards cardiovascular fitness require a complete and thorough medical check-up and close
medical supervision (17:6, 19:4). For these reasons, such programs may not be suitable for use
in a senior center. There are some programs that combine,the two types (19:21), and these are
probably the most beneficial.

As mentioned earlier, isometric exercises should be avoided by older people, although they
are included in some programs (3:21). Also to be avoided are other exercises in which high
levels of muscle contraction are reached and maintained without relaxing. These exercises can
raise the blood pressure significantly by preventing blood flow (2:270-273).

It is important to warm up and loosen up before getting involved in any vigorous activity.
This is especially true for older people who should avoid subjecting their bodies to sudden
strenuous activity. Vigorous activity should be alternated with less strenuous activity. The
amount (number of repetitions, length of activity) should be increased very gradually, but
steadily, in order to achieve improved fitness. When the session is over, there should be
a "cooling off' period during which the body is allowed to return slowly to its normal termpera-
tusE, heart rate, and so on (19:4). This does not mean a sudden cessation of activity, but a
sifting down and gradual stopping of activity.

Other guidelines dealing with the selection of exercises are suggested. The exercise should
appeal to the individualexercising will not be pleasant if the person doesn't enjoy the
exercises. Exercises should be personally beneficial and not potentially harmful, which is why
a doctor's permission should be obtained. All parts of the body should be exercised during the
routine, except, of course, in cases of individual personal limitations (20:8-9).
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It is difficult to write descriptions for exercises and it can be eveii more difficult to translate
words into actions. Pictures help, but doijneristriitiog the.exereises slowly and helping the
person move through the nevi'execises5ethaps through actual mnipulatiOn, the first few
times are most effective (3:24). TherpOl'esiwbral bvoks and manuals which contain excellent
descriptions and pictures of nurniytioos exercises (1 3, 4, j9, 20, 211. Some of these tell what
specific benefits can be derivtid4ttim each exercise. Most can be read and understood by the
non-professional, and are suitidole for use in a senior center exercise program.

Irzovations
. '

As the value exterrise becomes more widely recognized, the number of innovative
programs grows. xercising to music is very popular, and music should be incorporated into the
exercise routine i,vheilever possible. It provides rhythm and beat, which helps pacing exercises,
and it has social and aesthetic values as well. Music makes exercising more fun.

Dancing can be a form of vigorous exercise which helps encourage cardiovascular fitness.
Some kinds of dancing, such as ballet, improve flexibility and balance. Oriental "T'ai Chi
Ch'uan," movements which resemble a combination of karate and modern dance (20:1) are
being used in California. Movement exploration is incorporated into a senior citizens' exercise
program in Oregon (8). Yoga helps older people breathe properly and relax (20:3). Deep
relaxation techniques are also being used in fitness programs for older people.

More vigorous programs, such as jogging, swimming and walking, are also increasing in
popularity a senior citizens become more aware of the importance of physical fitness. Even
though not eLerybody is able to jog, a good number of America's senior citizens are doing it, and
enjoying its benefits (19:24). It is important to remember that medical approval and supervi-
sion are mandatory and that such a regime must be worked into gradually, starting at the
individual's own level of fitness (17:6-7).

Swimming has some special qualities. Exercising in the water can be easier because the
water provides some support, but the water may also resist a person's movements and increase
the workout. Swimming also involves all the major muscle groups and so is good exercise in and
of itself (19:25). Swimming can be fun and relaxing, but there are limitations in ,that not all
older people know how to swim or are comfortable in the water, and not all communities have

-time availability of swimming pools.
',Walking is another good all-around physical activity. It has the advantages of being cheap

and readily available. It can be done almost any time. Brisk walks help improve leg muscle and
cardiovascular fitness and can provide some relief from tension (21:56). Walking groups can be
organized at senior centers. The group memliqs would definitely have to have medical ap-
proval. Nature walks and the like could be arraned_in the vicinity of the center, or in nearby
parks. Sightseeing walks could be taken through the town (provided it is safe) and even in
shopping centers. Each person could go at his own pace, so hopefully no one would over-exert
himself.

SOCIAL BENEFITS

The social benefits of exercise have been alluded to throughout this paper. Essentially,
they are the same as those provided by tiny congregate program for the elderly. Getting
together to exercise provides companionship, an oppottunity to make new friends, escape from
loneliness, the sharing of a common experience and so on. Independence is a major benefit of
exercise and physical fitness (9:13, 11:16, 19:2). Exercise helps people remain physically and
mentally healthy, thus better able to remain in the community without having to rely on
younger and stronger members of society to do things for them. Independence is another
powerful motivator for older people to exercise (11:16).

CONCLUSION

There appear to be some conflicts in the literature as to which kinds of exercise are most
beneficial to older people. Some programs even seem to reinforce the old notions that older
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people should not participate in activities which are somewhat strenuous. Others, notably
deVries (2:270-272) emphasize the benefits of rhythmic activity of largt muscle masses.
Exercises such as brisk walking, oggin g, and swimming are recommended an i ca isthenics are
thought to be appropriate only if they conform to the principles of the "n ral activities
(2:272)."

In addition to going through an exercise routine every day, there are ways of improving
physical fitness through the regular activities of daily life. House and yardwork, shopping and
self-care duties all provide opportunities for adding to fitness. The President's Council on
Physical Fitness and Sports (21:56) suggests climbing stairs instead of taking the escalator or
elevator, walking instead of driving short distances, and taking stretch breaks during the day.
King and Herzig (4:7-25) describe how to incorporate flexibility, balance and posture exercises
into household routines, such as hanging up the laundry, making the bed and doing dishes.
Rocking-chair exercises are even included and can be done while watching television, listening
to the radio or sitting on the front porch watching the people go by! Suggestions for relaxing in
the bathtub and waking-up exercises to be done before getting out of bed are provided.

For maximum health, factors other than exercise must also be included in daily life.
Among these are proper medical and dental care, good diet and nutrition, adequate sleep and
rest, and a minimum or absence of unhealthy habits, especially smoking and excessive drink-
ing (20:25 -26).

Studies have shown that most healthy older people have been m erately active all their
lives, incorporating physical activity into their daily routines, an ontinuing the pattern into
old age. This does not mean, however, that people who have en sedentary cannot improve
their health through physical activity. They simply need more encouragement. Your leader- '''
ship can help older people develop healthy attitudes and habits concerning exercise and
physical fitness.
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FUTURE PROGRAM AND DIVISIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES
PRESIDER: Ronald Perry, Vice-President Elect, Recreation Division, SDAAHPER, Florida

International University, Miami, Florida ,

RECORDER: Paul Kennedy, Rome City Schools, Rome, Georgia
SPEAKER: Clifford T. Seymour, Vice-President, Recreation Division, SDAAHPER, Southern

University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana

Mr. Seymour discussed problems and happening in recreation at the Southern District
and National levels. He also discussed the duties of Vice-President Elect in relation to
attending two board meetings per yeara summer boa meeting and the annual convention
meeting.

We need to be more involved in leisure today. We need more emphasis on Awards Citation
Committee: Submit names from Southern District for awards. Need to give out printouts of
recreation people in Southern District. Recreation people should be requested to check recrea-
tion as their first choice of interest on membership application. Vice-President should write an
operational grant for $200.00.

We need writers to submit articles for publication. We must know who are the Vice-
President for Recreation in States. Those people are our linkage from state to national office. It
is important for state officers to attend the state officera' workshop one day prior to the district
convention. We should continue to co-sponsor programs with other divisions.

There was a discussion of forming committees such as newsletter, curriculum, etc., to
gather materials for publication. There is need to improve articulation between junior colleges
and senior collegeirconcerning transfers from junior to senior college.

Mr. Seymour expressed his appreciation for what Southern District has done for him. Ron
Hyatt expressed feeling of recreation peopltin their appreciation to Mr. Clifford Seymour for
his contributions and dedication during the past.
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HEALTH AND RECREATION AS ALLIES IN MEETING
THE VALUE CRISIS Oil MODERN MAN

PRESIDER: Larry Lewiski, Gadsden State Juni ollege, Gadsden, Alabama
RECORDER: Ronald Hyatt, Past Vice-President, Recreation Division, SDAAHPER, Univer-

sity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina
SPEAKER: W. P. "Pat" Blickner, Jr., University of Houston, Houston, Texas

According to the renowned critic John Dewey we are living in a confused and divided
society. As a consecience, we ate pulled in opposite directions. Further, we have not as yet
developed a philosophy that is modern in other than a historical sense. We do not4have a single
institution in our new fashioned society that is not intermixed with obverse elements. For
example, Dewey considers the division between methods and conclusions in natural sciences
and those prevailing in Morals and religion a very serious matter. He concludes that society is
not unified in its most important concerns. In the final analysis, the measure of culture is the
extent to which the method of cooperative intelligence replaces the method of brute conflict."

Culture is also something personal, it involves refinementwith respect to appreciation of a
broad spectrum of ideas and human interests. It is fundamental to the development of the

.capacity for constantly expanding the range and accuracy of one's perception of meanings.
Culture is a state of intermeshing ofmany components, i.e. law, politics, commerce, science, the
arts a expression and communication, folkways and mores and..yelue assessment. On one
hand; each culture has its own particularity, and on the other, each has a configuration that
bind's its parts together."

Now let me explain to you how all of the forementioned rhetoric relates to the present topic:
Health and Recreation as Allies in Meeting the Value Crisis of Modern Man. In health as in
recreation we are continuously analyzing and evaluating the general concepts used by human-
kind to justify and to criticize the fundamental conditions under which we live; additionally, we
are seeking ways to assist each individual to attain his/her full human potential. In other
words, professionals in each discipline are formulating their social philosophy by making value
assessments concerning the many groups, factions,-classes, activities and events in our society.

Values tend to become distorted at the intercultural level. What is considered acceptable in
one society may be objectionable or incomprehensible in another." The problems we experi-
ence with interdisciplinary approaches in education are similar. It is difficult for teachers to
adopt a flexible frame of reference and an attitude of suspended judgement in dealing with this
circumstance. Since it is difficult to beg and/or borrow a culture without betraying both it and
ourselvesthen it is incumbent on us to produce one of our own. Accordingly, let us now
proceed to look at problems relating to both recreation and health. In so doing I am certain that
wg will find that our paths often will intermix, overlap, run parallel routes and in some
instances embrace objectives that are congruent as we face the various value crises of modern
man. This should give us insight with respect to the directions and formulae we should pursue
in developing a cooperative approach to meeting some of these crises.

Complexities of Contemporary Living

As has been previously mentioned, we live today in the most sophisticated, yet equally as
certain, the most confused society of scholars ever to inhabit the earth. In the sophistication of
accumulated knowledge, we are richer thanany generation the world has every produced. The
scientific revolution alone of the past three decades hasincreased our knowledge of the physical
world more than a hundred earlier years had perceived. In fact, so numerous have been the new
discoveries and vast has been the proliferation of ideas and the evolvement of new concepts,
that the number of our citizens who can understand even a portion of them is becoming smaller
and smaller. This illustrates the alarming fact that each of us is becoming more and moreilliterate with every day.

The major question of the moment is the confusion of learned men and women in the midst
of all of the proliferation of knowledge. Why is it so difficult to develop a commonality of values?
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Why should humankind's enthralling discontent with ignorance of his habitat create problems
for humanity? If, as we have often been taught to believe the expansion of men's knowledge,
connotes proportionately, the betterment of human life, why the spiritbal depression of
humankind in this hour? What have we improved in human welfare? Is it merely the pqssession
of things? And what are the mere things worth when serenity, hope and love within the human
family have sunk to a low and depressing level? Have the complexities of contemporary living
dehumanized us? Does our education need sharp reshaping? Have we really put first things
first in our sincere efforts to seek and find? Our answers to these questions certainly concern
valuing and are at the very core and essence of the future of the human race.

The Search For Values in our New Culture

The editor of the textbook Health and Human Values contends that it is no longer the
plague nor death due to a highly dangerous pathogen that carries us off in droves. Moreover,
the diseases that plague us in our newfashioned society are those originating in or associated
with the mind.5

Today's populace is troubled with critical problems relating to death and disease resulting
from maladies such as cardiovascular disorders, suicide, alcoholism and cancer. In addition,
automobile accidents are the greatest killers of the total population. It is important to note that
each of the forementioned problems can be attributed, in part, to mental and emotional stress.

We suffer today from chronic tensions, anxieties and fears. We worry about getting a mate,
then worry abdut keeping said mate. We are fearful that we will fail in school or on the job that
we fear we will never get. We are anxious about our dress, our physical appearance, the
condition of our homes, our mode of transportation, our politics, our philosophy with respect to
certain,critical issues and our conversation at a cocktail party. If one is black he is afraid of .
whites, conversely, whites are afraid of blacks; browns and yellows are afraid of blacks and
whites; and moreover, regardless of our pigmentation we are all fearful of homosexuals,
communists, atheists and dying.

These aforementioned fears are perpetuated in society by our various institutions. For
example, some Madison Avenue zealots persuade us to believe that we need hormone creams,
vitamin E, weight reducing girdles for men, living br, . liarbituates, solid state stereos
or television sets and landau roof sport cars. Ir) ddition, ow educii Tonal institutions have
abdicated their responsibility for the develop -ient of human potential nd now have as their
purpose the maintenance of the status quo. Many of value sec. 'y ar. stability and resist
change because we fear the unknown. F1: -th 'r, we a!empt to perpetw...e these cherished
values though they may be nonsensical (esziecii. v to the young) in our ne.v -ashioned society.
The attention given by the mass media to :ostalgni programming supports _he above conten-
tion. Television's Happy DayS, LaVerne and Shirley and the Great Moments in the Movies
relating to the 1940's and 1950's did not ju.,t happen, cm, trariwi.4e, these ini.nities have been
carefully nurtured. Somehow we must cor quer our fear of ,change since alteration in the
universe is continuous. One never steps in the r o stream tw..;. moreover .t may be that one
never steps in the same stream even once.

Our new technology has brought us to a new ,..eak of productivity, acre Aingly, one hour of
work today will in some cases produce as much a.- one hur ired hours of work would have
produced two or three centuries ago. People today are ,ianuing r .)re things, so the produc-
tion of food, clothing, appliances, and such like, has increased , \ wither outgrowth of this new
technology has been the increase in leisure hours for the average person. In fact, some
institutions are experimenting with four to six hotir work days or with a four day work week.

Furthermore, modern science has contributed to the po§sibility of increased earning
power, higher standard of living, longer life expectancy, and greater and faster mobility via the
Concorde. Though science gives us knowledge it is our philosophy that determines how we will
use it. As a consequence, humankind is paying a great price for this new enlightenment which
is characterized by nuclear and jet-set living, emotional disturbances, cardiovascular disor-
ders, peptic ulcers, accidents of all kinds, cold and hot wars, and environmental upsets.
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In an effort to cope with the foregoing, we resort to various mood modifers including
alcohol, marijuana and cocaine. Many people become "hooked" on and or introduced to the
above pacifiers via house parties, holiday celebrations, beach outings, picnics and homecoming
events masking under the disguise of recreational activities. Our coping efforts are both
influenced and sanctioned by mass media (particularly television and popular magazines)
which prompt us to believe tliat our lives must be orchestrated irrthe manner they prescribe
through the use of commercials, photographs, movies and suds operas.

,As has been previously mentioned, these new advances in the technological sciences have
contributed to stress and anxiety among vast numbers ofour population. New advances must
be made in the health sciences to cope with problems resulting from depression, recession,
technological unemployment, insecurity, lack of opportunity and increased free time. In no
case, should this enforced free time because of insufficient skills or lack of opportunity be
considered leisure time.

With the technological emancipation andnew leisure, the critical question becomes one of
how will humankind develop their other potentials. According to "Peanuts" in the comic strips,
having potential is a very dangerous thing. Perhaps striving to realize ones potential presents
dangers for humankind as well. For example, ones leisure can be used for self development or,
contrariwise, for self-destruction. It is important, therefore, that leaders in recreation and
health work in concert to develop programs and other avenues that will influence people in the
art of becoming interested in cultivating their better selves. The preceeding statement illus-
trates my earlier contention that it may be incumbent upon us to produce a culture of our own in
order to achieve the desired results.

Problem Solving in Our New Culture:
The Role of Recreation and Health

The New Metropolis. The composition of our cities has changed considerably. The cities
tend to be a mecca for the very rich and the very poor. The percentage of racial minorities his

C increased and moreover, Atlanta, Newark, New Orleans, andGary have black mayors,',Prob-
lems relating to inner city, welfare, houSing, family instability, mass transportation and
environmental sanitation are critical."

Services provided by recreation and park agencies play a vital role in helping to orches-
trate constructive leisure activities among the various interest groups within the community.
This includes the young, the old, the handicapped and those,entrapped in poverty. Recreation
must provide creative leadership and serve as a unifying force for all interests in the commu-
nity. Public health and welfare agencies, housing authorities, mental health institutes, con-
sumer agencies and family counseling services must address themselves to problems engen-
dered by the stress and anxiety indigenous to urban settings.

Economic concerns and preservation of human and environmental life in our new culture.
State and foal agencies have been instrumental in the development of recreational re-
sources for the indigent and for those living in remote areas. For example, a federal grant
awarded to Prairie View A& M University, in Texas, assisted recreation and health leaders in
the organization and development of rural recreation and health.programs in several counties.
The program includes mobile recreation units including portable swimming pools and fun
wagons, mobile family planning clinics, sickle cell testing stations; and consumer self help
workshops. This is another excellent example of recreation and health professionals cooperat-
ing to enhance the quality of life for those who have been so long deprived. Another example of
cooperation between recreation and health leadership concerns the conservation of natural

- resources. The Bureau of Outdoor Recreation and Environmental Health Agencies have for
sometime worked effectively to protect our natural resources. Their work along with the Army
Corps of Engineers, The Department of Interior and Agriculture and the National Space and
Areonautic Administration have at least for the present, postponed Rachel Carson's "Fable for
Tomorrow" in which she predicted a silent spring.'
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Social Dimensions of Health and Recreation

Psychologists, psychiatrists, sociologists and social workers now realize that in addition tokeeping up with developments in their respective fields, an important adjunct to the acquisi-tion of professional competence is through the medium ofgroup experiences. These foregoing
professionals have initiated the interest and support in "Growth Centers" and are greatlyresponsible for the Human Potentialities Movements Growth Centers such as Esalen inCalifornia, Oasis in Chicago and Aureon Institute in New York provide experiences which,
hopefully, will enable the individual to find meaning in life, achieve self fulfillment and realizehis/her full potential. It is felt that the group environment is one of the best settings for
achieving growth. Advocates of these centers believe that research, experiences and activitiesin these surroundings can, be useful in creating a society devoted to the development ofessential human capacities for love, happiness, creativity and spiritual well-being.

Recreation serves as a unifying force which can assist in promoting the viability andcohesion of social groups. Through recreation a person has an opportunity to experience anumber of intimate modes of social behavior in group vicinages. Recreation serves as themedium in which contemporary groups are able to replace older primary groups that may havebeen changed or destroyed by the mass exit to the suburbs.
Recreation also affords one the opportunity to do the following: (1) identify with others inpeer groupttings, (2) provision for establishing meaningful relationships with severalPersons, (3).reedom to be an individual, to be creative and to express one's differentnesswithout diffidence, (4) freedom to choose friends, activities and experiences, (5) to be indepen-dent and dependent when necessary and freedom to look toward the development of one's fullpotential, (6) provides a wholesome means of sublimation as compensation for frustrations andfailure experienced in other areas, (7) satisfied psychic needs for activity, 'achievement, belong-ing and recognition, (8) provides an individual the resources for effective adjustment tosolitude, and (9) develops an attitude of give and take, fair play, loyalty and cooperation andother social values.

Physical Dimensions of Health and Recreation

In our modern society we have been persuaded to ride rather than walk, to use automationinstead of manual operating machinery and to boast about acquiring a job where little physicaleffort is needed. In our homes we are mesmerized by "terriblevision" (TV) therefore, we sit andwatch while others walk, run and exercise. Moreover, "terriblevision" programming evencomes with laugh tracks making it unnecessary for us to use any of our facial muscles toconnote our approval or amusement.
Nevertheless, Americans have recently been engaged in a "crusade" for fitness. Thereseems to be great interest in both attaining and maintaining fitness. Throughsports, contests,dance, gymnastics, outdoor education activities and such like, one is able to gain or improve' neuromuscular skill and also enhancestrength, speedi.agility and endurance? In deed, a widerange of physical acitivity will not only enhance physicardevelopment and organic health, butwill also enhance mental health and emotional well-being. Further, there appears to be arelationship between common sense and muscle sense because every movement and position ofthe body and every tension in muscles, tendons and joints contribute to the composition ofconcepts and ideas .°

Recreation and health can join forces in the promotion of physical activities for all citizens.Developmental speeds of children can be met by supporting physical activities which arechallenging and promote strength, vitality, and grace and bynurturing experiences to increaseunderstanding, appreciation and responsible enjoyment of heterosexual recreational relation-ships.

On the other hand, the primary needs of young adults are for strenuous and yet relaxingactivities that will invigorate and maintain muscle tone and organic functions. Mildly rigorousactivities that are both vivifyingand relaxing can be sponsored for middle aged adults. Finally,
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appropriate acitivities can be developed to meet the special needs of the elderly. Programs for
the elderly should include socializing activities that will help alleviate the feeling of boredom
and sense of uselessness common at this age.

Health and recreation professionals must seriously consider fulfilling their respective
roles with regard to the foregoing issues if a humanistic society is to be realized. Creating a
benevelent surrounding is essential to the fostering of hifman potential. This speaker rejects
the philosophy perpetuated b sociologists who believe that social organization can be ex-
plained largely in terms of Oolution, natural selection and heredity.' Furthermore, they
contend that a structuralist sociobiology could facilitate the development of a profile for
maximizing human 'happiness. It is their belief, moreover, that human happiness is not just a
matter of playing on simple devices of pleasure and pain housed in the crevasse of the emotional
centers of the brain, but contrarily, it is a matter of playing on more structured intricate centers
of emotive response. Though much of our behavior is governed by our emotional centers, these
centers do not govern all of it. The missing ingredient is.human self-determination that enables
many of us to realize our aims, goals and ambitions. As professionals we must be determined
both individually and collectively to confront and address ourselves to the critical issues of the
day.

Now Don't Try to Reason With Me
r? .

And this brings me, colleagues, to a matter close to the heart's core of what this speaker is
all about, and a matter which weighs heavily upon the heiCksof all of us. I am severely troubled
about our domestic sceneabout sexism, racism and, man's inhumanity, to man. We haze
become involved in a blight of prejudices that is infecting our entire country-like the worst
plague of viruses, a plague that endangers, more seriously than ever befow inourhistory:A.1e
noble concept of one nation indivisable, dedicated to the.principIe of libertyand justice for all. In'
our non-allegiance to real, basic and humanistic excellence, we have too long postponed.putting
into reality our spiritual and scholarly convictions ernhoiliect in that noble concept. ft has taken q

the revolt of our youth, the disruption of our educational_ processes, riots, marches and even
bloodshed, for us to, ealize that we must dispense with "business as usual" and xecognize the
call to real humanistic excellence., k . - .- °

Our youth(particularly minority youfh} is crying.gut to tine ncultitude "I want tObgMe, ..
..-

and I shall fight for the rightand freedom to be, plerZ Several yea4-8 ago Sammy' Davis, Jr. ..
passionately conveyed it in /icing. "I just gotta be Mer,:tftaipa,.for all ofus gathered here, I 'ant
to say that this'I want tribe Me" syndrome is no insit4iificati lulling, and wk hwie no quarrel ;

at all with this'affirmitio . I firrnlySelieve Ilia proptcly explored and execUted, thisiresolve
coul harbinger oft greatestiemancipation, besto .ed up43n youth during this ce ry.

to e;" "I gate be Ale," both coul esprit' a pec liarIttioble idehl and awakening tor a
Ho 11Y;this will affonzt them the log awaited ityp develop their potential.. 1` ant y,

,you h that has seen, 4ncfureil, suffered and somehow' urvived, r3iciiiii, sexism and nwinerous
other social nialidiesIlepicting humankind's iiitium nay tb dinankind. .

But the most crucial mattar gr us in this rfevf nd nobl, esolution is tke way we shall.
answer the One Big Question.' "What is Me?" 0 tb put it 'r a granimatical setting mike
befitting your statute as scholdrs, "What do I resolve th4t tle Me connotes for the rest of

IHumanity? Who ant I and V:atom/anyway? Who should I ' . asp result of theen.lightenrnint
of my experience? Dhl satisfy my yearning and my determination to be Me try,-f$r example,
merely by.displ*irlg a_:".2atural" hairdotand criticizing those who do not conform to this's-tylek
Do I realize arid attainTh4 self -hood Me ll.y withdrawing from all others ex ?pt those wrio are

. black like Me?, In a world4which jet propulsion is constantly malting BIS s all that appalling
intimacies are beingicreated between peoples of all kindplecan I be Mebyi lating yse orn ..,

professionals nepreseriting other'disciplines.- Will EcOkrtinue to guard my parent- ld? What ..
can I derive from other disciplines that is of use irfmy life? .What relatiorphi s do I find,
satisfying? H will I manage my soul in iyap3that satisfy Me and satisfy the ople'that I
interact with. What do Ddo in-a new-fashioned societ 'Aielt, me function as a co structivit and

f -
productive mefiiher of that society?



There are many in our profession who are dissident, unsatisfied and confused. Will we
work cooperatively with the determination of humanistic love and humanistic excellence and
convince them of what they can be and should be, and that we pledge our love and sacred honor
in joining them to realize that goal? The pursuit of excellence is not only our greatest weapon,

' but the most' protective armour that we can don to safeguard our selfrespect, and to find our real
identity, forted and refined in the firey furnace of history,

For all of us, Ladies and Gentlemen, forming a new culture and working in concert will not
be accomplished without great difficulty. But I feel we are in deep trouble if we fail to take the
fi'rst step in this direction. With compassion, love and determination, however, we must climb
the hill to human excellence, for that is our sacred duty as scholars. Finally, Donald Adams'

'gives us comfort and a command worth pondering as we travel our highway with "Unrelenting
Pursuit of Excellence" and search for our new culture:

"Deep in the intricate country of the mind
I took a twisting path that led me
Stumbling to a wind-wracked hill.
Those thickets, briery, tough to break,
And swampy, sometimes, underfoot
Were well behind now, lost to sight,
And at the moment, lost to mind. r:

The hill ifid reached was high enough
To look on distance that dropped away,
Fold upon Fold.
Melting, far to westward, into a dim horizon,
They beckoned.
And my feet so heav as I had begun
To Climb the hill,
Were now uplifted lighter pace.
What land is this, I sked, in taking breath.
What, lies beyond that seventh fold?
Take heart, I told myself; go farther on."

Colleagues in health and recreation:
Take heart; go farther on!

The American Scholar, Spring IsS\ue, 1967 36:220
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mental and emotional health, social development, ethics and values, sports interest andappreciations, recreation skills, and appreciation of physical activity.
Certainly this is an impressive listing of objectives, one which does include specificmention of value development and also implies value development in many areas. Theseobjectives, voiced by professionals in intramurals, are congruent with those of professionalrecreators outside the intramural arena and objectives of recreation certainly would be consid-ered applicable to intramural and campus recreation programs. For example, Kraus (1971) in adiscussion of recreation and human values mentions such value areas as physical growth anddevelopment, emotional aspects, social values, and intellectual growth. In another publication,Kraus (1969) includes psychological, physical, and social values in a discussion of personalvalues in recreation.

Carlson, Deppe, and MacLean (1972) include in their discussion of personal values ofrecreation, physical well-being, mental-emotional health, intellectual development, ability toorganize and carry responsibility, character development, social adjustment, aesthetic andspiritual values, social integration, chance for adventure, identity,commitment and a "piece ofthe action," and self-realization.
Values to society of recreation are also discussed by Carlson, Deppe, and MacLean (1972)and include community attractiveness, civic spirit, education for democracy, safety, and eco-nomy.
Meyer and Brightbill (1964) see recreation as having a direct influence upon those factorswhich create personality for example, happiness; satisfaction, balanced growth, creativeness,competition, character, mental capacity and learning, freedom, physical condition, socialcondition, attitude, and emotional stability.
Surely, if as intramural and/or campus recreation directors, we can administer programswhich will see the fulfillment of all of these objectives we will be successful beyond any stretchof the imagination.
In that several objectives of recreation and intramurals are quite lofty ones, perhaps weshould ask, are these realistic goals, objectives, or pufposes? Or better yet, what kind ofprogram would be necessary in order to achieve all of these or selected goals? A debate withrespect to the realistic question would certainly keep us here well past the appointed time foradjournment and even into the night. In an attempt to keep within the boundaries defined bythe topic "Intramurals: It's Leisure Values" let's take a closer look at what type program isnecessary for value development.

Raths, Harmin, and Simon (1966) have identified seven criteria which must be satisfied inorder for something to be called a value. These are 1) choosing freely, 2) choosing from amongalternatives, 3) choosing after thoughtful consideration of the consequences of each alternative, 4)prizing and cherishing, 5) affirming, 6) acting upon choices, and 7) repeating. Baths (1966)summaries the seven criteria by saying that values are based upon three processes: choosing,which includes the first 3 of the seven criteria; prizing, which includes the 4th and 5th criteria;and action, which includes the last two of the seven criteria. Raths (1966) suggests that theseprocesses collectively define valuing, and-results of the valuing process are values.Might these criteria and processes be applied to intramurals? First, let us examine thecriteria of choosing freely. Surely ifsomething is to be a stable force underall circumstances indetermining behavior for an individual, it must be the result of free choice. Coercion canproduce certain types of behavior; however, remove the coercion, and more than likely thebehavior will change. Values must be the result of choosing freely.
How does this apply to intramurals? One definition of recreation is activity in which peopleengage voluntarily. Obviously, there must be no coercion to take place in intramural activities.

However, at times coercion may creep in unnoticed. At UNC-CH, we have had a point systemwhich allows us to determine an overall champion for the year in each division. My assistantintramural director had an interesting question posed to him last spring when a freshmanwalked into his office and inquired "Do I have to play softball?" Of course my assistant directorpromptly asked, "What do you mean have to play softball?" The student related a story ofobvious coercion on the pitrt.of the intramural manager in that particular residence hall; the
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reason, entrance points for team entries in order to hopefully win the residence hall point
championship. Quite obviously, the criterion for choosing freely did not exist for that student.
This need not be the case.

Choosing from among alternatives, the second criterion, implies that a choice is possible.
All of us are familiar with requirements, from our own experiences as a student and perhaps
also in the role of student advisors. Obviously alternatives may not exist with respect to certain
college or university requirements, although we have seen some move away from "rigid"
requirements. There seems to be no real problem here with respect to intramurals in that
intramural activities are leisure activities and the student basically has two types of choices.
First of all, there are numerous other things, beside intramural activities, that any student
might do in his leisure. On any college campus and in any college town alternatives are
available and intramurals are, contrary to what many of us would like to think, not necessary
for our very existence. The point is, there is a choice. Secondly, within any intramural program
having a wide variety of activities and which attempts to meet the needs of a diverse student
population, many alternatives are available, not only with respect to activities, but types and
levels of competition within the intramural program.

The third criterion, chocising after thoughtful consideration of the consequences of each
alternative, seems somewhat difficult to deal with. Values emerge only from an understanding
and thoughtful weighing of the possible consequences of alternatives. Impulsive and/or
thoughtless choices are not conducive to value formation. How might intramurals meet this
requirement? Is it possible to assist the student in thoughtfully considering intramurals as a
viable alternative? Can we assist the student in choosing from among our many activities? By
and through proper and ample publication of what the intramural program at your institution
has to offer, specifically and generally, the student is supplied with the information he needs to
thoughtfully consider or to choose activities which will meet his needs. If he is unaware of the
opportunities for need fulfillment in intramurals, chances are good that he will not seriously
consider it. Only if he is cognizant of the opportunities in intramurals can he thoughtfully
weigh intramural activities against other activities.

The fourth criterion is prizing and cherishing. Obviously something highly valued is
prized and cherished. It makes us happy and we hold it dear. We are glad we chose that
alternative. Values flow freely from choices we are glad that we made. A choice may be made
both freely and thoughtfully, yet be a choice with which we are not happy or satisfied. We may
have had to choose the lesser of two evils. Intramurals need not be the lesser of two evils. It can
be a very positive experience which is capable of standing by itself, and a high quality
experience is something remembered by all. A properly administered and conducted in-
tramural program, sensitive to the needs of the people it serves, is required to produce quality
experiences.

When asked about his intramural experiences, will an intramural participant enthusias-
tically support the program and speak positively of his participation? If he does; he affirms his
choice. He is proud of that choice. He sees it as being very worthwhile and is willing to publicly
affirm that choice. If he does this, he has met criterion #5. As with criterion #4, a high quality
experience which has met a human need or needs will be remembered, prized, and cherished by
all and there will be no hesitation in affirming the choice of intramural activities.

Acting upon choices, the sixth criterion, seems a logical next step in the progression if the
first 5 criteria are met. When we possess a true value, it affects our lives. A value gives direction
to actual living. An individual who talks about something but never does anything about it is
dealing with something other than a value. Do students at your institution budget their time
and energy for intramural participation, if so, they possess a positive value with respect to your
program and their participation in it. I dare say that if the 1st 5 criteria have been met,
criterion #6 is almost certain to be met when the student, faced with cOmparable choices of
which one is intramurals, chooses what he hopefully values highly--the.receational benefits
of intramurals.

The final criterion, repeating, is perhaps the ultimate in prima faca evidence of a value.
When something has become a true value, it is very likely to reappear or recur repeatedly in the
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form of certain behaviors in the life of an individual. Values are persistent. Do students, oncehaving tasted intramural activity, return for more? Do they become regular participants in oneor more parts of your program? Ifthe answer is yes, value formation has taken place. I don'tthink anyone would contest the notion that intramural experiences are highly valued, and atrue part of an individual's value system, if program participants who, after having chosenfreely from among alternatives! 'and thoughtful consideration of the consequences of eachalternative, choose intramurals as their leisure activity, prize and cherish that choice enoughto publicly affirm their choice, and when faced with similar choices repeatedly choose in-tramural participation.
I previously mentioned many and often quite ambitious and idealistic purposes and goalsof intramurals. I do not propose to debate whether or not all or part of these goals are realistic.However, I do feel that we cannot be all things to all people. Surely it is better to rein in ourambitions such that it becomes reasonably sure that we can realize selected goals and purposesrather than set our sights so high that we hardly progress toward the realization of any goalsand purposes.

However, if one of our purposes or goals is the development of values relative to theconstructive use of leisure time, then we must plan such that the opportunities for such valuedevelopment are maximized. If leisure time is going to be an increasingly dominant phase oflife, as we are frequently told, the need for value development in the area of recreation becomesmore vital each day. All forms of physical
recreation become more important as a leisureactivity as our society becomes more automated.

The aim of education is to develop each individual to his/her maximum potential. The"American people have charged the schools to foster that development of individual capacitieswhich will enable each humlan being to become the best person he is capable of becoming."(Kleindienst, 1964 )_All educators are familiar with the seven cardinal principlesof educationwhich as early as 1918, liste4ealth and worthy use of leisure timeas being a primary concernof education. This commitment was reiterated in 1938 when the Educational Policies Commis-sion voiced its support of recreation in the schools. In 1961, this same commission stated that"Education assumes the responsibility for helping individuals to develop knowledge, under-standing, and capacity to choose worthy leisure activities." We have two challenges, thedevelopment of recreational interest & skills in our students and the development of leisurevalues (Kleindienst, 19641.
Education may be formal or informal. Formal education is basically planned education.Informal education may take place unconsciously and often spontaneously. Direct learningexperiences are possible in intramurals. A participant may very well learn a new skill in somesports activity. At the same time what might be labeled as indirect benefits may be realized,benefits in areas such as social development, relief from tensions and anxieties, and thedevelopment of an attitude of sportsmanship. The participant may incidentally discover thathis physical fitness improved and that he simply feels better as a result of participation. Asdirectors of Intramural and Campus Recreation Programs, we must attempt to deal withopportunities for direct, incidental, and indirect learnings and benefits. We must plan theexperiences, control the environment,

and provide the kind of leadership which will provideopportunities for positive learning and value development with respect to the constructive useof leisure time. If we do this we will not only achieve the goals and purposes of intramurals, butof education.
I would suggest some basic principles to assist us in realizing our purpose of developingsound and constructive leisure values based upon my previous discussion of Rath's sevencriteria. First of all, there must be no coercion to participate in intramural activities. It must becompletely voluntary. Secondly, a proper perspective of the activities and winning and losingmust be maintained. Ideally, the environment should be one in which the values of participa-tion are foremost, but not the exclusion of all else. Thirdly, a wide variety of activities must beavailable to appeal to a wide range of interests and needs. The ultimate aim would be to providesomething for all and this is certainly an ideal for us'to move toward. Practically speaking wemay never quite reach that goal. However, we must base theprogram on human needs as much
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as possible. Fourth, in addition to a variety of activities, various levels of competition should be
provided to meet the needs of relatively high-skilled, moderately-skilled, and low-skilled
individuals. A completely "recreational" approach to an activity in which participation as
opposed to competition is emphasized may very well destroy the recreational properties of the
activity for certain individuals, yet, as mentioned previously, winning & losing must be kept in
propfer perspective. Fifth, a good, clearbtpresented publicity campaign must be constantly
maintained in order that students know what intramurals are all about, so that they are able to
make thoughtful choices among alternatives. Sixth, sound administrative procedures must be
followed. A poorly run program will provide little opportunity for positive leisure value
development.

If we follow these principles of administration, the likelihood that students will actually
become involved in the yell'. ng process of choosing, prizing and cherishing, and acting is
greatly increased along with t..e likelihood that positive leisure values will be the end result. If
this is the case, value development in intramurals will become a more "formal" process and
intramurals may function as a form of recreational education. Will intramurals inculcate in
individuals leisure values which will positively influence their future lives and enable them to
become the best persons they are capable of becoming? This question must be answered using
longitudinal methods. However we might speculate that the welfare of the coming generation
may very well depend upon the youth of today developing worthy leisure values. Let's not
assume that value formation is an "assured" result of participation. In the quest for "something
for a]]" and increased participation, let's not sacrifice quality for quantity- let's plan for both!

OUTDOOR EDUCATION FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION
PRESIDER: Paul Kennedy, Rome City Schools, Rome, Georgia
RECORDER: Carl Hill, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana
SPEAKER: Gwen BurteA, Instructional Consultant, East Baton Rouge Parish School, Baton

Rouge, Louisiana

Outdoor education for special education students was provided through a unique pooling of
resources from educational, civic, social and youth serving agencies in the Baton Rouge,
Louisiana, community, using ESEA, Tital-IV funds to plan a curriculum, find a facility, provide
staff, and predetermine methods of program evaluation.

The special education classroom teachers went to camp with their classes and particiapted
in a curriculum led by a professional camp staff. The general objectives of the program were:
citizenship, ch'hracter and human relations, health and safety, understanding environment,
use of leisure time, appreciation of beauty, effective thinking, basic skills, and successful
family life. The curriculum used to reach the stated objectives consisted of: arts and crafts,
nature study, camp craft, animal care, recreation, night hikes, skit preparation, and water
safety.

Each group of students spent one week in a residential camp setting that p-Jvided
structured group living in addition to the outdoor education curriculum. Highly significant
gains in communicative skills and student-classroom teacher rapport were measured.

The presentation was highlighted by a slide presentation that depicted students ir. 'olvcd
in the curriculum activities in a scenic camp setting.

RECREATION-THE CHURCH EVALUATES
PRESIDER: Joe Cracraft, University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, Mississippi
RECORDER: Delores B. White, Henderson State University, Arkadelphia, Arkansas
SPEAKER: Rev. James A. Mitchell, PastorFirst Presbyterian Church, Malvern, Arkansas

I like this definition of recreation:
Recreation may be defined as an "engagement in those activitiet which give
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balance to life, provide meaningful relationships with others, promote opportuni-
ties for creative experiences, and enhance self-understanding.,

Mr. Glen Bannerman and Mr. Robert Fakkemajoiried forces and wrote a book called Guide for
Recreation Leaders. It is good. It has a bit of philosophy in it and a lot of how to do it. The church
as it comes to recreation needs "how-to-do-it" books. Above all else, however, what the church
needs in the area of recreation are the skills and expertise present in this room today and in this
conference. I did not plan a sermon for today; but if thispresentation borders on one, I make no
apologies.

If I know anything about a calling, I know that you have been called to your profession as I
have been to mine. Your calling has a challenge and opportunityand responsibility in this day
which surpasses the imagination. We are living in an age where leisure and recreation are
important words. This was not always so in the church. A man of leisure was lazy and
recreation was not in the church curriculum. Since the 50's however, men like the two
mentioned beforehand, Glenn Bannerman and Bob Fakkema, have offered workshops in
recreation of the highest caliber. Glenn Bannerman is Professor of Christian Education at the
Presbyterian School of Christian Education in Richmond, Virginia. Bob Fakkema is currently
part-time Educational Recreational Consultant Resource Leader for Greenwood and Speedwell
Churches in Reidsville, North Carolina. He is the founder of the Presbyterian Assembly-Wide
Workshop in Recreation held in Montreat, North Carolina, each year.

Their philosophy of recreation underlines the benefits to the individual and the group. For
the individual it:
1. Maintains a balance in life.
2. Is good just for fun.
3. Keeps fantasy and creativity alive.
4. Maintains openness to new ideas and new friendships.
5. Opens ways to possible vocations.
6. Opens ways to better understanding of self.
7. Offers a blending of all of life.

The book is listed on the bibliography which Mr. Bannerman supplied me fiir this hour. For
the group recreation:
1. Enhances group spirit.
2. Helps an individual accept a meaningful role in the group.
3. Enhances group unity.
4. Frees for other experiences.
5. Is a safety valve to maintain group integrity.
These men have my vote when they say, "recreation and playbecome a festival and celebration
of life where a person is free to express his real self and is renewed by the experience."

Recreation can be thought of as positive and negative, as one person may enjoy some type of
recreation and another may be turned off by it. Recreation can become, as Thomas Laird Jones
writes, "De-creation or wreck-reation." "In a negative way man can slam the gear of life into
reverse and use his leisure time for destruction of self and others through dissipation and
delinquency. A second choice for the use of leisure is to put the gear into neutral, to go to sleep
mentally, 'in a looking-on process,' not doing much more than exist. This is seldom recreative. A
third choice is to engage in activ, ich are positive, upbuilding, good for self and others,
that is to use leisure in ways whicr .re reativephysically, mentally, emotionally, spiritu-
ally." (See When Leisure is the L' r(1 Thomas Laird Jones, published by CLC Press, Richmond,
Virginia, 1964the one book I aria to the bibliography. It may be out of print. This was a
study book for youth.)

I spoke before of a challenge, an opportunity and a responsibility: A challenge because the
field is wide open and needs pioneers and people willing to innovate. An opportunity because
the days ahead forecast more leisure time, more recreation for all, and a responsibility because
you do have and will have the future leaders in this field, and they are your students.

I am not a professional in the field of recreation as it relates to the church. I am a minister
in a small Presbyterian church whereon any given Sunday, Imay have fewer worshippers than
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any of you have in class' each weekday; but I have worked in many areas of recreation in the
church and understand the necessity of joining classroom and church, educators of recreation
and doers of recreation to prdvide the church with competent teachers. This is a plea. Church-
related schools have leaders working in the area of recreation such as Glenn Bannerman
mentioned above, but many churches near secular schools need leaders of your caliber. I am
sure that in a group this size, some of you have found that the church does offer you an
opportunity of using some of your leisure time in a positive way. I can see the church as a place
to try out new ideas in the area of recreation. Groups from your classes visiting churches and
leading them in workshops and recreation periods open up ,many opportunities.

A few summers ago a group from a college in Arkansas visited our church with a puppet
show and with a workshop on puppets. It was a huge success for adults and children alike. I
mention this as one example. You may know many more.

The church is engaged in recreation relating to youth, families, adults, senior citizens,
exceptional children, disadvantaged children, singles and others. This recreation includes arts,
crafts, drama, music, camping, socials, fellowship groups, sports, and others.

One great area of need of the expert teacher in the area of recreation is to work with rest
home or retirement home recreation leaders. The need for innovation and skill9 deal with all
types of aged adults is apparent as one visits homes and finds time and time again that the
recreation director is at wit's end to serve in a positive and creative way. The desire is found
many times to do a good job, but the need for your expertise is apparent. If you have found this
area of service, you know what I mean. If you have not found it, try it you'll like it. Most of the
folk in these positions are in dire need of your services.

No one person speaks for the whole church. Our Presbyterian denomination has been at
work in the area of recreation for some time, but it needs the classroom teacher in its program
more than ever before. The church, many times represented by the minister, is called on to pray
at events and meetings, but is given little opportunity to share ideas and dreams. Your
invitation to a church person to speak to you on the subject of church and recreation shows that
a door is opened for further opportunity of cooperation and exchange of ideas in the area of
leisure and recreation. I came with no pat answers to the whole area under consideration, but
you have shown by your interest that new ideas are welcome in the area of education in
recreation. I have hoped to stress that new ideas are needed in the area of church and
recreation.

What Have We Said?
1. You are called to your profession.
2. This day and age offers to your profession wide-open opportunities.
3. The church needs your expertise.
4. Church personnel wish to engage in the planning and preparation of meetings as well as

praying for them.
5. You have a challenge, an opportunity and a responsibility.
6. The church offers an area to try new ideas.
7. Community service near and around your school can be an opportunity to put some of your

new ideas to work, i.e., rest homes.

Recreation: An engagement in those activities which give balance to life, provide meaning-
ful relationships with others, promote opportunities for creative experiences and enhance
self-understanding.

Material quoted from "Guide for Recreation Leaders," Glenn Bannerman and Robert
Fakkema, John Knox Press, Atlanta, 1975. Used by permission.
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GENERAL DIVISION MEETINGS
A POTPOURRI OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

PRESIDER: Sharon Wynn, Baylor University, Waco, Texas
RECORDER: Ginger Chevallier, McNeese State University, Lake Charles, Louisiana
SPEAKER: Ghary Akers, State Department of Education, Montgomery, Alabama

This session was completely a participation
in which students ill elementary and seconds
methods of making different types of games and
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ESTABLISHING AN OUTDOOR RECREATION COURSE
IN THE JUNIOR COLLEGE: SAILING,
SKIN AND SCUBA, AND CANOEING

PRESIDING: Roberta Stokes, Miami-Dade Community College, South, Miami, Florida
RECORDING: Maria B. Hornor, Miami-Dade Community College, South, Miami, Florida
OFFICERS ELECTED: ChairpersonEinda Nicholson; Chairperson-Elect,Lanna Pruitt;

SecretaryElaine Govigan
SPEAKER: Felicia West, Miami -bade Community College, South, Miami, Florida
TOPIC: Sailing

The sailing program, as set up at MDCC-South, consists of the use of sailboats which are
furnished under contract by a rental agency located 'at Coconut Grove, which is 12 miles from
the campus. This program has been offered by our college for 15 years and has been very
popular with the students. The student receives a physical education credit of 1 semester hour.

Uncle} our contract with the sailboat agency, the student pays a special fee which is
handled 15y our business office. The contract islet undera bid system with specifications. A copy
of the specifications appears below. Since our classes are from 25 to 35 students, it is necessary
to have a few skilled sailor9 as assistants during the first few sessions. The agency is required to
carry liability insurance as indicated in the specifications.

Note also that the specifications require that the necessary safety equipment such as life
jackets and cushions be furnished in each boat. In addition to this the students are required to
pass a swimming test before, taking the class.

The use of rental boats eliminates the necessity for the school to invest in the purchase of
boats and also the need for the maintenance and storage of boats.

. The size of our classes makes it necessary to organize very efficiently; Included are some of
the forms which are used to do this. Also included is handout material used to supplement the
textbook.

The course follows the American Red Cross Basic Sailing Course and students who
successfully complete it receive an American Red Cross card.

Barry College in Miami also uses the same facility that we do and conducts similar classes.
Another successful program which is different from ours is offered by Broward Community

College in Ft. Lauderdale. In this case the school uses a nearby lake which belongs to the county
and has developed a program around this area. They charge no student fee and the boats are
furnished by the college. At the present time they have eight Flying Juniors which are used in
the program.

Broward Community College uses this facility also for canoeing and has a sailing team and
sailing club, as well as intramural regattas. The area is open on the weekends for student use. A
government grant has been received to be used in developing and landscaping the area for
school use. Mr. Bill Metcalf is the instructor in charge of theseactivities and I am sure he would
be glad to furnish any information on request.

Mrs. Neill Miller, who has the program at Barry College, made a tour of the United States
last year and visited several areas which have sailing programs. A very interesting Program
was at Miision Bay Aquatic Center in San Diego, California.

OFF CAMPUS FACILITYBOATING & SAILING, SOUTH CAMPUS
SPECIFICATIONS

V

1. Facilities:
a. Meeting room adjacent to the dock facility for classroom sessions.
b. Adequate dock space for boats to provide safe and efficient class organization.

2. Personnel:
a. A minimum of one qualified consultant and/or instructor-aide for each boat for the

first three class meetings during Spring and Summer, and first five class meetings
during Fall and Winter.
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3. Equipment:
a. A suffigient number of Hawk sailboats to accommodate 40 students with no more than

four (4) to a boat.
b. At least two (2) sunfish type sailboats for capsizing practice.
c. Several larger boats to accommodate six (6) students to give experience in different

types of boats.
d. An anchor and paddle for each boat and a life-preserver cushion for each person in the

boat. Ski belt type life-preservers to be used by students in sunfish class boat.
e. At least one (1) power boat for use by instructor.
f. Anchors and buoys to4e used as markers to set up sailing courses.
g. Sufficient boats availlib14-which may be used in pltice of going aground.
h. All equipment must be kept in good working condi on.

4. In-service training should be available for Community diglege Instructors when needed.
The classes are to be racially integrated and all students given the same preference.
Location of facility close enough to Miami-Dade Community College, North, to require a
minitylum of transportation time.

7. The name of the i011ege must not b used for the purpose of advertisement.
8. Successful vendor shall furnish a certificate of insurance showing ownership for the

contract period of a comprehensive general liability policy in the amount of:
$100,000.00 per person

300,000.00 per accident
Such policy shall have the endorsement with "Protection and Indemnity" and provide for
coverage in "care, custody and control" and shall piovide coverage for operation of all water
craft.

9. Payment:
Miami:Dade Community College will pay the vendor twice each semester. Payment will be
made on the following basis:
a. Vendor shall invoice Miami-Dade Community College directly for the exact number of

students enrolled based upon the class enrollment after the college drop-add period (2
weeks after start of semester). Miami-Dade Community College will pay exactly
one-half (1/2) of the total amount due.

b. Vendor shall invoice Miami-Dade Community College for the exact number of stu-
dent:, enrolled based upon class enrollment at did' mid-semester point. Miami-Dade
Community College will complete the payment due the vendor at this time.

/O. Each class will meet once each week for a two (2) how session during the Fall and Winter
sessions and twice each week for a three hour session during the Spring and Summer
sessions.

11. This contract will be for a period of one (1) year beginning at the contract date. The
. Miami-Dade Community College by mutual agreement may extend this contract for an

additional one (1) year.

PED 137
BEGINNING SAILING

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

This course is designed to create an interest in sailing and to develop sufficient
knowledge and skill ,to safely enjoy this" Sport as a recreational activity.

/The course inclu4s a combination of practical experiences and classroom discussions
with the major emphasis on actual sailing experience. The class is conducted at Dinner
Key, using the facilities of a rental agency and a classroom nearby.

PREREQUISITE

Before the first boating session each student must demonstrate the ability and physi-
cal stamina to swim for 10 minutes in a test given at the pool at Miami-Dade Community
College South.
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STUDENT PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

1. Demonstrate an interest in mastering the skills of sailing by:
a. attending class regularly and promptly (no more than f(itir hours of absencesmore

than four hours Of absences may drop the final course grades one or more letter grades).
b. attending class in the appropriate attire for participation.

2. Demonstrate the ability to:
a, properly 19g and secure a saillo'oat, using approved techniquesof furling, knot tying and

docking.
b. understand and apply the basic principles of sailing by performing specific standard

maneuvers, and safely and efficiently handling several types pf sailboats from dock
take off, into the bay, around a set course, anchoring and securing sails, rigging boat at
anchor and returning to dock.

c. identify, through the use of charts, safe areas for sailing and to navigate local areas of
Biscayne Bay, complying with official "rules of the road."

d. be aware of and interpret reports and indications of weather to the extent of making
intelligent judgments concerning the advisability of venturingout of safe harbor with
a sailboat.

e. be aware of the safety equipment required in all situations, and the special precau-
tions, including reefing, necessary to handla sailboat in strong wind conditions.

f. follow the proper procedure in case of man overboard, running aground and capsizing a
boat.

g. work cooperatively with others as a member of a sailing crew.
h. understand the situations in which artificial respiration might be required and to be

capable of effectively administering mouth-to-mouth resuscitation.
i. use the proper terminology in identifying parts of a sailboat, types of boats, points of

sailing and basic maneuvers.
3. Show an interest, in improvement of skill by voluntarily participating in sailing activities

whenever possible and watching such events on television, films, etc.

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE STUDENT

1. TextbookBASIC SAILINGAmerican Red Cross
2...Type of dress is that which is comfortable and safe on the boat.
3. Prompt and regiilar attendance (as in 1 under student performance objectives)

EVALUATION

1. Skills in boat handling
2. Attendance and participation 60%
3. Final written examination

and quizzes 40%
NOTE

relr.
Successful completion of the course with a minimum grade of "B" will qualify an individual

to receive the American Red Cross Basic Sailing Certificate.

REMINDERS

1. Deadline for withdrywith 100% refund-
2. Deadline for individ 1 course drop:
3. Instructor's Office Flturs
4. Room Number
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Assignment
No.

1.

2.
P

p.
p. 39 -4q'

4. p. 46-6
5. p. 23-36
6. p. 27-36
7. p. 21-23

8. p. 72-74
9. p. 70-71

10. p. 77-78
11. p. 66-70
12. p. 79.98
13. p. 99-100

p. 101-104
14. p. 105-108
15. p. 4-6

General:
p. 109

a

SAILING
- TEXTBOOK ASSIGNMENTS

History a
Types of kpils
Theory ofisailing -------

Required equip nt
Bor*g procedures

-K---

Points of sailing
Types of rigs
Rigging elp
Weathethelm

() Sail plans
Rules of the road
Anchoring
Weather
Heavy weather sailing
Marlinspike (knots)
Safety and rescue
Man overboard
Artificial respiration
Sailboat classes

Terminology

A

SAILING
INSTRUCTOR'S CHECK LIST

SHORE SCHOOL
(to be covered in classroom when
weather prevents sailing)

1. Agendas 11. Films
Questionnaires a. "Basic Sailing"
Assignment list b. "Breath of Life"
Theory of sailing 12. Quizzes

2. Knot tying 13. Final Exam
a. figure eight
b. reef
c. slipped reef
d. bowline
e. half hitches
f. rolling hitch

3. Types of rigging
4. Terminology
5. Rules of the road
6. Anchors and anchoring
7. Chaitts
8. We her symbols & heavy weather sailing
9. Artificial Respiration

10. Tour marina area
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EVALUATION SUGGESTIONS FOR PRACTICAL GRADE

1. Efficiency of sailing triangular course
2. 'Dock approaches
3. Mooring approaches
4. Rigging and securing
5. Anchoring
6. Man overboard procedure
7. Knot tying
8. Capsizing and righting windflite
9. Reefing

SEA SCHOOL
(to be covered in any order
which wind and weather dictate)

1. Rigging and securing
2. Reaches, come-about, jib
3. Dock take-off and approach
4. Triangular course
5. Running aground
6. Man overboard
7. Anchoring
8. Capsizing
9. Reefing

SAILING
TERMINOLOGY CHECK LIST

Check off as many of these items as you can. If you cannot find any of them, ask your boatinstructor.

SAILS (Main & Jib) RUNNING RIGGING STANDING RIGGING1. Leech 1. Jib Halyard 1. Forestry2. Luff 2. Main Halyard 2. Backstay3. Foot 3. Outhaul 3. Shrouds (upper & lower)4. Tack 4. Downhaul 4. Spreaders
5. Clew 5. Main Sheet
6. Head 6. Jib Sheet
7. Headboard
8. Battens
9. Jib Snaps

10. Boltrope
11. Sail Slides

1 71
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GENERAL FITTINGS
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

Gooseneck fitting
Cleat
Chock
Block
Winch
Shackle
Fair-lead
Track
Slotted Mast
Turnbuckle
Cleat
Cam cleat

SAFETY EQUIPMENT
1. Life Jackets
2. Life preserver cushion
3. Anchor
4. Boathook
5. Bilge Pump
6. Oar
7. Bailing Can
8. Sponge

BEGINNING SAILING
CHECK LIST

GENERAL
1. Tell-tales
2. Bow
3. Stern
4. Port
5. Starboard
6. Boom
7. Mast
8. Keel
9. Deck

10. CabinsTop
11. 'Cuddy Cabin
12. Cockpit
13. Cockpit Coaming
14. Bilge
15. Rudder
16. Tiller
17. Transom
18. Porthole

Questions to ask in preparing to sail:
1. CHECK WIND DIRECTION!
2. How strong is the wind? Is reefing necessary? -..,

3. Is proper gear aboard? (a life jacket for each person in the boat, one buoyant cushion for
throwing, anchor and line, and oar,or paddle.)

4. Which direction must the boat be turned to hoist the sails?
5. Which sail should be raised first?
6. CHECK LIST BEFORE CASTING OFF:

a.
b.
c.

d.
e.
f.

g.
h

Halyards secure and coiled
Jib sheets rigged properly and free
Main sheet free
Topping lift free
Rudder and tiller in place and secure
Crew member at the tiller
Crew member at the jib
In what direction should be the first tack? Which direction should the bow be cast
off in leaving dock?

PREPARATION FOR DOCKING AND SECURING BOAT
1. Lower jib before you approach the dock.
2. Have a crew member on the bow to fend off at the dock.
3. Check wind direction.
4. Visualize the necessary approach to the dock.
5. If other traffic is approaching, make an additional tack to await your turn.
6. Judge the amount of "carry" for type of boEtt you are sailing.
7. After making dock approach:

a. Secure bow line
b. Secure topping lift and lower-mainsail
c. Put boat into proper slip
d. Secure bow and stern lines
e. Furl sails and secure boat.
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CHECK YOUR OWN CARD ON PROCEDURES COVERED FOR THE DAY.
CHECK ONLY THE ITEMS WHICH YOU PERSONALLY PERFORMED.

SPEAKER: Bill Washington, Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama
TOPIC: Skin and Scuba

Bill Washington discussed the importance of certified skin and scuba instructorsinteaching this sport. If an individual has atleast 100 hours of experience, the YMCA or NAUI(National Association of Underwater Instructors) can certify the individual as an instructor.
The mid-west YMCA, especially within the Chicago area, is very strong in certification.The AAHPER has a list of areas where certification can be obtained. Observe how safetyconscious an individual is, the number of hours of experience he has, how he dives, and hiswater work. These are very important.
fitIn teaching, present a brief history of scuba, procedures, water work, etc. There may be alem in obtaining equipment but there are sources such as a local shop or an expert (may becontracted) who will furnish the equipment. The equipment may also be rented throughcontacting various agencies. Check on full insurance coverage before attempting to organizeclasses. Above all, be sure equipment is up to date and safe for use.

SPEAKER: Bertha Chrietzberg, Middle Tennessee State University, Murfreesboro,TennesseeTOPIC: CanoeingBasic River Canoeing Classes Guide for Teachers

Textbooks: Basic Canoeing by the American Red Cross
Basic River Canoeing by Robert McNair

It is siggested that the class meet at the pool for the first three sessions, and these threeclasses beeld approximately 50 minutes instead of one hour and 40 minutes. The classes onthe river may keep the students away from campus three to four hours. This should be madeclear at the first class session. Students must pass a basic swimming skills test to be eligible.
Otherwise, they are dropped from the course.

First Class Meeting:
I. Give swimming text.' Send students who fail test to HPERS office to drop-add. (instructor's

recommendation). Explain about the time involved in the course. Actual river runs lastapproximately 1 1/2 hours, but shuttling cars, racking and unracking canoes, etc. takes
additional time, up to four hours.

2. Give them the names of the textbooks. Explain your grading system2 and emphasize the
importance of attendance. Ask them to try to call in to the HPERS office or to the instructorwhen they cannot attend, so cars do not have to wait for them. (give phone numbers)

3. Explain the equipment furnished by the school and our procedure for river trips.a. A minimum of two studentcars are needed in addition to the school car. Students pay
approximately $3.00 for the semester. This is divided and paid to student drivers foreach weekly trip.

b. Show the types of paddles, name parts, and show how to select for
)c. Demonstrate how to put on a life jacket and show the safety' se method offastening. Swim and collar tow a buddy with jacket. u

4. Explain and show equipment needed in addition to textbooks. All thi
the bookstore.
a. Knee pads (give examples)
b. Expedition palls (or improvised waterprobf bags that can be tied in)

5. Assign reading froM Red Cross Book on parts of the canoe, personal and canoe res ue, and ,paddle and basic strokes (pp. - _.).and from McNair's book on equipment (pp. -19).
Second Class Meeting
1. Explain and give examples oftypes of clothing that should be worn for river trips. Trips

not cancelled except for cold, wet and windy conditions, thunderstorms or floods. Classwil
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then meet in the pool classroom. Slides and films are available for these meetings. When
weather is rainy and warm, trips will be made, so dress for these conditions. When in doubt,
call the HPERS office before coming to class.
a. Two pairs of socks, one of wool next to skin. (Wool socks should be available at

bookstores.)
b. Heavy type of shoe such as oxford.
c. Long johns. Several layers of clothing, with wool layers. Wind breaker, gloves, and hat

on outside.
d. Extra clothing must be carried on river trips for quick changes should upsets occur.

This can be carried in expedition paks (yellow plastic bags) or one can improvise with a
plastic bag inside of a cloth or laundry bag.

2. Demonstrate and allow students to practice simple paddling strokes from the side of the
pool.

3. Show canoes and name parts of canoe.
4. Practice swamping, hand paddling in swamped canoe. (Caution students against getting

caught under canoe thwarts.)
,5. Practice boarding and debarking of canoes.
6. Practice righting swamped canoe in shallow water.
7. Practice rescue of occupants and canoe by another canoe using "canoe over canoe" rescue.
8. Assign additional reading and studying of basic strokes. Announce lake trip for next

meeting.

Third Class Meeting
1. Meet outside pool by stadium and parked canoe trailer, and proceed to small lake on the*,,,

middle fork near Riverdale High School. Practice all basic strokes.
2. Test by using gates hung from highway bridge using English Gate Maneuvers.*
3. Teach them how to rack and unrack canoes on trailer.
4. Practice carrying canoes on land.
5. Practice exchanging places on the water, and paddling in bow and stern positions.

Fourth Class Meeting .
Take class on an easy river run. Assign white water strokes in McNair's book for next

meeting.

Fifth Class Meeting
If Lascassas Bridge Rapid is high enough, practice manuevering in rapids making several

runs. Teach back paddling, eddy turns, peal-offs, ferrying techniques, etc.

Additional meetings:
Choose river runs of graduating difficulties dependent on depth of water, distances, and
weather conditions.

1. Swimming tests
a. Swim 6 lengths of the pool in reasonable form in a relaxed manner,
b. Float or tread water for 10 minutes.
c. Swim under water for 20 yards (deep end to ladder at shallow end)
d. Jump in with life jacket, swim around, collar tow 'a partner, etc.

2. Suggested evaluation procedures
a. Canoeing skills test
b. Written tests over class and text material
c. Aititude and attendance
d. Subjective evaluation

40 pts.
20 pts.
20 pts.
20 pts.

'Keep individual student in mind. Many start with good basic skills. Many have none.
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English gate maneuvers: (available on plasticized cards for use in each canoe)
1. Go through gate bow first
2. After clearing gate, draw and pry to right of gate. Back paddle, stern first passing on your

left side.
3. After passing gate, draw and pry to the left then proceed through gate bow first again
4. Draw and pry to the left of gate, back paddle stern first, passing gate on your right.
5. Draw and pry to right and proceed through gate bow first.
6. Make a pivot turn to the right (3600) using sweep and draw strokes. Return through gate

bow first.
7. Make a pivot turn to the left (3601 proceed through gate bow first.
8. Each paddle through the gate.
9. Use a half pivot turn (1801 and back paddle through gate again.

10. Return through gate bow first.

EXPLORING OPPORTUNITIES IN RECREATION
AND PARK WORK

PRESIDER: Debbie Deason, Student Representative, SDAAHPER, University of Arkansas,
Little Rock; Arkansas

RECORDER: Ginger Chevallier, McNeese State University, Lake Charles, Louisiana
SPEAKERS: Terry Edwards, Director, Parks and Recreation Department, Hot Springs Vil-

lage, Arkansas; James Brown, Executive Director, Little Rock Boys Club, Little Rock,
Arkansas; Arthur Cowley, VIS, EE, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Hot
Springs, Arkansasas; Ivan Parker, Assistant Director, Parks and Tourism Department,
Little Rock, Arkansas; Wayland Blackstock, Director, Parks and Recreation Department,
Little Rock, Arkansas; Julius Breckling, Director, Parks and Recreation, Little Rock,
Arkansas

Each of the speakers represented a different field of recreation and each speaker explained
what type of job he represented. The men explained how they acquired their positions and what
type of education was needed to fulfill their positions. After each man described his field of
work, he gave out pamphlets and answered questions from the students.

FUTURE PROJECTIONS FOR PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION
PRESIDED`: Jane Durant Robertson, The University of Alabama, University, Alabama
SPEAKER: Ann E. Jewett, University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia

The needs of persons and the character of the cultures surrounding them influence the
natures of educational institutions and shape the roles of teachers. As Theodore Sizer' points
out,

Teacher education is thus fourth in line: One cannot plan for the training of educators in the 1980s without
prior consideration of children, the culture, and the schools.

Studying the future has become more than an intriguing hobby and recreational activity; it is
an increasingly respected professional specialization. While the specifics are debated vigor-
ously, few of us have any genuine doubt that dramatis changes should be anticipated in
population, lifestyles, health, food, habitats, energy and atural resources, communications
and technology. It seems reasonable that changes in these aspects of human affairs should be
accompanied by significant changes in business, government, international affairs, work and
careers, human values and education,
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What will he the nature of education needed in the near future? In a bicentennial feature in
The Futurist, Flarold Shane' discusses "America's Educational Futures 1976-2001." He sum-
marizes the conclusions of a panel of 50 distinguished world citizens and educators, supple-
mented by a panel of 96 high school students. He lists twelve points on the subject of education
on which most panelists agreed: emphasis on individual differences, flexibility of instructional
techniques, education as a continuing lifelong process, self-directed learning, education as
transcending schooling, changing patterns of home-school relations, worldwide continuing
educational opportunities for both mature (past 30) and senior. (past 60) learners, a spirit of
global community based on planned interdependence and dynamic reciprocity, occupational

. education as transcending vocational education, problem-preventing education begun in early
childhood rather than compensatory education at a later time, instruction emphasizing so-
cially useful service in maintaining the biosphere and achieving a balance betWeen humans
and their environment, and "human geography" or a grasp of planetary cultures as they exist
today.

In summary, emergent educational development, 1970-2001, presumably would help young learners
acquire at knowledge of the realities of the present, an awareness of alternative solutions, an understanding of
consequences that might accompany these options, development of insights tin to wise choices, and help U.S.
youth to develop the skills and to acquire the information that are pre-requisite to the implementation of
examined ideas, policies, and programs. In short, five terms to remember in developing new curricula are:
realities, alternatives, consequences, choices, and irnplementatiqn!3

What competencies will professionals in our fields need by the year 2000? Clearly, it will be
a different world. Much of what we are offering today in our professional programs will be
useless before today's college and university freshmen could hope to earn tenure. Consider, for
example, a world in which 150,000 pound reusable spaceships will ferry people and equipment
to a nebula of space stations, sky labs and satellites; engineers will exploit the outerspace
environment to manufacture a host of new medical and industrial products: the craft will orbit
the earth for up to 30 days from as far out as 500 miles and glide back to earth without engine
power. NASA expects to have five such shuttles by 1980 that will loft people and cargo into orbit
on a weekly basis.4 You will be able to purchase cargo space on government-operated shuttles
for $3000 to $10,000 per five cubic feet. It is anticipated that the shuttle will spark a new
industrial revolution in medicine, communications, energy, material sciences, meteorology
and cosmic tourism. In 1983 the shuttle will.ptq into orbit a solar-powered telescope which will
enable scientists to gaze seven times deeper into space than ever before. Picture a world in
which people a continent apart will be able to talk by walkie-talkie at ten cents per minute, in
which shuttle-launched satellites will collect solar energy and beam it back'-to earth for
conversion into electricity.

Try to imagine what demands such a world will place upon educators. How will all of this
modify health education curricula and public health services? Will professionals in recreation
and leisure studies be directly involved in the de'velopment of cosmic tourism or in planning for
leisure opportunities aboard space labs? What will the sports and fitness programs of health
spas, country clubs, and public agencies be like? What will we expect of physical educators,
coaches, trainers, physiologists, kinesiologists, and researchers in perceptual-motor develop-
ment and learning? How can we possibly revamp professional preparation drastically enough
or rapidly enough?

Teacher education in this country is in turmoiI.5

Some critics say its problems are 80 profound that improvement is impossible, Lethargy, bureaucratic
tangles. financial cutbacks, and political power structures all stand in the way of urgently needed changes.

David L. Clark of Indiana University opened the 1977 annual meeting of the American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education by predicting a five- to seven-year recession for
teacher education with possibly ten percent of the less prosperous colleges closing their doors.6

Innovative programs of teacher preparation may no longer be deemed financially feasible, and doctoral
programs will be hard pressed for adequate funding. Institutions will fall to a new "margin of mediocrity";
conservatism and defensiveness will be the order of the day.
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In spite of this pessimistic prediction, Clark' believes the recession need not occur. He remindsus that futures are "mutable and manipulable." Ile concludes:
Thin must be a period in which quality and excellence of teacher education rwrformance aro empbanized morestrongly than ever before. Our ability to influence national level planner% and higher education adminis-trators and to take advantage of opportunities that will urine in the near future depends on it

Can professional preparation be changed so to be more congruent with our future needs?
Can we determine which understandings, abilities, and skills professionals will need in thefuture and guide the students in our preparation programs in developing these competencies?Surely, it's worth another try. There have been some good efforts in the pastthe LaPorte°beginning in the 1920's, the Jackson Mills'° report in 1948, the AAHPER Professional Prepa-ration Conferencesu," held in Washington in 1962 and 1967, and the New Orleans13 confer-ence in 1973. These efforts have led to improvements in some of our programs; but the netimpact, at least in terms of any real accommodation to the needs projected for Century 21, hasbeen minimal.

Perhaps this is because we have failed to conceptualize the total task. We certainly need toput more energy into clarifying the goals for our profession at the turn of the century,describing the roles we should be filling, and identifying the competencies which will berequired. At the same time, we need to analyze how we can move our personnel and ourinstitutions from where we now di,C.4o where we want to be. I suspect that some of our mostpainful failures have resulted fidm the fact that we never identified the steps from here tothere; we attempted the quantum leap from the traditional to the futuristic ideal.It might help to look at our profession in a developmental context. I submit that we are aprofession, at least on the threshold of adulthood. The concept of adult development has beenpopularized recebtly by Gail Sheehy" in her 1976 book, Passages. She applies the concept ofdevelopmental tasks throughout adult life, discussing the predictable crises with which most ofus will have to deal as our lives progress from one stage to the next. It may well be that certain
crises in the continuing development of an adult profession are predictable. At least we canconceptualize some intermediate stages bikrween what we are now and what we hope to becomeby 2000. I am proposing that we take a developmental look at our profession. I am not askingyou to analyze your development as an individual adult professional from high school gradua-tion to retirement. I am suggesting that we consider the predictable adult crises in the futuredevelopment of our profession as a whole.

Where are vie now? I think most ofus are in somewhat of a muddle. We have no consenson what kinds of knowledge shall serve as bases in designing professional preparat' ur-ricula. We are thoroughly confused as to what represents balance in the curriculum amongskills, concepts and attitudes, between general education and specialized professional educa-tion, within broad general eduCation areas, between independent self-instruction and interde-pendent socialized instruction. Ike are deeply enmeshed in the difficulties surrounding man-dated competency-based education and the politics relating to certification, accreditation andlegislated cost effectiveness. We must start somewhere.
My proposal conceptualizes four stages in the adult development ofour profession. Sheehytells us, as did others before her in a less dramatic style, that men and women continue growingup adult from 18 to 50 and beyond. There are crises or points of turning all along. With each

passage from one stage of human growth to the next, we must shed a protective structure. This
.leaves us particularly vulnerable until we can&e up the old patterns of behavior, be comfort-able without the familiar "security blanket,"Illept new responsibilities and a changed self-image, and regain equilibrium as we come out of each passage. I propose to apply this samedevelopmental approach to projecting the future of professional preparation. Instead of thetrying twenties, the catch-thirties, the forlorn forties, and the refreshed or renewing fifties, I'lltry to sketch the accountable seventies, the extending eighties, and the midlife passage of ourprofession in the synthesizing nineties to the frightening but challenging excitement of ourfuture by the year 2000.

How shall we face up to the developmental tasks of stage one? I suggest that the mosteffective way to deal with the seventies crisis is to embrace competency-based teacher educa-
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tion wholeheartedly, to get on with the task of defining the competencies needed to perform
adequately in the teacher's role according to current expectations, and to accept responsibility
for developing sound CBTE programs and preparing teachers who can demonstrate the desired
competencies. In short, the goal for stage one is to use CITI'E as a tool for strengthening the best
elements of our traditional curriculum, for doing a better job'of those aspects of professional
preparation to which we have given primary emphasis for almost fifty vein' There must be
some merit in this concept of good teaching or it wouldn't have withstood frequent and diverse
efforts for change for so long.

Good cases have been made both for and against CBTE. A competency based program
"outlines the specific competencies or skills to be demonstrated by the student, provides
instructional alternatives to facilitate the student's progress, and holds the student accounta-
ble for the achievement of the specified goals."" CHTE has excellent potential for personaliza-
tion of learning experiences and increased motivation of students. It offers all involved persons
opportunity to participate in program design. It provides specific criteria by which to measure
success or failure. Teachers can agree on essential generic competencies." It can succeed, even
in a situation as complex as the New York State system in which virtually all of the 300
elementary and special education programs have made the shift to CBTE since 1975 and are
now state-approved.17

Competency based teacher education_does have difficulties. The most crucial of these can
be overcome by careful consideration of local guidelines for stating competencies and selecting
criteria. For those of you who still have reservations about significant concerns with which
CBTE cannot yet copeand I share your uneasinesstry 9i look at it as a first step. Many of us
will soon be adopting CBTE whether or not we make a positive choice. At the very least, it will
help teacher educators within each institution to "put our own houses in order." It will
strengthen our profession by giving us a common base and improving our ability to articulate
what we are about, at home and with others in the profession. When we are comfort able at stage
oneand we can do this by 1980 if we take the positive approach and get on %, tt it the we
will have a solid base which represents improved performance of the thin., we have been
emphasizing right along and we will be ready to move from the accountable seventies to
extending eighties.

Some of us are already comfortable with the competency approach and are [Y -Icing means
to negotiate passages to stage two. What is needed next is, not so much a dramatically different
concept of teaching, but the professional maturity to extend role definitions and the personal
security to.explore new ways of making the process of education more successful and more
rewarding, to all learners, in all roles.

Acceptance of the reality of specialization is a key factor in progressing through stage two.
Diversification of roles makes specialization both possible and essential. Educators do enjoy
different roles and responsibilities. Students in undergraduate professional curricula must be
helped to define the spectrum of educational leadership roles and to make their individual
choices from among' the viable alternatives. Instructional modules in role-definition and
decision-making should be included within the undergraduate experience. We need specialists
with different activity competencies and capabilities for teachingdifferent age groups. We need
educators to work with the preschooler, the elderly, the disabled, the handicapped, the re-
tarded, the bilingual, the urban ghetto dweller, the rurally isolated. We need paraprofessionals
to serve as teacher aides, audio-visual technicians, equipment specialists, computer pro-
grammers.

Furthermore, we need to prepare ourselves to work with an increasingly wide range of
professionals in other fields as we help to convert school systems into educational systems. By
1990, graduates of our professional programs need to be able to work effectively on a regular
basis with individuals in the other public service professionspublic health agencies, social
welfare agencies, community recreation agencies, and the mass-media. Mario Fantini18 urges
that, to convert a school system into an educational system, we must link the schools

... to the business and industrial environment for talent development, to the health agencies for nutritional
awareness and drug education: to insurance companies for driver training. to the artistic network for
cultural and aesthetic literacy, and to the spiritual leaders for moral and ethical actualization ....
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Educators must also redilfine roles in relationships with parents, elected community officials,and other taxpayers; modifications of professional preparation to meet these demands will berequired.,
Each student in a stage two professional preparation program will select an appropriatespecialization. Probably a "go, no go" assessment of students in terms of the planned specialize-tion will be provided by the end of the second year of college. Those not opting for teaching

careers will have a wide range of open options in related career fields. AdditiOnal coursework,the internship experience and post-baccalaureate service will all focus on greater competencyfor service through. the chosen specialty. Educators will devote a great deal more Study, ,totechniques for modifying behaviors of learners, a great deal more practice to those teaching.behaviors selected as effective for individual teaching styles, a great deal more time to
experimentation with procedures for eliciting creative behavior in learners and for influencingattitudes in desired directions. The message to the individual aspiring toward an HPER-related career willte specialize; learn well the competencies associated with your specialty;
seek ways of excelling within the role and of extending quality performance and human servicethrough further definition of a unique role. The message to the institution is to identifyparticular specialities for which superior preparation can be provided; it is ridiculous for each ofus to try to be all things to all people; it is disastrous for all of us to compete for the samestudents.

Tight job markets al.e,,likely to continue4nsequently, we cannot afford to ignore the
mundane, practical aspects of professional preparation. tki,Ils we used to assume could,,bedeveloped4hrougb, onrthe-joblraiking may actually be essential to getting the first/fib.. Weneed to make available instruction injob-seeking skills andjob:keeping skills; such instructionshould offer variations for diverse families of jobs.

Undergraduates need assistance in the preparation of a professional, resume, writingletters of application, understanding procedures for seeking references, developing job inter-. view skills, analyzing job offers, anticipating payroll deduction
procedures, professional asso-ciation demands, and in-service education expectations. We should ensure thEit they possessbasic action research Anis for self-directed efforts to increase performance effectivenss; com-munications skills for submitting purchase requests, preparing annual reports, malting oralpresentations to citizen groups, and reporting to the community through the local media; andsome field experience in community service as well as teaching.

Graduate'study for those whe seek careers in higher education mast ensure that holderof an advanced degree has conducted research, has developed skills for independent research ina well-defined area of (scholarly] specialization, has published in one or two referred journals,
has some successful experience in classroonpresentations, is aware of tools and procedures fore'c4iating teaching effectiveness; has had opportunity far involvement in university and
professional association service. Anew Ph. D. without-these experienceslhas very little chanceof developing his job-keeping skilis.with the time frame typically provided in academia. The
new Ph.D. without this background who nonetheless aspires to a university career should.car fully select a short-term non-tenure-track position in which he or she can gain thisexperience before putting himself or herself under the pressure of trying to make it up theacademiciadder.

Institutions offering professional preparationshould accept the responsibility ofencourag-ing professional specializations other than teaching. We should familiarize students with otheralternatives, permit flexibility for programs individually tailored to any viable specialty which
a student desires to develop,. create appropriate field experiences outside the typical public-
school setting, modify exit competencies to fit diverse needs, substitute demonstrated corn-

. petencies essential to alternative careers for the largely sterile masters comprehensive exami-nations anddoctoral preliminary or qualifying examinations typically in use. Most important,we must get past the outdated notion that the pinnacleof success for current doctoral studentswill be found in a replication of the careers of their major professors. There are many promising
careers outside university professorships for students holding' advancedilegrees in our fields. Ihope that graduate students will choose these careers in increasing numbers. and that our
institutions wilt accommodate them with Opronriate preparation.
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.
To those young people who are still intent on careers in lfigher education, I recommend a

current article by Jane Nitzsch0:0 which takes'the position that tdclity!s young professor must
accept the system and can succeed within it by'exertink his or her own academic free will. She
advises you to research what the department or the university expects of yoiAin much the same
way you approach a scholarly probletri,Ao anticipate devoting full time for the next several
years to advancing your career, just as you did in graduate schebl.,The capsulation of "How to
Save Your Own Career" reads:2° .

From teaching to socializing to pulifighing:Irom classroom performance to loeker-room politics, from proper
dress to how to get the most out nta conferencewhat every young professorneeds to know to make it up the
academic ladder.

Most of us will meet the challenged of stage one.bY 1980, in redefining professional roles in
terms of competenciesa.rid' in accepting accountability for development of these` competencies.
And most of our profetiaional preparation institutions can succeed by 1990 with the stage two
tasks of accepting the realities of specialization and diversificatio g up to convert
school systems to educational systems; providing in:dePth prepara :00" j Specialties;
and including job-seeking, job-keeping, and job-changing skills. ' "the midlife
passagepassage to stage three in the adult development of our. professions . thd most
frighteningand the most difficult to achieye. A few of the profession n faculties
represented here may already be facing this crisis; hopefully You will46 . share addi-
tional insights with the rest of us for whom the changeSrequiredare still in the future.

My predictions for our mid-life professional crisis project the 'need to "step back" for a
broader professional perspective, to conSolidltea'eCent'gains, to re-study the discipline, to
re;analyze the purpper.f. of education, to reekamine tha,ineanings of our fields in the larger
hignan world, to synWsize and revitalize what we are aflialiont. We need to figure out how we
will' make an important differebce in, the.lived'ot.persOnS* need to clarify our moral and

"professional commitment.
i4tiltshould an education in4e rnovernent sciences :'alici in sport if you will

mean.to the individt in our socieV?.Thve is tralY'ir .great:Cleal mope potential in our field
thhn iniy of us realiz a: uarter of a,centifiy:ago.Iri aigiideotir discipline has something for
every*. The problem is to Create 'iiew paradigrnsfor:.seeing what we have not really seen
before.. -It is important that we understandthedifferent fonts of meaning accessible through
human movemeipt piienomenh. We neiid to consciously Sti'mulate-fiew levels of human awarel'..'
ness through rritivernent expezipnces, We mu$ gain more knowledge about right and left brain
functioning, about "SeltIr and "Self 2," ari3O''.1erftering," and especially about effective ap-
proacheS.for utilizing thede concepts to facilitate learning and enrich experience. Awareness of
the bodyiytselftis iy significant aspect of humanity.,

As practitioners up the human service prOfassiona; we will need to be more knowledgeable
abbut.'the total edoilyStern,.in I which' we 'funciien,.Weneed to be better analysts of both the
natural and diCiaraspectS of our envIronment::12:refessional preparation must develop the skills
for studying and understanding the "hiddenl'eurrieulum" and provide for the competencies
required to structure nurturing envirmirrientii, to keep alive throughout life the desire for
learning; to motivate i:,:irticipation in,delf-renewing physical activity indefinitely.

Polk will we clarify our moral and professional commitment? Techniques and skills of
Glue clarification' should be introduced early in professional preparation. I believe our profes-

sion should accept a moral commitment tolmake known the total range of opportunities for
human development through the moveme0 arts and sciences. For too long, we have spoken
chiefly to and for the adolescent male athlete striving to realize his dominant self-image as a
successful varsity ath4te, perhaps with a dream of a profdssional athletics career. Surely a
pluralistic society requires different kinds of commitments in its professionals.

The most difficult stage three challenge for those of us responsible for designing and
strengthening professional preparation programs is to give intelligentand creative attention
to the whole. As Margaret Lindsey2L has put it, "inadequate work is being done on education,
and training is being subjected to overkill."
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An important aspect of the problem 18 failure to provide reasonablebalance in the constant now of experience
back and forth between teaching as an pretaion of the self in a real setting and activities designed to
increase specific skills.... There is a frigh absence of curriculum designers, in contrast to the greatnumber of materials producers.

A designer treats the whole, giving attention to form, emphasis, balance, articulation. continuity,
internal consistency, and unity. The need for attention to the whole is urgent.

It may appear that I am debating both sides of the argument for competency-based
education; but I do not believe I am inconsistent. I have urged that we utilize CBTE as firststep, in order that we can get on with what we have been claiming we do for many years. At

envision

same time, I have pointed out that we must use care in defining competencies so as to Prevent a
narrowness of training. Most important, we must view this approach as a base for moving
ahead to more difficult and more significant changes in professional education.

fi
he

For those of us who successfully negotiate the midlife passage, what lies beyond? I
a time when we will prepare professionals of a totally diffrent kind, individuals who develop
diverse talents and widely varying skills, persons well-qualified to live and work in a world ofchange and ambiguity, professionals committed tnand.prepared for service in a post-industrial,
technologically advanced, biospherically deteriorating, pluralistic and ethnically conscious,
globally interdependent society. In all prttbabikty.,, we will need,professionals oriented towardeducation as a problem-preventing enterprise, complex of socially useful services, attuned to
unlimited multi-ethnic and polycultural differences. Our prOfessional preparation curricula
will reflect a commitment to occupational education as transcending vocational education;
they will be desigted to give major emphasis to in-service education in contrast to Pre-servicepreparation.

The view that problem-preventing education should displace compensatory education will
prevail. The activity content ofour programs will shift from the mastery of specific competitive
sport skills to the development of positive attitudes toward active recreation, requiring the
acquisition of specific skills to be sure, but achieving recreationally satisfying skills in recrea-
tion settings selected by the individual participant. School programs will include instruction
and practice in the techniques for learningnew skills and helpful procedures for designingnew
games. Dynamic health education programs will focus on the prevention rather than the
correcting of significant health problems; health instruction will be designed to give top
priority to the development of positive attitudes; the boundaries currently separating th,\
domains of health education and physical educatikn will be obliterated as we concern ourselves
with achieving positive concepts of fitws and lieful skills for reaching and Maintaining
individual fitness potentials. We will more attention tobody awareness activities, me-chanically efficient body alignment, and the development of positive body images and conceptsof the self in movements,

Instruction will emphasize socially useful service in maintaining the biosphere and
achieving a balance between ns their environment. We will develop hiking,jogging,
and cycling trails with a view tow attracting people into a safe and sOf-reitewing natural
environment. We will use public funds not onlyto develop courses4or orienteering, cross_ ,

country skiing, and fitness challenges: but also"to provide ins n in appreciating and
maintaining the environinent and in wilderness survival. ams will emphasize
movement education for children and physical activity for mature a senior citizens; the open
degree programs which will be heavily underwritten will include health and physical educe_
tion requirements designed to meet the needsof older persons. Programs at all levels and in all
areas will include instruction in the latest lifesaving techniques.

Educational programs, both in and beyond schools, will be planned "to develop a spirit of
global communityof planned interdependence and dynamic reciprocitywhich represents
multi-ethnic and polycultural differences botlrin the U.S. and abroad."22

What will be the role of human movement studies in Century 21 educational systems? Ithink the world will still depend on us for leadership alifieveloping fitness. But fitness for life
beyond the year 2000 will require some elements we have not emphasized. We'll need exercise
regimens ad4table to long underseas voyages. We'll need to create aerobics activities Which
can be performed within remote space stations. Those persons who choose to spend most of their
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lives on the earth's surface will need to understand fitness as a human condition, a personal
achievement, involving individual understanding, self-assessment, personal responsibility
and a continuing commitment. Those of us who wish to be fit for intergalactic travel will need
daily exercise routines which can be performed on board the space shuttle for up to thirty days
in orbit. Leapifig great distances while maintaining life support systems seems a probable
demand. Investion of appropriate,tyPes of spatial orientation activities will certainly be
necessary. Robots, designed after C2130 and R2D2 of "Star Wars," could surely be called upon,
not only to guide the shuttle, to keep it from burning up during reentry and to guard continu-
ously against malfunction, but also for constant monitoring of bodily functioning, for instant
computerizing of individual exercise pkigrams and for ejecting printouts to eliminate errors in
judgment in plotting moves from one surface crater to another or from a suspended platform
within a large satellite to a narrow entry space in the underbelly of a space vehicle.

The big professional debate among practitioners in our field has alway'S been the one
dealing with the ofttime competing claims for achieving physical fitness developing motor
performance skill. Both will continue to be important goals as we plan to improve our lives in a
tvorld in which human beings can exploit the outer-space environment. Motor performance
skill will be no less desirable in tomorrow's world. But a major shift in emphasis can be
anticipated.

Much as we physical educators hive enjoyed football, field hockey, basketball, volleyball,
baseball, and softball, they have never been all things 'to all peopleand they never will.
People will always need performance skill; but we will need to accept responsibility for helping
individuals to develop a much broader spectrum of motor performance abilities. We will need

efficient body mechanics, understanding of optimum body alignment for long periods of sitting
or standing or specific physical work tasks. We will need skills of conscious neuromuscular
relaxation to renew enthusiasm and maintain productivity. We will need perceptual-motor
training to help us evoke appropriate motor responses to an increasing variety of stimuli. We
will need to adapt movement patterns to conditions of weightlessneSs, to develop new move-
ment skills for tasks yet undefined, to condition ourselves for unfamiliar forms of stress.
Tomorrow's physical education curriculum may include courses in weightless gymnastics,
three-dimensioitil orienteering, balance and centering, human-spatial ecology and re-entry
survival. New games will surely emerge.

Fitness and performance have always bee acknowledged goals of physical education.
Both will continue to be important goals i e future. But the achievement of personal
integiation and the realization of that large uster of potential values"tind meanings identified
as transcendence which have been consiste tly neglected by physical education, may well
become the major focus in tomorrow's curricu m.

You have all'seen."Star Wars" and been introduced, with Lucas Skywalker, to "the force."
The force (in this intergalactic fantasy) is an energy field surrounding all living things. It's
potential is not unlike that of the fluid energy depicted by George Leonard in describing his
experiences with akido. I believe it can be an acceptable symbol for the kind of transcendence or
personal integration whichfeducators might help citizens of tomorrow to seek through mean-
ingful participation in movement activities, a kind of wholeness, oneness, at-homeness with
self. The Ultimate athlete will not depend on a laser beam sword; she or he will have disoovered
how to maximize human energy. He or she will experience physical activity in ways which
make it possible to surpass previous physical limitations and to become a more integrated part
of the universe.

What sorts of professionals will we need to-help the citizens of the twenty-first century to
employ the movement arts and sciences in enriching their lives? 1.41 will need educators who

Actin open up new Worlds to students of all ages and individualize programs so that each student
will be successful in his or her search for wholeness and extended meanings. There should be
jobs,ftii anti-gravity adtiviticapecialists, for electronics games simulators, for supervisors of
*xeicise programs for shuttle crews, for time and motion study experts for space lab mainte-
Tfiance teams, for space station fitness and recreation program coordinators, for geocultural
perspective games creators, for underwater education program directors, and for SWEAT-
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walking instructors (self-sustaining weightless extraterrestrial altitude tightrope, walking,
the future equivalent of SCUBA diving); We'll need-,* c.,e kinetics researchers, lunarphysiology, specialists, and investigators of the social psychology of:Spaee station colonists.

We'll probably still need some teachers too. Professionel..PreParation for teachers will
transcend vocational education. We will not be satisfied jUst to develop competencies of

,presentation, group organization, coaching and testing; but we will strive to stimulate thegrowth of abilities needed to help people appreciate the .iifferent meanings of movement, togive leadership in accepting physical activity as an essential aspect of a complete life, to
contribute to identifying and researching the important questions relating to the movement
sciences, and to seek creative fulfillment in the movement arts. Teachers hould be prepared to
assume the roles of relator, mediator, diagnostician and choreographer.

mEducation will not be confined to schools; but will present a smorgasbord of opportunity to
all. Professional preparations will be more in 1.-vice than preservice education. Professional
education will be a continuing education throughout the years of full-time employment, There
will no longer be "retired" educators; older persons who have concluded careers in a variety of
.occupations will contribute to educational programs on a part-time basis the diverse special

. . skills and wisdom accumulated in a lifetime of active professional service.
I cannot claim to have achieved professional maturity as a futurist. I can only share with

you projections based upon my own professionally rewarding experiences through several
passages and past a few points of turning. I do know that we need courage, energy, faith, and

ve all a willingness to change, if our profession is to grow to its full adult potential. I have
lived in this profession long enough to know that an occasional backward glance can help us tole A'fook ahead more creatively,

.7' A long time ago in agalaxy far, far away, physical education was a special subject in the...
i

, .
'-school curriculum. felv.people understood what was happening in a gymnasium where afemaii teacby was recting traffic patterns for 40 girls at one end of the gymnasium and a.mal'j coackWas supervising calisthenics for 35 boys at the other end. As a matter of fact, very
littlOvalhappening. Young pedple took turns playing volleyball, basketball, and softball,

-,iexce,lipcityM ays When everyone watched the films of last Saturday's football game. Nobody

) .bAlitil farnes d get out of requiredlphysical activity by making the varsity team, playing in

?,-. thoAltat,sphxsi al education was very important. Boys and girls who were bored or humiliated

the band, joining the drill team, or volunteering for ROTC.
,4 long time ago inthat galaxy far, far away, these teachers Owned certificates by
uinulating the required numbers of course credits through four years of socialization i
ATEaccredited institutions. They attended lectures and wrote examinations in subjec-4.

were classified as humanitie's, social sciences, biological sciences and physical sciences.
ey, read textbooks and, completed credits in educational philosophy, educational psychology

nd the social foUndationt; of education. They practiced skill drills in football, volleyball,
basketball, and softball. They prepared notebooks for required methods courses in FB, VB, BB,

r"and'Softb Sametitnethey alsp thadepotebooks in gymnastics, tennis and aquatics and cardfiles of, w-organiz,ed figies,Tbite wh61.2vereinOst conscientious in p paring notebooks and ,
"--.,,--.f.aatikras were rewarded h .-;:, 1: t .. verfOr spuderft teaching and bei g spared the necessity

of.bu ing new books or rea n. iie.141frliniilly e: '''.t nal journals. They were also taught principlesof 'cal,ed4cation, a ., ....Lanh.,.% akiiag do lays for organizing the locker room,Irnd cons oft,re. ,t7:! vi. 1'.'1.: an offiffme4 even how to mark fieldsusuAky, by
Who n't bee '"ele rAr EieCondarrschool for at least `10 years.

o r vas. Becau car
n afer aWaygalaxy,And today is the first day of the rest of

., , e rest qouzljeyes, and thelives other& ton;iorrow will be

t that via long ti

differente..,I 1 at two year Onle ut kthe acounta ledes. Ahead we can see
1 the e in et hetes, It will :I I I 1rtit to R.: or the gizil if_nineties. We have! som cliffi cult.pa frottoliegoti percej stand progress. Today isthe, nit dly Of t 4 rest pfour hi

. d the force ..
. ..
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Prior to the presentation of the papeyvhich appears above, the members of the. audience
were invited to contribute their ideas abodt the future of professional preparation. Note card
were distriNted and participants were invited to-volunteer their responses'to two questions.
The first quillistion posed the challenge If you had the opportunity to.make immediate, chAriges1
in professional preparation programs, three. most imirtant changes whic1 yoti
would attempt to make in September 1 78?" FortAindividuals shared their tiii14.11114- by .
submitting responses. to these two questions. The responses are summarizettbelow.

What are the most important changes to be made in September, 1978?

1. (48%) Upgrade professional standards. Several comments focus0 on xeViaien.of certifica-
tion standards. One proposed the elimination of subsittficlard professional pro-
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, grams. A few suggested improving professional standards by better screening of
prospective majort Several proposed expecting-a higher level of skills and tec-
niques for 'majors, emphasis on a broader range of skills and more attention to
lifetime sports. Better predig,tois of college success and some "trimming" of major
requirements were also included.

2. (43 %) Continue curriculum evaluation and revision efforts. The majority of the commentsin this category were related to reviewing and updatiag course curricula. These
included suggestions for adding biomechanics, management skills, public relations

ues and assertiveness training. Attention to research skills and interdisci-
approaches; as well as more capability in curriculum planning, were also

uded. Attention was directed to the need to incorporate current social changes

tech
pli
-pr. in

and to provide better preparation for leadership in leisure activities.
3. (40%) Provide specialization tracks. Specializations identified incli1ded elementary school

physical education, sport administration, sport journalism, coaching, health and
safety, women's sports. Several commented on the need to give more emphasis to
coaching and officiating.

4. (38%) Introduce new teaching styles. Suggestions for *ovation inclUded greater use of
media, motivational techniques, individual programming, the diagnosis of indi-
vidual skill problems, a more "academic" approach and general suggestions con-
cerning improved methodology. Better evaluation was also stressed.

5. (33%) Include more field experience. Various types of practicum and clinical experiences
were suggested. Organizational suggegtions included teacher-education centersand teaching apprentice programs. Funding for professional experiences for stu-
dents, such as attendance at conventions and workshops, was also proposed. Gen-
eral comments emphasize the need to improve both the quality and quantity of field
experience, 'hiding upgrading ,of supervision.

6.. (28%) Impleme reettlar improvements in the organization of programs. The specifics
proposed inclibled. itnplehientation of Title IX, preparation of more men
in elementary school physical education, separation of subsidized athletics from
physical educatiose paratiext,of safety education and health from physical educa- -\tion, more attenti ,,to non,- rsons and programs, elimination of the tenure
requirement ak.
determine one 510i

7. (20%) IMplement cork e
cOmpetencies+e*
referenced
ance objective

evelop better preig slbr the handicappe?1,5he
except for identification ellt the need fo

resources. Comments in this categgry suggetekr.rsupporttitory support and the provision of adequate equi
inpioue kredzinte programs. Comments in this category emp

a..eas. of concern for graduate work, expanding in area

service level and more orgonizational clout to
fication.

her e ucation. S.wifics included redefinition of
pelpncies, higtrgstandards, revision of criterion

giklt competencies and further work on perform-
.41

comments did ot detail sugges-
velePing individu educational..

1-4
- .

se of media,
ent in general.

clarifying
expertise, and

better prtdictors of success in graduate education
Improve general college prograw in physical education. ,Suggestions included ad-
ding more courses and adding ftirseswith more. relevance to the program. One
suggestion pointed to the need for identification of criteria for selection of

one participant-commented, we must improve "delivery of edue tion to5,"
.

most important changes for professional preparation by the year 2000?

co

?the
What 0.6-the't

k.
1. Vide professional standards. Comments included improvements in certificaz

tion, national accreditation, improved recruiting aria selective admissions andefth
ilk .
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year associate teaching experiences. Other concerns expressed dealt with ethical
standards, quality control in teaching and research, better classroom teaching,
better in-service education and sounder evaluation of teachers.

2. (30%) Strengthen our programs for achieving fitness outcomes. Many commented on the
need for improved follow-up of fitness studies, for achieving a higher level of fitness
with students, for implementing fitness programs for all citizens, for developing
innovative fitness programs for life in outer space. Pfirases reflecting the general

,,,Itenor included "physical activity for leisure time - a way of life" and "prescription
'for all."

3. (25%) Continue curriculum evaluation and revision efforts. The need for innovative pro-
grams was emphasized; specific suggestions included space utilization training for
a new environment, various kinds of camping experience's, strengthening the
knowledge bade, better evaluation, more diagnostic testing and emphasis on per-
ceptual motor learning. The need for finding a directional focus for school experi-.
ences was recognized.

4. (20%) Give more attention to the affective domain. Many expressed concern for a more
humanistic approach including greater acceptance of the concept of individual
human development, more attention to self awareness, less channeling of students
into traditional gRup experiences, understanding of group process, skill in group
interaction, inch-4a' guidance' programming for individualized instruction.
The hope was expressed that w could focus on the "average" and not limit our

1. attention to the handicapped or gifted.
5. (20%) Earn general recognition of the importance of physical education. It was pointed out

that we should expand beyond educational institutions, work toward a revival of the
teacher's position within the community and focus on lifetime education. A compue)
erized system for teacher placement was suggested. The hopeivas expressed that we
would have physical education teachers for all elementary schoo4.,

6. (18%) Improve our definition of teacher competencies. Several individualsfelt that a total
performance based curriculum should be implemented includiiiethe development

..of learning packages and the support of appropriate video equipnient and facilities.'
7. (15%) Implement specialization programs. Alternative career options were mentioned and

the concern for morFieducati ottally sound athletics programs and better preparation
pepgrams for coaches. Elementary phYSigal education was identified as a needed
pcialization. A suggestion was made that different institutions should offer dif-
ferent particular specializations.

r 8. (15%) ,/, Siketitutional administzdiive arrangementsfor proles ional preparation. Spe-
c' L.$tiOns for "Universities of HPER" included a po ble two-year program

;` 4 e three-year general edUeation program. These r spondents preferrecfa
realis c, relevant preparation which would provide for open-minded and flexible

,/-
bee

and emphasize a willingness to change. The male/female dichotomy would
,,/be e

9. ( 8%) Achieve consensus or,the c7cqre" of physical education. Nationa greemenl on
professional purpose seemed to be the-central concern of these comments. 'al

10. ( 8%) Develop interdisciplinary programs. It was pointed out that we need to redefine the
Mod disciplines and thatreohpuld be seeking to extend interdisciplinary pro-

ms within the instititon, tiniTinteragency programs beyond.
-4/4

A comparison of the'responses to ihekiivo qu tions suggests a few concluding generaliza-
tions:

Physical educators, as represented by this grou', are still cle4tly preoccupied With the
problems of upgrading professional standards, andacceptance by the total academic commu-
nity, although the emphasis on upgrading standar& 'drops, frinn, 48percent as an immediate

,

concern to 33 percent when projecting toward the year 2000;
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Curriculum innovation and updating is a continuing concern identified by 43 percent ofthe group in responding to their immediate concerns and 25 percent when looking toward thefuture. It is o d that the two areas of more field experiences and better programs for thehandicapped ich are currently supported by specific legislation i:iare seen an immediateconcern 6441 not appear in the responses for program improvements in the year .2000.Evidently the participants are optimistic about our ability to deal with these problems in thenear future. Similarly the concern for implementing specializatio rograms drops from 40percent to 15 percent. This may reflect a judgment that we are furtheFlong with this process atthe present time than this writer would have judged.
The most interesting contrast, from the author's point of view, is the changing emphasiswith regard to teaching styles. The respondents moved frbm primary concern with te.chiMlogyand specific techniques to a substantial interest in,giciter emphasis on the affective domairCItis not surprising that the emphasis for defining competencies shifted in a somewhat parallelway. Overall the contrast is not dramatic. Our goals for 2000 appear to be aimed in directionsalready established.

GENERAL DIVISION EXECU VE COUNCIL MEETING
PRESIDER: Gordon E. "Sam" Coker, Vice-President lect, General Division SDAAHPER,Northwestern State University, Natchitoches, Lo isiana
RECORDER: Owen J. Holyoak, Vice-President, General Division, SDAAHP R, University ofFlorida, Gainesville, Florida

Business Topics:
1. Orientation of new officers
2. Policies
3. Finances
4. Future directions
5. Public relations
6. Approval of two-year term of office, 1978-1980

HOW WE DID IT-HEPI-PEPI-REPi
PRESIDER: Angie Nazaretian, Athens State College, Athens, AlabamaRECORDER: Sue Whiddon, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida
SPEAKER: Doris McHugh, Huntsville City Schools, Huntsville, Alabama
TOPIC: PEPI-Physical Education Public Information

The first thing in sellingyour program is your attitude. Television, newspapers, radio, andother media coverage depends on this.
Special things, etc., new equipment, special days, jogging events, must be presented to themedia under the topic,ofs physical education, not athletics. Thirty seconds of prime time ontelevision will reach numerous people.
You must make contact with the news media personnel. Subsequent invitations, pro-grams, press releases, etc., will receive more attention. Involve your principal as well as newsmedia for support. Use every area of communication possible. Educational television andnur. rlus newsletters and bulletins offer mean* to inform the public of your progress.

I
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SPEAKER: Ronald Hyatt, Ur ersity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina
TOPIC: REPIRecreition Education, Public Information '

There are several basic tenets essential to establishing any program of public relations in
Recreation. These tenets in the public relations area fall into two broad categories. These are:

1. Informing and Serving the Public and
2. Utilizing the Legislative Process to Secure Financial Resources for Recreation Services.

Greater emphasis will be placed upon the second category.

Informing and Serving the Public

Recreadog:is a service profession and deals with people and their needs. Since the majority

of funds for pt ic recreation come from public sources (taxes, tax base, referendum, federal
grants), accountability must be rendered to the public for use of these funds.

The best way to serve and inform the public is to provide a service oriented towards the
needs of people. The "satisfied participant" is still the bestpublic relations device. Mass media
techniques and formal channels of communication are also heavily used in informing the public
about the services rendered and' the quality and variety of the program presented to the public

(people).
Programs have to be justified in order to secure funds to serve more people better. The fiscal

dragon paradox of where and how funds can be secured in the first place raises its ugly head. (It
takes lettuce to make the rabbit jump and we need to be on the jump all the time in recreation.)
Therefore, let's examine the second major aspect.

Utilizing the Legislative Process to Initiate, Maintain, or Multiply Service, Progra and

Facilities

There are several common sense steps used in securing funds from city, county or state
governments. Some of the following principles or tenets areuseful and have worked well in the

past.
1. Have a real and essential purpose, cause or service to be rendered to people. (If you

don't believe in it, you can't tell or sell it.)
2. Know the legal process by which bills and laws are made in yourcity, state and Federal

government. (Such procedures do existq See "H9W a Bill Becomes Law" by the Na-

tional Education Association.
3. Locate, identify, and secure friends within the government. (This is the nature of

government. Politicians need causes, issues, and service areas.)
4. Get your professional organization to endorse and support the program.
5. Establish working legislation committees.
6. Provide the legislative committee or task force with grass roots funds or a basic

budget.
7. Prepare documentation of needs such as figures, slides, and other media.
8. Enlist aid of allied professions. '
9. Coordinate efforts with the legal agencies. ,e.

10. Hold breakfast or luncheon meetings or social events. 1

11. Write the bill in rough form or secure thehelp of the attorney general o/c' y attorney.
12. Establish telephone trees and points ofDuct with all legislativ 'ndi iduals across

the state.
13t Monitor the bill.
14. Be prepared for compromise and be aware of timing.
15. Pay homage to all who helped_ on the bill or act.
16. Use the results to better serve the people and tell your story.

Some examples briefly are:
1. The N. C. Elementary Physical Education Act
2. The Coinmunity School Act of North Carolina

;c1
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3. The N. C. Tuition Assistance Plan for N. C. National Guard
4. The National Tuition Assistance Prograleor N. C.

The needs of people can be met by the legislative process. We must learn to use the processor lose the financial support of our programs.

SPEAKER: Eugene Barnes, University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, MississippiTOPIC: HEPI Health Education Public Information

Public relations efforts in the past have attempted to sell the programs to parents andmedically related groups. Such efforts have been disastrous. Health educators have beenexpected to teach numerous topicsftid methods for teaching health education. The speakeradvocated Connant's two coniPetencies:
1. Knowledge of subject matter, and
2. Enthusiasm for teaching this subject matter.

g People with a limited knowledge of health education would rather. not teach healtheducation. The speaker is not interested in having such people promote poor health educationprograms. Rather, he is committed to making health the best it can be.The National PTA madehealth education its number one priority. This and other groupsdesired drug education, sexually transmitted diseases, and cancer to receivelhe major empha-sis in health education program,
Presently, Mississippi and other states are attempting to eliminate the health educationrequirement, mostly due to the fact that health education is being taught as a knowledge courseas opposed to presenting the material in the actual domain.
Competencies in teaching health education must be defined before we can develop indi-viduals with these competencies.
Public relations rest heavily do the programs of our colleges and universities. Statecertification should be a starting point.
If we graduate competent people in'health education, people will desire their services.Progcains must emphasize what is best for our youth.

INNOVATIONS AND PROFESSfONAL.PREPARATION
PRESIDER: Jane Durant Robertson, The University of Alabama, 'University, AlabamaRECORDER: Carolyn Hughes, Memphis City Schools, Memphis, TennesseeOFFICERS ELECTED: Chairperson-ElectCarolyn Hughes, Memphis City Schools,' Mem-phis, Tennessee; SecretaryPeggy Harrison, University of Alabama in Birrningham;Birmingham, Alabama
SPEAKER: William F..ChRson, The University of Alabama, University, AlabamaTOPIC: Innovatiye Field Experiences in Physical Education

-How does a faculty make all the years of undergraduate teacher preparation more realis-tic? Practical rather than theoretical? If a way is found, how'do you obtain the faculty to conductthe program? How do you guarantee quality after the new is worn off? How do you gain access topupils iirschools where college students ore welcome? How,do students learn what teaching'isallrabout before the senior year?
These and many other questions have bothered serious teacher educators for years. Mlinyinstitutions have their own best, answers to these questions and most are seeking.bettwnest,:,.,The Area of Health, Physical Education and Recreation of theCollege of Education; Onversity-:.of Alabarna, has a way of providing more realistic teachereducation through field experiensduring the sophomore,year. The planis very simple,'so simple in fact, thatone faculty memberasked "What t4ok us so long to think of this?"
Briefly, the plan calls for each sophomore to teach 15 hours per week for one semester in aTuscaloosa elementary school for. time. Semester, hours credit. The City Board of Educationprovides a superyisory staff for the University students at no cost to the University as the cityschools gain at least the equivalent of 15 full -time elementary school physical educators eachsemester through this arrangement.
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Purposes

The purposes of the field experience are to provide sophomore students practical experi-

ence in teaching which will enable them to: (1) better understand elementary schoolchildren;

(2) better understand the teaching profession and the responsibilities of a teacher; (3) better

understand their ability to teach children and the satisfaction gained therefrom; (4) deve/op

their ability to teach successfully and accept their responsibility for planning and teaching; i'nd

(5) provide a good physical education programfor the elementary school children inTuscalotisa.

SUpervision and Instruction, ''."-...)

The Tuscaloosa City Board ofEducatiOnliaseVOyed a full-tiiiie'Cod'dinator of Elemen-
tary School Physical Education "and fourpart-tii*a0istalit cOOrdinatorsfor this program. The

four assistant coordinators are certified lysicakailtication teachers and graduate students at
the University. Except for the classroom teachers, the remainder of the physical education

teachers for the 6,000 children in Tuscaloosa's fifteen elementary schools are the under-
graduate majors in the Area of Health, Physic4Education and Rec;reation at The University of

Alabama.
$

.

The City Coordinator and her four assistants are responsible for preparing the under-
-graduates, about 30 sophomores (transfers may be juniors or seniors), each semester in a
1,v,to:week workshop, to teach 15 hours per week for the remainder of the semester. Each
assistant coordinator is responsible for seven to nine undergraduate students who are called

instructors. While teaching, each instructor is visited at least three times a week by an
assistant coordinator; in addition, the regular classroom teacher is always on the scene to assist

when necessary and to carryout her legal obligations. The City Coordinator visits as many
schools as possible each day and conducts a weekly planning session for assistant coordinators

and undergraduate instructors. Each assistant coordinator meets as often as necessary with his

or her instructors as a group or with individual instructor promote teaching competency and

to alleviate problems. Some of the classroom teachers oti* valuable suggestions for program
improvement and for handling pupils; some give very able assistance to the undergraduate

instructors. ...- _

Ma,r Points of the Agreement '
There are several important features of the agreement between the Board of Education

and the Unive ity. The Six most important are as follows':
1. The Coordi for of Elementary School Physical Education must be mutually acceptable to

both the uperintendent of Education and the Head of the Area of Health, Physical Educa-
tion and Recreation. This is perhaps the most important point in the agreement as both the

school program and the Unive ity program are protected.

2. The Coordinator is appointed an Adjunct Professor of Health, Physical Education and

Recreation at the University. This gives the Coordinator certain faculty privileges and

enables her to assign grades, supervise and teach University students, and use equipment

and facilities belonging to e Awa of Health, Physical Education and Recreation.

3. The En ,iioyment of A. rdinators by the Board of Education from among the

graduate students in alth, Physical Education and Recreation strengthens

the University's gradua d helpss assure a sourcepf able; part-time supervisors.

The City Supervisor of Instruction and the Coordinator of Physical Education make the
final selections after consulting with University faculty members who know the various

candidates. ,
4. The Board of Education pays all salaries and fringe bend-its-for the Cocirdinator and

assistant coordinators.
5. The University grants the graduate students who serve as assistant coordinators all of th

privileges of graduate assistants working on campus. These include waiving of but-of-sta

tuition and a reduction in regular tuition, charges.
6. All school personnel treat the undergraduate instructors as much like certified teachers GIs

legally possible. Epp student instructpr, is responsible to the principal under whom he r
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she is working just as is any other teacher. Consequently, dismissal may be recommended bya principal to. the Coordinator of Physical Education. After consultation with the principal,student, and a University representative, the student may be dropped from the program. Incase of doubt, the student is placed on probation in another school.

Motivational Features
z...,

Many field experiences lose their value because of the lack of student enthusiasm, the lackof supervisory enthusiasm, and/or lack of time for supervision. This program has three featuresthat tend to help maintain enthusiasm. First, the two-week preliminary workshop and alleekly sessions are related to the job at handinstruction and discussion are not theoretical.leSecond, students are motivated to learn because they are expected to begin teaching, notserve, as an aide or observer, during the third week of the semester. 0,
Third, the Coordinator's success in promoting the growth and development of 6,000elementary scho) pupils through physical education is dependent upon the work of theassistant coordinators and instructors. Consequently, the assistant coordinators are carefullyselected and prepared for their work with the undergraduate instructors. During the firsaftwoyears o'.this program, the responsibilities delegated to, and helpful supervision for, theundergraduate instructors far exceeded any other with which the ,;peer is familiar.

Evaluation of Students and "Grading
One of the greatest problems connected with field experiences, i rnships, practicums,and the like is the evaluation ofstudents' work and the assignment of ades. A special efforthas been made to prevent the program from becoming a haven for academically borderlinestudents. Checklists of competencies have beeniprepared, and revised eitch term, for the use ofclassroom teachers, assistant coordinators, and the Coordinator to keep the students aware ofstrengths and weaknesses and 'all factors that will be used in deriving final grades.Three final grades for three semester hours each.are assigned each student. Although thisplan was shaped because of statecertification standards and institutional requirements, it has.worked out well. By assigning three grades, greater differentation can be made among thestudents for various levels ofcompetency development. A student may receive 9 hours of A's; 6hours of A's and 3 hours of B's; 3 hours of A's and 6 hours of B's; or the like all the way down to 9hours of F's.

,Reasons for Success

There are several re&ons for the success of the program besides those indicated above.First, and very important; isthe fact that the program fills a void in both the public schoolprogram and die University program without a threat to anyone. Second, the public schooladministfators and teachers have been very cooperative and extremely helpful in develppingthe young teachers as well as seeking better opportunities for the elementary school children.Third, willingness of the University faculty in Health, PhysicalsEducation and Recreation torevise the professiOnal curriculum to incorporate this program. The first revision was ac-complished in less than four months so the program could be initiateda real tributelo anyfaculty, especially since the work was done largely in a busy ten-week summer term. Fourth,the'cooperation of the University faculty in elementary education, Fifth, all problems are therapon ility of the Coordinator, which prevents strained rations between University andschool o cis's'. Of course, the proper University faculty members are informed and/or con-svlted abo problems involving University students. Sixth, each student is assigned to onehool for three hours a day for an entire semester. This allows the stticient to know pupils and'faculty members and gives time to grew and develop as a teacher. After having this lengthy
experience "i314kt to most professional courses, University teachers feel that the students reactand think 4r(orelike experienced teachers in the classroom.

w.
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Weaknesses

program,As with any functismal educationalrrthere are some weaknesses. The fact that the
school and University academic yealiSio not aiiiicide leaves about three weeks in May when

there are no college instructors avail
in the fall, since .the Universii-)13 asabout two weeks earlier than the Tuscaloosa

4tite schools. However, the calendar difference is anl/a-kb :1Si h

schctols. Consequently, the instructorOiaVe:comirleted their workshop and are ready to teach
by the time the schools- are prepared to have them.

The final examination period just before Christmas and the two-week workshop period flor

the second semester instructors leave the schools withOut instructors for about four weeks.
However, the schools still receive the equivalent of seven months instruction from 30-half-time
instructors.

Changing physical education instructors at the middle of the year is not a good arrange-
ment for the pupils but the classroom teacher helps reduce the effect of the change.

Perhaps the greatest weakness from the University's standpoint is that the college stu-
dents get experience in only one school rather than in two different types of schools. However,
the faculty feels that a prolonged experience in one school is better for all concerned than
splitting time between two schools in one semester.

With the above weaknesses the program far exceeds any previ
provided through the Area of Health, PhsyciafEdircation and Recrea
students are extremely enthusiastic about the program during the
seniors say that it was theirobest learning experience while in

S1 Mary M. Wright:Tuscaloosa City SchoOls, Tuscal ma
TOPIC: Tuscaloosa City Schools Elementary Physical Educitt io am

STractiCal experiences
The great majority of

rein it and many,

ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL EDUCATION,RAQQRAIW---r-
FALL, 1977

ORIENTATION AND WORKSHO

Place: University of Alabama, Department of HPER
Monday,. elgai.J,e29 - Monday, September 17

Mrs. Mary Wright
Mrs. Dot Sellers

Time: 10:00-2:00

Monday, August 29
10:00-11:30, Rm. 1

11:30-12:30
12:30-2:00, Rm. 1

Tuesday, August 30
10:00-11:30, .Gym

V

11:30-12:30,
12:30-2:00

Wednesday, August 31
9:00-10:00, Rm. 1

10:00-10:15
10:15-12:00, Gym

Overview
(Including Lesson Plans,
Projects, EValuation)
Lunch -
The Tuscaloosa City School Mrs:. Wright
Elementary ProgramFilm Mrs. Sellers
The Ocela ProgramFilm 1..
The ParkView Program- 4-Slides

"P. E. Potpourri"

Lunch
Continuation of
"P. E. Potpurri"

Introduction to
Lesson Plans
Break
Formation T8 r Activities

186

Mr. Ghary M. Akers,
Specialist, Alabama
State' Dept. of Ed.

Mr. Akers

Mrs. Wright
Mrs. Sellers

Mrs. Wright
Mrs. Sellers
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Fitness Development Activities
Squad Calisthenics
Astronaut, Drills
Circuit Training
Grass Drills
Can You?
Jogging
Additional Exercises

12:00 -1:00 Lunch
1:00-2:00, Rni: 1 . Classroom Games

Thursday, September I
10:00-11:30,

Barnwell Field Flag Football
11:30-12:30 Lunch
12430-2:00, Rm. 1 Continuation of

Classroom Games
Circuit Training

(classroom)
Friday, September 2

10:00-11:30, Gym Volleyball
11:30-12:30 Lunch
12:30-2:00, Rm. 1 Discipline in the

Elementary School
Physical Education Class

Monday, September 5

re- Tuesday, September 6
10:00-11:30,
Barnwell Field
11:30-12:30
12:30-2:00, Gym

Wednesday, September 7
' 9:15,411:30, Northington

Elem. School
11:30-12:30
12:30-2:00,'"L.R.C."

Thursday, September 8
10:00-12:00, Gym

12:00-1:00
1:00-2:00, Gym

Friday, September 9
10:00- 12:00ym

12:00-1:00
1:00-2:00, Rm. 1

"LABOR DAY"Holiday

Soccer
Lunch ""
Low Organized Games

Tire Activities
Obstacle Course
Lunch
City Board of Education

"Show and Ter Projects

Developmental Tumbling

Lunch
Low Organized Games

Manipulative Activities
Hoops, Rofts, Parachute,
Balls, Wands, etc.
Lunch
School Assignments
Lesson Plans

Assignment
Discussion

187

Mrs. Wright
Mr. Pepe Lopez
Mrs. Sellers
Mr. Lowell Eudy
Mrs. Wright
Miss Donna Dunaway
Miss Cathy Flinn

Staff

Mr. Eudy

Staff

Mr. Lopez

Miss Dunaway

Mrs. Carolyn Sapp
Mr. Mike St. John
Miss Lou Scott
Mrs. Shirley Graham
Mr. Collier Hunt

Miss Flinn

Staff

Staff
Mr. Pepe Lopez

Mrs. Wright
Mrs. Sellers

Miss Flinn
Miss Dunaway

Staff

Staff

Mrs. Wright
Mrs. Sellers



Monday, September 12
10:00-12:00, Gym Physical Fitnesi Tests

12:00 -1 :00 Lunch
1:00-2:06:Itm. 1 Meeting with Graduate

Assistants
Revise Lesson Plans in Class
Submit Sample Lesson Plans

Tuesday, September 13
10:00-11:30, Rm. 1

11:30-12:30
12:30-2:00, R

Wednesday, September 14
9:00-10:00

10:00-11:30

11:30-12:30
1:00-2:00

Thursday, Friday, Monday,
10:00-2:00

Tuesday, September 20
10:00-2:00

1

Meeting with Graduate
Assistants 2.1--

Revise Lesson Plans in Class,
Lunch
Large Group Discussion
of Lesson Plans

Submit Four Lesson Plans
for Sept, 20-23

Plans will be returned to
students

New laws affecting Physical
Education for exceptional
Children
Lunch
Visit Assigned Schools
Meet Principal
September 15, 16 & 19
Observe in Assigned School
Meet Faculty
Inventory Equipment
Check library for available

records

Begin Teaching

i88

Mrs. Wright
Mrs. Sellers
Staff

Staff

Dr. Theron "Bill"
East, Jr.



Tuscaloosa City Schools

'University of Alabama

flomantary,Phylical Education Program

Fall, 1977

Curriculum Plan

Teacher

A

School

..lrommemnrormw.mwrimVirm...wpromm

Aug.29-seot, skpt, 6-9 Sept P12-16 Sept,

Orientation and Lab

Tniversiti of Alabama

Copts

>4

X

P:

bept. A-il) uct, J*/

A. Space Awareness L Movement

Explo ation

B. Formaions for Actitities

C. Fitne is Development Songs, Tire

Actin ties

D. Parts of Obstacle Course Individ-

ually Introducted

E. Bean lag Skills

F. Rhythms'

Running Games and Free Ilay pair '

1`.

Class Org nization

Obstacle Course

Active Loy - Organised Caries

Volleybal:

Flag Footl all

Tumbling

Eve a !I, RHYTHM and Ti acher Discretim

Day includin( some student choice

Oct.10 -14
'

PI'

Continue

activities

of First

Three Weeks

Oct. 17.21 Oct. 24.28
Oct. 31-Nov, 3

Pi A. Parc jute Play, 11:1 A. Bean B

Ball Candling
B. Rope

B. Rope >rogressions
,rC. Relays

C. ' Movement Exploretiolw D. Ally*

with loops ; Scoops
E. Teache

s D, cbstele Course, Halloween

Tires
Ganes

E. Rhythms

UM and Fre: Play pall

Games ; Frl e

Nov, 7.10

gs' Tells ;

Hoo

Discretion

Patriotic

Emphasis

Play Dahl

tf

It

Continue

Activities of

First Throe

Weeks

fitness Test .ng in station

(including p actics stations),

Also station' of

Obstacle mum

;Ropes

Chinese junp rope

Four quart

Trilbies, tc.

Kick Ball

C

0
z

Kov.14-18

Stoops

4

A '

A
0

X

.010

Nov. 21-23 Nov, 28-Dec, 2 Dec, 5.9

Teach St t:on Teaching
Pt Teacher

Discretion

P: Check h( et to parents

Dear Parents: Inventory

11, Your child

ro

can I

.11

oThanksgiving

x Game'

a

C

4
44

0
0

0

Soccer

Basketball

Tinickling and More

Rhythmkca: Activities

Holiday Activities

155

A
rr
a

x

N

N

0

Inventory

Teacher

Discretion



Tuscaloosa City Schools

University of Alabama

Elemental,/ Physical Education Program

Teacher

School

Spring, 1978

I
siCurriculum P1

Rainy Day'

Circuit training

Tumbling, pursuit relay technique

Closing games or closing rhythms

Jan, 9.13 Jan,16.20 Jan, 23.27 JAIL3U-101).1 keD. 0*1U tn. 1J-11

Physical fitness Testing roughout Semester

Feb, - 24 Feb,27-Mar, 3 Mir, 6.10

Orientation and Lab

University of Alabama

Campus

arET- 24

w

0

March 27-31

Class

Organi-

zation

Line-off

Field

Learn

School

Rules

P:

Fitness De eloEment Acti ities and

Challence Course

I CAN -- 'Dear Parente,

Your child an ...".

Tire activities

Relays and Ppning Gams

Rhythms sly day

VALENTIIT

1

o Fitness )evelopzent Activities and

Challoge Course

2 to weeks - Basketball unit

or

2 to Kicks Soccer, kilo Polo or

Fie d. Jockey,
,

Low orgaliration games or relays

as desired

Dance ani student sele:tionievery

Friday.

April 3 - 7 April 10. 14 April 17.21 -Will 24 --76-

Pi

Repot first tine weeks

Novety Kanipuletive

Activities as Mired

example, perichute, scoops

0,

ha
rI

as

9

aN

0 oc

arch 1.7 Phy, Ed, Week

Reverse

2 to 1 week Soccer, Pillo Polo

or F,eld Hockey

or

2 to 1 week Basketball and

rope it other offer.nge or

firs: three weak,

Teacher 31acretion4 Kick Pin

T Ball 4
Muling

Rhythms

and

Challenge Ceurse

'd

0
'A

o
0

r

z

NA

I

Softball

Tumbling (pl

' Bowling ----)

Rhythms

Recreations, Activities1

-`14)

0

0 .

0
0

4,
o

A

2

0

1:1

A

4



ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PHYSICAL EDUCATION CURRICULUM
Based upon the NEEDS of the Elementary School Student
WHEN A STUDENT COMES TO A TEACHER FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION, (THE
STUDENT NEEDS TO RECEIVE:

I. SAFETY ,
II. IMMEDIATE MENTAL RELAXATION

III. GROUP STRUCTURE,_.i
IV. SELF-DISCIPLINE
V. SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

VI. PERSONAL FREEDOM (UNSTRUCTURED SETTING)
VII. INITIATIVE-CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT
VIII. CARDIO-VASCULAR DEVELOPMENT
IX. ARM AND SHOULDER DEVELOPMENT
X. TRUNK-FLEXIBILITY DEVELOPMENT

XI' LEGS-AGILITY DEVELOPMENT
XII. EyE-HAND COORDINATION
XIII. EYE-FOOT COORDINATION
XIV. BALANCE
XV. MENTAL STIMULATION (INTEREST)
XVI. GAME AND SPORT SKILL
XVII. RHYTHMICAL DEVELOPMENT
XVIII. KNOWLEDGE; VALUES, UNDERSTANDING AND REINFORCEMENT
XIX. REST-CALM

These curriculum materials are not to be reproduced without permission of theauthors,y1 fy M. Wright and Carolyn. Sapp. June, 1977

s-

TUSCALOOSA CITY SCHOOLS
Tuscaloosa, Alabama

Dear Parents:
Listed below are so e of the skills your child hain working on in physical

educati6n class. A check ( ,) indicates success. You may keep this copy.
Sincerely,

SC OL DATE.

Physical Education Instructor

STUDENT GRADE.



Skill

Locomotor
Movement

Bouncing
a Ball

Jumping
a Rope

Throwing
and

Catching

Kicking
a

Ball

Skill .

Locomotor
Movement

Bouncing
a Ball

Jumping

a Rope

ThrOwing

Rolling. -
a Tire

° e

Skill

LoctiniOtor (

Movement

Bouncing
a Ball

Jumping ,
a Rope - (

LEVEL ONE

) 1. I can skip 70 feet.

1 2. I can bounce a ball continuously for 30 seconds.

3. I.can turn a rope myself and jump 5 times
without missing.

) 4. I can throw a big ball 6 feet in the air, and
catch it (3 out of 3). I say "up" when it goes up
and "down" when it comes down.

) 5. I can kick a big rubber ball 25 feet on the ground.

LEVEL TWO

) 1. I can gallop 70 feet with my right foot in front
and 70 feet with my left foot in front.

Y2. I can bounce a ball continually for' one minute.

) 3. I can turn a roll, myself and jump 10 times without mis-
sing.

) I can jump on one foot,

) 4. I can throw a bean bag underhanded througtivi hoop
from a distance of 10feet.

) 5. I can roll a tire for 70 feet without stopping
and without letting the tire fall to the ground.

LEVEL THREE

) 1. 1 can db ten slide steps to the-right and
slide steps to the left.

) 2. I can bounce a ball continuously with the right hand
) for one minute and' with the left hand for one minute.

f:--

) 3. I can hold ajump rope myself and jump 110 times turning
) the rope forward and ten times turning the rope backward.

Las



Throwing ( 4. I can throw a softball through a hoop from a
distance of 15 feet using an overhand throw.

`Kicking 3 5. I can kick a big rubber ball in the.air for 25 feet.a Ball

"The childis trained by play no't merely to make a living
but to fulfill all the essential relations of a human life."

Joseph Lee
Play in Education'.

Revised, Sept., 1977

.4 SELF EVALUATION

Tuscaloosa City Schools
Elementary Physical Education

Name of Student Teacher School

The

THE

M
--$.

(.,

Lesson .

1 2 3 4 5 6 '7 8 9 10
.1. J

w
STUDENT TEACHER: ^ 0, t

.

.
0

.

.
d

.
1, Is dressed.properly. .

2. Is prompt.
3. Has a definite place to meet the

students and the students know what.
is expected of them first. each day.

4.
\

Has lesson plans, . l'i , .

44'; -0,5. Has lesson plans on clipboard, in
notebook, or resume' on index cards. .,

,

6. Has adequate equipment for,,,,lis plan.'
,

1 .

1:'
.

7. Has equipnent ready.
/... .

'',,,A

,

.

B. Has boundary lines clearly marked, .

/ , ,...
..14

$9 Has an. introductory activity, q
. 'II

1

.

::V.

.

. ,
10. Has promptly.

,...I

11. Has good reason for layed introduction
if it is delayed. 4

..,'12. Has fitness, develop4ft that is
meaningfl.

.

,

.117.

-__.---

Has a lesson focuothat is good because:
(Evaluatct checks'one orimore) 1

a. There' is variety.
.

,

b. Studeilts obviously are\459.ve and .

having fun.
.c. The method of determining gpme

winners is simple andApportunity
for disagreement (or Cheating) 'is
minimal.

d O Students obviously` are active 'and
learning,

. ,

e. "Osbourn pqrticipatiOn of each student
due to station teaching or other
factors.

14. Uses advised distribution of time for
section of lesson plan. Intro: 1-5 min.s
Fitness Development:5-10 min.! Lesson
FOCUS:20 to 25 min., Closing Activity
(optional) 2-5 minutes.

193
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 q 10

15. Has no more than six students on
any squad or relay team.

16. Has definite method for collecting
and checking equipment,

17. Has an evaluation of the day's
activity with the students. N

18. Has the students line up at least
100' from the building to return
to the building.

19. Makes brief notations on lesson
plans if time permits.

20. Tells evaluator how ho 1the student
teacher) evaluates the lesson and
asks for constructive criticism from
the evaluator if time permits.

The Teacher
THE STUDENT'TEACHER,

1. Uses appropriate verbal communication.

2. Shows initiative.

3. Attempts to motivate and inspire students.

4 Has enthusiasm.
5. Shows interest in as many individual

students as time and opportunity permits;
praises students when praise is due.

6. Is safety conscious.

7. Handles discipline firmly and fairly.

8. Shown evidence of using advice or
suggestions previously received.

9. Takes criticism constructively.

10. Smiles. .

Dates of
Absences

ti

COMments;

r

194 .

EVALUATION SUMMARY

Mid-
Semester

Very good

Good
Satisfactory
Poor

Unsatisfactory

Final



S

IUSCALOOSA CITYWMOLS

Elementary School Physical Education

STUDENT TEACHER EVALUATION SHEET

Name

In a well-taught elementary

1. /a dressed properly
2. Is prompt.
3. Has a definite plate to meet the students

and the students know what is expected
of them first each day.

4. Has lesson plans.
5. Has lesson plans on clipboard, in note-

book, or resume on index cards.
6. Has adequate equipment for his plan.
7., Has equipment ready.
8. Has boundary lines clearly marked.
9.. Has an introductory activity.

10. Has introductory activity promptly.
11. Has good reason for delayed introduction

if it is delayed.
12. Has fitness development that is meaningful.

1134:
Has a lesion focus that is good.
Uses advised distribution of time for
Section of lesson plan.

15. Has no more than six students on any
squad or relay team.

Has definite method for collecting
and checking equipment.

Revised Sept., 1977

School Semester

school physical education class, the student teacher:

17. Has an evaluation4of the day's
activity with the students.'

18. Has the students line up at least 100'
from to building to return to the
building.

19. Makes brief notations on lessons
plans if time permits.

20. Tells evaluator how he (the student
teacher) evaluates the lesson and asks
for constructive criticism from the
evaluator if time permits.

21. Uses appropriate verbal communication.
22. Shows initiative,
23. Attempts to motivate and inspire students.
24. Has enthusiasm.
25. Shows interest in as many individual

students as time and opportunity permits;
praises students when praise is due.

26. Is safety conscious.
27. 'Handles discipline firmly and fairly.
28. Shows evidence of using advice or

suggestions previously received.
29. Takes criticism constructively.
30. Smiles.

- OBSERVED BY:
POSITION:

3
Date:

CommeCass'
Date: Class:

195
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Comments



Dates Class,
Comments

Date: Class:

Comments

Date:, Class:

Comments

Date: Class:
Comments

Mid-Semester

Very Good
Good
Satisfactory
Poor
Unsatisfactory

Summary Comments

I s
sr)
4,

End of Semester

Very Good
Good
Satisfactory
Poor
Unsatisfactory

"?..
196
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Tuscaloosa City Schools ,1 Student's Name
Tuscaloosa, Alabama

School

STUDENT EVALUATION RECORD

I. Student's Personal Qualities: Excellent Good Average Poor
eneral appearance

V( ice tone

Apl.ropriate vocabulary for children
Initiative

II. The Teaching Situation

Preparation for class
Ability to motivate

Interest in individual student
Ability to organize

Understanding of students' needs
Class atmosphere

III. Other comments (answer yes or no.) Additional comments are welcome.

1. Did the student ask for sUggestions concerning the improvement of his activities?

2. Was the student confident in the teaching situation?

3. Was the student, prompt and reliable?

4. Did the student notify you in advance of any absences?
5. Absences Dates

Comments:

197

Signature

'3

Title



Tuscaloosa City Schools
Elementary Physical Education Program

Spring 1978

Assignments Completion Date

1. First Lesson Plans for week of Jan. 30-
Feb, 3 (Two lesson Plans) Due January 16

2. Classroom Circuit Training Equipment .- Due January 16
3. Critique ' Rue January 24
4. Turn-in Reikling Record January 25
5. Three additional Lesson Plans Due January 26
6. RodkXlection (painted) Due January 26
7. 20 Gam N Cards Due January 26
B. Alphabet 12 sets) on 3x5 index cards Due January 26
9. Projects Selection in Whiting

(Submit to Graduate Assistant) By February 13
10. Approval of Project by Graduate 'Assistant,

Principal and Coordinator . Due February 17
11., Mid-Term Evaluation of Student-Teacher by

Graduate Assistant, Coordinator, and School
Personnel Week of March 6 - 10

12. "Analysis of My Teaching Experience" Due April 21
13. Inventory Completed and Locker Room in order April 27
14. Completion of Project Before April 21

15. Final Evaluation Week of April 24 - 28

If you wish, you may see your evaluations or determine your final grades by telephone,
Thursday May 4 or Friday Mar5.

SPEAKER: Janet Wells, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida

TOPIC: Innovations in Graduate Education in P?ofessional Preparation for Physical Educa-
tion

PART I TRENDS

j- If we are to consider trends and innovations in graduate programs of professional prepara-
tion we must consider several things that affect or impinge on what happens to our programs.
Among these are the job market and the changing concept of what Professional Preparation is.

We do respond to the dem4nds of the job market and have followed some interesting
patterns. Twenty years ago the hqttest item on the faculty market was an exercise physiologist,
sa many turned to that area and filled the job slots. It may be that with that demand a
generation old there might be another surge of demand soon but my crystal ball shows more
gradual replacement than some wholesale retirement affair. Ten or fifteen years ago everyone
was into Motor Learning and this, like Physiology, may peak and decline. There has been a
decline in demand for old fashioned generalists at the University level but the Colleges and
Junior Colleges still need them. There has been a great demand for women teacher- coaches,
particularly in Colleges, with the demand for the coach specialist at Universitiel wtlich
repeats the generalist pattern. In my opinion the most optimistic upturn in demand is for
serious, qualified teacher educators who view professional preparation as a field of study. The
"good ol' generalist of yesteryear is Gone With The Wind."

This leads me to believe that the area we call "Professional Preparation" will encompass a
somewhat narrower field than previously. At the undergraduate level it has meant and still

11.
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doe mean teapher education or the preparation of the public school teacher/coach. It may
expand,* that reNvl to include the non teaching area of athletic training, journalism and the
like.

At the graduate level it used to mean all Physical Education preparation for all jobs at all
levels. NoW seems to have narrowed to involve the preparation of personnai to teach, coach,
superirisand adnAnister programs of Physical Education. It does not now seem to include
specialities like History, Philosophy, Motor Learning, and,Exercise Physiology.

Hal-,,Lawson TI-9-76) would have two areas in a Graduate Professional Stiidies'Program:
Policy Studies of Provaitt Planning-along with Applied Nerolor Learning. His latter idea
would be similar to that 6t -the University of North Florida 1-eporied by Pease and Tabor (1975)
which uses Gentile's skill Auisition model and which was kaported at a seminar similar to this
in Mobile.

My concept of Graduate Professional Preparation ithttt. it is currently focusing mainly onteacher (and supervisor/administrator) education and it is from this position that I speak.
There is concurrence with thil position in the AAHPER Professional Preparation statements
(1974) and so_I presume to take this position with some authority. There may be disagreement
with my rationale bat here should be no confusion affivut my position.

If Professional Preparation is Teacher Education then we need to review the trends in that
area. Competency based education, derived from the industrial model for systematic produc-
tion, and the business model of management by objectives and pushed into orbit. by Sputnik,
entered the educational stage in the late 50's and early 60's. The somewhat more recent
,demand for both fiscal and program accountability, with parents crying for some educational
results for their tax dollars, has created great pressures for schools to develop and use models
that sliow the input-process-output for every aspect ofeducation. Competency based education,
with its variety of instructional designs, is here to stay but it has had, and still has, a rocky road.
Some states have already put their expectedoutcomes on paper. Michigan and North Carolina-
come to mihd, but there are many others. Although Florida was an original participant in the
Multistate Consortium we did not move toward competency based education until recently
becatise of teacher objection. The move toward CBE was seriously impeded by teacher back lash
when they were told one June some years ago that they had to have all their courses prepared
with performance objectiyes by fall. This in tote face of the fact that none had, at that time,
heard of CBE.

Competency Based Teacher Education goes one step beyond CBE in that it must outline
the duties, skills and knowledges required by teachers beyond those in CBE. Presumably a
high school teacher must know all a pupil knows as subject matter plus a great deal more in the
way of how to teach and content beyond that of the pupil. This can lead us to ponder, as it has
now for fifteen years since the early classic work of Henry (1964), of Abernathy and Waltz
(1964), and Brown and Cassidy (1963) on the difference between a discipline and a profession,
and on definition, purpose and content. We need to know what is content, what is method, and
where does professional preparation fit in. This is especially urgent as many states not only are
requiring specific competency levels for High School graduation but are moving to require
competency exams for certification of teachers.

We note the emergence of a speciality in teacher education as something other than
"methods." Although the Big Ten Body of Knowledge group did not include anything to do with
teaching in its plans for study and publication we find a small but gtowing group of dedicated
teacher educators who care about teaching as well as learning. Locke (1977) has said that the
difference between a well educated person and a trained professional teacher is still pedagogy,
the science of teaching.

One of the new focuses is on the study of teaching; what teachers do, what goes on in'the
class between teachers and students, what teachers should be able to do, what roles they play,
and what results from- the teaching act can be observed in students. These five general
interrelated categories include most of the work being done by those who are studying teach-
ing.
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Observing and recording teaching behavior is not new. Anderson (1971)and Fishman and
Anderson (1971) reported their system for recording and describing the teaching of Physical
Education some time ago. Since then-many others have experimented'with their own method. ---

Perhaps you have. Another simple way to determine what teachers do is to ask them as well as
observe them. The results are sometimes surprising. A small study of mine turned up little
mention of teaching but reported lots of marking of fields and extra duty.

Even earlier than this the work of recording teacher-pupil interaction was introduced.
Flanders (1941) work on verbal interaction has been the basis for many studies of the dynamics
of the classroom. Al off shoot of this is the Love and Roderick (1971) adaptation of Flanders
Interaction Analysis for non-verbal interaction. You may recall that Alice Love, Supervisor of
Student Teachers in Physical Edueation at the University of Maryland before her untimely
death, presented her system at a workshop in Asheville in 1972. ys

Research in teaching/learningiaalso a part of the Professional Preparation scene. Muska
Mosston. (1966) currently completing his Ph.D., has written the classic on teaching styles with
which we are alrfamiliar and many studies, formal and informal, have used his spectrum of
styles as a base. More recently attention has been focused on matching the learning style of the
pupil to the teaching style or method selected by the teacher. Anne Scarbrough's (1976) study

using Hill's cognitive map attempted to determine congruence or lack of it between physical
education teacher and learner/and gradds. Mary <Po Murray (1978) has compared learning style
derived both from cognitive measurement and right or left brain dominance with whole or
sequential presentation of material while leal-ning a physical education task.

One of the current popular areas of study has to do with gathering competency statements
into catalogs. These are statements about what teachers should be able to do 'based on what"
they or others think they have to do or should do. The AAHPER (1974) got int() this in the '.-
Professiorihl Preparation-Conference in New Orleans and published 277 sephrate competencies
from which selections could be made by faculties to indicate mastery in the Professional
Preparation ProgramNknother standard work is that done in Florida by Dodl (1973) and his

grbup for tip Florida Catalog of Teacher Competencies. This, designed primarily for elemen-
tary teachers with Physical Education mentioned only rarely, listed 1301 competencies from
which one could choose as if from the Sears Catalog.

A correlary or concurrent study that generally must be done whenworking with catalogs of
competencies is the arrangement of these into categories of the roles or duties that teachers
must perform. Dodl (1973) prepared and used a framework for Categorizing the competencies
according to the role or task teachers had. AAHPER (1974) categorized its competencies into
areas of study of content that presumably had some relationship to teacher role or task. My
students and I (Wells, Church, Harrison, Neron 1973) modifying Dodl and using him as a
springboard, have prepared our own list of teaching competencies that also include content. We
thought it a significant effort and I am still working on it. We have also worked onother studies
concerned with competencies of teachers, as I'm sure many of you have with your students.
Wikoff (1976) concerned himself with competencies a particular faculty wanted for its students
and Church (1974) reported not on the basis of what teachers reported they did,but on the
theoretical basis of what Physical Education is.

There seems to be more philosophical merit in operating from what should be than what is,

if some change is to be fostered. Although Houston (1972) indicated that task or role analysis,
requiring observation and reporting of what teachers do is one method of deriving competen-,
cies, he also suggested that it is sound procedure to determine what teachers should be doing, as

Church (1974) did.
One of the classics of deriving competencies from a theoretical framework-is found in the

work of Jewett and Mullen (1972) where we are presented a conceptual model for teacher
education. Most of the theoretical and conceptual work that has gone on in describing Physical
Education and in outlining curriculum and teacher education in the 70's has its roots in
Jewett's work. We all owe her a great debt.

Another area of study has to do with what Houston (1972) calls consequenceobjecti'ves or
outcomes. We need to know what results from the teaching act, what changes in behavior occur
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and did they occur as a result of teaching behavior or just from maturatio% r outside experi-
ence. This is the most iniportant area in my mind because none of the other ork is any good if
nothing good happens,Nto pupils. Dryl Siedentop's (1972) work in behay. r modification is a
superior example of ohe way to determine that teachers do matter.

Another interesting area dealing with consequence and immediate fe back is the use of
video equipment for micro-teaching, for teacher evaluation and for evalua km of teaching/
learning. Yerg's (1977) work in identifying the teacher behavior correlates ofupil achieve-
l'aent is a good example of this.

This concern for teacher effectiveneV should be reflected in teacher evaluation both at the
pre-service and inservice level and it An occasionally now be found demonstrated in the
teacher evaluation form. Too often these still reflect the supervisor or principal's concern for
teaching which is neat students, quiet classes and no disruption. Little mention is made of
teaching at all. If you make po wa you are a good teacher. Th's may be why the teachers in
the little study mentionbi-piev idn't remember to list teaching among the things theydid.

The evaluation ". !tt,. },'",,,...,student teaching handbook reflects'a faculty's idea of
what good teaching is. Until idence to prove what good teaching really is and that it ,does result in behavior changes esired direction then thel'good ol' boys club" (or thegood
ol' girls club) can win. We*may hate gone far 'longer than we need to on the items on the listvalidated by a "panel of experts."

The work currently being done in Professional Preparation then is going down several
roads, although heading for the same goalthe good teacher, who can evidence change in pupils
and lead them toward becoming physically educated.

PART II. PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION IN GRADUATE PROGRAMS

Reference has already been made to some of the things that are going on in graduate
programs. Much of the work reported on was done with or by advanced graduate students in
many places but perhaps the process of graduate education as removed from other levels needsto be clarified.

First of all the levels of all professional preparation need to be made clear and theoutcomes
considered. I used a tour level model instead of the usual three because the first level is what the
action is all about and to omit it would shift our aim somewhat.

FOUR LEVELS OF PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION AND PRODUCTS:
LEVEL PRODUCT
1. School K-12 The physically educated person
2. Undergraduate Novice teacher
3. Beginning graduate Master teacher/supervisor
4. Advanced graduate Teacher educator (the I.T.)

Once the general concept of the level and the product of each level is determined then weneed to go back to square one to devisea description of each product. This requires agreement
on what the Physically lit ucated Person is and therefore demands either acceptance of some
previously prepared model or the development of the Professional Preparation Program's ownmodel. This is also necessary for curriculum development and instruction at all levels and
again Ann Jewett has done the pioneer work. Her Key Purpose Concepts and her Taxonomyare
probably well known to you and her current Curriculum Design with Marie Mullen published
by AAHPER in 1977 summarizes her monumental efforts. Anthony Annarino (1977) has also
just published "Operational Taxonomies for Physical Education Objectives," setting out his
framework of Physical Education. They state what I also believeyou must know what you're
trying to do andaet explicit outcomes before you can know if you have accomplished your task.
Our task is to develop.the Physically Educated Person.

So, at FSU, my students and I began to re-invent the wheel. UsingJeweit as a primary take
off point, but not completely comfortable with her categories, and a 1971 PEPI Project handout,
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we devised our own set of goals'and purposes and began working on outcomes. Our level I, the
Physically Educated Person, the FSU Model, has four components:

PHYSICAL SELF
MOVING SELF
SOCIAL SELF
INNER SEW

These are further broken down into components with descriptions of each component. We are
particularly intrigued with the Inner Self idea in view of the raised consciousness toward
pOonal satisfactia as result of Leonard's and Michner's work. Tait McKenzie's medal showed
the joy of effort and Kenyon calls it aesthetic, our students call it a natural high Ski! call it the
corner jack mechanism that results in satisfied happy participation. Many of you have no doubt
attempted thesame kind of task and this modelour raggibeginningrepresents more than
a year's work for us. I would like to acknowledge the efforts of my student colleagues: Dianne
Murphy afg,1 Joe and Mary Jo Antone; Alison' Birkmeyer, Martha Fulton, Raymond Haiti

Edgar Leo , Tom Russell, Sandra Schultz, and Steve Virgilio.
We have also played with a visual model of what we're trying to do. This too is not easy,

especially if you really need to show multi-dimensional action so we gave upon geometry and
developed the FSU Rainbow Model which shows the four components, Physical, Moving, Social

and Inner, leading to the Physically Educated Person but based on the three domains. We
acknowledge that its a little hokey but we also think it conveys'our message.

This model has been given to the undergraduate majors and the faculty for their study. So
far it has not been rejected although I'm not sure I've gotten. 100 percent acceptance,

Referring again to the four levels of the Professional Preparation Model: if Level I, the
school pupil, is the object of all programs and if this Physically Educated Person can be
described, then the Level If in the Professional Preparation Program is the undergraduate
preservice student who should graduate prepared to be a novice teacher-who candevelop a PEP.
Obviously they must be a PEP at some higher level than the pupil in all domainsand they must
also, after mastering this content, learn the rudiments of teaching. So the Level II person has to
know a great deal more, be able to move a great deal better, and deal with feeling at a higher
level than the pupil and must also operate in all dorilains in the pedagogical field at the novice

level.
This means that in planningyou must concern yourself with content that maybe identical

for pupil and student (we use separate terms to differentiate levels) but must be different in
quantity and quality. For example: a third grade pupil may operate at level 6 cognitively in
evaluation but it's of a different quality and in different material than for the student.

The roles and competencies that are derived fo'r teachers in the field in their teaching must
similarly be compared. Students operate in relatiOn to teachers as pupils operate in relation to
students.

We are only just beginning to break ground here and have a long way to go in making the
outcomes explicit. Typically we, too, are frequently inclined to forget that we're talking about
novice, teachers and not experienced teachers as we plan.

LEVEL III, the role of master teacher/supervisor, is even hazier yet in detail but is clear in
outline. This pZrson can produce or help develop PEPs and can help other teachers do the same.
This first level of graduate studies must be improved by application of the same kind of systems
model we apply to all other instructional tasks. It is no longer wise, in my opinion, only to
broaden teacher horizons to offer in-service programs on a hit or miss basis. I have no clear
answer to the question of what a masters degree program should produce, but I have lots
opinions. One concerns the continuing education, in-service, at home degree program. s

handy for the consumer but generally not as rigorous as the on campus program. Becau t's
convenient, it's popular and so many masters degrees are awarded for lower quality wo and

the value of the degree and the information declines. Once explicit outcomes can be de fined

however this will no longer be a problem.
LEVEL IV, the advanced graduate program should produce the teacher educator, the

teacher trainer, ors the I.T. These persons should exhibit all the qualities of Level I, II, and III
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and then be able to produce all of them lecause of-s erior skill and knowledge in the art and
science of teaching. The input to(this level' should requ e competencies in the previous levels,
the process should include. field experience in helping teachers and students bring 'about
changes of consequence in pupils,,Thy output should be a person who is a PEP, who knows howto teach, who knows how to superaie, and who knows how to teach teachers. Easy to say butdifficult to accomplish. Again explicit will have to be established.

And again, the good ole boy club ay,have to be circumvented because for too tong we have
assumed, and I'm also guilty, that anybody knew what good teaching was and could go out and
watch and help the folk~, if need be. In my opinion it is at LEVEL IV that the future of Physical
Education will be decided. Its fate currently-is in the hands of those in the field but the future isin the hands of the teacher educators.

So Where Do We Go From Here? Given sufficient time by parents, schoolboards,
taxpayers, deans and Iletirds of regents to getour act together I think we can o4.#41ii the fate and
develop the future. I think that the Profe.ssional Preparation area of graduate studies is abright star and that Teacher Educatioh is where all the sum of the parts becomeseven Et largerwhole.
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FLORIDA STA
Physical

Model of the New

E UNIVERSITY
ducalion

hysical Education

Physical Education, 8 party of the educal onal process, has as its goal thedevelopment of
the whole person through the medium of physical activity and has as its purposes the
development of the Physical Self, the Movihg Self, the SocOal Self, and the Inner Self.

These purposes, the steppingstones to the Physically Educatefd Person, are outlined below:

PHYSICAL SELF: Individuals have the opportunity to experience benefits of physical

factors of pctivity.
A. Fitness: Individuals have the opportunity to attain and maintain the capacity to,

accomplish daily tasks and meet physical sireis.
1. Cardio Respiratory EnduranceThe quality that enables a person to continue in

vigorous physical activity for extended periods of time.
2. Muscular EnduranceThe quality that enables one to persist in using localized

muscle group for extended periods of time.
3. Muscular StrengthContractile power of muscles.
4. FlexibilityThe functional capacity of a joint to move through a complete range

5. AgilityThe ability to change direction quickly and effectively while moving as
of motion. ,

nearly as possible at full speed.
B. Safety: Individuals have the opportunity to experience the benefits of proper proce-

dures for protection and preservation of the body.
6. Safety AwarenessIdentification and application of safety factors in selection

and maintenance of proper equipment and facilities.
7. Prevention of InjuriesIdentification and utilization of proper conditioning and

warm up procedures for participation in activity.
8. Selection of Appropriate ActivitiesChoosing curriculum content geared to.de-

velopmental and experimental level of participants.
C. Growth and Development: Individuals have the opportunity to experience changes in

growth patterns resulting from the demands of physical activity.
9. Maturation StagesIdentification, understanding, utilization of the physiologi-

cal and psychological patterns of development.
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II.

10. Effects of ExerciseIdentification, understanding, and utilization of the knowl-
edge of the dynamics of spiration, circulation, and muscular contraction.

11. NutritionUnperstandin and utilization of the benefits of proper nutrition and
c--,_ the relationship to physic 1 performance and appearance.

a. Diet: Identification, understanding, and knowledge of basic food groups
required for proper growth, development and maintenance.

b. Weight Control: Knowledge and understanding of the effects of interaction of
caloric.intake and energy expenditure.

MOVING SELF: Individuals experience opportunities to learn to move. *tiA. Perceptual Motor Activities: Individuals experience oppporturiities to move and to
. respond tb internal and external stimuli;

12. Movement Components oil - 4:.
a. Space: Understanding of one's relative position in space and the relationship of

spatial objects to one another.
b. Time: The ability to translate a simultaneous relationship in space to a serial

relationship in time or vice versa. ,
c. Force:l'he ability to impart movement to an object and the reception ofpn

object's force. ,
la. Sensory Components N

.

a. Viision:The ability to respond to information received through the sight
.inecf4tnism. .. g

b. Blearing: The ability to perceive and interpret sounds. k
c. Touch: The ability to percpive tactile or proprioceptive senses.

B. Frasic Movement: Individuals experience opportunities to participate in fundamental
activities.
14. Locomotor--Skills used to move the body through space or from one place to

another:
a. walking
b. running
c. jumping
d. hopping

leaping
pulling

-1g. sliding
h. galloping

15. NonlocomotorMovements of body parts, or the body as ,a whole, that may be
executed without moving through, space:
a. bending
b. stretching
c. twisting
di turning
e. pushing
f. pulling
g. swinging
h. swaying

16. ManipulativeSkills which include the learning tasks involving hand-eye and
foot-eye coordination and the handling of objects. '

C. Complex Movement: Individuals experience opportunities to develop high levels of
proficiency.
17. PatternsExecution of combined movement sequences.
18. Specific SkillsEducation of movement patterns resulting in a particular skill

response.
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19. AnalysisObservation and description of the
volved in movement patte s.

20_, Evaluation ° Recognydon o`hAdheYence to an
'style.

III. SOCIAL SELF: Iriiividuals experie
A Interaction: Individuals.experience

21. SportsmanshipTaentifi ation an
of results from participat n in physical activity.

22. CooperationThe ability associate and participate with other!) for the common
Apod. -

23. ConipetitionThe 'process of participating against one anotVer.
24`. democratic ProCessThe process of participating in Lna,ing decisions For the

benefit of the gf oup.
B. Communication/Expression: Individuals experience the opportunity .to)exchange

25. VerbalBehavior exhibited through conversation designed to facilitate tvrvay
communication. ,

26. NonverbalCommunication of feelings through movement with a minimum of
langw age (can be visual or'tactile,dommunication`skills). '

C. Culturalinfluence: Individuals experience the result of society's influence on move-
ment activities.
27. Social ForcesIdentification and understanding of societal implications that

influence change in physical activity:
9

lL
a. play ' ,

=b. sports

mechanics of the Itiequences

exkit,initom
classic movement

pportunities to participate in group procpsses.
pportimities to work and play with others.

tilization of proper behavior and acceptance

ideas and feelings ip. a movement situation.

c. dance
tit

d. exercise , . , 4..7......

.. .1.;

28. Ethnic ImpliCationIdehtification and interpretation of the influence of various .
ethnic groups on physical activities., ''''r

29. Socioeconomic StatusIdentification and interpretation of socioeconomic posi-
tion and ,its effect on physicaractivities. ° 4

IV. INNER SELF Individuals experience personal satisfaction and develop personal values
..

during physical activity.
A. Joy: Individuals experience opportunities for enjoyment of movement. .

. 30. Recognition The feeling that one has previousliexperienced or participated in ,
movement sequences with satisfaction. ' ""---,, ..,

31. Peak Experience The maximum or ultimate feeling one experiences as a result }

. of participation in physic activities.
32.' Flow'txperienceL.The smooth, uninterrupted movement and plehsnre one einie-

,.. '. riences while participating in physical activity.
B, SelfUnderstanding: Individuals experience the opportunity to understand their'own

capabilities and worth. ;:.; .

33. Self Concept The way one perceives himself as a result of paiticipation in
. ph

,
ical activity. '

34.. Sell mThe way one views himself in a positivp relationship as a result of
parti ipation in physical activity. .

C. Aestketie wareness: individuals experience opportunities tcrappreciatk beauty in
. humati inovement. -....: , ., ,
35. Penional PerformanceThe appreciation and awareness of fine's own motor per-

formance.
't

36. Others' PerformanceLThe appreciation of beauty in movement sequences per-
- formed by others. - ,

. .

P. Relaxation: Individuals experience opportunities to reduce tension:
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37. UnstructuredThe participation in self-directed physicaI,activitie# in which self
establishes criteria for participation. ""- .

38. StructuredThe participation in directed or guided or foi'mally regulated physi-
41

cal activity.
t

..

E. Creativity; Individuals have the opportunity to express individuality and unique
,ideas. .

39. InnovationThe opportunity to chlitnge or alter established mvement patterns.
40. ExperimentationThe-opportunity to invent new movement experiences'.
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS SECTION BUSINESS MEETING

PRESIDER: Gordon E. "Sam" Coker, Vice-President Elect, General Division, SDAAHPER,
North Western State University, Natchitoches, Louisiana

RECORDER: Burch E. Oglesby,' Western Kentucky University, Bowling green, Kentucky
OFFICERS ELECTED: Chairperson-ElectBurch E. Oglesby, Western Kentucky University,

Bowling Green, Kentucky; SiThretaryNancy Kabrial
SPEAKER: Bill McCubbin, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg-, Virginia

The NASPE contract with Mexico has been renewed. United States coaches, adminis-
trators tend selected all-star teams will be going to Mexico in 1978. Past contracts have only
included coaches and administrators. Efforts are underway to develop a similar type program

with several other nations.
Coaches interested in participating should send their vitae to AAHPER indicating their

desire to participate in the international programs.

INTERNATIONAL TRIM ANp FITNESS CONFERENCE
PRESIDER: Gordon E. "Sam" Coker, Vice-President Elect, General Division, SDAAHPER,

Northwestern State University, Natchitoches, Louisiana
RECORDER: Burch E. Oglesby, Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, Kentucky
SPEAKER: Casey Conrad, President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sport, Washington,

D.C.

TherNs an awakening awareness of the importance of exercise throughout the world as a

result of studies in the area of preventive medicine.,It is becoming an "in" area of concern in the
Uriited States Government. Physical educators need to push for an Office of Physical Education

in the HEW and in the new Department of Education if it is established.
On the international level, the term "trim" refers to mass exercise and sports programs.

Most nations have national fitness programs. These are supported by national lotteries.
The United States has the world's finest school and college sports programs. We are behind

in sport and exercise programs for pre-schoolers, aged, community activities, family fun,

fitness and the military services.
There is wide interest in Europe in jogging trails. We need this practice also in order to get

the joggers off the streets and into the parks and forest areas.
The President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sport now has a resource room of sport and

fitness material from throughout the world. It is open to all physical educators, but material
will not be loaned and may not be removed from the room.

LEARNINCLTO CONTROL YOUR WEIGHT

PRESIDER: Debbie Demon, Student Representative, SDAAHPER, University of Arkansas,

Fayetteville, Arkansas
.RECORDER: Ginger Chevallier, McNeese State University, Lake Charles, Louisiana
SPEAKER: Rick Guyton, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas

Dr. Guyton presented a slide presentation on learning to control your weight and the

proper way to maintain your desired weight. He presented facts concerning the death rate in
overweight people and some common diseases found among overweight people. Dr. Guyton
emphasized the point that the best way to have a healthy life is to maintain a healthy diet.

MINI-PEPI WORKSHOP
PRESIDER: G. Reed Carr, Rice University, Houston, Texas
RECORDER:, Angie Nazaretian, Athens State College, Athens, Alabama
OFFICERS ELECTED: Chairperson-ElectLucy Murphy; SecretarySandra Louise Phil-

lips, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida
SPEAKER: Charles Wilson, University of Florida, Gainsville, Florida

TOPIC: How To Plan A Physical Education Information Program
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PUBLIC INFORMATION: The planned effort by responsible management, through two way
communication, to gain understanding and acceptance.

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC INFORMATION

To most people, "PR" is a synonyni for publicity. But, what good is "publicity" or "promo-
tion" if there is not a sound Physical Education program to promote? No amount of PR can cover
up a poor program. As a matter of fact, over-stated publicity and false promises can cause great
harm to a program as a whole.

Physical Education has a major responsibility to the media, general public, specific
publics, and supporters to report not only on what is planned, but also on what is bcling
accomplished. Communieiting on a one to one basis is most ideal, however, other methods may
help to make this filErto face communication possible and more Koductive. Since Physical
Education depends on the support of these various publics, it is essential that we create an
awareness, interest, and strengthening of this support.

FIVE BASIC PR STEPS

The process of public relations revolves, continuously, around five basic steps. Much like
an iceberg, three-fourths of the public relations process is below the surface.and does not show.
What does show is too often taken for the whole iceberg.

The PR process involveS:

First- The key objective is tp increase acceptante and understanding of the Physical
Education program.

Second- Analyze Your Situation
A. How can Physical Education help meet the needs of your students?
B. What administrative decisions and program objectives affect your informa-

tion planning?
C. How are the students in your county presently involved in physical activity?
D. How many students will be exposed to the physical education program?
E. Who are the leaders and influencers in your community "power structure"?

'F. What resources, people, funds, materials are available to you from the Na-
tional and State Associations, Universities, State and Regional PEPI Coor-
dinators, and the County Office?

Third- Determine your general public information objectives by asking yourself these
questions.
A. Do people in this community know anything about the New Physical Educa-

tion? If your answer is no, then your first objective should be to: Create
Awareness.

B. If awareness exists, then ask, Is the imageof Physical Education understood
and accepted?" If not, then your next objective must be to: Present the Image of
Physical Education is a program based:on individualized instruction. It helps
a child develop a positive self-image. It helps him appreciate that physically fit
people are healtiiiiift and that fit people achieve more intellectually.

Fourth- Determine your communications strategy baSed upon your objectives.
The strategy is dependant upon your analysis and your objective. Start by
considering the positive points of the program.
Divide your community into geographic' communications areas and consider
the various kinds of communications media available in each area.

Fifth- Evaluate and assess the effectiveness of your Public Information activities.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION OPPORTUNITIES FOR
EXCEPTIONAL LEARNERS (MAINSTREAMING)

. .
PRESIDER: Jane Durant Robertson, The University of Alabama, University, Alabama
RECORDER: Carolyn Hughes, Memphis City Schools, Memphis, Tennessee
SPEAKER: Ed Long, Director of Project PEOPEL, Phoenix, Arkansas ?

The presehtation consisted of a slide and film presentation and narration concerning the
PEOPEL Project in the Phoenix Union High School System. PEOPEL is nationally validated
through ESEA, Title IV. The following summary is quoted from a project dissemination flyer.

In the belief that schools have the responsibility of providing programs that meet the needs,
. of all secondary students, the Physical Education Opportunity Program for Exceptional 1,earb-

ers (PEOPEL ) has been approved, developed, and implemented through ESEA Titles Ill and
[V. PEOPEL meets the needs of exceptional (handicapped) individuals as well as the require-
ments addressed in Title IX and Public Law 94-142.

PEOPEL is.designed for students who will benefit more from an individualized physical
education program than from general physical education. Through individualized learning,
students will develop physical; mental, emotional and social abilities in a physical education
setting. The emphasis of individualized instruction is possible by utilizing trained student
aides -who are under the supervision of a physical educator. This providezaone-to-one instruc-
tion ratio in a co-education class of twelve PEOPEL students and up to twelve student aides.
The total class size in twenty-four students to one instructor. To participate.in PEOPEL as a
Student Aide, the student must successfully complete a semester long Student Aide Training
Class which presents and discusses PEOPEL goals; the roles and responsibilities of aides, and
the growth and development characteristics of exceptional peers who may be enrolled in
PEOP . Peer Teaching provides the opportunity to participate in physical education while

and success in PEOPEL.

STUDENT RAP SESSION WITH VIPs
PRESIDER: Debbie Deason, Student Representative, SDAAHPER, University of Arkansas,

Fayetteville, Arkansas
RECORDER: Ginilr Chevallier, McNeese State University, Lake Charles Louisiana
SPEAKERS: Celeste Ulrich, Past President, AAHPER; Margaret Coffey, President-Elect,

AAHPER; Miriam Collins, President, SDAAHPER; W. L. Carr, Past President,
SDAAHPER; Clyde Partin, President-Elect, SDAAHPER

This session was held in order that the students could ask some questions concerning
AAHPER to the higher 'officials of the Alliance. Some of the questions that were asked
concerned such things as job possibilities in the field of physical education, teacher salary,
opportunities of students in the AAHPER, different qualities for which a teacher is chosen and
whether AAHPER is giving students any kind of financial aid.

TEACHER LIABILITYHOW WELL ARE WE PROTECTED?
PRESIDER: Debbie Deason, Student Representative, SDAAHPER, University of Arkansas,

Fayetteville, Arkansas
RECORDER: Ginger Chevallier, McNeese State University, Lake Charles, Louisiana
SPEAKER: Margaret Coffey, President-Elect, AAHPER, University of Massachusetts,

Amherst, Massachusetts

Dr. Coffey explained the different areas in which a student's parents could sue a teacher
after an accident. She presented the four methods in which a lawyer defends a teacher in a law
suit. The four areas that were discussed were assumption of risk, act of God, the teacher
advising the students what is right and wrong, and the chain of events was broken. Dr. Coffey
explained some of the potential dangers that might invite some accidents to a student such as
defective equipment, improper instruction, improper supervision, etc., in which the teach& is
held responsible. Dr. Coffey closed the session by answering questions from the students.



THE CURE AND PREVENTION OF ATHLETIC INJURIES
PRESIDING: Debbie Deasori,tudent Representative, SDAAHPER, University of Arkansas,

Fayetteville, Arkansas
RECORDING: Ginger Chevallier, Mc Neese State University, Lake Charles, Louisiana
SPEAKER: Michael Collins, University of Alabama in Birmingham, Birmingham, Alabama

Dr. Collins began the session by stating the fact that physical education teachers or
coaches are thought of as school "doctors" on campus. He presented a slide show explaining and
demonstrating the proper way togandage injuries to the knee, ankle and foot. Dr. Collins went
over the I.C.E. method of treating injuries. He also discussed the importance of proper exercise
for training of other sports and the importance of static exercise and exercise that would
concern each mu,s'cle of the body.

TUMBLING
PRESIDER: Jeff Cobb, Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama
RECORDER: Ginger Chevallier, McNeese State University, Lake Charles, Louisiana
SPEAKER: Chester Jones, University of Arkansas, Little Rock, Arkansas

Mr. Jones demonstrated the basic tumbling fundamentals and explained some of the
problems faced by the instructor. He used, volunteers from the audience and showed the correct
spotting techniques. He answered any problemsor questions concerning tumbling or gymnas-
tics.

WOMEN'S ATHLETICS-WHAT'S
HAPPENING IN THE JUNIOR COLLEGES

PRESIDING: Roberta Stokes, Miami-Dade 'Community College, South, Miami, Florida
OFFICERS ELECTED: ChairpersonLinda Nicholson, Meridian Junior College, Meridian,

Mississippi; Chairpenkn-ElectLanna Pruitt, Tan-ant County Junior College, Texas;
SecretaryElaine Gavigan, Broware Community College, Central, Texas

RECORDER: Maria Horner, Miami-Dade Community College, South, Miami, Florida
SPEAKER: Dorothy Brown, San Jacinto Community College, Pasadena, Texas

Dorothy Brown spoke about the future trends in women's athletics. The Office of Civil
Rights of HEW is going to begin a ten-month study in reference to women's athletics. The
gaidelines are now being written and will'be available in February, through the Federal
Register. Dorothy Brown conducted a survey on what's happening in women's athletics by
contacting all of the regional directors for inputfrom their areas. A brief summary of the results
of that survey follows:

1. Due to the increase in women's athletics, there is a definite upgrading of athletics in
high school;

2. The nipnber of women's sports has increased in the regions;
3. More scholarships are offered;
4. There are added facilities;
5. Budgets are increasing;
6. Membership in NJCAA is up 42 percent;
7. There is an increase in tennis and golf participation and teams;
8. In some regions, the number of sports remains the same butlhere is an increase in the

budget for women with no cutback for men;
9. In multi-campus schools, programs are being alternated instead of duplicated; and

10. There is a trend to hire women for coaching duties, only.

The rest of the meeting involved audience participation in exchanging trends and sharing
of experiences.
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SPEAKER: Donna Schmitt, Dodge City Community College, Dodge City, Kansas

The purpoSe of the women's division otthe National JuniorCollege Athletics Association
(NJCAA) is to promote and provide opportunities for junior college women athketes to compete

in national competition among all eligible member colleges.
The structure of the NJCAA is as follows: The president is electedby the total membership

of men and women regional directo t the annual meeting, during even-numbered years. The
vice-president of each division is elec d by members of that division 'during even-numbered

years. The secretary-treasurer is el in odd-numbered years. Regional directors are elected
by their member colleges for two-year terms; even-numbered regions in even numbered years,
odd-numbered regions in odd-numbered years. The regional-directors-at-large on the execu-
tive committee are selected on a rotating basis from the regions for a one-year term.

There are joint committees and separate standing committees. for the various sports
composed of the regional direCtors. These committees meet at the annual nationafassembly in
March and establish dates and sites of national meets and tournaments, qualifying standards,
awards, rules, regulations, etc. Rules of eligibility are subject to change by discussion and vote

of the joint assembly.
In March of 1975, representatives from, Ikregions organized a women's division. The

division abides by the NJCAA eligibility rules. There has been a tremendous growth of
membership and increase in national and invitational tournaments. A tournament is consid-

ered a championship when there is a sufficient number of regions and participants involved.
The NJCAA has several publications. The coverage in the JUCO Review of the women's

activities is excellent. Women are encouraged to write articles of interest for the magazine.
Another publication is the Handbook and Case Book. Eligibility rules, committee reports,

individual and team champions, records, etc., are published in this resource. Also, each year a

book of minutes of national meetings is published.

BUSINESS MEETINGS
SPRING BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING

Camelot Inn May 27-28, 1977 Little Rock, Arkansas

1. President Collins opened the meeting at 1:00 P.M. and greeted and welcomed the Board to
\ Little Rock. Binns, Bobbitt, Cady, M. Carr, W. Carr, Coker, Collins, Deason, Everett,

Greer, Holyoak, Hyatt, Moore, Partin, Perry, Seymour, Solleder, Warren, Bowen, Par-
liamentarian and Harrison, Exhibits Chairman were present. Little Rock Co-Convention
Managers Jones and McGee and Cicero, Newsletter Editor, were presentfor the meeting.

2. Hyatt moved the approval of the agenda with the stipulation that the agenda might be
altered by the Board to expedite business. Motion carried.

3. Bowen presented parliamentary.procedures. Motion forms were distributed for use and
points on meeting management were discussed. Partin moved to adopt the items on
meeting management. Moore moved to amend Item 3 from 20 minutes to 10 minutes.
Motion failed. Main motion was then voted and carried.

4. Warren presented the minutes of the New Board of Directors Meeting from the Atlanta
Convention and moved approval. Motion carried.

5. Cady presented a report on the progress of the Future Awareness Conference. She reported

two planned meetings; June 11, 1977 and Septmber, 1977, and distributed two documents
giving information on plans for the Conference. Now working on selection of speakers for
Conference (Howard working on this aspect)'. A brief description of the preliminary
meeting format was discussed.

6. Warren presented the interim financial report covering the eleven months period of the
fiscal year through April 30, 1977. The report was a balanced report and was received by

the Board. Warren suggested that the Board consider raising the Bond of the Secretary-
Treasurer from $20,000 to $40,000. Moved by Hyatt that the bond of the Secretary-
Treatiurer be raised to $40,000. Motion carried.
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7. Collins discussed the requests for joint sponsorship ofa Dance Conference at Lamar Tech
in Beautnont, Texas, in January 1978. She mentioned that the Conference had been
advertised before any contact had been made with the Southern District President request-
ing co-sponsorship of the Conference. Moore expressed strong feelingsabout officers of the
Southern District hearing about such meetings and being expected to cooperate only after
the decisions have beep made. Extensive discussion indicated the Board's concern for such
lack of consideration and disregard for professional procedures and cooperation. Bobbitt
moved that the Southern District support the NDA Dance Workshop in January 1978 and
that in the future, approval for such events be sought prior to the planning stages. Motion
carried.

8. Collins discussed the request for an intramural workshop in Little Rock and the charge of
an additional fee for it. The Southern District Board is on record against charging special
fees for activities in its conventions.

- 9. Collins presented the Standing, President's and Continuing Committees for 1977-78 for
approval by the Board. Everett moved approval. Motion carried.

10. Collins presented the Officer Directory for 1977-78 and noted correction .

11. The program information to'be gent to AAHPER is due to President Collin no later than
September 2, 1978. Anything that-is to be in the printed program must be included and in
to the President by the abdve date.

12. Southern District received the Membership Award for the past year and the $150.00
Award has been received along with a certificate indicating same from AAHPER.

13. Tape recording order information was circulated.
14. "Perceive, Persist, Progre;s" is the Convention theme for 1978. Celeste Ulrich will make
. the opening address in the Little Rock Convention. Marjorie Blaufarb will attend the

Convention and will be available for scheduling. Dr. Jokl has expressed his willingness to
speak on research ip the convention.

15. Concern was expreased for the need for a plan to receive the program evaluations of the
convention well prior to the Summer Board Meeting and possibly before the Vice-
Presidents leave the Convention in which the evaluations took place.

16. The tittle Rock Convention Bqpd, meetings will begin at 2:00 P.M. on Tuesday, February
21st and run through 5:00;PA. Wednesday, February 22nd.

17. Harrison presented the Exhibits report and explained plans for the Little Rock Conven-
tion. LeFever Decorating Company will provide decorator services for the exhibits at the
rate of $25.25 per booth. Harrison will mail exhibitor packets to the Board members for
their irkformation and use.

18. Everett, Southern District Representative to National, circulated a copy of his report to the
Board of Governors of AAHPER and discussed various aspects of the report.

19. Solleder reported her efforts and plans as Nominating Committee Chairman. She has
gotten reasonably good response to the present.

20. Collins reported that Mike Pollock is leaving SouthernDistrict and will not be eligible to
continue as Past-President of the General Division of Southern District. The Division
Vice-President and officers will handle replacement of his responsibilities as needed
through the Little Rock Convention.

21. M. Carr reported Health Division Convention plans prior to final scheduling. Greer
reported for the Physical Education Division. Seymour reported for Recreation arid Hyatt
reported regarding plans for the Intramural Workshop. Color coding for directional signs
and materials was suggested. Holyoak and Coker reported for the General Division and
Deason reported plans for the Student Section.

22. Cicero, Newsletter Editor, presented bids for the printing of the Newsletter for September
1, 1977 and January 1, 1978. Holyoak moved that the Times Printing Company be
approved as provided in the report. Motion carried.

23. Collins presented the report of the Honors Awards and Service Awards Committees. Shp
indicated that work is progressing schedule. November 15th is the deadline for making
nominations for both Awards.

24. Carr discussed the Newn,Orleans Convention contract which has been completed and
signed.
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25. Collins discussed the contract with Opryland. It has been completed and in the process of

being signed. Distribution will follow signing.
26. Collins is in the process of having a job description written for the student representative

working with Hodgens and Deason. She discussed briefly other items including Conven-
tion Committee, Tape Recording Committee, Finance Committee, (Funds to Convention
states-student scholarship), Archives Committee (Printing of history of Southern Dis-
trict), State/District Conventions, Public Affairs Committee (Key person selected in each
stateHarris to remain as Chairman) and Proceedings Committee (Atlanta proceedings
is on schedule).

27. Greer moved that there be a third mineral session added for the Little ,/thck Convention
with Speakers -1st choice; Andrew Young; 2nd choice, Dr. Leroy Wl'alker.fhis would
include a dance concert by the Dance Section (if financial arrangements are not too great).
This session would be on Friday night (early). Seymour moved that the motion be tabled.
Motion carried.

28. Collins distributed a preliminary copy of the Tape Recording Committee Operating Code.

29. Collins spoke briefly about the writing of the Southern District history by Ruth Fink. Some
chapters have been sent by Fink for her to read.

30. W. Carr discussed some organization plans for the development of the New Orleans (1979)
Convention. Partin discussed the Seattle meeting, where planning was done, the plan for
one general session and one meeting during each special interest time period. Social events
may also be planned such as luncheons, etc., but must be coordinated with national
planning. The host state also has program priviltkitjt was reported by W. Carr that the
Louisiana Association does not plan to meet duri e 1979 Convention in New Orleans.
Coordination is necessary to keep down duplication and overlapping of progitims in some
time slots. The State Officers' Conference will be held. Southern Division Vice-Presidents,
President-Elect and National Representative, etc., need to be in the planning sesaiipfof
national for cooperation in program coordination.

31. W. Carr briefly discussed the student meetings in the Atlanta Convention. He held a
meeting with students from all states so that the students could express concerns for future
meetings. Carr's concern is that a group might be kept in some kind of order to behelpful in
producing programs in later conventions. An open forum type meeting will be planned and
put in the program for Little Rock and a non-programmed meeting will be held with a
student or students representing each state.

32. W. Carr discussed the Heritage Room which was very popular in Atlanta and his impres-
sion is that it probably should be repeated each five years with possible variations in
presentation. It was voiced that the Heritage Room should be a part of the 1979 Convention
when National is in Southern District. It was suggested that a shipping case might be
developed for an archival display such as was presented in the Heritage Room. Partin
moved that beginning in 1979 the Heritage Room/a part of the Southern District
Convention and every two years thereafter. MotiontEarried.

33. Hyatt reported on the success of the Intramural Workhop in Atlanta and that it will be

continued.
34. Greer discussed the Elementary P.E. Workshop and other Atlanta meetings and com-

mented that there was concern for scheduling sufficient space for all future meetings.
Space for some meeting was insufficient due to the very fine attendance of meetings in
Atlanta.

35. Coker discussed the Professional Preparation Council Report and circulated adocument as

part of the report.
36. Collins discussed We study of student scholarships by the Finance Committee and stated

that a report will be made in the Little Rock Convention for consideration by the Ward of
Directors.

37. Collins discussed tape recording of Southern District Convention programs. Communica-
tion with NASPE will be sought in the service and Richard Hahn, a member of NASPE,
will join the Southern District Tape Recording Committee.

1
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38. Hyatt presented a discussion of the Community School idea which is of much concern in a
number of qtates. He is particularly interested in the recreational aspect of this. Hyatt
moved that an Ad Hoc committee be established by the President to study the impact of the
School Community Recreation Programs within the Southern District and for this com-
mittee to prepare models or guidelines to aid municipalities, schools and other organiza-
tions in establishing these programs when these organizations feel so inclined. Motion
carried.

39. Hyatt discussed the need for a Committee on Development in the Southern District. Hyatt
moved that an Ad Hoc Committee be appointed by the President of SDAAHPER to discuss
the feasibility of establishing a Committee on Development. This Committee would pro-
duce ideas on base-line information to be gathered in SDAAHPER and would establish
guidelines or an operating code for SDAAHPER units to work cooperatively on projects,
studies, or policy statements, and would establish procedures for requesting limited
financial support for studies or projects. Following discussionHyatt withdrew the motion
with permission of the Board.

40. Bowen will mail to each Board member a copy of the Constitution prior to July 1, 1977.
41. Collins discussed the need to identify the LouisianaStudent Representative-Elect to the

Board for early beginning of orientation. It is hoped that the student will be identified early
and will be in the Little Rock convention.

42. Collins discussed the Future Directions Conference and requested a decision by the Board
as to signing a firm contract with the hotel or reserving, in the contract, the right to a final
decision on the Conference in Little Rock Convention in February,I1978. Seymour moved
that the Board adopt plan "A" which reserves the right in the contract to the final decision
by the Board in February 1978. Motion failed. Everett moved that, following the meeting of
the Program Committee of the Future Directions Committee on June 11, 1977, the
Executive Committee of Southern District decide whether or not the planned Future
Awardness Conference for Houston in September 1978 will be able to be successfully
carried out. If the decision is positive, then a firm contract be signed with the Motel in
Houston (Plan B).Iffotion carried.

43. Everett moved that the program on the chalk board, as developed by the Board, be
approved and circulated as the program for the Little Rock Convention. Motion carried.

44. Solleder moved that the Health Division budget for 1977-78 be increased by $525.00 for
support of special projects, newsletter and for special public relations/communications.
Motion carried.

45. Greer moved that the budget be approved as changed. Motion carried.
46. Collins discussed the need for study related to the Archivist and Secretary-Treasurer

positions for future information.
47. Everett moved that the same fees be used in the Little Rock Convention as were approved

and used in the Atlanta Convention. Motion carried.
48. Everett moved adjournment at 10:30 P.M., May 28, 1977. Motion carried. The meeting was

adjourned immediately.

Respectfully submitted,

Ned L. Warren, Secretary-Treasurer
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
Camelot Inn February 21-22, 1978 Little Rock, Arkansas

1. Pres'ident Collins opened the meeting at 2:00 P.M. and greeted and welcomed the Board to
Littfe Rock. Binns, Bobbitt, M. Carr, W. Carr, Coker, Collins, Dealon, Everett, Greer,
Hyatt,Moore, Partin, Perry and Warren were present. Holyoak, Sol leder and Seymour
were not present at the opening of the meeting. Holyoak and Solleder arrived soon. Bowen,
Parliamentarian, Jones and McGee, Convention Co-Managers, Harrison, Exhibits Man-
ager, Cicero, Newsletter Editor, Ginger Chevallier, McNeese State University, Lake
Charles, La.,,Student Representative-Elect to the Board,were present. Dr. George Ander-
son, Executive Director, AAHPER, was present.

2. Bobbitt moved to approve the agenda with the usual flexibility where necessary to expe-
dite the business of the Board. Motion passed.

3. Warren presented the minutes of the Summer Board Meetingand moved approval. Motion
carried.

l' Bowen, Parliamentarian, distributed the new Board handbooks and commented on items
of parliamentaiy procedures. It was requested that each Division besure to reproduce the
Operating Codes and provide to their sub-structures as appropriate. He requested that

otions be written and that debate be limited to 20 minutes on discussion of motions.
5. esident Collins presented the President's report. It outlined her activities in office

during the year and pinpointed some recommendations which will require action by the
Board. A recommendation regarding carrying over of sub-structure officers during Na-
tional Convention ijear was delayed until later for action. Themailouts of the History will
be handled by Partin. Other items were discussed and a written report was circulated to
the Board. During the Presidents report Cicero circulated a written report on the Newslet-
ters and evaluation which were discussed.

6. Harrison, Exhibits Chairman, reported that 57 exhibit spaces will be occupied in the
Convention and circulated a report to the Board.

7. Elizabeth Jones, Convention Co-Manager, presented a brief report from the Convention
Managers.

8. Partin presented the President-Elect's report including site selection, Past Presidents'
Luncheon and the fact that Atlanta might be selected for the NationalCentennial Conven-
tion in 1985. He also spoke briefly about the Spring Board Meeting in New Orleans. Partin
briefly mentioned items from the AAHPER Board Meeting in Washington: (1) AIAW-
AAHPER relationship, retirement of George F. Anderson in near future and the new
Reston property plans. He gave the cost of the History of Southern District, which is now on
sale. Each Division will be allowed up to 4 meetings in the New Orleans National
Convention and other meetings appropriate to the needs of Southern District will be held.
A written report was circulated., Three written reports were circulated to the Board.

9. W. Carr, Past President, gave an oral report of his activities during the year. No action was
necessary. Collins requested Carr to provide an update on the New Orleans Convention
Hotel rates. The hotel contract prices were adjusted.

10. Everett, SD Representative to AAHPER, presented a written report and briefly discussed
some items therein.

11. M. Carr presented the report for Health Division. No changes in program and no special
problims were reported. ,,

12. Bobbitt reported for the Physical Education Division. She reported that 33 different
programs will be presented by the P.E. Division.

13. The Recreation Division report was presentekby Hyatt. He mentioned the Intramural
Workshop and compliinented the efforts of the planners.

14. The General Division report was presented by Coker in the absence of Holyoak.
15. Deason circulated a written report of plans ,for the Student Section.
16. Bowen, Parliamentarian, presented the Constitution Committee's report. Much of his

report was fulfilled by the circulation of the new handbook.
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17. Collins presented a letter from Gordon Howard regarding the Future Awareness Confer-
ence. It was reported that a meeting of the committee will be held during the Convention
and a report will be made on Sunday of future plans.

18. Collins reported, on behalf of the Chairman of the Honor Awards Committee, that there
will be five Honor Awards presented.

19. The Service Award Committee report was briefly discussed by Collins in the absence of
Robinson. One Service 'Award will be presented. Collins also related to the Board that an
extensive study by Secretary-Treasurer Warren of the records of exhibitors has been
completed. Copies of the completeyecord of exhibiting had been furnished to the President
and the Exhibits Manager by Warren who retained one copy for the District files. Collins
also reported that the E. R. Moore Company and the Tom Broderick Co. had been singled
out for their long support of Southern District and would receive Presidential Awards
during, the Convention's first general session Thursday evening.

20. Everett moved that the bid of Brown Printing Company of Montgomery, Alabama be
approved for printing the 1978 Proceedings of the Little Rock COnvention. Motion carried.

21. Solleder presented the Nominating Committee's report. A written report was circulated
and comments made.

22., A written report from Bob Blackburn, Chairman, Tape Recording Committee, was dis-
cussed by Collins, in the absence of Blackburn, and circulated copies of the report to the
Board.

23. A written report from Public Affairs/Legislating Committee was circulated to the mem-
bers of the Board.

24. Harrison requested that the Board invest $150 for coffee for exhibitors for three days to be
served from 8:30 to 9:30 in mornings. Everett moved that the suggestion be approved.
Motion carried.

25. Everett moved that the Division Vice-Presidents decide in their business meetings in
Little Rock whether or not they should elect sub-structure officers in New Orleans or carry
them over for a second year in order to best carry-out the "other-than-Convention" type
programs of the division and report back at the New Board meeting on Sunday. Motion
carried.

26. W. Carr moved that the Bond of the Secretary-Treasurer be increased to $50,000. Motion
carried.

27. Warren presented the Financial Report of the 1976-77 fiscal year and moved approval.
Motion carried.

28. Warren presented the first Interim Financial Report (1977-78) and moved that the report
be received. Motion carried.

29. Warren presented the Finance Committee report regarding the study of possible schol-
arships for students. A report from the Committee will be presented on Sunday following
the Finance Committee meeting.

30. Moore suggested that a reminder for District Vice-Presidents be included in the minutes to
notify Convention Managers/or the Hospitality Committee so that name tags might be
prepared ahead of arrival at conventions of special guests, speakers, etc.

31. Partin announced that May 5-6-7, Friday, Saturday, Sunday, will be the dates for the
Surtuner Board meeting in New Orleans. He will provide further detailed information to
the Board.

32. Hyatt discussed the Community School Recreation programs. He suggested that any
committee where SD is involving itself should have heavy representation of public school
people across the District, since they are most involved people in such projects.

33. Everett moved approval of the agenda for the R.A. Motion carried.
34. Everett discussed the State Officers' Conference and explained some aspects of the Confer-

ence. He requested Board participation. He believes this will be the largest conference to
date. 1

35. Bobbjtt discussed the Elementary Symposium. She mentioned that there will be twenty-
four presenters in the symposium.
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36. Collins discussed various infornjational items with no official, action requested by the
Board including committee re/Sorts from: Joint' State/District Conventions, Audit. Ne-
crology, Convention evaluation,gnd Conventioq Planning Committees. Collins reminded
the Board that action will be necessary soon on he "Shares in the Future" investment of
SDAAHPER.

37. Holyoak moved that the incoming Student Representative be reimbursed at the same rate
as members of the Board of Directo4:' at pre and post meetings of the Board, when invited
by said Board. Motion carried.

'38. Three groups presented bids for the 1981 Convention: the Winston-Salem Hyatt House,
the Sheraton Twin Towers, Orland4-,Florida, and the Francis Marion Hotel, Charleston,
South Carolina. Following each presentation, a question-answer period was held by the
Board. -After much deliberation, the -Board voted to hold the 1981 S.D. Convention in
-Orlando, Florida, February 19-22. 1981 with the Sheraton Twin Towers as headquarters

4t, hotel.
39:, The Board meeting was adjourned at 12:00 Noon. Motion to adjourn was by W. Carr.

I/lotion carried.

ar,rjelot Inn

Ned L. Warren
Secretary-Treasurer

NEW BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
February 26, 1978 Little Rock, Arkansas

esident Partin opened the meeting at 12:20 P.M. with all Board members present:
ollins, Partin, Everett, Warren, M. Carr, Binns, Greer, Bobbitt, Seymour, Perry,

Rolyo0, Coker, Colston, Kercheval, Carter, Crase, Poindexter and G. Chevallier, Student
°rjiembr of the Board. The Convention Co-Managers from Little Rock and Clower, News-

etter .Editor were present.
amen presented the Board of Directors minutes and moved for tentative approval. The

refined minutes will be mailed to the Board in a few days. Motion carried.
.3..fiMerki, Chairman Convention Evaluation Committee, presented a brief report on Conven-

I4itionvaluation. He discussed items from the report which indicated consideration of
charking the scheduling of some events. Some temperature, noise, space, and scheduling
problems were mentioned. He will provide copies of the report to Board members in a few
days through the President.

411 \Gordon Howard, Chairman Future Awareness Committee, presented a report of the
hieeting of the Committee and plans. A conference was planned for Houston in September

Later, plans changed, mainly because of a conflict with the proposed/onference by
rld Futures Society, scheduled for Houston iq the same time period. Plans are that

Committee propose a new date for the Southern District Conference in Houston.
oward requested a program time in the New Orleans Convention for the Committee in a

time period assigned to and approved by the General Division. The programAill be built
around a speaker and discussion groups. The propos1d by the Committee is to have a
Future Awareness Conference in Houston in SePtember 1979. A written report will be
circulated to the Board at a later date.
Partin presented a report from Jayne Meyer, Little Rock Proceedings Chairman, that
materials were being received at a satisfactory, rate.

6. Harrison presented Exhibits Chairman's report showing booths occupied and reported no
problems. There was some concern about loss of Saturday as an exhibits day since booths
are broken down Saturday.

7. Clower presented comments and questions regarding the Newsletters. A third edit of
the Newsletter was discussed by Perry. No major changes are anticipated since the
Newsletter, as prespritly produced, is satisfactory and considered very good. Expansion of
Newsletters will be considered at a later time after more study.
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) ?8. %brief]ebrief] reported on activities of Constitution Committee. Division Vice-Presidents
ware asked to thoroughly review codes and ask ub-structures to do the same. It is
important to know about program responsibilities the need for revision of codes when
indicated. Job descriptions are being considered and policy statements pertinent to Dis-
trict function will be included in the handbook.

9. Everett presented the report of the Public Affairs/Legislation Committee. He discussed a
number of suggestions for District Consideration. He suggested funding especially for
workshops and making reproduction of President Carter's tape. Moved by Seymour that
report be received. Motion carried.

10. The Convention Co-Managers presented an attendance report. McGee presented his Secre-
tary, Mrs. Barbara Carrithers and recognized her for her many contributions in the
Convention. Partin complimented the Convention Co-Managers for their outstanding
contributions. Holyoak moved that the records show our appreciation to Carrithers as
above. Motion carried.

11. Warren presented items for information including the following:
a) Instruction to forward bills through President for approval.
b) Forms for General Division Financial reports.
c) Forms for special projects request by Divisions.
d) Guidelines for expenditure of District funds will be mailed to new Board members.
el Mailing of District files to Archives beyond three years back each year. Perrinssion

granted.
0 Disposal of financial records beyond seven years back, each year. Permission granted.
Seymour suggested that photographing of S.D records be studied for greater preservation
and long term historic security.

12. Partin reviewed briefly the schedule of activities in New Orleans Convention. "Helping
Build Tomorrow" will be the S.D. Convention theme in 1979. Southern District will have
thvusual pre-convention meetings: Will have a general session, Honor Awards presents-
iions, Representative Assembly Thursday as usual, with election of officers. There will be
minimum of three program spots available for each Division, Louisiana Night with
possible boat trip down Mississippi Saturday the 17th. Plans will be made with AAHPER
on program development. Some funds will be available from AAHPER for S.D. programs.

13. Warren presented a resolution from the Finance Committee regarding Southern District
student scholarships. The resolution is as follows: A

"The Finance Committee recommends that the District sponsored scholarship program take the form of
two year professional memberships in AAHPER for graduating senior majors in HPER with one or two being
given in each state as a base with additional memberships up to a total of thirteen given on the basis of state
memberships (BA count for that Convention year). Selectees should be named by State Associations. Details
should be worked out by a Southern District Committee. Attendance of Southern District Convention should
not be mandatorY4to receive this award. Winners should be recognized in District Convention by name and
recognized and/or be presented the award in the State Convention if feasable. Recognition should be
accompanied by a Southern District certificate. Winners' names should be printed in Southern District
Convention program."

'P Following the presentation of the above resolution, Partin appointed Warren, the Division
Vice-Presidents and the Student member of the Board to be ready to propose the plan for
implementingthe above resolution in the New Orleans Summer Board Meeting.

14. Binns reported for the Health Division. Programs were successful. Division Councils will
be held over during New Orleans Convention unless new plans are later developed in
accordance with the Constitution and Operating Code.

15. Bobbitt reported on Physical Education Division. Thirty-one programs were presented an
all sub-structure officers will be held over. Request was made for 3-4 programs in the New
Orleans Convention.

16. Perry presented the Recreation Division report. Officers elections will be no problem since
plan of rotation will be continued as usual.

17. Coker reported 32 section programs in the General Division. Nine were by student
sections. Professional Preparation and Research were very popular. Sale of research
abstracts went well. Division officers agreed to request Board place on R.A. agenda
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consideration for merger of the Public Relations Council and Public Affairs/Legislation
Committee. This should go to the Representative Assembly members 30 days before itcomes up for vote in the Representative Assembly.

18. Everett discussed program budget for Officers' Conference when needed. Everett also
requested to increasg budget of LSD Representative to AAHPER from $150 to $200, as wellas approval of funds for programs for Conference.

19. Hyatt suggested through Partin that the Recreation Division consider sponsoring anIntramurals Workshop in New Orleans and that the Ad Hoc Committee on CommunitySchools be appointed.
20. Holyoak moved to accept Committees appointments of President Partin with option toadjust as necessary. Motion carried.
21. The meeting was adjourned at 2:30 P.M.

Camelot Inn

Ned L. Warren
Secretary-Treasurer

REPRESENTATIVE ASSEMBLY
February 23, 1978 Little Rock, Arkansas

1. President Collins opened the meeting at 2:00 P.M. with 127 official delegates present. Theguests and delegates were welcomed by the President to the 44th Annual SDAAHPERConvention Representative Assembly. The Parliamentarian certified that a quorum waspresent. Collins then proceeded with the business.
2. W. Carr moved to approve the agenda with the inclusion of the usual flexibility for

deviations where needed to enhance the business of the Assembly. Motion carried.3. Warren presented the minutes of the Atlantaidiivention Representative Assembly andmoved approval. Motion carried.
4. Solleder presented the nominating Committee's report as follows: All candidates were

introduced from the front of the Assembly. Those elected are italicized.
President-Elect Clifford Gray Lewis Hally Beth Poindexter
Vice Pres.-Elect, HEA Div. Jo Alice Carter Betty Tevis
Vice Pres.-Elect, PE Div. M. Joan Paul Darrell Crase
Vice Pres.-Elect, REC Div. Barbara Kercheval Kenneth H. Renner
Vice Pres.-Elect, GEN Div. Kay Colston Barry Pelton

5. Warren presented the audited Financial Report of the 1976-77 fiscal year and movedapproval. Motion carried. Warren then presented an Interim Financial Report and movedthat it be received. Motion carried.
6. Collins introduced President-Elect Margaret Coffey of AAHPER who broughtwarm greet-ings from the AAHPER and complimented the Southern District for its constant support ofthe Alliance in so many ways. She also announced that "Building Tomorrow" will be thetheme for the 1979 AAHPER Convention in New Orleans, to be jointly held with SouthernDistrict. President Collins introduced other Alliance Staff, including George Anderson,Marjorie Blaufarb and Virgil McMahan.
7. Kemp, Chairman, Necrology Committee, reported 19 members lost during the year,including two Past-Presidents. In accordance with SD custom, statementswere presentedon Past-Presidents Soule of Georgia and Messersmith of Texas. A moment of silence wasobserved in memory of our 19 deceased colleagues.
8. Everett, SD Representative to the Alliance, reported on the Presidnt-Elect's meeting andthe Alliance Board Meeting. He noted the interest in SD sponsoring ongoing programs,consideration for employing District Executive Secretaries in the various Districts,AAHPER meeting in New Orleans, consideration for Exhibitors and the Alliance Centerin Reston. Business of the Board of Governors included: decision to go on with Alliance

Center at Reston, sell deeds for square feet of space to those willing to give to the Alliance,
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consideration of what to do about SD investment as funds come due, request for ideas
regarding fund raising, position papers, Alliance scholar and new appointments, MAW-
AAHPER relationships and some remarks about the Kansas City Convention.

9. Partin, Chairman Site Screening Coinmittee, reported the selection of Sheraton Twin
Towers Hotel, of Orlando, Florida, for the 1981 Southern District Convention to be held

February 19-22, in 1981.
10. Partin was requested to explain the new History of SouthernDistrict, which was written by

Ruth White Fink. He encouraged our membership to purchase the book. Costs are at the
Convention $6.95 and by mail $7.95.

11. Plans for the joint Convention in New Orleans with the Alliance werediscussed by Partin.
He spoke of the extent of the involvement by the Southern District. The Hotel Monteleone
will be the Southern District Headquarters hotel, March 16-20, 1979.

12. Carmen, Nashville Convention Co-Manager, spoke to the Assembly about plans for the
Nashville Convention. Her remarks were favorably received. The Convqption will be held

at Opryland February 26-March 1, 1980.
13. McGee, Convention Co-Manager, made announcements and encouraged the purchase of

Arkansas Night tickets.
14. Collins thanked the Delegates for their fine cooperation and again recognized the newly

elected officers and extended appreciation for the AAHPER staff members in attendance.
15. There being no further business before the Assembly; Seymour moved that the Assembly

be adjourned. Motion carried. The 44th Representative Assembly adjourned at 3:30P.M.

Ned L. Warren
Secretary-T,Osurer

FINANCIAL REPORT
June 1, 1976

Financial Report
June 1, 1976-May 31, 1977

RECEIPTS
1. Cash in bank $5,731.56 less 19 checks not cleared $1,963.46 $ 3,768.10
2. Third payment for AAHPER = 1976-76 2,586.56

3. Reimbursement on travel funds (Hodgens and Hyatt) 24.40

4. Membership Award from AAHPER 150.00

5. Checks and Bank drafts from Mobile students toward payment of expenses 106.00

6. Exhibitors Fees for Atlanta Contention 1,950.00

7. Exhibitors Fees for Atlanta Convention 1,050.00

8. Exhibitors Fees for Atlanta Convention 950.00

9. Exhibitors Fees for Atlanta Convention 950.00

10. First installment for AAHPER - 1976-77 1,939.91

11. Exhibitors Fees for Atlanta Convention 450.00

12. Exhibitors Fees for Atlanta Convention 350.00

13. Exhibitors Fees for Atlanta Convention 477.50

14. Second Installment for AAHPER - 1976-77 1,939.91

15. Exhibitors Fees for Atlanta Convention 127.50

16. Exhibitors Fees for Atlanta Convention 850.00

17. Exhibitors Fees for Atlanta Convention 1,700.00

18. Exhibitors Fees for Atlanta Convention 1,177.50

19. Exhibitors Fees for Atlanta Convention 1,155.00



20. Convention - Sales and Fees 837.00
21. Reimbursement on unused student travel for Convention entertainment 5.25
22. Exhibitors Fees for Atlanta Convention 2,082.50
23. Registration Fees for Atlanta Convention 35,000.00
24. Exhibitors Fees for Atlanta Convention 700.00
25. Georgia Assoc. for PHER - Convention Birthday Cake 375.00
26. Lorraine Cameron (Convention Fee)

15.0027. Exhibitor Fee for Atlanta Convention 3,000.0028. Convention Account - Monies returned from Citizens & Sou. Natl. Bank in
'Atlanta 3,000.00

29. Checks and Illtney Orders replacing bad checks given at Atlanta
Convention 52.00

30. Funds deposited.to replace bad checks given at Atlanta Convention 139.00
31. Funds deposited to replace bad checks given at Atlanta Convention 80.00
32. Third installment for AAHPER 1976/77 1,939.92
33. Membership Award from AAHPER 150.00
34. Closing of Convention Account - Monies returned from Citizens & Sou.

Natl. Bank in Atlanta 761.00
TOTAL RECEIPTS $ 66,989.05

DISBURSEMENTS
CHECK NO.
1503 Eastern Kentucky University - SDAAHPER telephone calls 7.91
1504 W. L. Carr - Board Meeting Expenses 45.32
1505 Ned L. Warren U. S. Post Office Mailing (stamps) 9.48
1506 Suniland Press, Inc. - Exhibits Materials 213.72
1507 Peter W. Everett - President-Elect's Conference, Washington,

DC 334.00
1508 Miriam Collins - President-Elect's Conference, Washington, DC 339.30
1509-11 Lois Massy, Maurice Clay, Lee Gentry - Audit Committee .,

Expense 46.16
1512 U.S.A. Cafeteria - Student Section -'1(penses 186.00
1513 Ms. Kitty Prior - S.D. Flowers - Balance (Mobile Convention) 11.17
1514 Mrs. Char leen Tipton - District Secretarial Services 150.00
1515 Ned L. Warren - Post Office for Mailing letters (stamps) 10.00
1516 W. L. Carr Printing Materials 11.39
1517 Earl Harrison - Mailing costs to Exhibitors 6.50
1518-25 Future Directions Committee Expenses 1,156.41
1526 Standard Office Supply Company - Stationery Printing 19.43
1527 Geiger Printing & Office Supply Co. - 9500 Newsletters (Fall

1976) 853.66
1528 The Univ. of Southern Mississippi Post Office - Mailing 7,897

Newsletters (z 26 each 4
157.94

1529 U.S.M. Department of Health -Mailing Newsletters to AAHPER
& Districts -.1. 8.25

1530 Dr. Eugene Barnes - Student Labor for Newsletters 23.47
1531 Shirley Jones - Secretarial Assistance to President 35.2.4.
1532 E.K.U. Telephone Calls for SDAAHPER 6.89
1533 First Federal Savings & Loan - Transfer" to Savings 5,000.00
1534. E.K.U. Telephone Calls for SDAAHPER 22.57
1535 Miriam Collins - Board of Governors Meetingt'ER 333.80
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1536-37 W. L. Carr Miriam Collins - Convention Site Travel-New
Orleans 168.80

1538 Gould Athletic Supply Co. - Refund on Exhibitor Fee for Atlanta
Convention < 100.00

1539 Mrs. Char leen Tipton - District Secretarial Services 150.00
1540 E.K.U. - SDAAHPER Telephone Calls 21.94
1541 Wheelan and Wheelan, Inc. - Refund on Exhibitor Fee for Atlanta

Convention 100.00
1542 U.S. Post Office SDAAHPER Ma ing - Stamps 25.02
1543 E.K.U. - Telephone Calls for SD AHPER 6.89
1544 Geiger Printing & Office Supply Co. - Printing Newsletters 834.75
1545 Univ. of Southern Missipi Post Office - Mailing Newsletters 163.46
1546 Univ. of Southern Mississippi Dept. of Health - Mailing

Newsletters 8.00
1547 S. Eugene Barnes - Editor's Expenses 10.00
1548 Ned L. Warren Secretary-Treasurer's Expense 200.00
1549 Standard Office Supply Carr, Letterheads & Envelopes,

President's Expense 19.95
1550 Geiger Printing & Office Supply Co. - Invitations - Printing -

President's Expense 44.63
1551 Univ. of Southern Mississippi Dept. of Health - Telephone alls

for Newsletter 29.50
1552 AAHE (Newsletter) - Health Div. Request for Sup ort of

Newsletter 200.00
1553-72 Ned Warren, W.L. Carr, Bob Bowen, Marion Solleder, Bob

Blackburn, Marion Carr, Mike Pollock, Mabel Robinson, Owen
Holyoak, Jane Moore, Barbara Yarborough, Rachel Greer,
Rodney Ryan, Clif Seymour, Ron Hyatt, Debbie Deason, Terry
Hodgens, Miriam Collins, Peter Everett, Ruth Cady Pre
Convention Per Diem - Atlanta Convention 1,262.50

1573-1626 State Officers Conference Expense 1,060.00
1627 Student Entertainment - The Lard of Green Ice 175.00
1628-30 State Officers Conference Expense 60.00
1631 VOID
1632 Dr. Noah Langdale - Convention Speaker 500.00
1633 David Harris - Public Affairs Legislative Committee Expense 175.96
1634 MARTA - Student Expenses (Transportation) 100.00
1635 Land of Green Ice - f'udent Entertainment 122.50
1636 John E. Sahneider Manuf. Co. - ReimburseYnent on Exhibit 100.00
1637 Seamco Sporting Goods - Reimbursement for overpayment on

Exhibit Fee 100.00 -
1638 Earl Harrison - Exhibits Manager Expense 360.00
1639 Peggy Burke - NADGWS Speaker - P.E. Division 225.00
1640 Mickey Church - Convention Speaker 110.00
1641 Robert Blackburn - Nominating Colnmittee Expense 34.55
1642 The Georgians - Convention Dance 600.00
1643 The Northside Players - Convention Entertainment 500.00
1644 Leonard Herb - Convention Entertainment Reception 137.92
1645 AAHPER = Memberships -Cash 4,500.00
1646 Ruth Patton's Florist & Gift Shop - Flowers for Convention 154.45
1647 The Lettercraft Shop Applications - Programs - Bags 2,464.10
1648 National Office Products Co. Inc. - Badge holders 21 237.50
1649 Dr. John V. Basmajian - Speaker Pre-Convention Symposium -

General Division,, 100.00
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1650 Dr. Gary A. DeBacher - Pre-Convention Symposium Speaker-
General Division 100.00

1651-3 Mary Baker, Eleanor Regenos, Michael Brown-Pre-Conv.
Symposium Speakers 300.00

1654 E.K.U. - Telephone Calls 38.56
1655 Keith Plaques - Laminating Honor Awards 33.08
1656 Greensboro Printing-Co. - Printing 1500 Bumper Stickers -

Health Division 182.00
1657 Cliff Seymour Vice-President Recreation - Expenses 20.00
1658 JUlian Stein - Recreation Division Speaker 200.00
1659 Pat Morgan - Plants for Leisure Park - Recreation Division 100.00
1660 Dr. Bill Lovingood - Supplies for Recreation Resource Room 35.00
1661 Ronald Hyatt Postage and Phone Calls - Recreation Division 44.80
1662 Barbara Yarborough - P. E. Division Past Vice-President 7/.Expense 20.00
1663 Rachel Greer - P.E. Division Vice-President Elect Expenses 50.00
1664 Jane Moore - P.E. Division Vice-President's Expenses 15.00
1665 Kay Colston - Phone calls and ballots - P.E. Division 20.00
1666 Dr. Leon Joh Cis& - Convention Speaker - P.E. Division 210.62
1667 Edward A. Snapp, Sr. - Convention Program Speaker - P.E.

Division 200.00
1668 Dr. Gene-Styles - P.E. Division Executive Committee Expense 20.00
1669 Copyprint - Printing Research Council Proceedings - General

Division
_ 621.02

1670 Dr. Don Hardin - Mailing Charges for Research Proceedings-
General Division 30.26 .

1671 E.C.A.W. (Martha F. Owens) Handouts for Convention Program-,.
P.E. Division' 40.00

1672 Linda W. Prather - Production of Convention Materials - P.E.
Division - 42.80

1673 Miriam Collins - President Elect's Expenses 100.00
1674 Clyde Partin - Convention Managers' Expenses 60.00
1675 Mary Alice Clower - Co-Convention Manager's Expenses 60.00
1676-80 Ronald Perry - et al - Half Day Per Diem - Board Expense 87.50
1681 Mrs. Charleen Tipton - District Secretarial Services 150.00
1682 VOID
1683 Terry Hodgens - Student Rep. Seattle Convention 545.00
1684 Greyhound Exposition Service - Exhibits BoothsiAtlanta

Convention 2,881,49
1685 Crump-Nashville Secretary-Treasurer's Bond 50.00
1686 AA Printers Printing Service Award Certificates - 150 copies 35.00
1687 Ruth White Fink -- Archives Expenses 73.46
1688 Judy Greer - Luncheon and reception expenses 62.73
1689 E.K.U. - Telephone Calls 30.65
1690 W. L. Carr - Georgia Night tickets for S.D. guests - President's

expense 24.00
1691 Geiger Printing & Office Supply Co. - general Session Programs

- Invitations - F.D. Concept 543.90
1692, W. L. Carr - Presidential Awards
1613 Dept. of Health, Southern Mississippi Univ. - Long Distance calls

7.84

& Postage - Pres. Expense 502.41
1694 AAHPER - 2200 Plastic Portfolios & Shipping 684.60
1695 Total Audio Visual Service, Inc. - Convention Supplies,

placement, Future Dir., Regis., etc. 2,285.58
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1696 A. B. Dick Duplicating Mimeograph equipment 55.50
1697 Emory University ltotographing Service Services 103.50
1698 Hyatt Regency Atlanta Georgia Night & Convention

Expenses 7,572.53
1699 Ruth White. Fink 11eretage Room Expense 242.00
1700 E.K.U.Telephone Calls 4.91
1701 W. L. Carr Site Selection New Orleans 34.49
1702 Norma M. Leavitt Honor Awards Committee Expense 102.74
1703 W. L. Carr AAHPER Convention Expense Seattle,

President's Expense 525.00
1704 Ron Hyatt Recreation Officers' Expert-se, AAHPER

Recreation Division Expense 125.00
1705 Times Printing Co. SDAAHPER Letterheads & Envelopes \ 71.50
1706 Golden Gallery Service Award Frames and Mailing 38.10
1707 NTS, Inc., Atlanta Elementary P.E. Tours Transportation 104.00
1708 U. S. Post Office Mailing Registration Lists to Exhibitors &

Stamps 62.31
1709 E.K.U. Telephone Calls 23.12
1710 Clyde Partin Per Diem in Seattle Convention 35.00
1711 Miriam Collins AAHPER Convention Expenses 683.80
1712 W. L. Care Past President's Expense Travel 57.88
1713 Betsy Umstead Heretage Room Committee 47.56
1714 Miriam Collins Opryland Contract Tray 1 92.30
1715 Earl Harrison Opryland Contract Travel 221.85
1716 ^ Clyde Partin Opryland Contract Travel 114.03
1717 Ned L: Warren Opryland Contract Travel 76.95
1718 Eastern Kentucky University Telephone calls for SDAAHPER 58.12
1719-36 Summer Board of Directors Meeting 3,027.00
1737-38 Warren and Partin Summer Board Meeting and Houston

Contract Signing Travel 628.50
1739 . Peter Everett S. D. Reprpsontative to National Expenses 150.00

Check returned by bank 400.00
Check returned by bank 400.00

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS $ 49,780.00
CASH IN BANK 5/31/77 21,013.57

TOTAL 70,794.55
Less 20 checks not cleared 3,805.50

GRAND TOTAL $ 66,989.05
LIQUID ASSETS OF SDAAHPER

`Fidelity Federal Savings and Lotin, Nashville, Tenn. 1/31/77 $ 18,317.59
First Federal Savings and Loan, Richmond, Ky. 1/31/77 8,011.41
Madison National Bank, Richmond, Ky. 5/31/77 17,208.07
AAHPER Building Fund On Loan (3 yrs. non-Int.) 5,000.00

(8/13/75 - 8/13/78) $48,537.07
NOTE:
Two accounts, exhibits from Atlanta Convention, outstanding at

end of 1976-77 fiscal year.
1 Commercial exhibit $ 400.00
1 Educational exhibit 27.50

TOTAL $ 427.50
To'be in 1977-78 report. 0
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OTHER INFORMATION

COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP
Standing Committees

Constitution Committee
Robert Bowen, Jr., Chairperson, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30601 (1976-1979)Owen J. Holyoak, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611 (1976-1979)
Lynn McCraw, University ofTexas, Austin, TX 78731 (1975-1978)
Ann Uhlir, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, KY 40475 (1976-1979)William Walker, Mars Hill College, Mars Hill, NC 28754 (1976-1979)
Diane Ward, University of South Carolina, Columbia, SC 29208 (1975-1978)Jerald Hawkins, Liberty Baptist College, Lynchburg, VA 24505 (1977-1980)Ramey Martin, Madison College, Harrisonburg, VA 22801 (1977-1980)
Lillie Suder, Headland High School, East Point, GA 30344 (1977-1980)Finance Cop.mittee
Ned L.Narren, Chairperson, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, KY 40475 (1976-1979)
Margaret Downing, Southern Arkansas University, Magnolia, AR, 71753 (1976-1979)Jesse Hawthorne, East Texas State University, Commerce, TX 75428 (1976-1979)John Spurgen, University of South Carolina. Columbia, SC 29208 (1975-1978)
Johnnie Armstrong, Blue Mountain College, Blue Mountain, MS 38610 (1977-198f!)Edmond Dugas, University of South West Louisiana, Lafayette, LA 70504 (1977-1980)Homer L. Coker, Central State University, Edmond, OK 73034 (1977-1980)Margaret D. Chenier, Tuskegee Institute, AL 36088 (1977-1980)
Edward Hooks, East Carolina University, Greenville, NC 27834 (1975-1978)Honor Award Committee
Ruth Reid, Chairperson, Furman University, Greenville, SC 29601 (1976-1979)Oscar H. Gunk ler, Berea College, Berea, KY 40403 (1976-1979)
Lynn W. McCraw, University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712 (1977-1980)
Rosemary McGee, University of North Carolina, Greensboro, NC 27412 (1976-1979),Ethen Preston Trice, University of Arkansas, Little Rock, AR 72204 (1976-1979)Elma Neal Roane, Memphis State University, Memphis, TN 38152 (1977-1980)Rebecca Dennard, Fulton County Board of Education, Atlanta, GA 30315 (1977-1980)Necrology, Committee
Joanne Kemp, Chairperson, Coker College, Hartsville, SC 29550 (1977-1980)Ward Tishler, University of Montevallo'Montevallo, AL 35115
Troy Hendricks, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72701
Elizabeth Buie, Jacksonville University, Jacksonville, FL 32211
Obie O'Neal, Albany State College, Albany, GA 31707 .
0. J. Helvey, Cumberland Collego, Williamsburg, KY 40769
Joyce Hillard, Northwestern State University, Natchitoches, LA 71457Hartwell McPhail, Mississippi College, Clinton, MS 39056
Dorothy Spangler, Box 6966, College Station, Durham, NC 27708
Dorothy Marotte, Central State University, Edmund, OK 73034
Kay Colston, Raleigh-Egypt High School, Memphis City Schools, Memphis, TN 38128Lynn McCraw, University of Texas, Austin, TX 78731
Nelson Harvey, Arlington Public Schools, Arlington, VA 22207

Proceedings Committee
Jayne Meyer, Chairperson, rtState Depament of Education, Montgomery, AL 36130(1977-1980)
Quentin Christian, University of Mississippi, Oxford, MS 37677 (1976-1979)Julie Caldwell, Wake County Schools, Raleigh, NC 27608 (1976-1979)
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Darrell Crase, Memphis State University, Memphis, TN 38152 (1975-1978)
Betty Haley, Centenary College, Shreveport, LA 71104 (1976-1979)
Robert Hurley, Texas A & M University, College Station, TX 77840 (1975-1978)
Dorothy Ingram, East Texas State University, Commerce, TX 75428 (1975-1978)
Elizabeth Ann Jones, Little Rock Public Schools, Little Rock, AR 72201 (1976-1979)
Kitty Magee, Texas Woman's University, Denton, TX 76230 (1975-1978)
Robert A. Mesenbrink, Ben L. Smith High School, Greensboro, NC 27400 (1976-1979)

Nancy Lay, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37916 (1977-1980)
Carmela Jefferies, University of South Alabama, Mobile, AL 36688 (1977-1980)
Bessie H. McKinney, Grambling State University, Grambling, LA 71245 (1977-1980)

Service Awards Committee
Mabel Robinson, Chairperson, State Department of Education, 771 South Lawrence

Street, Montgomery, AL 36104 (1977-1980)
Barbara Yarborough, Elon College, Elon, NC 27244 (1977-1978) """"---)"

Robert R. Ryan, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 27201 (1977-1978)
Gordon Coker, Northwestern State University, Natchitoches, LA 71457 (1977-1979)

,Marian K. Solleder, University of North Carolina, Greensboro, NC 27244 (1977-79)
Marion,earr, University of South Carolina, Columbia, SC 29208 (1977-1979)
Jane Moore, Aubbrn University, Auburn, AL 36830 (1977-1980)
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P. 0. Box 3822
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